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ANNUAL REPORT or THE G1-zonoorcu Soavsr or INDIA AND or run Mussvsr 01-" Grzosoor,
Cater:-rrs, ros rrrs Yam 1869.

The close of another year (1869) calls for a brief summary of the progress of the
Geological Survey since our last report.
The area, which it is possible to examine geologically within a year, depending essen
tially on the number and ability of the officers employed, it is necessa , ﬁrst, to premise that
during ten months of the twelve just passed, Mr. W. T. Blanford, eputy Superintendent,
was absent, being engaged in the elaboration of his report on the Geology and Natural History

of Abyssinia, the result of observations made while attached as Naturalist to the
Abyssinian Field Force, and during a brief visit, subs

uentl

to the return of this force from

Abyssinia, to the adjoining territory of Bogos. Mr. lanib rd was, at the beginning of the
year (1869), ordered to proceed to Europe, where alone he could have facilities for the

comparison and identiﬁcation of his collections and of reference to all previously published
accounts. After an absence from India, on this duty, of about six months, Mr. Blanford
rejoined the Geological Survey at the beginning of November, and immediately took the ﬁeld.
Mr. Ormsby, who (as reported last year) had been obliged to proceed to Europe, suffering

from sunstroke, returned just before the working season commenced in November.

During

the most important and largest portion of the year, therefore, the survey was without
the aid of these two gentlemen. Mr. W. King and Mr. F. Mallet obtained 12 months’
furlough
each,season;
and leftand
in their
September
forwill,
Euro
e, having
their maps
and reports
of
the
previous
services
ofPcourse,
be completed
wanting during
the present
season.

Last year I had to report that Mr. Charles Oldham had proceeded on furlough in Nov
ember, and with deep regret I was called on to report his deccase in April last. In him the
Government of India lost a trained and able servant, distinguished for his conscientious
devotion to duty, and for the care and skill with which he, as Deputy Superintendent for
Madras, conducted the labours of the party working there. In him also the officers of the

Survey regret the loss of an esteemed colleague. This death, resulting from the effects of an
attack contracted during his active service in India, adds another to the long list of those who
have succumbed to the very trying exposure in the worst and most unhealthy parts of the
country Which the pursuit of Geology in India necessarily entails. The remaining oﬁieers
of the Survey have all been actively engaged during the year.
Soon aﬁer the commencement of the year (1869), having then just returned from the
Punjab, I proceeded to Cachar and Sylhet, to examine, on the s

with the serious earthquake of the 10th of January, which

damage.

t, the evidence connected

caused such extensive

I was unfortunate in visiting the localities just at the time when all the available

ca ' e of the district was needed for the Military expedition then 'ust leaving Silchar; so
that
found it impracticable to see quite as much of the country as could have wished. I
succeeded, however, in obtaining some accurate and valuable observations. And in returning

I crossed the Khasi Hills, notmg the results of the same earthquake at Sylhet, Cherra
-Poonjee, Shillong, and Gowhatty. A brief notice of these results was given at a meeting
of the Asiatic Society of Bengal in March (vide Proceedings of the Society for April 1869,

p. 113). While working out these observations, I was led to notice how little of any accurate record
existed in this country regarding the earthquake shocks to which many parts of it are
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frequent-ly subject. And I have, therefore, given some time to the preparation of as perfect a
catalogue of Indian earthquakes as I had means of obtaining. This will, I believe, prove an
useful addition to Indian seismo-statistics, and I trust may at the same time be the means
of eliciting further information on the subject. Many private records of such henomens
doubtless exist, full of interesting and often valuable information, which has never

en given

to the public. I would solicit the contribution of any such facts as may tend to

rove the

occurrence of shocks not hitherto noticed, or to indicate the extent of area over which’, and the
relative violence or intensity with which, shocks already recorded may have been felt in

diiferent parts of the country. The very nature of such a catalogue precludes the possibilit
of successful compilation bv any unaided individual; the co-operation of many is essentiall
A report of the effects of the earthquake of 10th January, 1869, is in progress.
At the beginning of November, I proceeded to the Central Provinces to control the
operations there in progress for the exploration of the coal in Chanda and Berar. I found that
the late rains of the year had caused a ood deal of fever in man places, and the taking of the
ﬁeld by the Survey Party was a little delayed in consequence.
oceeding from Nagpore in
company with Mr. C. Bernard, Commissioner of Nagpore, in whose 'urisdiction the Chanda
district Is, I ﬁrst took a general review of the ﬁcldas far south as

allarpur.

And then

returning ﬁxed upon positions for future borin s, with a view to test not onl the continuity
of the beds of coal which the river Wurdah ad exposed in one or two
,but also to
prove the nature, thickness, and contents of the coal-beanng formation ene y. I have seldom
seen a country less favorable for detailed Geological research, as a thic covenng of clays con
ceals the rocks entirel , excepting at distant intervals. Any detailed examination, therefore,
necessarily takes muc time, and cannot in the end be very satisfactory. But, with the aid of
horings, we hope to be able to trace out the rocks with tolerable accuracy.

The results of the trials up to November last were published in the last part of the
Records of the Survey (Part 4-, 1869), and it is not necessary to repeat them here. Since
that time, up to date, additional information has been gained, which is all satisfactory.

One

of the eat sources of doubt as to the extent of the coal deposits arose from the widely
eetablis 1ed fact, that the beds in the group of rocks in which the coal here occurs (that
known to Indian Geologists as the Barakar group) had invariably a tendency to exhibit very

great variation both in thickness and quality within short distances.

They are often of great

thickness locally, but thin out and nearly disappear within short distances: this variation
also being not only in the thickness, but also in the quality of the beds, so that what
shows as a bed of good coal in one place may, within a few yards or a few hundreds of yards,

pass into a shale without coal, or even into a sandstone.

It was, therefore, important to test

this, and the ﬁrst new boring Which was ﬁxed on was put down near the village of Telwasa,

some ten miles to the north of where the coal had been found in the river. No coal was
Visible, nor had any been ever known to be there; but the position in which it ought to be
found, if the beds continued, was, as ap

ared to me, well marked.

After some delays,

the rods were put down here, and passing t rough the beds of sandstone, seen on the surface,

they entered a group of beds of coal and shale, in the proper position exactly as anticipated.
Up to the close of the year, 19 feet of this coal, with a few shale partings, had been cut into
and the beds still continued.‘ Near the village of Nokora also, to the extreme south end of
~the small area of coal-bearing rocks which occurs on the Chanda side of the Wurdah river,

=near Ghiigﬁs, the limits of which had been approximately ﬁxed b Mr. Blanford in 1866,
ea» bore-hole was put down by Mr. Fryar to test the character of the ds there. This has cut
the same group of beds with coal found to the north of Ghugus village. There are represents
gtIVBB of the two.upper beds, and then of the thicker group of shale and coal below.

expected, there isa large amount of variation in the actual section.

But, as

The thick beds of so

.called coal and shale noticed in the borings at the north of Gh1ig1'1s (see Records, Geolo ical

‘Survey, 1869, p. 97), as being there altogether some 33 feet in thickness, have increased to
-more than 50feet at Nokora; but this increase in aggregate thickness is chieﬂy in the

greater development of the earthy or shale beds. The details of measurements need not be
given here.
The results, so far as the explorations have been carried, seem to me to point to the

general continuity of the coals on a ﬁxed horizon in the lower sandstones, and if this be con
-ﬁrmed by further examination. these coals may be sought for with considerable certainty within
' Forty-one feet, snap inches, of goal have been cut. altogether here, in I total depih of 13: feet.
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Until the recent trials, I regret to say that .

no principle seems to have guided the selections of the several points at which bore-holes
were put down. They were apparently put down completel at hap-hazard, and were of
course, in most cases, without any deﬁnite result. Locahties ave now been absolutely fixed
upon for a number of additional borings, where, at comparatively small depths, the pre

sence or absence of the coal may be determined.
A steam-boring machine has also been delivered at Chanda, but it is not yet in opera
tion. It will in reality be of very triﬂing use in this field. The country is to an immense
extent either covered with jungle or with deep beds of clay, through which every little stream
cuts a deep channel or gully, and in either case there are no roads excepting of the most
primitive character. There are not, therefore, more than half a dozen spots in the district
to which this steam-boring machine can be conveyed, excepting at great loss of time and ex

nae. And even in those localities, the required information can be obtained with ordinary
ring tools more cheaply and expeditiously if only a systematic system of choice of position ,
be acted upon. It is, however, hoped that a trial will soon be made with this steam-boring

machine when the services of some one competent to undertake the management of it can be
obtained.

To Major C. B. Lucie-Smith, De uty Commissioner of Chanda, I am indebted for the
most hea and eifective assistance in a things. The Geological Survey is also indebted to
Mr. S. H.

ennessy, Extra Assistant Commissioner, for the earnest and friendly way in

which he has ever met their wishes.
It is hoped that as soon as the Chanda district is examined, the investigations of the

Geologiml Survey may be continued down the valle of the Godavery, at detached points
in which we know of the existence of small basins 0? the coal measure rocks, in which coal
may exist in ood workable quantity. Such a basin, for example, occurs about 15 milew north

of Dumagu iam, from which, at the

lace indicated by Mr. W. Blanford in 1866 near

the junction of the Tal river, in the left

auk close to the village of Lin ala, a considerable

quantity of coal was raised last year from the bed of the river. This coa worked effectively
in the low pressure stationary engines, but was not suﬂicient to keep up steam for the high
pressure engines of some of the steamers. I am also indebted to Colonel Haig, B. E., for the
Information that coal has been again found exposed in the scarped face of the rocks on the
right bank of the river, about 34 miles below Dumagudiam. ‘About two feet are seen above
water level, and it extends under the water as far as a man can reach with his arm.’

All

these facts point to the necessity of an early and careful examination of this country. And
it is my purpose next working season to work up from the Madras side, the party of the survey
there engaged brin ing up with them the extended knowledge they have obtained of the
older groups of roc s in the Madras Presidency and the oﬂicers of the survey from Bengal

working downwards, and bringing with them their widely acquired intimacy with the struc
ture, character, and sub-divisions of the coal measures of India.

The extent of country to he

visited is, however, wide, and the detailed examination of so large an area will unavoidably
occupy much time. The result of a systematic examination of this kind will, however, be

more satisfactory and more trustworthy than if taken up at detached points.

In connection with these practical explorations by boring for coal, &c., I would notice the
great satisfaction with Which the Geological Survey have seen lately the success of that most
unportant trial for water at Umballa. The insufficiency of the supply of water at this

large station has long been a source of anxiety, and a cause of ill-health, and has led to pro
posals for the adoption of very costly and tedious works to increase the amount of available
water and to facihtate its distribution. Mr. H. B. Medlicott, after his examination of the
Sub-Himalayan rocks, urged the importance of seeking this much-needed supply of water in
the water-hearin beds which must exist under all the country in that parallel along the foot

of the hills.‘K T e reasons for the conﬁdent expectation of good water being found there
with a pressure at least suﬁicient to bring it to, or near to, the surface from very considerable

depths were stated, and have, on several occasions since then, been very strongly urged. It
was therefore with no small satisfaction that we saw the very first trial conﬁrm the justice
of these sanguine expectations. It is to he hoped that further trials will be now boldly

' Memoirs of Geological Survey of India, vol. lll., pl. ll. p. 181.

_
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carried out, but at the same time strictly limited to those areas where the probable existence

of similar conditions may be fairly anticipated after proper examination.
As stated in my last annual report Mr. Medlicott was, at the commencement of the

year, engaged in the examination of the very important geological questions of the extent
and strati raphical relations of the several series of sandstones, &c., associated with the coal
in Benga as compared with those in Central India. In ursuance of this object, he
traversed the entire country between Hazaribagh and
alamow on the east and

J ubbulpur, on the west; and thence went southwards to Nagpore and Chanda. This ex
tended and general survey of the vast area occupied b these rocks has brought into greater
prominence and clearness, and has established the wi er application of several of the views
already enunciated by other oﬁicers of the Survey regardin the distribution and variation in
character of the several subdivisions of that great series 0 beds, in some members of which
the coals of India chieﬁ

contents, be called the

occur, and which may, as a whole, and in a broad view of its fossil

ant-bearing series.

The vast extension and wonderful constancy in

mineral character (com ined with local peculiarities) of the Talchir rocks, which have always
been treated of as the base of this great serie, altho

h forming in themselves a well

marked and characteristic group, has been even more f ly established than it previously
had been. The dying out also 1n passing to the west of the distinctions so easily establihcd
in the eastern coal-ﬁelds, (Ranigunj, J herria, &c.), where a three-fold sub-division of the

true Damuda or coal-bearing rocks is obvious—a fact alread fully indicated by Mr. Hughes,
as far as the Bengal ﬁelds are concerned-—has been shown y Mr. Medlicott to be ent1rely
supported by the character of the rocks in the more western ﬁelds. And, at the same time, the
coexistent fact of the considerable increase in the development of the group which occurs at
the top of the series (the Panchet group), seems equally established. The entire group of
the formations or series which in the east gives ﬁve well-marked sub-divisions (Talchi-r,
Baralcar, Ironstane shales, Ranigunj, and Pancket) becomes at only a short distance to the

west only a three-fold series of the Talclzir, the Barakar, and the Panchet. This was shown
to be the case in some of the Bengal ﬁelds, and the same fact is more fully insisted on by
Mr. Medlicott with reference to the country lying further west.

Although, so far as known, there seem good grounds for admitting this as giving the
truest representation of the facts, it must at the same time be stated that the lithological
character of each of these groups differ in the west and south from that of the typical rocks

in the Ranigunj ﬁeld and Talchir ﬁeld.

Even so near to Ranigunj as the Palamow

(or Daltonguny ﬁeld,) Mr. Hughes has shown that the Barakar rocks present a lithological
character intermediate as it were between the true Baralcar and the Ranigunj beds. And
further, in the Bokaro ﬁeld, he has pointed out the transitional passage of the Ranigunj beds

into the Panchets.
With these facts, it would almost remain an open question, whether much of those upper
beds, to which we are now disposed to assign the general name Panchet, may not represent,
in time, the upper groups of the more eastern ﬁelds (Ranigunj beds, Ironstone shale). And
the fossils contained would go to support this view. But the general mineral character very
decidedly approximates more to that of the ty ical Pancllet rocks, and throughout the entire
area extending over many thousand square mi es with well exposed sections, the absence of

an deposits of coal, which are so valuable and abundant in the upper groups of the Ranigunj
ﬁe d, is an additional and strong reason why these rocks should be referred to the Panchet

group rather than to the others.

It might possibly solve the diﬁiculty better in the ﬁrst

instance to establish an intermediate and distinct sub-division applicable on] to a part of this
upper group of rocks in the west, but this would perhaps only lead to greater diﬁiculhes, because

this group must be localized, while all the facts point rather to a gradual passage of character
over geographical areas, than to any deﬁnite sub-division. In any such large series, where the
sub-divisions are not marked by material interruption, or change, of deposit, or by any long
interval of time amompanied by the destruction of pre-existing beds, there is no ossibility of
drawing any trenchant line of division, for such does not exist.

And it can, t erefore, be

only on a balancing of evidence that any part is placed in correlation with one sub-division
rather than with another.
Mr. Medlicott has also brought

forward

additional proofs

to

show that, on

the largescale, the present limits of these coal-measure ﬁelds coincide approximately with the
origins limits of deposition and are not the result of faulting, or even mainly of denudation.
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This limitation of original do ition has lon been the view held by Mr. Hughes (and by
myself) with reference to thc ngal ﬁelds w ich he had examined, and Mr. Medlicott now
shows how he considers it applicable to those in the west also.
There appear tome, however, wider and larger views of this variation in mineral character,
and in succession of beds, as well as in limitation of area occu ied, which must be worked out

in greater detail before any deﬁnite conclusions be possible.

ey may, however, be indicated.

All these successive beds, (possibly with the exception of the Talclzirc) representing an enor
mous lapse of time, agree in one respect, that they seem to be purel fresh water (ﬁuviatile
or ﬁuvio-lacustrine) or estuarine deposits. This fact alone involves
e consideration of deﬁ
nite limits within which the rivers or lakes by which, or in which, they were formed were

conﬁned at the time of their deposition. This again would seem unavoidably to bring with
it a very large amount of vanation in each basin of deposition quite consistently with a
general resemblance or agreement in the succession. It seems diﬁicult, if not almost impos
sible, to suppose that coincidently with any great changes of surface level, &c., which may
have affected the whole country, there were not also vanations in each more limited area, or

drainage basin of the then existing dry land. Thus it seems to me, we are naturally led,
a’ priori, to look for a eneral persistence of type coincidently with a wide limit of vanation
in detail.

And this, I

elieve, will 0 far to account for much of the variation we do ﬁnd. The

present distribution of these coal-fields in India, modiﬁed, as it undoubted] has been, by the
eat destruction and denudation to which not only the coal-bearing. but a I subjacent rocks
ave been sub'ected, appears to me to point also to this limitation to deﬁned areas. Thus the
Ranigunj, t e Jherria, the Bokaro, the Ramghur, and the Karunpura ﬁelds all

belo

to the drainage basin of the Damoodah river. Itkuri (Eetcoora), and the

Kur urbari ﬁelds are in the basin of the Barakar, the lar est aﬁiuent of the Damoodah,

from which in the upper part of its course it is se arated by t e lofty ranges of Parasnath
and the wide plateau of Hazaribagh. The asta deposits and the limited field near
Du braj pur and the Deogur ﬁelds are in the valley of the Ad‘ ai, and limited to it,

while the valley of the More, further to the north, has its small ﬁel near to Soory. (In a
wider view, all these rivers may be considered to have formed one general estuary at an
early period). The Talchir ﬁeld, near Katték, the detached areas of Talchir sandstones in
the Snmbulpur country, and the Belaspur ﬁeld, are limited to the Mahanuddy basin;
the Palamow, the Singrowli, and South Rewah coals are all strictly conﬁned to the

Sonc basin ;——-the Chanda ﬁeld and the continuation of this ﬁeld in detached areas down

the Godavery valley, considerably below Dumagudiam, all are strictly conﬁned to the basin
of the G odavery and its aﬁluents, while similarly the coal-ﬁelds of the Nerbudda valley are
all limited to the drainage basin of that river.
In other words, it seems to me that there is very strong evidence to leadtothe
conviction (announced by me at the meetin of the British Association in December 1867,

when speaking generally of the Geology of

ndia), tIat the great drainage basins of this

country were on the large scale marked out, and existed (as drainage-basin) at the enormously

distant period which marked the commencement of the deposition of the great plant-bearing
series to which I have referred.
In this point of view, local variations in the lithological type, and local variations in
the thickness of the grou s, and even their occurrence or non-occurrence, are only necessary
consequences of the m e and limits of formation. And this will, I think, go far to account
for these variations.
Mr. Medlicott has arrived at somewhat similar conclusions bearing on the limits
of deposition of these beds as applied to some of the basins.

At the commencement of the present season, Mr. Medlicott

roceeded to the

Nerbudda valley, to work out more closely than had before been practicab e the coal-bearing

rocks in that area. When ﬁrst visited, now more than twelve years since, no maps whatever
existed of the Nursingpur and Hoshungabad districts, and it was necessary, in order

to obtain any record, to carry out a general topographical sketch or survey concurrently
with the geological examination. Within the last few months We obtained the ﬁnished
revenue survey maps of these districts (Hoshungabad and Nursingpur), and I have at
once taken advantage of them to ascertain with greater accuracy than was originally possible
the distribution and contents of the coal-measure rocks there.

The approaching completion
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of the line of railway between J ubbulpur and Bombay also rendered it urgently important
that this should be done at the earliest date.
Mr. Willson examined in the early part of the year a large portion of the Jhansi

and Lullutpur districts, tracing out the remarkable quartz reefs that exist in such numbers
and of such size in that area, and mapping with care the limits also of the recent de

its.

And he is at present engaged in the continuation of this work. so as to join on his goo ogical
boundaries with those already very carefully put in by himself in the Saugor and Dumoh

districts and with those in the Gwalior country mapped by Mr. Hacket.
The terrible suiferings of the population in J eypore and adjoining country from
failure of their cro s, and the conse uences of deﬁciency of food, rendered it desirable that
Mr. Hacket shoul not return for t e present season to the work on which he had been
there engaged.

He has, therefore, been moved to J ubbulpur, where he will carry out the

examination with the detailed maps now available of the south-east portion of the district,
and connect it with Rewah to the north and east. In the beginning of the year Mr. Hacket
traced out the boundary of the great Deccan trap area, from N eemuch across to the Beeas
river, which line has since been embodied in the general map of the Vindhyan area accom

panying the published report of Mr. F. Mallet.
Mr. Ball, in the early part of the year, carried out the examination of parts of the
Singhbhum country, tracing out carefully the cogper-bcari
rocks and their limits. And
since Mr. Ormsby's return in the autumn, Mr.

all and

r. Ormsb y have both been sent

to revise and bring up to the existing state of knowledge of Indian Geology the ma s of
Bhagulpur and

irhhum previous to ﬁnal ppblication.

These districts were among t one

earliest examined in this count . And since t ttime ve considerable progress has been
made in hadalso
the disti een
ishing
of than
e rock
of India.
The orib:yl'ndisturbances
' al examination
of these
districts
more
oncegroups
necessarily
interrupted
among
the
Sonthals and other causes, and it was therefore essential that they should be gone over again
with a view to general revision.
Mr. the
Mallet,
during
and with
advantage
of the
newearly
and

'onmaps,
of thethe
year,
was enosfaﬁie
ed several
in working
in detail,
tter
relations
grouout
s of
rocks

which occur in the eastern portion of the Sone valley, and which there come

etween the

Vindhyan formation and the gneissose rocks. The more important of his results have
been embodied in the Report on the Vindhyan formation, published during the year, which
is noticed further on.

Mr. Mallet, as already mentioned, has obtained leave for one year, and

left India in September.
Mr. W. Blanford rejoined the Geological Survey on his return from deputation as

Naturalist and Geologist in connection with the Abyssimsn Field Force at the beginning of
November.

He has taken up the careful exammation of the Chanda district with the

assistance of Mr. Hughes and Mr. Fedden. Of this district he had himself made a rapid
reconnoissance in 1866 and furnisheda sketch geolo ical map, which, considering the very
unfavorable nature of the country for an
eodogical examination and the brief visit

Mr. Blanford paid tothe district, was marvelibns y accurate and good. Mr. Blanford then
also was the ﬁrst to realize the true nature of the coal deposits of the ﬁeld, which had been

searched out with untiring determination by Major Lucie-Smith , the Deputy Commissioner.
The occurrence of these coals in this district in a geographical osition singularly favorable

for the suppl of fuel to a very large area both to the west and sout , and the considerable diffi
culties atten ing the investigation, rendered it highly important that the facts should be ascer
tained as quickly as possible. I have thereforemoved u from Bengal Mr. Theod. Hughes,
who has perhaps had more experience and detailed know edge of the Indian coal-bearing rocks
than any one on the Survey, and with Mr. Fedden he will act under Mr. Blan ford, Deputy

Superintendent. The Work was allotted without delay. Mr. Blanford himself, in addition to
the general supervision of _all, has taken up the detailed investigation of the rocks which come
below the coal measure senes. Mr. Fedden has been sent to those above the same series, while

Mr. Hughes will take up these coal-rocks them ves. The district is most unfavorable for
detailed geological examination, bemg either more ban usually covered with very thick deposits
of @1531 and gmvels (often cemented into a hard calcareous con lomerate), occasionally
containing bones or fr

outs of bones of large animals, and all proba ly of the same general

age as the similar cong omerates of the N crbudda. and Godavery valleys, (.Pliocene), or
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concealed by widely spreading jun les and forests oﬁen almost impenetrable. Mr. Blanford
years since pointed out that it we d be impossible to arrive at any satisfactory conclusions
without actually boring in many places, and this actual testing of the ground is now being
carried out successfully in conjunction with the general examination. Should the otlicers
of the Survey be fortunate enough to preserve good health during the season, this year will
see a large area thoroughly explored. As already mentioned, the late rains in October produced
a good deal of fever and illness, and, as usual, the Survey parties have also sulfered.

Msmus.——The early part of the year (1869) was given by Mr. King and Mr. Footo
to the completion of the geological area occupied by quartzites, slates, limestones, &c., which

cover the larger portion of the districts of Kudd apah and Kurnool, and which appear,
geologically, to represent in the south the older portion of the great Vindhyan series. to which
allusion has already been made. This great area being com lete in itself, that is, being
surrounded on all sides by rocks of totally different ages an different mineral characters,
will be treated of as one. And since the close of the ﬁeld work, Mr. King has completed
a general report on the entire area containing many thousand square miles. This report is
now in preparation for the press; and will be issued during the present year. Mr. King took
furlough-leave in September, handing over the Madras work to Mr. Foote. For the present

season Mr. Foote has been directed to carry on the examination of the rocks, of the same
mineral character, which appear under the great ﬂows of the Deccan trap, and resting

uite unconformably on the eiss rocks in parts of the Raichoor Doab, the vicinity of
elgaum, and under parts o the ghats on the western coast. That they belong to the same
general series as the rocks in Kuddapah and Kurnool there is no question, and it is hoped
that Mr. Foote's acquaintance with the latter will enable him the more easily to identify them.
This will connect with the Madras area the work already done by Mr. C. Wilkinson some
years since in Rutnagherry and Sawunt Warree, but which was unfortunately leﬁ;
unﬁnished, when that gentleman was obliged to resign his connection with the Surve , as his
health could not bear the great exposure unavoidably entailed by his
wor . This
work will also, I think, give us a second complete section (geological) across the Peninsula.

I have had occasion already to notice the dec-ease of Mr. C. Oldham, which untimely
event, and Mr. King-‘s absence on leave have reduced the Madras party for the present season
to only one, Mr. Bruce Foote.
BOMBAY.-—-The Bombay party of the Survey continued the examination of Kutch as

re orted last year. This was completed before the close of the working season of 1869, and
r. Wynne and Mr. Fedden both deserve much credit for the zealous and earnest spirit

with which the carried out this work in a very diiﬁcult and in many ways very inaccessible
district. Mr.
vnne has subsequently, during the monsoon, prepared a very admirably
executed map of the whole of Kutch, and has embodied his own and Mr. Fedden's researches

in a general report, accompanied with many excellent and well-drawn sketches. This map
is on the same scale as the Atlas of India, namely, 4 miles = one inch, and it will scarcely be

practicable to show the detail of the geology on a smaller map, although the publication of
this large plan will be diﬁicult.
At the commencement of the present season, as soon as it was practicable to leave Kutch,
Mr. Wynne proceeded, as ordered, to the Pun'ab to take up the detailed examination of
that province, while Mr. Feddcn proceeded to ombay, and joining Mr. Blanford took u ,
under his instructions, the examination of parts of the Chanda and Woon districts, in whic
‘he is now engaged.
It had long been my desire to carry out a careful examination of the Punjab, which oﬁ'ers

to the Geologist many points of great interest, as well as promise of valuable mineral pro
ducts. But the pressing demands for geological en uiry in other directions have always
hitherto prevented any of the stud‘ of the Survey from ing located there. It was, therefore,
with pleasure that I found it racticabls to send Mr. Wynne there this season, and I doubt

not he will exhibit the same
and ability there as he has elsewhere. I have asked his
s ial aﬁention to the relations of the beds from which petroleum is obtained or likely to be
ohiiined.
Bmmarr.—Mr. W. Theobald has, as anticipated in last year's report, completed the
neral examination of the Prome district up to the frontier of British Burmah, so far as

at lies to the east of the Irawadi. He has this season taken up the country lying to the
west of the river in the same parallel, and I hope the season will see it completed.

In this
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part of the district, nummulitic rocks (limestones, &c.,) occur and form an interesting
study. They may be found to contain petroleum, as they occasionally do elsewhere.
Punmcarrons.—The ﬁrst art of the seventh volume of the Memoirs of the Geological

Survey of India contains a f report on the area occupied in North-Western India b - the
great series of rocks, to which the name VINDHYAN Was ﬁrst given by myself in 856.
tretohin along the northern escarpment-s of the Nerbudda valley, passing across the
districto Jubbulpur, and forming the Whole of the Rewah country north of the Sone.
this great series extends in a continuous mass far into Bengal, where the picturesque cliﬂ's
of the Rhotasgurh hills form its steeply scarped limits on the left bank of the Sone.

Returning towards the west by Sasseram, Chunar, Mirzapur, and a little south of Alla
habad, the boundary thence stretches in a great sweeping bay or curve to the south by
Kirwee, Bijawur, and crossing the Beas river, trends again north to Gwalior and Agra,
and Futti ur Sikri, whence the line again trends to the south and extends to near Ne emuch .

The rocks elonging to this widely extended and important group constitute one of the most
remarkable and interesting series in all India. They become also still more important to
the Indian Geologist when he ﬁnds re resentatives of the same great series covering immense
areas in the Madras Presidency (Kud apah, Kurnool, &c.), stretching northwards along

the ﬂanks of the ghats, and up the Goda very country, until in Berar and the adjoining
parts of the Nizam’s dominions, and again in Buster and Chutteesgurh, they constitute
the rocky basis of very extended distncts. They are divisible into several dilferent groups
characterized by peculiar litholo 'cal distinctions, and throughout the whole area described
present a wonderful constancy 0 mineral composition. Mr. Fred. Mallet, who had himself
examined much of the area in N. W. India occupied by these rocks, has combined with his
personal observations the labours of others, and has given a connected history of the entire
series in this part of the Memoirs.

I have always found it exceedingly ditiicult to lead to a just conception of the immensity
of the areas we have to deal with in this country. And it may be useful to draw a com
parison here which may tend to a realization of the facts. The small map, which accom
panies the report of Mr. Mallet, (a reduction from the larger scale maps used in the ﬁeld)

just noticed. represents an area quite as large as England and Wales; while all the lines
of geological division and sub-division shown on it have been actually traced out b
detailed examination. The previous part of the Mmoirs, the last part of Volume V ,
contained also a geological map of quite as extended an area, that is, geological maps and

reports have been published within twelve months, exhibiting the structure of a country
larger in area than the whole of Great Britain and Ireland. And it should be added of a
country regarding the structure of which nothing trustworthy was known previously to
the commencement of the Geological Survey.
The same part of Volume VII contains also a continuation for 1868 of the annual
returns of the quantit of COAL raised in India in continuation of similar returns which

I had already publis ed for the years since 1857.

The full details will be seen in the

tables given.

‘ There is also, in the same part, a careful description of the very interesting area near
Cherra Poonji in Eastern Bengal by Mr. Medhcott. As stated in my last report,
Mr. M edlicott enjoyed the advantage of visiting these hills at the only time of year in
which it was possible for any one, without certainty of serious illness, to visit, the lower valleys,
which are deadly in the rainy eason. He has thus been able to clear up much that was
unknown, and the consequence has been a considerable modiﬁcation of the views originally

taken of their structure.

Mr. M edlicott has also been able to ca

out the separation of

the tertiary and cretaceous rocks, the necessity for which, as esta lished by fossils, was
indicated by me in 1863, (Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc., Lond. vol. xix, p. 524).

His brief memoir

will prove a valuable basis on which to carry out the detailed examination of the adjoining
hills.
Reports on the Kurhurbari coal-ﬁeld and on the detached and small ﬁelds near
Deoghur in Birbhum are ready; their issue being only delayed by the time required for
colouring the geological maps.
Of the Palaontologia Indica, a part or fasciculus of which was due in October last,

I have not issued any part. Several complaints as to the loss and injury sustained in con
sequence of the issue of this valuable series in small fasciculi having reached me, and desire
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having been expressed that they should be sent in larger parts, or volumes, or half volumes
I have thought it better to defer the issue for a little until a. larger part can be published at
once. The four arts, therefore, for the year 1869-70, the last of which will be due in
October 1870, will’ be issued during the year before October, and will constitute half a volume.
The plates for all those are quite ready, and separate fasciculi could be issued now, but, for
the reasons here given,-it is thought wiser to delay a little and give four parts in one, as

was done before.
The Records of the Geological Survey, which, as announced, are intended to convey a

notice of the current work of the Survey, shorter papers, and abstracts of apers which
cannot be published in detail at once, with analyses of works bearing upon the Geolog of
India, have punctually appeared at the stated intervals of three months. In the num era
for the past year, we have given to the public descriptions of the geology of the rich and
productive valley of Berar; sketch of the Geology of Kntch; of the Shillong plateau
(since published in detail); of the Kuddapah and Kurnool districts in Madras, (of which
detailed report is in press); on arts of P rome in British Burmah; on the general relations
of the metamorphic rocks of
ngal; in palzeontology, a careful description and plate of
the fossil Pangshura (Emys) tecta, and other C/zelonia. These are of very high interest,
as they are truly identical with the same species, now living abundantly in this country, while
the remains described were found along with remains of animals which have long ceased to
exist in India, (Hippopotamus, Sivatherium, Mastodon,
Bearing on the practical
applications of Geology, we have notices of gold in Sin glhbhum: of the mineral statistics
of Kumaon, where a considerable amount of copper is sti raised by the inhabitants; and
on the coal-ﬁelds of the Central Provinces: while to meet the general interest. excited
in the history of the Nicobar Islands, and to answer many enquiries made regarding their

geology, I have published a translation of the most recent and valuable contribution
to their geological history, which having appeared in German, as a part of an expensive and
not generally available series of publications, containing the researches of the scientific expedi
tion which the Austrian Governmcnt sent round the world in the "N ovara," (1857-69), was
not accessible generally to the public here. Full lists of the additions to our library here,
of which so large a portion consists of exchanges with scientiﬁc institutions and societies in
other countries, are also regularly given in the Records.
In addition to the ordinary current work of the Survey much additional labour has been
undertaken in furnishing brief notices or sketches of diﬂ'erent districts or provinces for district
oﬂicers, and lately more especially for the otlicers charged with the editing of the several
Gazetteers now in preparation. These notices are necessarily required to be brief, but the

briefer they are, the more time and trouble they cost. I have further undertaken to continue
to supply these notices from time to time, not only for Bengal, but for other parts of the
counrt;-‘y. Copies of geological maps, and sketch geological maps have also been given to
seve
public authorities and others, who have been interested either in investigations con
nected with the mineral resources of the country, or for sanitary purposes. Of the value
and utility of these maps, we have received cordial acknowledgments from all.

LIBBARY.—Du!‘lng the year just

ast, 883 volumes or parts of volumes have been

added to our library. Of this num er 393 were presented by other institutions or
societies, or were received in exchange for the ublications of the Geological Survey. A full
list, as already mentioned, is given of the ad itions every three months in the Records. As
usual, a list is here ap ended showing all the societies or public institutions from which

donations or exchanges ave been received during the year 1869.
As with the collections, so also with our books, maps, &c., we are most seriousl incon
venienced by the very limited space available for their exhibition or preservation—a ifiiculty
which there is at the present no means of obviating.

MUSEUM.—-S0 far as there has been any room, additions have constantly been made to
the collections exhibited in the Museum; and all practicable means are adopted to prepare
other series for exhibition, whenever it may be possible to accomplish this. More than
20,000 specimens have passed through the Curator's and Assistant Cur-ator’s hands, and have

been entered and catalo ued for reference durin

the year. But man

of these had to be

packed up again, there going no place to keep t em otherwise. Cases ave been procured as
quickly as possible for the additional rooms noticed in last year's report, but they are not all
ready yet.
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Mm'EOBI‘1'ls.—Our noble collection of Meteorites maintains its excellence. During the
twelve months past, we have had additions of a good s 'men of the Khetree fall (Fe
1867), for which we are indebted to Mr. D. Wal ie of Calcutta, and specimens of the
Ornans fall (July 1868) ; of that which occurred at Sclavetié in Croatia. (May 1868) ; and

of the mass which fell at Kriihenberg, near Zweibriieken (May 1869). For the lnstthree
we are indebted to Dr. Tschermak of the Imperial Mineral Cabinet at Vienna.
As customary, an Index map, on a. small scale, is appended, showinaJ roughly the present
state of progress of the Survey; as also a list of those societies or pu lie mstitutions from
which we have received publications, during the twelve months, in exchange for those of the
Geological Survey of India.
'1‘. OLDHAM,
CAMP, Cmmm DISTRICT,

Supall. of Geol. Survey of India and

January 3rd, 1870.

Director of‘ Gaol. Museum, Calcutta.

Dist of Societies and other Public Institutions, 4%., from which publications have been
received in donation or exchange for the Library of the Geological Survey of India
during the year 1869.
BELGIUM.—Academie Royale des Sciences, Bruxelles.
BEBLIN.—-Academy of Science.
,,
Deutsche Geologische Gesellschnft
BOMBAY.--Geograpllical Society.

B0sION.--Society of Natural History.
,,

Museum of comparative Zoology.

BBE8LAU.—S0hl%i50l1e Gesellschaft fiir vaterlsendische Cultur.
CALCU'1"1‘A.——-Asiatic Society of Bengal.
,,

Agri-Horticultural Societ .

,,

Indian Annals of Medics. Science.

Cosnwnnn.—Royal Geological Societ .
DBESDEN.-—Na.turwiss. Gesellschsft, sis.

DUBL1N.—R0yal Society.
,,
Royal Geological Society.
EDINBUBGH.—R0yal Society.
G61‘TINGEN.—-K6nigl. Gesellschaﬂ; der Wissensehaften.
H.ums.—Na.tura1 History Society.
JUBBUI.PonE.—Government School of Industry.

LAUSANNE.—S0(!lél’.é Vaucloise des Sciences Naturelles.
LOND01T.—R0yal Geographical Society.

,,

Royal Society.

‘ ,,
\

Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland.

,,

Geological Society.

,,
,,

Geological Survey of Great Britain and Ireland.
Society of Arts.

Mnmm.-Royal Society.
MAxcnss'rns.—Literary and Philosophical Society.
Mosc0W.—S0ciété Impériale des Naturalistes.
NORWAY.-Royal University of Christiania.
P.ummo.——Scienze Naturali ed Economiehe.
PA.nIs.—Aca.dem of Sciences.
,,
Comm. es Annales des Mines.
,,
Société Géologique de France.

Pmnnnsnrnn.—American Philosophical Society.
,,

Franklin Institute.

RooRK1n!.—Thomason College of Civil Engineering.
Snnrsnr.—Essex Institute.

Tononro.--Canadian Institute.
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Toam.—Royal Academy of Sciences.
Vic'ronIa.—Royal Society.
,,

Philosophical Institute.

,,
Govt. Geological Survey of Victoria.
VIBNHA.—Kais. Akad. der Wissenschaften.

,,
K. K. Geologisohe Reichs-Anstalt.
WasKnxoron—Smithsonian Institute.
Governments of India, Madras, Bombay, Bengal, N. W. Provinces, Punjab; Chief Commis
sioners, Oude, Central Provinces, British Burmah.

Norse on Tue Gnonosr or ran rmronsonanoon or Mu>aas,—-by R. Bacon Foorx, Esq.,
F. G. S., Geological Survey of India.

The
ater part of the Madras district lying north of the Palar river and south of the
Pulicat ake is occupied by rocks of the secondary, tertiary, and recent ages, the remainder
of the area bein taken up by metamorphic rocks forming part of the great gneissic series
of Southern In in.
The topographical features of this part -of the Carnatic are very simple, the ground
rising from the coast westward up to the foot of the Eastern ghﬁts and their outliers, in a
very gradually inclined plane which I will call the Madras area. The surface of this plane
is varied only b

the shallow valleys of the Narnaveram, Oortelliar, and Polar rivers, the

latter forming the southern boundary of the tract of country now under consideration.

In

the north-western art of the district -the inclined plane is broken by two grou s of hills,
the Sattavedu an

Aliooor hills, to the west and north-west of which, but just

yond the

houndary of the country now to be described, rise the Naggery mountains, which are lotty
and cons icuous, but perfectly detached outliers of the Eastern ghzits. The south-eastern
corner oiP the inclined plane is dotted by a number of low, but picturesque, ridgy gneiss hills.
The northern, central, and south-western parts of the Madras area are occupied by the
stratified rocks, roughly speaking, the southern and south-eastern parts by the metamorphic
rocks, a narrow belt of which must be included all round the western boundary of the

area of the stratiﬁed rocks.
Cmssmxcarron or rm: Rocxs.

The following tabular statement illustrates the various groups into which the rocks of
the Madras area have been classiﬁed :
Recent or quaternary

Tertiary

...

secondary

"'

Submetamorpbic
Metamorphic

Blown sands.
Alluvium, marine, and ﬂuviatile.
Laterite and Conjcveram gravcls.

Gritty sandstones.P Cuddslore sendstonsl
(Cretaceous ?)
{Jurassic, Bajmnhal plant beds.
Cuddupah group.
Gneissic series.

The Blown Sands.—These sub-aerial deposits are of no great extent or importance,
as they form merely a fringing ridge to the besch-

To the south of Madras they are largest

at-, and to the south of, Covelong (Kovilam of the natives). North of Madras they attain
their greatest height, between 40 and 50 feet, at a place called Chintamanikovil, where they

have nearly covered up the Kovil (Hindu temple).
The greatest width attained by this coast ridge may be about a mile, but it is generally
much less, and the amount of drifting inland is not of any real importance, and easily

stopped by plantations of suitable trees, a. g., Casuarinas, Palmyra palms, Screw pines, and
Cashewnnt trees, all of Which ﬂourish near the coast.
The alluvial jbrmations.-—These are of two classes, marine (including estuarine) and

ﬂnviatile, but they are nearly undistinguishable in character, and at many points graduate
into each other imperceptibly.
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Their general character, as seen at the surface, is that of pure, or nearly‘ pure, silicious
sands, but beds of black, blue, or
ey clay occur largely below the surface in the marine
alluvium near Madras; these are,

owever, much less frequent in the ﬂuviatile alluvium

higher up the river valleys. The greatest depth to which the marine beds have been
ierced by sinkings is 55 feet, when the gneiss was reached. In the marine and estuarine
beds alon the coast many of the clays are largely ﬁlled with shells, all of living s ecies, but
in a sub-l%ssil condition. Such marine beds are known to extend two to three m' es inland,

but I could not ascertain whether they had been penetrated by any sinkings further inland.
The river alluvia are of more interest than the marine, because they afford evidence of
some remarkable changes within the human period in the courses of several of the principal
-rivers in the district. Lithologically, the ﬁuviat-ile alluvia are of no interest, for they consist,
as a rule, of nothing but coarse, gntty, loose, silicious sand.

Gravels or clayey beds are rare,

and organic remams are hardly ever met with, excepting a few Helicee and fresh water
shells, (all of living species), in thin beds of reddish loam.
The changes in the course of the rivers above referred to are four in number, and concern

three rivers, the Pala-r, the Cortelliar, and the Naggery river, but I will only notice the two

most important here.

'

The Palar now flows into the sea 42 miles south of Madras, but it, or a lar
branch
-of it, formerly ﬂowed down what is now the alluvial valley of the Cortelliar, and ebouched

into the sea, somewhere to the north of Madras, probably between Ennore and Pulicat.

The present Cortelliar valley is very disproportionately large as compared with the river
which runs through it in a rather deep channel.
The present valley of the Palar is still more disproportionately small as compared
with its river; the two alluvial valleys join, or rather diverge, at a place about 10 miles east
of the town of Arcot. A stream is even now connected with the Palar 'ust at the fork
by which water is still carried down the Cortelhar valley for many miles an eventually falls
into that river.
This stream i considered by the natives to be the old Palar and bears a Sanscrit name,

Vridachara nuddee or old milk river, the Tamil word Palar also signifying milk river. A
similar change, of course, has occurred to the Naggery river. which in former times fell into
the Narnavcmm river, close to the Ramaghiri mountain, at Nagloperam. The Naggery river
was diverted from its old course at a lace about two miles east by south of the town of
Naggery, and made, by the cutting 0? a channel about half arnile in length through
gneissic rocks, to turn to the south-east instead of ﬂowing due east and east by north and
to fall into the Trittang river, which joins the Cortelliar a few miles further east. The
broad alluvial valley which now runs between the Naggery mountain ridge and the Alicoor

hills is in consequence of this change drained only by small streams and artiﬁcial channels.
I could not obtain any information on this point from the enquiries I made on the spot,

but from the appearance of the cut through the neck of gneissic rock above described, I think
the change of the river course was the result of human agency. Like the alluvium of the
Polar river the alluvia of the Naggery river (both in its old valley and along the newer

channel as far as its junction with the Cortelliar) and of the Narnaveram river consist almost
entirely of coarse gritty sand; clay beds are rare, but where met with are of black color and

regur-like texture. All the rivers named appear to be still cuttmg their channels deeper and
deeper every season.

Later-itic formations.—The formations classed under the above headin are of three
principal kinds, namely, clayey conglomerates, gravels, and sands which occur ' tributed over
nearly the whole of the area under consideration.
Their occurrence is, however, not so much in continuous spreads as in detached patches,
many of which are but of small size, th0_ugh_some occupy important areas from one hundred

to two or nearly three hundred square m1les 1n extent.
These larger areas occupy, as a rule, the higher grounds lying between the different river

valleys ; the small patches occur at similar levels and are evidently outliers left by partial
(lenudatory action by which the once continuous lateritic deposits have been thus broken up.
The thickness of the lateritic formations is very small when compared to their super
ﬁcial extension.

They rarely attain a thickness of 12 feet or upwards.
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The three princi al kinds of rock above enumerated which make up the bulk of the
lateritic series, name y, clayey conglomerates, gravels, and sands, are found constantly

graduati

into each other in such a manner that they can onl

be regarded as parts of

one and t e same deposit, however various the appearance of the 'ﬂ'erent members.
In the Madras area, and to the north of Madras in the Nellore district, the character

of the lateritic formations is considerably different from that of the representatives of the
same series further south in Trichinopol and South Arcot districts, the diﬂ'erence consisting
in the much greater frequency of eonglbmerates and in the presence of large quantities of

quartzite pebbles enclosed in the conglomerates. This peculianty depends on the proximity
of the quartzite rocks of the Cuddapah series, which attain their southernmost point in the
Naggery mountains, and even more'perhaps on the extensive destruction of the much
ounger conglomerates of the jurassic series which were mainly composed of pebbles and
ulders of such uartzite and were of great thickness. The laterites of South Arcot,

Trichinopoly, and 'Eanjore, on the contrary, do not, so far as known, contain any quartzite
whatsoever, but only fragments of gneissic rocks, and these but very rarely. The nearer the
laterite of the Madras area approaches to the Alicoor and Sattavedu hills, which are entirely
composed of the coarse jurassic conglomerate above spoken of, the larger do the quartzite
and other pebbles it encloses become. In some of the laterite sections indeed near those hills
the conglomerate is so coarse that few of the enclosed pebbles are less in size than a man's

head, and many very much larger; some, indeed, though perfectly smooth and well rounded,
of such size as to deserve the name of boulders.
In such conglomerates the matrix of ferruginous clay iron stone is almost masked by
the included masses.
Near the sea, however, as at the Red Hills, a few miles north-west of Madras, the
included quartzite pebbles are small and not numerous, and the conglomeratic character not
everywhere visible.

\‘Vhere such is the case, the peculiar characteristics of typical laterite,

namely, its ferruginous character, its permeation by tubular and vesicular cavities ﬁlled with
pale colored sand clay, and lastly, its hardening and becoming coated with a glaze when
exposed to atmosplieric inﬂuences, are seen to perfection.
The laterite gravels frequently contain pebbles of quartzite and gneiss mixed with the
isiform ferruginous pellets in varying pro ortion according to their proximity or distance
fiom the older quartzite yielding rocks. T e sands associated with the ateritic conglomerates
and gravels show considerable variety in texture and color, the latter depending on the per
centage of iron. The not unfrequently contain a large quantity of clay, and are then apt
to cake and harden, but without the excessive ﬁssuring noticeable in purer clays. These

sandy beds are frequently found overlying the highly ferruginous beds and form to a great
extent the soil of the laterite areas.
The Corgjeveram _qravels.—In the south-western part of the Madras area the high
grounds north-north-east and north-west of Conjeveram are covered by a peculiar quartzite
gravel formation occupying the same relative position as the true laterite further to the east
and north, but distinguishable from it by the absence of ferruginous matter, and conse

quently by its pale color. This change in mineral character (su posing the Conjeveram
ravels to belong to the laterite period) takes place a little westwar of a line drawn from

allajahbad due north to the alluvium of the Cortelliar valley, but unfortunately no section
occurs showing the two formations in juxtaposition.
Both have so far proved unfossiliferous as far as true organic remains ‘are concerned, but

both appear to contain implements of human manufacture in the shape of axes and spear
heads made of chipped quartzite pebbles and of the same types as those occurring in the
gravels of Western Europe.

I have given the name of the famous old town of Corqeveram

to this non-ferruginous gravel deposit, from its occurring, -so far as I know, only within the
Conjcveram taluq.
Conmnons Smnsronas.

Underlying the lateritic formations in the northern part of the Madras district is a
gritty sandstone of white or drab color sometimes slightly mottled with rusty spots.

This

sandstone, which is well exposed only in the cliffs on the south side of the Cortelliar river,
six miles north-west by north of the Red Hills, bears a strong resemblance lithologically
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to some parts of the Cuddalore sandstones as seen near Cuddalore, and like them appears

completely unfossiliferous.

In the Cortelliar cliffs the following section is exposed :

Laterltie conglomerate

3 to

Mottled gritty sandstone

4 feet.

6

Quartzose grit of but?! white and brown colors, becoming whiter and
coarser grained downwards, very friable; beds divided by thin
partings of Knnkur

30 to 40

,,

The base of the section is unfortunate y entirely obscured by fallen masses, or by the
water which here remains in a deep pool at the foot of the cliifs.
It is not known what underlies these beds, so they can only be provisionally regarded as
re resentatives of the Cuddalore sandstones. The gritty sandstones west of Poonamallee

w ich Mr. H. F. Blanford was disposed to refer to the same supra-cretaceous position have
yielded a few fossils of unmistakeably Rajmahal (jurassic) character.
No re resentatives of the cretaceous group being as yet known to occur within the

limited Madras area I pass on to review the different members of the
Ruinrnr. on Jonassrc Rocxs.

Although occupying superﬁcially a lesser area than the lateritic rocks, the Rajmahal
beds are of mﬁnitely greater geological importance and deserve considerable attention.

Like the lateritic rocks, the Rajmahal beds are scattered about over the country in a
number of detached areas and patches divided from each other by alluvial valleys or by
bands of overlyin lateritic strata that have escaped denudation. From this broken up
condition of the ormations added to the absence of really good sections it is diﬁicnlt and in
some cases almost impossible satisfactorily to correlate the different formations occurring in
several patches.

For convenience sake it will be better to consider the several distinct patches in four
ups, ignoring as much as possible the intervening covering formations of younger date.

t is only in the three northern of these four areas that the base of the Ra'mahal beds is
seen, resting on the gneissic rocks along the foot of the western flanks of the attavedu and
Alicoor hills and of the low plateau east of the Arconum railway junction.
In the Sripermatoor area the base of the series is nowhere seen owing to the great
thickness of the surface deposits. Owing partly to the peculiar shape of the ground, but
still more to the general softness of the rocks and to the consequent enormous accumulations
of debris covering the surface, no section exists showing the true relations of more than small
portions of the Rajmahal series, which renders any stratigraphical sub-division of the entire
series very difﬁcult and uncertain. A provisional sub-division into two groups has, however,

been proposed, based mainly on lithological differences.
To one group consisting of coarse well consolidated conglomerates and sandstones the
name of Sattavedu group has been given, from the fact of these beds having been ﬁrst
stndied—by my colleague, Mr. King-, in the Sattavedu hills.
The other group, consisting of shales, clays, and gritty sandstones and unconsolidated
conglomerates, we ave called the Sripermatoor group, from its most important members
occurring under and around the town of Sripermatoor.
The Sattavedu G1-oup.—In the Sattavedu area the entire series of rocks met with

consists of alternate bands of conglomerates and sandstones many hundred feet thick. These
beds extend southward into the Alicoor hills area (under the valley of the Namaveram river)
and form the eastern and loftier half of the hill group. The entire eastern base of both the
hill groups is covered up by lateritic conglomerates and sand, by which any extension to the
east of this series is completely masked.

The chief petrological character of the members of this series is the 1-odigious coarseness
of the conglomerates which are made up of large well rounded smooth peb%les of quartzite with
a small number of similarly waterworn masses of granitoid gneiss ﬁrmly cemented together
by a varying cement which is sometimes argillo~ferruginous, ferrugino-arenaceous, or silicio
calcareous. In some of the sandstone beds 1n the Sattavedu hills Mr. King discovered the

few plant remains, amongst which was part of a recognizable Dictg/opteris frond, provin the
true Rajmahal character of the beds which contained it.

In the southern extension 0 the
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same beds in the Alicoor hills no fossils were found. The sandstones are mostly rather gritty
in texture and only occasionally sulﬁcieutly compact to be useful as building stones.
Sripermatoor G1'oup.—Apparently underlying these Sattavedu beds in perfect con
formity are certain conglomerates, gritty clays and shales which form the western and southern

parts of the Alicoor hills, and which differ from the beds of the Sattavedu series in bein soft
and quite uncompacted and of white or grey instead of brown and reddish colors. Then
the coarsest conglomerate beds at and near the base of the series are soft, the pebbles and
boulders of quartzite and neiss, instead of being bound together by some ﬁrm cementing
material, merely lie imbed ed in a very friable, more or less cla ey, grit consisting of quartzose

debris derived from the gneissic rocks. Flanks of the hilis consisting of these uncon
solidated rocks are deeply covered by debris which is cut through by only a few rain- lies of
recent origin, and it is these only which afford sections of the undisturbed rocks.
any of
the gullies, however, do not even cut through the thick coating of debris and rain wash. N0
section was found showing these unconsolidated beds in contact with the consolidated

Sattavedu beds where they a proach each other in the centre of the Alicoor hill group, but as
far as the rounded outlines o the hills at that oint serve to guide the eye there is an
undoubted dip of the softer beds under the hnr con lomeratcs of the Sattavedu series.

No

sign of any fault between the two series could be trace , but a fault might well exist and yet be
perfectly masked by talus and debris.

The nearest visible oint of approach of the two series

is a short narrow east and west ridge abutting at ri ht ang es against the hard baseu1ent-con
glomerate bed of the Sattavedu series, which be

here forms a rominent north and south

ridge, succeeded to the eastward by several other ridges, corres n mg to as many great con
glomerate beds. The valleys running down north and sout from the cross nd e above
mentioned are the two principal valle s in the central mass of the hill group, and t e depth
to which they are excavated is due to t e greater softness of the underlyin beds as compared
with the overlyin series. The southern art of the Alicoor hills, called y the natives the
Naiken olliam hil s, is apparently composed only of the unconsolidated beds Which have trend

ed in t c direction of their strike from north and south to west-north-west and east-south-east.
The basement bed at the south-west of the Alicoor area near the vill e of Naiken
polliam contains included masses of conglomeratic quartzite of such tremen ous size-800
to 1,000 cubic feet in bulk ——that they suggest the idea of their being the relics of the base

ment bed of the Cuddepoh rocks, which are so splendidly represented about eight miles to the
north-west in the tremendous cliffs of the Naggery ridge, parts of which have a. vertical face
of 1,000 feet high.

Glacial agency being inadmissible in so southernly a latitude, except on exceedingl
strong evidence, the only robable explanation remaining is the one above sug ested, whic
derives great robability gem the fact that, on a far smaller scale indeed, simiir masses of
gneiss are inc uded in situ in the basement bed of the Rajmahal plant beds at Ootatoor and

elsewhere in the Trichinopoly district.

These great quartzite masses, it is true, are not seen

to be resting on the gneiss surface, but the latter can only be a few feet further down the

slope.

The inclusion of gneiss blocks in the basement bed of the Bnjmahal series is to be

seen only a few miles to the south in the banks of the Naggery nver at Chittapuram.

Numerous plant remains of unquestionable Rajmahal species were found in the principal
section at the south-west end of the Alicoor hills. Amon st these plant remains were parts
of Tceniopteris, Dictyopteris, Palazozamia, and Pterop/lg/l um, and Poacites-like stalks.

Unfortunately from the friable nature of the clay bed in which they occur the
majority appear to have become unrecognizable in drying, though when freshly extracted from
the matrix even the most delicate venations and nervures were plainly visible.
On the south side of the Naikenpolliam ridge the lower members only of the series

appear to be represented; they consist of unconsolidated conglomerates of various degrees
0 coarseness, gritty sandstones and micaceous sandy shales, exposed in a few streams and

a great many well sections.
The only section which yielded fossils was one on the north bank of the Naggery river
opposite to Chittapuram, where two beds of rather friable sandstone were found to contain

p ant remains, amongst which fragments of Twmlopteris and Diet;/opteris were identiﬁable.
On the opposite side of the river in the Pyanoor area the same beds reap ear, and are

there soon to

very low down in the series, in fact only a few feet above the asement bed,
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which here includes, or rather is deposited around and among, sundry large masses of syeni
toid and gneissic rock. These sandstones with micaceous shales and sundry conglomerate
beds of the usual unconsolidated type extend hence throughout the Pyanoor area, as proved

by the numerous well sections, which everywhere pierce the superincumbent lateritic conglo
memte.

The connection between the beds occurring in the Pyanoor area and those lying within
the Sripermatoor area, 12 miles to the south-east, is not clear owing to the difference in
petrolo ical characters and to the insuﬁicient evidence aﬁbrded by the organic remains. As
far ast e relative topographical position of the two areas affords any clue it is in favor of
the beds of the Sripermatoor area, being simply an extension of those in the Pyanoor area,
the diﬁhrence in mineral character of the respective beds being probably due to the more
littoral character of the Pyanoor beds as compared to the Sripermatoor beds, which though
not to be considered as deep-sea deposits, yet appear to have been formed at considerable
distance from the land of the period. This view is favored by the lithological character of

a small series of Rajmahal beds exposed in a section lying about half way between the
Pyanoor and Sripermatoor areas.
The most important member of the series in the Sripermatoor area is a white shale,

the plant bed par eminence, resting on whitish friable gritty sandstone. which is in all
probability the basement bed over a great art of the area. In the southern part of the
area there is another series of grey cla s, red ish sandstones, and buff sandy shales, whose

position with reference to the plant-sliale could not be ascertained in the absence of any
section showing the two series.
The area occupied by the plant-shales is, roughly speaking, a rectan lar basin about eight
miles long from north to south by four from east to west, formed by t e 'unction of several
shallow valleys sloping very gently eastward. Several low hills rise out of1 the basin and are
capped with laterite. The town of Sripermatoor stands in the north-west corner of the
basm, which is surrounded by rising ground, the edge of which is here and there slightly
scarped. To the south-east, however, a mere roll of the ground occurs much obscured by

surface soil, and beyond this the grey clays appear.

The plant-shales are ap arently con

tinuous all over the basinlike area, and appear to form only one bed which rol s about very
slightly at low angles, or is horizontal. The shale is white, pale-grey, or bulfy-drab in

color, with in one or two laces a little reddish or purplish mottling.

The plant remains

occur scattered throu h t e mass in a fragmentary condition, as if they had been torn off
by stormy winds an then driﬁed out to sea. In many places they are mixed up with
remains of marine animals, 0. g., at Amarambode and Valerie.
The richest collections of fossils were made in the north-east corner of the basin where

the two sections above named ielded specimens of nearly every species in the Rajmahal
beds of the Madras area. In t e western part of the basin animal remains were rarely found,
indeed plants were everywhere more frequent than animal remains. Of the plants several

species have been recognized as identical with species from the Bajmahal beds of Ben al
and Cutch. These are Paleozamia Cuichensis and acutifolium and a Dictyopteris.
he
following genera of plants appear also to be represented among the specimens collected by
myself: Taa.-odiles (7), Pterophyllum, Tani0pter1's,Sla1rgen'-tes, Pecopteris, I/ycopodium (.7),
Poacites, and parts of exogenous stems perfectly siliciﬁe .

The animal remains which I discovered and collected included a considerable number of
bivalve shells which, accordin to Dr. Stoliczka, belong to the genera “ Leda, Ynldia, Tellina,
Psammobia, Lima, Pectcn,

0., all forms with a remarkably thin shell, and the allies of

which are usually found living on sandy ground in from eight to ten fathoms of water.

Several exhibit a resemblance to species from the cretaceous rocks of Trichinopoly, but none
appear to be speciﬁcally identical"!
Besides the above were several small Ammonites referred by Dr. Stgliczka to the
“Dentati”

up (but unfortunately not suﬁiciently well preserved for speciﬁc identiﬁcation);

one a si

conical chambered shell, (P a phragmocone) of apparently cephalopodous origin,

and some ﬁsh scales.
' See ‘ General results from an examination of the Gastmpodous fauna of the South Indian Cretaceous deposits,
by Ferd. Stollcﬂn, Ph. D., I‘. G. 8., Pslnontologist, Geological Survey of India, page 69, in Vol. I of Records,
Geological Survey of India.
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Beferenee has already been made to the diﬂ'erent lithological character of the rocks
owurr-ing in the southern part of the Sri rmatoor area and to the absence of sections
by which to determine the relationship of t e two sets of beds. The series of beds here‘

met with consists of white, grey-buff and black sandy clays, and brown, butt‘, reddish-purple
and white gritt sandstones. One of the pale-bud‘ sandy clays contains remains of‘

Palaozamia an Stangeritea. None of the sections show the base of the series. From
its to graphical position and trological character I am inclined to think that this series
under 'es the great “ plant-shale’ bed.
Of very similar character and probably occupying the same relations tothe “plant-Y
shales" is aseries of gritty sandstones and shales ex
in a ﬁne section made by an

artiﬁcial channel running into the great Chumbrum aucum tank on its north side. As
this section lies two miles outside of the Sripermatoor area and the intervening space is
obscured by the lateritc, the position of the series here seen relatively to the “ lant-shales"

can only be guessed at. The Rajmahal character of these beds is proved by the finding of a
fragment of a Dictyopferis in one of the lower beds of shaley sandstone.
To the south-west of the Sripermatoor area the Rajmahal series appears to extend to
some four miles beyond Conjeveram, for shaley and sandy beds of precise y similar character
underlying the Conjeveram revels are to be seen in several well sections. The most westerly‘
' t at which unquestionab y Rajmahal plant remains were found was one mile to the south
west of Rajah's Choultry.
In conclusion I may point out that these Rajmahal beds of the Madras area contrast in
several respects with those of Bengal and Catch. The Madras Jurassic, or Rajmahal, beds
contain no carbonaceous matter, which in their uivalents in other parts of India occurs so

lar ely as to form coal seams. Nothing but silici ed wood has been found in the Madras beds,
an unlike the Bengal beds, in the Rajmahal hills, with their great intercalated trap flows and

the Cutch beds, which are overlaid by trap ﬂows of tertiary age, the Madras series is nowhere
penetrated by, or overlaid by, igneous rocks of any kind, nor in the least degree metamorphosed.
Another contrast, but of less im ortance, is, that unlike the Cutch beds, which are often of gay

and bright colors, the Madras eds are remarkable for the dullness and sobriety of their
coloring, a remark which applies also to their representatives in the Trichinopoly and
Nellore districts.
Tm; Susnsumosrmc AND Msrurosrnrc Rocxs.

These demand hardly any notice in this place. The younger or sub-metamorphic series-—
the Kuddapah group—does not come within the area treated of, except in one, and that possibly
a doubtful case (see page 11). The metamorphic rock series--the gneiss of Southern India-—
also presents little of mterest locally; near the coast it consists of alternating bands of

quartzo-felspathic and hornblendic beds which run to some extent parallel with the coast line.
Further inland to the westward of the lateritc and Rajmahal areas, the gneiss is more

highl

crystalline and largely granitoid or syenitoid in structure, and is traversed by a few

trap Jykes intruded prior to the deposition of even the Kuddapah rocks.

Os rns ALLUVIAL oarosrrs or ran Iaunm, none PARTICULARLY as conrnasrnn wrrn
races or run Ga1soss,—by Wm. THEOBALD, Jena, EsQ., Geol. Survey qf India.

It may fairly be presumed that the origin and growth of _those extended alluvial
deposits, forming the plains through which the more important rlvefs, 08-We their way to
the sea, were, in each several case, very similar, and that the history of the deposition of the

“loeas" of the Mississippi valley was but little different from that of the “loess" of the
Rhine. Each river system of course has its particular history, recorded in the alluvial
deposits of its basin, which, in some cases, afford a simple, in others an intricate, record of the

eological vicissitudes the area has undergone, and in tracing the record we_are_not1m.

frequently brought in contact with problems far more intricate and extenswe lll their
hearing, than the apparently uninteresting character of the beds would suggest, and we have
here in India in the “loess" of our larger river basins, the same henomena to account for,
which have so exercised the ingenuity of Geologists in the case 0 the “ l0ess" of the Rhine.
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In every large river basin two distinct alluvial deposits will generally be met with. and this,
though it may seem a somewhat obvious fact to lay much stress on, has nevertheless been

overlooked in some instances, where its admission was necessary for the true explanation of
the geology of the district.

One such instance is afforded in Mr. Fergusson's paper in the

Quart. Geol. Jour., Vol. XIX, 1863, where the author, from not properly grasping this fact, is
betrayed into advocating a theory of elevation of the beds supporting the “Madho ore
jungle” which he never would have been, had he ri htly comprehended that he was dea ing
not with one, but with two groups of alluvial

eds unconformable with each other.

The

older of these groups may be either £:i+;,-—1::ll:%, or of a mixed and alternating chap
racter, but the newer group is essentially ﬂuvio-lacustrine, and directly produced by the
existing river, albeit at one time, under surface conditions widely dilfcrent from those now
existing; the former of these groups I shall speak of as the older alluvium; the latter, as

the “ newer" or “Gangetic" or “Irawadi" alluvium, as the case may be. One essential
distinction between these two groups, apart from mere stratigraphical differences, is, that whilst

no very considerable thickness of the ncwer group can anywhere have been deposited,
without a corresponding subsidence below of the area so raised at top, a very large accumula

tion of the older or estuary beds may have taken place, during an elevation of the area
covered by them.

Under one of three conditions, every river discharges its waters into the sea, namely,
within an area of either subsidence, quiescence, or elevation, and how largely,

not only the

character of the deposits of a large river are inﬂuenced by the prevailing conditions at the

time of their formation, but the physical peculiarities no less of the delta itself, I shall
endeavour to illustrate by the lrawadi, and the contrast which its delta resents to that of

its sister stream, the Ganges—as these two rivers, the Gauges and Irawadi, happily furnish
us with examples of rivers subjected to respectively the ﬁrst and last named conditions.
In the Ganges valley the development of the newer or Gangetic alluviurn properly
so called (or as I would propose to restrict the term) is very considerable, and its relation

and junction with the older deposits usually well deﬁned. In the upper part of the valley
it is more or less restricted to the immediate neighbourhood of the river and to the narrow
limits within which the river alters its channel, but it at once spreads out on either bank

over a vastly broader area than before, so soon as we descend below the conﬂuence, on their

respective banks, of the Gandak and Son; the newer deposit assuming, east of those rivers,
much of the im ortance, as far as area goes. which the older group claimed to the west.
On the north of t e Ganges, in the meridian of Purneah, the newer group is thirty miles
broad, which corroborates a native tradition, that that city once stood on the Ganges?
Eastward from Purneah, in the direction of Rajshaie and Pubna, the newer deposits spread
over a wide tract of low-lying country, the older clay being, however, often but a few feet below

the surface, and exposed in the beds of tanks or other artiﬁcial sections. Where this clay
arises from beneath the newer group, we oﬁzen ﬁnd it (if not usually) presenting a clearly
deﬁned boundary, giving rise to an elevated tract of country, which offers a complete contrast
to the low-lying inundated land occupied by the newer alluvium—as an instance of which,

I maystrilres
untothe
the Ganges
narrow above
strip of
country
which runs
down nearuﬁurgatchee.
thro h the newer group,
and
theclay
station
of Rampore
Beauliah,
South
of the Ganges, all round the Rajmahal hills, the boundary of the two grou s is more

intricate, and in some of the railway embankments a curious contrast is aﬁbr ed by the
difference in color of the clays belonging to different groups of which the embankment is

composed, the earth at one end derived from a patch of old kunker clay being a bri ht
reddish yellow, whilst at the other, it assumes afpitchy hue, from being taken from a b

of

the newer deposit, dark-colored from the accident 0 its forming part of the dried up bed of a
“ It is
ssible that this estimate ma require to be enlarged, but after examining the ground, I con
cluded that t e sandy beds north of Purnea pcrtainezl to the older rather than the newer group. Though near
Purneah vcry ﬂat and low, they rise and undulnte considerably as we approach the hills, and include pebbles
ually increasing in size as we go north (or towards the hills). The gradient of the ground, too, after passing
mesh, is at once doubled, going north, that Of the thirty miles between Purneah and the Ganges being uniform, so

that I think there are substantial grounds for holding the view I have given. The junction is. it is true, confessedly
obscure, but this is the result of the sandy nature of the surface beds of the older group, which readily commingln
and fuse, so to speak with the newer dcpo.<iis, the imporlnnt fact of the gradient doubling along this line not being

cognizable tothe cye,but where the kuukcr clav oft 0 older group is juxtaposed to the sands and sills of the
newer alluvium the case is diiferent and little znnbiguity results.
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marsh close under the hills (trap) in which spots the soil often bears no inconsiderable
resemblance to the “Regur"" or dark “ cotton soil" so extensively spread over Central and
Western India.

If we follow the river by its most direct course to the sea down the Bhagirathi we see
the last of the older deposit or " kunker” clay in the steep bluff of Rangamatia (“stained
earth") over 100 miles as the crow ﬂies above Calcutta.
Below this to the sea all is Gangetic alluvium, which at Fort William, as revealed to us

by the boring operations for an artesian well, is about 70 feet in thickness, resting on the
denuded surface of the kunlrer clay, which is clearly indicated by the “ rolled kunker pebbles"
strewn over it, and intersected at that depth by the bore. To consider, however, the older
deposit, merely in its aspect as regards the bangetic basin, excavated in it, is to neglect a
great and important pan of its history, that is, the entire period during which the great
thickness of beds under Fort William, revealed by boring, of which it constitutes the highest

member, were being deposited. It is here we require to bear in mind the difference I
have insisted on, between the Gangetic group proper and this older group, for there

appear to me to be no such cogent reasons why we should consider these beds as
“ Gangetic” deposits involving thereby a depression of several hundred feet, when it
seems a simpler solution equally supported by the facts of the case to regard them as estuary

deposits accumulated durin an upward movement of the land.

The fragmentary condition

of the matters brought up %y the boring rod prevents any great weight attaching to the
mere presence of lecustrine shells and carbonaceous matters at a great depth, as the enormous

quantity of wood, vegetable trash and lacustrine shells, swept out to sea, from a tropical
shore and forming in places matted rafts, must be uite adequate to leaving a lasting record
in the marine strata formed in times past, no less t an in those now forming in the Bay.

It

will hardl be contested that at no very remote period the sea bathed the southern slopes of
the Him ayas and stretched from the Bay of Bengal to the Persian Gulf, and to this period
during a rise of the land, and long prior to the very existence of the present Gangetic valley
or drainage system, would I refer these deep-seated beds, one of the highest of which is the
“ kunker " clay which it has been the custom hitherto to regard as a Gnngetic deposit. It
may be so; but I have always held it to be marine on grounds quite independent of those
suggested by the Fort William bore.

I do not, however, wish to aﬁirm that this kunker clay which in lower Bengal I regard
:3: may not elsewhere prove to exhibit ﬂuviatile characteristics, since in the upper part
of the Ganges valley, sa above Chunar, beds intimately connected with it, certainly aiford
ﬂuviatile indications, an such variability is to be looked for in a deposit accumulated under
such conditions as I have surmised; for supposing an equable elevation to take place over
the whole area, still the accumulation of the coarser beds near the centres of supp y of sedi
mentary matter, will be more rapid than that of the more remote, and they will consequently

begin ﬁrst to exhibit marks of iiuviatile action as the sea or estuary shoals, whilst no such
indications will be alforded by the others deposited in deeper water, and this appears to_me a.
natural explanation of the fact of ﬂuviatile beds occurring in the centraland upper portion of
the Ganges valley, in intimate connexion with the kunkery clay which itself nowhere exhi
bits any similar mdications.
The reason, apart from any other considerations, rwhich has mainly induced me to regard
ms D5
the old kunlrer clay, of lower Bengal at least, as a “tum
deposit, is ﬁnding it high up on the
ﬂanks of Patarghatta bill, which rises somewhat abruptly from the alluvial plains close_ to

the river, some few miles above Rajrnahal. At the time of my visit, the clay was being
worked in this position for lime, the kilns being placed near the foot of the hill for the con
venience of “ tipping" the “ knnker" clay down to them. The occurrence of the clay at this
‘
' ‘
eased
din the robable derivation of the “Regur" from the destruction of
deca
1i?ap]:nIl::k8I (‘ii-Jcs7;r:iiipe!rystal1i‘rie8&rrocksg of siriiilnr composition, received curious conﬁrm.ation_ during my em.
miudtion of Easterh Promo. 1 there heard repented] mentioned a certain bill oi‘ ' black earth Which the Burmese
described as forming a curious and isolated feature
the district. I\Ot_hing like Be orI bblihevgr occurred to
me nor were there to my knowledge any rocks in the district, exce t nnocene sends an e aye, w ic did not seem

like-l to presem. the appearance described. On reachin the loca

, however,

found not one Ionly, but three

isolaled patches or three se srate hill tops of black cart , in every respect a veritable Eegur, bein the decom
posed surfacc sbil of what at ﬁrst regarded as a trap cap to_the hil , but which the last examined 1
ty convmeed
me was a bedded trap ssh, subordinate to the beds including it, and which happened to form the summit of the three
hills_ capped by the “ black earth" in question.
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-high level far above that attained by the rest of the bed in the neighbourhood can only be
accounted for by one of three suppositicns, either that it is a cappmg of clay carried up an

mane by the hill whilst being protruded up through the alluvial group surrounding 1t, a
supposition too unsupported by evidence to merit farther examination; or that it represents
a remnant of a once continuous bed of like character, which once continuously stretched
‘across and occupied to a corresponding height, the country now forming the broad and low

lying valley of the Ganges, to which also the like objection applies as to the last; or lastly it
may have been originally deposited where we now see it on the hill side cotemporaneously
wit the rest of the bed, occupying the plains, when Pstarghatta hill constituted a rock,
submerged
thethe
waters
sea, which
I have
tant period beneath
occupying
plainsofofthat
Bengal
and upper
Indira.avmusly alluded to as at no dis

Much stress should not perhaps be laid on the negative evidence of an entire absence of
fossils in this clay, but had it been formed by annual increments during Gangetic ﬂoods, it
is not easy to understand how in such a homogeneous clay, and one so well adapted to pre

serve any mulluscous remains deposited in it, no shells are found, either such as occur so
abundantly in river rejectamenta; or Uniones, for which it must have formed in places
a congenial habitat.
In the Nerbudda valley a Very similar clay occurs though at a higher level above the sea,
and though shells are not common in it, yet such shells do occur in places, as are usually
swept down into inundated tracts by river ﬂoods at present, as Bulimus pullus, Gray, Helia-'
fallaciosa, Fer, &c., as well as ﬁne specimens of Uniones with valves united as in life, of
species still living in the district (U. Indicus, Sow., and a. ﬁne variety of U. cm-uleue, Lea.)
The above are my grounds for inclining to the belief in the :33; origin of the older allu
vial clay, in lower Bengal at least, and I will close my remarks on it by brieﬂy describing its

character and appearance. Where best seen, in some steep section on the bank of the Gan as,
it presents the appearance of a stilf homogeneous clay, of a mottled yellowish or pale b sh
hue reddening much by exposure to the atmosphere. It contains a small amount of ﬁne sand,

the presence of which in the ﬁelds and watercourses of the newer group is an unfailing
indication of an approach to the boundary of the older. Dis rsed through it also are
numerous small ferruginous concretions like shots, but no foreign ody either in the shape of
pebbles or organic remains*, have to my knowledge been found in 1t. In some parts, as in
the collie districts about Ranigunj, where older groups of rocks out out the alluvial deposits,
grnvelly eds surcharged with pisolitic oxide of iron, varying from a ferruginous gravel
(in its consolidated shape termed laterite) to a bed suﬂmiently pure and unmixed to

constitute a workable ore, occur stratigraphically subordinate to this alluvial clay, but they
are mere local developments, varying in character, and inﬂuenced most probably by the
nature of the rocks constituting the neighbouring country. With the exception of these

gravelly, ferr 'nous and lateritic beds, which locally constitute a sort of bottom or
Junction bed 0 this clay, we have no knowledge of what it rests on save the rather meagre
information to be gathered from the Fort William bore, neither do we know with certainty
its total. thicknesst or if any beds superior to it in position have ever covered it, except,
should my view of their relations be the correct one, the sandy beds which in Purneah and
the adjoining Zillahs seem to overlie, or perhaps in part replace it; which ignorance arises
from the very uniform elevation over its entire area. of so thick and homogeneous a bed, and

the general absence of artiﬁcial sections deep enough to pierce this.
Disseminated throughout this clay occurs the well known kunker or “ gooting", occa

sionally in well deﬁned nodules but more commonly in irre ular stringy courses, and often so
intimately commingled with the argillaceous

rtion of the

d, that the clay is dug in bulk

for the kilns. Where this bed forms the su
of the country the more argillaceous portions
are washed out, leaving the kunker strings, sheets and nodules projecting, or forming on the
surface a. sparse crust of “ gooting" bblcs. and this is more observable in the upper portion
of the valley than in lower Bengﬁf where the clay seems less rich in lime than to the
north-westwsrd.I
' Bovine bones were found in a wall near Patna, at 60 feet.

T. Ornaur.

1‘ Its thickness cannot be regarded as under 60 feet.
1 Sir Charles Lyell, speaking of the unchanged character of this clay (Principles. Vol. I, 429.)

of Calcutta, doubtless inteL do t e north-wut, 6:0,, above Calcutta following the course of the river.

1,000 milel north
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I cannot here enter at length on the relation of either this clay with that (the identity
of which I presume) of the Jumna valley, which has yielded the as yet undescribed “ Ju'mna

fossils" (mammalian) or with the analogous fresh water deposit of the Nerbudda valley,
so rich in mammalian remains, but will content myself with remarking that the diﬂ'erenoe of
level between these two deposits is such, that the deposition of the one in a series of

morasses fed by a sluggish river (which seems to answer the indications of the Nerbudda

clay), might have

one on simultaneously with the accumulation in a shallow sea of the

other of which the %lewah plateau in part iormed the southern shore.

Having dwelt at some length on the older alluvium of Bengal, I will now pass tothe
newer deposits, or Gangetic alluvium properl so called, which will require a much briefer
notice than the last. The newer or Gangetic uvium com rises a very varied series of beds,
directly precipitated from the waters of the Gan es, or its tn utaries. It is at once an extensive
and important group deposited within the trougi excavated by the Ganges in the older clay,
or ﬁlling up such low lying tracts as receive the ﬂood waters of the Ganges during its annual
inundat1ons. It comprises some of the most fertile land in Bengal as in Tirhoot, which is
styled the “ garden of India" where it is largely developed, as also in Purneah, Rajshaie, .
Maldah, and in all the Zillahs which intervene between them and the sea. Its mineral
character is very varied from a dark silty brown to a dazzling white sand, and in the sections

of the de osit exposed in the banks of the larger rivers we see nothing like the homogeneity
of the o der clay, but a succession of beds of different thickness and various composition,

as is the normal condition of an unmixed ﬂuviatile deposit.

It loses something perhaps of its characteristic aspect, within the tideway where the
presence of tidal waters, and tidal mud, makes itself felt, but with the exception of the belt
of country within the limits of the present tideway, it is essential] a typical river-deposit.
About Calcutta however, though its aspect is somewhat altered by the inﬂuence of the tides,

it must still be ranked as a l§cu“':::i:: deposit, as it contains several beds of peat clearly a marsh
accumulation and suﬁicicnt to stamp its character and origin. I am aware that at Calcutta,
and doubtless elsewhere within the tidal zone, oyster shells have been found and other relics
pointin

to marine conditions, as soondrie wood in site of growth, a tree which only ﬂourishes

on lan overﬂowed by the sea, but we must presume that this deposit during the whole
riod of its growth, of over 60 feet at Calcutta must have been every where traversed by
eep tidal creeks on the banks of which the soondric tree ﬂourished and in whose quiet depths
o sters and other marine organisms lived, and the bore at Fort William leaves small doubt

at since the epoch when the underlying older clay had been sulﬁciently elevated to form a
tract capable of supporting vegetation, a contrary movement of depression has been going
on at a rate which permits the accession of Gan tic sediment at top adequately to counter
balance the subsidence simultaneously going on ﬁlow.
Let us now com are with the alluvial groups in the Ganges valley as sketched above, the

similar deposits which occur in the valley of the Irawadi, prefacing the subject with a few
remarks on the physical character of the country which presents some features peculiar to it,
resulting from the geological structure of the delta.
The delta of the lrawadi is embraced between the Myituna-kha Choung, on the east,
which, under the name of the Rangoon river, falls into the sea below that town; and the
Bassein river on the west, which is given off as a small stream from the main river near the

village of Thambyadeing, and enters the sea near Negrais Island; Elephant and Poorian
Points which res ectively mark the entrances of these rivers being 137 miles apart as the
crow ﬂies. The
ein river forms naturally the most westerly arm of the Irawadi, though
at its origin its size is inconsiderable; but the Myit-ma-kha Choung rises near the town of
Prome, and running parallel with that stream ﬁrst receives the surplus waters of the _Irawadi,
when ﬂooded by channels which anastomose with it, opposite and below the village of
Pouktein, 4.5 miles above the origin of the Bassein river; Menghee, situated between
these two points, mayltherefore be fairly taken in our calculations as the head or apex of the
Irawadi delta; on w 'ch supposition, as the distance from Menghee and Ele hunt and Poorian
Points is respectively 129 and 176 miles, the area of the entire delta is a out _12,00_0 square

miles. By an independent calculation, I estimate the area of alluvial deposits within the
delta at 11,000 square miles, as some groups older than alluvial occur within the delta, but
no exact calculation can be made from the want of any, save an arbitrary boundary, of them
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to the eastward, where they creep round along the Gulf of Martabau, and blend with the
depdsits of the Sittang valley. Proportioned thus regularly as the Irawadi delta is, as
regards contour, with its three sides respectively 129, 137, and 176 miles long, it ma not

at once seem obvious how Mr. W. Bla 0rd, in speaking of it, called it “ a less perfect elta"
than that of the Ganges, I shall, however, endeavour to show wherein it diﬂers essentially
from such delta of the Ganges, not in form, but in respect to its composition and history.
The most striking feature connected with it, is not its mere ﬂatness, which is naturally
to be looked for in such an area, but its extremely low level. No deﬁnite assertion can of
course be made, but I think I am well within the mark when I ay that 2,000 s uare miles

of this tract must be below the level of a high spring tide and fully as muc more not
raised more than a foot or so higher. Passing through any of the creeks when a sp ‘
tide is at its height, the water is seen pouring inland u every channel and watercourse, 25
diffusing itself over both ﬁelds and uncultivated groun , and the conviction produced is, that
a permanent submergence of a considerable tract within the delta would be the result of the

water being maintained at the full height of the springs for any considerable period; as it
is, however, in the course of an hour or so, the tide falls and the ﬂooded land relieves itself

through the usual channels. This extremely ﬂat character of the country may be surmised
from a mere inspection of the map, from
s numerous lakes or “ Engs" as they are called,
scattered all over lower Pegu, and from the anastomosing and oﬁen tortuous character of
even the largest river channels.
For instance, a little below the important town of Nyoung-don the Irawadi divides into
two nearly equal branches, each possessing the dimensions of a ﬁrst class river, one branch
ﬂowing south and discharging itself by the Dalla mouth, whilst the more westerly branch
enters the sea by the Irawadi mouth. Twenty-ﬁve miles as the crow flies below the point
of bifurcation of the two streams, is the small village of Tan-ta-lo Kyoung, to which I shall
hereafter refer, but following the bank of the former branch or
alla river on which it is

situated, the distance is raised to 46 miles or nearly double.

From the same point of bifurca

tion, at the me distance as the crow ﬂies of 25 miles, on the other branch or Irawadi river

is the important town of Shuay-loung; the distance to which, following the river bank, is
4.2 miles nearly.
Still more tortuous is the Daga river in some parts, which constitutes the most westerly
channel of the Ii-awadi within the delta, and which, though a far nm-rower river than either

of those above mentioned, maintains a deep and permanent channel. From the Village of
Shekhab eng to the point of discharge of the Daga lake, is, as the crow ﬂies, 18 miles, but
measur along the river bank the distance actually exceeds 55 miles, which willgive a

notion of the extremely level character of the country it traverses--which character is not,
conﬁned to the delta merely, but marks more or less all lower Pegu, save in the vicinity of
the hills.
Such being the surface, character, and conditions of the delta we might not unreasonably
be led to expect within it a great development of the newer or Irawadi alluvium, but so far
from this being the case, the country is almost entirely composed of the older group to the

almost total supersession of the newer.

This will be most forcibly realised from the state

ment that the entire area (excluding the actual river channel) occupied by the newer or
Irawadi alluvium in the valley, amounts to but 200 square miles, of which 60 miles is made

u of scattered patches adjoining the river, _all lying above the bifurcation of the Dalia and
(¥antanau) Irawadi rivers, whilst the remaining 140 square miles constitute an isolated tract

or oasis of recent do
depression in the s

its, below Pautanau, which seem to occupy an original trough or
ace of the older group.

From this it will be apparent, that with great

similarity of surface conditions between the deltas of the Gauges and Ii-awadi, great dissimi
larity exists touching their geologwal constitution, the newer group of alluvial deposits so

largely developed in the former being, so to speak, absent in the latter. The cause of this,
brieﬂy stated, is the fact that the delta of the Irawadi at this present time is in precisely the
condition of the delta of the Ganges at the time when the first layers of Gangetic alluvium,
70 feet below the present sui'fa_.oe at Calcutta, were being deposited, and when through the

single or joint action of deposition and elevation, the older marine group had become suﬂi
ciently raised to admit the deposition of beds stamped with a ﬂuviatile and terrestrial character,
and even the accumulation of such matters as peat, to pzrmit of which the newly raised land
must have been at least as high above the sea, as the
tter raised portions of the Irawadi
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delta; since then a steady downward movement of the Gangetic delta has permitted the

enormous accumulations of newer or Gaugetic alluvium which covers so large an area in
Bengal, whilst the future can alone disclose if any similar movement of depression will ever

permit a correspondin accumulation of Irawadi alluviurn in the delta in Pegu. That no
such movement hasta en place hitherto is clear from the absence of the newer deposits
which would have ori inated in consequence of it, and moreover the proofs of a general
elevation are, as I sh

show, sufficiently clear and undeniable.

Let us now consider how far the surface conditions which obtain in lower Pegu
correspond with the supposition above advocated, of a somewhat recent elevation of the country
from the sea (includin , in the term elevation, the sccesso agent of silting up), which, be
the area risin or singing, is always oing on in so shal ow and protected an estuary as
the head
of t e would,
Gulf ofon Martaban.
he apaibeove
arance
of the
bed of asuch
estuary
as
that
in question,
its ﬁrst elevation
the sea,
be that
deadanlevel
regarded
as a whole—merely furrowed here and there by such channels as the drainage action of the
retreating waters would inevitably carve out in a plain of soft easily-removable matter. An

exception to this dead level character might here and there exist either in the shape of banks
of sand or other accumulations produced b

currents; or depressions in the general surface

produced either by the locally increased set 0 currents preventing the de sition of sediment
or their absence altogether checking the deliver over particular localities of even the ﬁner
sedimentary particles.
If we endeavour to fol ow the history of these su positions de
pressions subsequentto their permanent elevation, and conversion into dry land, we shall

thereby obtain a clue to the origin of the most prominent features at present of the Irawadi
delta, viz., the resence throughout it of innumerable small “engs" or lakes, the occurrence
of some of di erent character, such as the Daga lake, and the existence of the curious

isolated tract of newer alluvmm, l 'ng south of Pantanau.

It is clear that in such a case

as that supposed above, one of t ree results must happen to any depressions which the

newly elevated surface may present.

If the depressions are of small extent and of a shallow

character, the will be converted into small lakes or “engs" in the rainy season, andbe
more or less ried up and converted into grassy plains, such as are commonly seen in Pegu,

with a swampy navel perhaps in the centre, during the dry season.

If the de ression is of

larger dimensions, or receives a larger supply of water than evaporation can

ispose of, it

drains itself naturally into the nearest or most accessible drainage channel in the country,

and this appears to be the case of the Daga lake.
Should again the depression be extensive, and, as its existence might be held to render

probable, it should be intersected or connected with one of the main drainage channels of
the country, it will in such a case be silted up by repeated accessions of ﬂood waters charged

with sediment, and this appears to be the origin and history of the oasis-like tract of newer
alluvium near Pantanau, which has all the aspect of being an extensive trough-like depression

in the original surface of the land, 1 ing in the course of two of the largest branches of
the Irawadi, and in consequence spcedi y silted up to the level of the surrounding country
by its waters.

The dilference between this case and the last is one it may be said of degree, but
an aboriginal difference of level, though merely one of degree, produces exactly opposite
results.

A moderate depression, such as the Daga lake (even cazteris paribue and in

this case the

ound surrounding it is the higher), would, during the ﬂoods, as a rule,

discharge into e nearest river, whilst a greater depression, like the Pantanau trough, would,
durin ﬂoods, never discharge into the river, but always itself be the recipient (till silted
up) 0 the waters of the ﬂooded stream.

The Daga lake may be now brieﬂy noticed as it forms a curious feature in the district
1 am describmg.

The Daga lake is an annular piece of water situated on the west bank

of the Dag-a river, 25 miles north-west from Pantanau. Its shape is irregularly oval, 2} miles
long, and varying from half a mile to a mile in width.

It discharges its surplus waters into

the Daga river by a short channel of about 2- of a mile in length, but from always remaining
full is robably as deep as the channel of the Daga river itself. It is economically valuable
as a fish reserve, and an account of the annual drawing of the lake is given by the
late M. O’ iley in the Journal of the Asiatic Society, Bengal. M. 0'Riley speculates on
the mode in which it has been formed, but as he refers it to some vague intestine movement

of the neighbouring strata, I am unable to agree with his conclusions.

Did such a piece of
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water occur in proximity to a large river channel in lower Bengal, it would at once, and
probably correctly, be referred to a deserted bend or knuckle of the river, and such was my
impression in the present case before examining the ground. I anticipated ﬁnding a con

siderable area of newer deposit of river silt marking the former extension of the Daga river,
but nothing of the sort exists, the permanent banks of the river displaying the ordin
section
of older clay, and the island occu ying the centre of the lake bemg formed of the o der cla

likewise. No other conclusion there ore remains but to regard it as an annular depression which
originall existed on the surface of the older alluvinm on its ﬁrst elevation from the sea,

deepene , enlarged, and wrought to its present shape by atmospheric agency. Besides atmos
pheric agency, which seems scarcely equal of itself to produce such a piece of water (else would
they be more common), even when aided by the original contour of the ground, I should
suspect some peculiarity in the soil constituting the bed of the lake. The older clay of
the delta is, it is true, remarkably homogeneous as a whole, but this is not inconsistent

with the occurrence in it of thin bands of a different wmposition. An instance in point occurs
to me in the Purneah district of Bengal, where a thin band-like portion of the older clay
usually so tenacious assumes almost the character of a quicksand by mixture with water,

forming a slud y compound, easily removable by the action of either springs or a stream.
Some such ban may ver possibly occur in the older cla of Pegu, and if it occurred at
about the mean height of t e water on the Daga river, or

ower, it would go far to explain,

by the facility with which it would pulp down and ﬂow away, the annular shape of the lake,
which of course, however obscure the cause, is not urely fortuitous. In this view the
original depression of the ground may have been tr' ing, sutﬁcient perhaps only to give

direction to the scouring action subsequently set up.‘II
A noteworthy point connected with the physical character of the delta of the Irawadi

is the more persistent character of the river channels in it. Towards the upper part of the
delta and above its proper limits, the Irawadi channel is never more than ﬁve miles broad
between its permanent banks as they may be termed, thatis the opposite margins of that
tron h scooped by the river in the older alluvium, and of which a considerable portion is
usu

y reﬁlled with river deposits.

Within the delta proper towards its mouth, the present

river channels are more permanent, and evince little tendency to deviate from their establish

ed channel.

Even such nvers as the Daga, which wind in the most circuitous fashion in

a level country, exhibit no such tendenc , aifordin

in this respect a striking contrast to

the habit of rivers in the Gangetic delta.
he Kosi or example oscillates from east to west
(its resent direction) over an area of probably not less than 30 miles, and a town which
stoo on the west bank of its main channel at the period of my visiting it ﬁrst, stood on
its east bank the following year, through the reopening and scouring out of adisused
channel in its westerly course. The station of Ramppre Beauleah is in like manner suffering
from the encroachment of the river, and so long

houses once stood. Nothin

ask as 1855, steamers anchored where

too is a commoner process in the Gangetic delta than the

obliteration of ariver channri and its conversion into a fertile

lain, a change not uni're

quently elfected in the course of a few years. Now, save wit in the narrowest limits,
nothing of this sort takes place in the Irawad1 delta, and this is I think attributable to the
different constitution of its delta, and the absence of any extended development of the
newer group, within which the incessant chan s in the Gangetic rivers take place, or in
other words owing to the greater and more eqna le resistance to erosion of an homogeneous

cla like the older deposit, than what is afforded by banks composed of newer silty deposits,
an such ﬁuviatile accumulations. Local peculiarities may in some spots cause a wastmg of
the older cla , as at the important town of Nionngdon, where a great extent of sand ﬂats

and shallows ave resulted from the excessive denudation suifered by the older cla , giving
rise to a sprawling channel ve different from the deep permanent channel usual y seen in
the delta, but the cause is obvious y a local one, the clay here resting on an incoherent pehbly
sand, which melts away and allows the over] ing bed to topple into the river, and the process

which is rather exceptional in Pegu in the oldiar group produces the same result as in Bengal,
where it is an universal operation in the newer.
' Hr. O'Bils himself subsequently to the publication of the paper referred to, changed his view of the for
mation of this " sire"; and believed, as certainly up are the much more rational and aim e mode of accounting
for its formation, that it is simply an unﬁllc -in end, or as Mr Theobald says “ knuck e" of the river. Every
thingssemstobe in harmony with this view, and Dr. Ds , in his recent Fishery enquiries in Burmah, was also
satisﬁed that this was the true explanation of the facts.
. Onnnnr.
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It may perhaps seem strange, that, with so eminently level and low lying a tract of
country as I have described above, over which ﬂood waters are repeatedly eifused, no consi
derable deposit of river sediment has taken place. The objection is to some extent plausible,
but I shall now hazard a few considerations which greatly diminish its force.

In the ﬁrst

place I would beg attention to the fact previousl stated by me, which lies at the root of the
entire question, and that is, that the Irawadi

elta is at this present time in the precise

condition which the Gangetic delta presented, when, in the latitude of Calcutta, the older

alluvium, now about 65 or 70 feet below the surface and considerably therefore below the
sealevel, was nearl the height of the present surface and beginning to receive those ac
cretions of ﬂuviatile and lacustrine deposits which now constitute the 70 feet of newer

deposits whereon Calcutta stands, as before shown.

This is precisely the condition of the

Irawadi delta, and a downward movement, with a correspondmg development of ﬂuviatile

beds, is all that is required to create a strict parallelism between the two deltas. For cor
-respondin_q development I might perhaps rather say consequent development, as the deposi
tion of any thickness of these ﬂuviatile beds is proportionate to the su sidence of the area

occupied by them, hence their absence in any _force, over any elevated area occupied by the
older group.

At the same time I do not Wish to be understood as denying that the ﬂood

waters which cross the country leave no deposit, bllt Only as insisting on the superﬁcial
and I may say insigniﬁcant development of this group in Pegu, from the reasons above given.
When the entire country is composed of the older clay a thickness here and there of a
few feet, scattered over the gm-far-0 and that after a very sparin

fashion, scarcely deserves com

arison with the extensive and thick deposits of Gangetic al uvium.

In the river banks a

couple of feet at most, and this I consider an over estimate, of surface soil is seen, the

entire bank being composed of the old homogeneous clay. Farther removed from the
main channel the deposition of river silt is even more triﬂing on two accounts; ﬁrst-lv

from the more copious deposit of silt on the river bank, through the diminished velocityr
of the oeTxel:%(‘1:;%g waters, and secondly from a cause not usually sufficiently borne in mind. It
may seem paradoxical, but the low level and small inclination of the ground is aserious
obstacle to its becoming silted as I shall show. When a cross country “ spill" takes place
and ﬂood waters charged with sediment traverse a low country, deposition of course takes
place, as when the ﬂoods of the Son abandoning their proper channel pour irregularly across
the lains of Behar, and in place of falling into the Ganges above Patna, effect an irregular
disc arge for themselves below it.

Very dilferent, however, is the case of a river running

through so ﬂat a country as the Irawadi de ta, and possessing a rain-fall such as Pegu does.
The ﬁrst showers of rain ﬁll the numerous "engs" or depressions scattered over the

country, and these gradually enlarging, submerge the country before the turbid ﬂoods of the
river have risen to a similar height. In default of any effective drainage, the ground
adjoining the rivers being higher than the ﬂooded interior, the ordinary rain-fall of the

district is usually adequate to produce this eﬁect, but the low land skirting the hills, receives
in addition considerable, though irregular supplies through streams which pouring out from
the hills diffuse themselves over the country, and lose themselves in the plains.

A vast

quantity of sand is swept down and forms a sort of encroaching talus margining the plains,
but the somewhat depurated water mixed with the pure rain water of the plains, together
forms a body of water very limpid and free from sediment, though eventually often tinged with

brown from decaying vegetable matter. The turbid waters of the Irawadi now rising, top their
banks, but their course is soon arrested by the limpid water of the plains and may often be
traced holding on their course without min ling with the other by the contrast in colour
the two bodies of water present, and this

alance of power of course tends powerfully to

reduce the deposition of silt to a minimum over these mundated plains and restrict it to the
immediate neighbourhood of the larger streams.
In appearance the older clay of the Irawadi valley much resembles the older cla of
Bengal, but it diﬂ'ers from it in being very deﬁcient in lime, and rarely containing, and t en
but sparin ly, these calcareous concretions or kunkur which give a distinctive character to the
deposit in
ngal. It is a very homogeneous deposit throughout, but a thin dark band in it

shows that it dips seaward, or to the south, at a greater angle than the surface of the land,
Which proves that the process of elevation has been greater inland than towards the gulf
of Martaban. This is quite in accordance with evidence of an increased elevatory move
ment as we proceed up the coast, northward. Towards Cape Negrais no prominent signs
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of elevation present themselves, but as we approach Gwa we ﬁnd gradually proofs of a some
what recent rise of the coast, in the shape of coral banks raised above the present limits

of its rowth and in the presence, a few feet below the surface in the lains now removed
from t e shore, of shell sand and shells of species livin on the coast. A ve Myanoung this
dark band is cognizab e high above the dry season level of the river, but Within the tideway
it occurs about midwater mark or lower, and is in many places dug out for pottery, being

highly plastic and adapted for such purposes.
Towards the top of the tideway the older alluvium or yellowish clay-rests on a pebbly
sand, which is visible at Nioungdon, where it is rather better %;L¥§¢ than usual. This
sandy bed is doubtless the homolo ue of those extensive beds of gravel which towards the
fmntiel‘, underlie the older clay. gpposite the village of Monyo, near Nioungwaing, gold
washings are carried on in the hﬂi of the river on a shingly bank which belongs to these
6011186 gm-V915, and these gravels are probably the source of the gold which in many spots
is occasionally washed for in the Ira-Wadi. thou h the returns are too poor to attract con
tinuous labor. This older clay is not conﬁned to t e valley of the Irawadi, but occurs like
wise in that of the Sittang—and, which is rather diﬁicult to account for on any other

hypothesis than that which I have adopted, of its estuary origin, in the upper parts of the
river valleys on the side of the Arakan Coast. In some of these valleys it is seen deeply
cut through by the river channels, and very often appearing little more than a remnant of
a once extended deposit. In such positions it is often masked and covered over by an enor
mous accumulation of rocky detritus swept down over it by rains from the adjoining precipi
tous hills. This is not a situation favorable to the accumulation of‘ a homogeneous cla ,
through long-continued ﬂuviatile action, but rather points to a period when its e uable

dili'us1on took place within the sea.

The coarse gravels which underlie the clay towar

the

upper portion of the delta and towards the frontier are clearly of marine origin, as no other
agency is adequate to formations of such coarse shin le as that in question. Opposite Prome

this gravel rises to upwards of 60 feet above the ﬂoo level of the Irawadi and is fully 30 feet
thick reposing on miocene strata. The older clay is not seen here being apparently denuded,
but at Thaietmio the relation of the two beds is well seen. In the neighbourhood of Thaiet
mio, this gravel contains numerous well worn and rounded pieces of fossil wood, six inches
in length and occasionally logs two feet and upwards in len h. These logs have, of course,

not travelled far, and are derived from the miocene san
neighbourhood.

containing si iciﬁed wood in the

Their presence, howe"er, with other hard rocks, in well-rounded lumps is

clearly indicative of their origin in situ as
thick deposit of coarse shingle comprising
in length of the hardest scbists, exposed
above Thaietmio on the opposite bank,

a marine shinglebank. Equally conclusive is the
well-rounded boulders, many of six and nine inches
in the river bank under the old Fort of Miade
and I can draw no other conclusion from these

deposits, than that, anterior to the deposition of the older clay, they formed shingle banks
in a shallow sea or estuary in which their hard silicious ingredients were rolled about and
polished down as we ﬁnd them in the gravel.

Having in a previous notice described the beds

whence the fossil wood has been derived I need not here allude to them, but I think I may
conﬁdently assume that marine and not atmospheric agency was the force employed in the
removal (in part at least) of these fossil-wood beds, and in reducing the siliciﬁed trunks so

abundantly contained in them into the innumerable smoothed blocks, boulders and pebbles of
fossil wood so characteristic of the Irawadi gravels.
I will conclude my remarks on tho Irawadi alluvium by pointing out the effect to man,

and the extent to which his industry is affected by what might seem merely a trivial or
theoretical ditlerence between the delta of the Irawadi and Ganges.

I have already shewn

that within the Irawadi delta, but 200 square miles occur of the newer or Irawadi alluvium
proper, but without atl'u:ting to estimate the area occupied by the corresponding Gangetic
alluvium it may be taken as far more than two hundred times that amoup"t. Now, it is on
El

this newer alluvium that the ﬁnest indigo is grown, and indigo and EEK’ may be said

to be the two main staples of the zillahs in Bengal occupied by the newer deposits. Not
only this, but the newer alluvium will produce any crop required of it, either rice, sugar,

opium, oil seeds, &c., and hence from the occurrence of these newer deposits over so large
an area in Bengal, that province has acquired the name for fertility it possesses. In the
Irawadi valley, in place of this fertile deposit, we have the older alluvial clay, which,
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though where it forms an undulating country, or beyond the limits of the delta, and on the
upper part alike of Pegu or Benﬁal, is capable of producing valuable crops of various descrip
tions, yet where it oocupies such ow land as the delta, is ﬁt to sustain nothing so well as rice

crops; and hence the inability of the delta of the Irawadi to compare in richness with that
of the Ganges, or to furnish in like abundance the various products, which a seemingly trivial
dilference in geological composition enables her more favored sister the Ganges to produce.

Rangoon, 15”: June 1869.
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-

The following observations will be conﬁned to the southern part of the country near
to Gwalior, included in Sheet No. 1 of the Gwalior and Central India Topographical Survey,
the northern part being covered by the alluvium, which I did not examine very closely.
Pb sical features.—The southern part of the area is traversed by six ranges of hills;
three 0 these have an east and west and the other three a north-east and south-west
direction. Of the three east and west ranges, that to the south, extending from near the
town of Par on the west, to the Sindh river on the east, is between 3 and 400 feet above

- the level of the plain to the south and presents a steep scorp in that direction.

The other

two are not so high and are less contmuous; the northern range, that north of Gwalior,

being formed of a hne of isolated hills.
The three north-east and south-west ranges are the continuation of ranges extendin to
the south beyond Sipri. All of them present a steep scarp to the south-east, and inc 'ns,
at a small angle, in the opposite direction, roughly parallel to the dip of the rocks.

Two series.—-The rocks forming the east and west line of hills belong to an entirely
diiferent series from those forming the north-east and south-west line; the former being

formed of the Gwsuoa Seams and the latter of the Urraa Vmnnrsn.
Unconfor-mity.—'I‘hese two series are totally unconformable to each other, the former
having been immensely denuded before the deposition of the latter. In fact, I shall show
presently that the principal physical features of the Gwalior series, viz., the Par scarp
and the two valleys included between the three ranges of hills, were in existence previously
to the deposition of the Upper Vindhyan series.

Crystalline.-—-The narrow strip of country south of the Par scarp is occupied by the
crystalline rocks.

But except on the scarp and a few hillocks in front of it, the rocks are

mostly covered b

the alluviurn.

This area is also traversed by numerous large quartz

veins; some of t ese extend for many miles in length, and attain to a height of 2 or 300
feet above the plain. Further south, these quartz veins are more numerous, longer and some

times upwards of 500 feet high.
Cnrsrannma Rocxs.

Bar rca1p.—As only a small area of these rocks is ex osed within our limits, my observa
tions upon them will be very brief. The greater part 0 the Par scarp is formed of gneiss.
Where highest there is only a capping of a few feet of the Par uartzite, the lowest member

of the Gwalior series ; but in most of the deep bays, which

ve been worn out of the

scarp, and east of Deogurh where the scarp is cut back by the Sindh river, no gneiss is seen,

but the quartzite extends down to the level of the plain.
The gneiss in the scarp is in a very decomposed state, and a good deal covered by the
debris of the quartzites, &c.

The foliation is obscure, but in places it can be traced; the strike

appeared to be east-20°-north.

The gneiss most often seen in the scarp is composed of red felspar, quartz, and black
mica; frequently the mica is entirely absent, and sometimes steatite is very abundant.
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Another variety of the gneiss occurs at the base of the scarp, at the westem end, from

Deogurh to Ladera, and also in the hillocks near the latter place.

The diﬁ'erences between

the two varieties are strongl marked; this second variety is far less decomposed than the

former; the hillocks by Ladera are formed of large blocks of it, some as much as 20 feet
across. Foliation cannot be traced, and the felspar in it is white. Many sections of the
'unction between the two varieties are exposed in the scarp, in all of which the boundary

tween the two is well deﬁned, the particular characters of each being as strongly marked
at the junction as at some distance from it.
Quartz oeim.——The strike of most of the quartz veins which traverse the gneiss is
north 30° to 40° east, but I have met with one or two with a strike of north 10° to 20° west.
These veins often run into the Par scarp at a height equal to the height of the scarp. Near

the town of Par one of these veins can be traced for some distance through the quartzite;
on either side of the vein the quartzite contains the debris of the quartz vein.
Tan GWALIOB Ssmss.
This series of rocks, named after the city of Gwalior, which is built on it, occupies but
asmall areain this district; the greatest length along the strike of the rocks being about
50 miles and breadth about 15 miles.
,
The series is composed of a variety of rocks consisting of quartzite, sandstone, limestone,

jasper, and contemporaneous trap. The strike of the rocks is east and west, and the dip
towards the north seldom at a higher angle than 3°.

I shall divide the series into two groups, viz.,—
Tan Pas Gaour AND THE Mouse Group.
The ﬁrst, the lower in the series, consists rincipally of a quartzite sandstone and some

shales ; the second includes by far the greater - ickness of rocks; but in this group, there
is no bed suﬁiciently strongly marked or continuous along the strike to be used for the pur
pose of sub-dividing the group.
Par quartz1'te.—The Par quartzite rests directly on the gneiss; and occupies the top of
the escarpment extending from a. little west of Par east to the Sindh river.
That the quartzite was deposited upon a ve irregularly denuded surface of the gneiss
can be seen where the quartz veins penetrate t e scarp, as at Gooj urra. The (gneiss on

either side of the vein had been denuded considerably below the general level, an
east side to a lower level than on the west.

on the

In the scarp behind Par one of these quartz veins can be traced nearly a mile through
the quartzite. The vein south of the scarp runs about north-20°-east, and at the top

along this line the vein is sometimes seen in the quartzite and at others is covered by it.
For several yards, on either side of this line, the quartzite encloses large pebbles of quartz

evidently derived from this vein.
A few inches of the base of the quartzite is conglomeritic, being formed of rolled pebbles
about the size of a pen, enclosed in a matrix of red decomposed felspar; above this it

becomes very ﬁne in texture, of a greyish color and regularly and thinly bedded.
Tliickness.-—The thickness of the Par quartzite varies considerably. In some places.
as on the top of the scarp behind Par, there are only a few feet of it between the gneiss and

the M orar group, but whenever a section of the quartzite is exposed some distance north
of the scarp, a far eater thickness is seen. In the Badhano gorge, situated between three
and four miles nor from the edge of the scarp, there is nearly 150 feet of the quartzites
exposed.
Slzale.v.—At the east end, about a mile north of the main scarp, there is a second scarp,

about 100 feet high, formed of about 40 feet of green and red earthy, slightly micaceous
shales at base, capped by about 60 feet of quartzite.

These shales do not appear to the

west, but are overlapped by the quartzites in that direction.
_

At the to of this group there is locally a very peculiar rock.

is not more t on six feet.

It is best seen near Barn.

Its greatest thickness

East of this it is occasionally met
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with, but to the west it is not seen in situ.

This peculiar bed is very irregularl
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Just south of Bara Castle channels are cut through it to the depth of the bed, eavin the
rock standing in columns some feet square, and large and irregular patches of it exten
nearly a mile towards the south.
The following is a sketch section of this peculiar bed :

for

a-—Par quutzite; bl’)< —Pcculior bed; c-—8hnles, 800.. of Mornr group.

The bed presents some variety.

At the point I1,X it is composed of alternations of

limestone and silicious bands; the former being softer are more worn, leaving the latter

in projecting bands round the columns. The silicious bands weather into a very uneven
honeycoinbed surface. Dr. Stoliczka informs me that they are formed of corals. In the
outlying patches south of Bars bb, the limestone is entirely absent, and the bed is com
posed of a compact quartzite, often of a. peculiar oolitic structure.

Small patches of this bed are seen resting on the Par quartzite eastwards almost as
far as the Sindh river, but the bed is thin, and the limestone absent.
Moss E Gnour.

The rocks of this group consist of argillaceous shales, ﬁnely laminated ribboued jasper
and hornstone beds, frequently exceedingly ferruginous, but in places the iron is entirely
absent. There is also some thickness of limestone having the- same ribboued structure, the
bands of limestone from % to 2 and 3 inches thick alternatin with silicious bands varying
from a line to an inch in thickness. The silicious bands are 0 n of red jasper.

Trap.—The group includes several spreads of contemporaneous trap, one of them
of great thickness and extent.
Tlliclmcss.-—It is diﬂicult to estimate accuratel

the thickness of this group, as in

parts of the section the beds have a slight roll, but I s ould say that it must be at least
2,000 feet thick.
_ The line of junction between the rocks of this and the Par group is marked by a slight
rise in the ground, seldom more than 30 feet above the top of the Par quartzite.

It is an irregular line,- roughly parallel to the Far scarp. At the west end it is only
‘a few yards north of the scarp; but eastwards the distance gradually increases, until oppo
site Deogurh, there is a distance of nearly ﬁve miles between the two.

at

.Baalkano.——The only actual junction between the two groups seen along the line is
adhano2 Here resting immediately on the Par quartmtc are about 30 feet of white,

reddish, and hght green micaceous shales.
It is doubtful if these shales exist along the whole linpc ; at all events, there can be only
a few feet of them in places; they appear to be overlap ed to the south, as the further north
the section is situated, the greater the thickness of the slialcs exposed. Thus, a well situate
by the side of the Bombay road, just on the top of the Ghat and about two miles north of
the Par scarp, is sunk through the jasper beds nearly on to the top of the Par uartzite.
In the bottom of the well, several feet of black carbonaceous shales are exposed,

ut in a

gorge extending north from Simiria into the Par scarp to within a mile of the well,
although no actual junction sections are exposed, still there is only a foot or two of the section

just above the quartzite covered. No black shales are seen in this section, they ma occupy
the foot or two covered, but even then, there must be a great reduction in the thic ness of
the shales between the well and the head of the Simiria gorge less than a mile to the south.
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Clw beds.—At Dharoli, the beds resting upon the Par quartzite are white clays with
bands 0 various colours. In this section not only are the black shales overlapped, but some
other shale above them: thus in the Sindh river at Bijura the following section is exposed,
none of which is represented in the Dharoli section.
Bijura.—The Par quartzite is not seen at base—
80 feet
i ,,
0 I,
2 ,,
1 ,,
l ,,
2 ,,
A ,,

6 inches
0
,,
6
,.
3
,_
u
,,
0

black carbonaceous, slightl micaceous, ﬁnely laminated, shales.
ditto
ditto
with ' clous s-oneretlons.
red and green shales.
fcrrugiuous shales with concretions.
red and can shales.
slmles th silicious concretions.
red ﬁnely lamiuated ribboned shales.
ditto with silicious concretions.

O'oncretiom.—The concretions occur as ﬂattish round balls of ﬁiuty chert, solnet.ime.

1% inches in the shorter, and 2% inches in the longer diameter; the longer diameter 8.lwa_vs
being parallel to the bedding.
In the Dharoli section the clay beds ass upwards into an irregularly banded rock; the
bands of from one-eighth to one-half an inc in thickness and formed of alternate bands of horn
stone and silicious brown haematite, the bands of hornstone being most frequently the thicker
of the two. The clay beds appear to be very local in their occurrence; for in man laces, the

hornstone beds form the bottom of this group. It Seems possible that the clay eds are the
hornstone beds locally decomposed. The two are very similar in structure; the hornstone is
seen in all stages of decomposition, and the rocks somewhat higher in the section, and equally
silicious with the hornstones have certainly decomposed into a similar cla , as, for instance.
at the iron mines near Mangor and Santow, &c., where the red an yellow clays can

be traced along the strike into the undecomposed red and yellow jaspers.
The thickness of the clay and hornstone beds is about 50 feet. The section above them
in ascending order is as follows :-—
Red ribboned jasper with ferruglnous hands
Ribboned hornstone
. .
Red and yellowish, slightly ferruginom. ﬁnely laminated, banded shalcs
Silicious ribhoned shales
Felsites and shsles
Contemporaneous trap (Chou ra trap)
.,
Felsites and shalcs
..
Limestone with bands of chert
._
Felsites and shales
'
Contemporaneous trap (Bela trap)...
..
Silicious ﬁnely laminated ribboned shsles, including bands oi’ limestone
Ribboned jasper and ferruginous shales
Contemporaneous ti-up (Norm trap)
‘
Ribboned jasper and ferrugincus shules
Limestone with bands of chcrt and jas er
Ribboned jasper, with [‘erru;;‘uous ban s
Semi-jaspideous ribboned shales

Feet.
150
50
50
40
20
70
40
50
60
50
300
... 800
500
so
70
50
100

C0m'ret1'0nc.-—Concretionary structure is very common in the lower part of this section.
particularly in the jasper-beds. Some of the concretions in these beds are four feet long and
{bur inches thick, but the greater number are about six inches long and 1% inches thick; the

longer axis always parallel to the bedding. The concretions are formed of thin lamina; of red
jasper and haematite, and are mostly irregularly cracked in the interior and the cracks ﬁlled up
with quartz crystals.

In some of the concretions there are irregular cavities, sometimes

4 inches long and 2% inches high, lined with quartz crystals. The best sections of these beds
can be seen in the gorges north of Simiria, where vertical cliﬁ's of them more than

100 feet high are exposed. The beds of this part of the section are locally worked for iron.
A description of the mines will be given presently.
Felsites.——The felsites occur above and below the Choura, Bela, and Pu niar traps, as

well as under the outlymg hillock of trap near Fasoulee. They are mostly thin and
regularly bedded, and in this respect resemble the silicious shales, with which they alternate.
The most common variety of the felsites is a cream coloured fclspathic matrix, in
which are imbeddcd innumerable dark coloured crystals, probably of augite. Another variety
consists of alternate irregular, thin light-cream, and dark-green, coloured layers, probably 6:‘
felspar and hornblende.
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The following is an analysis of one of the felsites by Mr. Tween :
Silica
,
Aluminn with a little Iron
Lime
Magnesia

00'5u
24'51
2'08
1'81!

..

Potash

9'16

Mn

.

#51
Total

l02'08

Mr. Medlicott, who has examined a portion of this area. found in the nuddy south of

Raipoor some spherical hollow lumps imbedded in the felsites, which he describes as
“volcanic (P) bombs, spherical hollow lumps of coarse trappean matter, imbedded numerously
like great drops in one of the ﬁne compact intertrappean beds a. few feet over the Choura

trap ﬂow in section south of Raipoor."
It is ditiicult to arrive at any conclusion as to the origin of these beds; but from their
association with the tra s, their general appearance, and composition, it seems probable that

they are trappean ash-be .
I/imestone.-—The limestones are very uncertain in the section.

Of the two limestones

exposed in the Dharoli section, the lower, that between the Chou ra and Bela traps, is

covered by the alluvium both in the east and west of the line of section.

The upper is very

discontinuous along the strike ; at some places there is a considerable thickness of it, while in

others it is entirely absent.
Uncertain occurrence of limestone.-The best instances of the uncertain occurrence of
the limestone are at Bhandaoli, Siharo, and Dangora.
At Bhandaoli the hill is about 150 feet high, in which, in ascending order, the following
section is exposed :—
Silicious shnles
. .
Calcareous shales with bands of limestone
Limestone
Slliciousjasper-shales

Feet.
I5
20
100
20

.

The beds are nearly horizontal; only a few hundred yards further to the cast there is
no limestone in the section.

On the west side, under the castle, the limestone is replaced

by ochreous clay beds, in which are a few thin bands of limestone. A short distance further
west, the only limestone in the section is in the calcareous shales at the base of the hill.
SiIuzro.—About a mile east of Sihsro and north of Ootilla there is ahill of lime

stone nearly detached from the main ran . The bill is about 100 feet high.
side, on the top, there are about 70

On the south

eet of limestone; under this about 20 or 30 feet of

calcareous shales with bands of limestone and at base silicious shales.

In the main range

not 50 yards distant there is not a trace of limestone.
Dangora.—-Another instance of the uncertain occurrence of the limestone is at
Dangora. Here there are about 50 feet of limestone seen in section. It continues round
the north side of the hill, but at a short distance to north-east the limestone becomes more
earthy until it passes into the ochreous clays. East of Dangora, the limestone continues
for a short distance towards Fasoulee, but at that place none is seen in the section.
I might mention many other cases of the sudden disappearance of the limestone, but
I think the above sufficient. The rock that replaces the limestone in the section is always
the ocbreous cla beds. The limestone and the accompanying rocks are as nearly as
possible horizonta , so that the sudden disappearance of the former cannot be accounted for
by dip. The beds above and below the lunestone being identlcal with those above and below
the ochreous clay beds prove that the limestones are not faulted out of sight.
TRAP.

There are at least four separate spreads of trap.

I shall name these the " Morar trap."

the " Barai trap,” the “ Choura," and the “Bela tmp;" there is also a large spread of trap
west of Puniar; this, I think, is a disconnected part of the Barai trap.
Besides these great spreads, several smaller patches occur, as at Kote ki Serai,
Malipoora, Singpoora, Baroori, and Fasou ee. It is probable that some. if not all.
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of these patches are parts of the four great spreads, although the connection cannot be traced.

as these parts of the section are a good deal covered by the alluvium.
.Mo1-ar Ira .—The Morar trap is by far the most important from its greater thickness
and extension a ong the strike. A ma would scarcely convey a correct idea of its great extent
and thickness; as to the eastwards t e trap is only seen at the base of the broken northern
range and in the isolated hills dotting the Morar plain; but there can be no doubt, these

isolated patches, and the trap under the ills round G walior, form part of one great spread,‘
extending from Bitholi on the west to Jhankri on the east, adistance of about 30 miles.
The western end of the M01-ar trap is covered by the Kymore sandstone, and the eastern
by the alluvium. There does not ap ear to be any thinning out at either end, for at Bitholi

and J hank ri there is as great a thidkness as anywhere along the line. About four miles west
of Bitholi, in a gorge near Malipoora, the Kymore sandstone is removed and a considerable

thickness of trap 1sexposed. This is just in the line of the strike of the Morar trap and
most probably is a continuation of it.
Tlu'ck1wss.—The thickness of this trap must be considerable, although it is diﬁicult to

estimate it accurately. The breadth of the spread, at right angles to the strike, is at the
western end upwards of three miles. The rocks immediately above and below the trap dip
at an angle of 2°, and if the .trap has the same dip, it must be upwards of 500 feet thick.

But as there may be an alteration in dip between the northern and southern e%es, this

estimate is possibly excessive. At all events, there are vertical sections exposed in

walior

fort hill, and some of the hills to the west, showing nearly 200 feet of trap, and some of
the hills on the Morar plain, as at Dhaneli, Atarsoo, and Karwas, are nearly 100 feet

high and are formed entirely of trap.
Barai trap.—The Barai trap occurs on the south side of Barai hill.

It extends to the

east nearly as far as Tigara, where it is covered by the alluvium, and on the west for a mile,

and is then covered by the Kymore sandstone. There is about 50 feet of this trap exposed
in the Barai hill.

The small patches of trap, which crop out from under the Kymore sand

stone, south-west of Bara'i, are obviously parts of this spread. The reason of its occurring
in detached patches is, that the trap was largely denuded before the deposition of the
Vindhyans. and that now, the Kymore sandstone rests sometimes on the trap and at others

on the rocks below.

Puuiar.-—The tra at Puniar is about 1} miles south of the southern edge of the
Barai trap, and of w ich, although the continuation cannot now be traced, it probably once
formed a part. The traps are of about an equal thickness, and the beds above and below
them are very similar.
‘

Clwura trap.—-The Choura trap is about 70 feet thick, and extends continuously
from Nai aon, just east of the trunk road, to Choura. East of this, it is covered b the
alluvium, ut its continuation can be traced some distance further east, as small hilloc s of

trap are of frequent occurrence in that direction.

It is probable that the trap seen in

the stream north of Barori is a continuation of this spread, as the limestone on the top
of it is very similar to that over the Choura. trap.

Its continuation westwards can also be traced, for in the nuddy south of Raipoor,
about two miles west of Naigaon, a small patch of trap is exposed, which is probably a
part of this spread.

Bela Trap.—The Bela trap is about 150 feet higher in the section than the Choura.
It is covered by the alluvium at both the east and west ends, but to the eastwards, there
are many outcrops of trap alon

this line, the farthest of which is at Kote ki Serai, about

six miles distant; these all doubt ess belong to this spread.
At the northern end of this spread, in the nuddy near the trunk road, north-west of
Bela, the tra has the s. pearance of having broken through the strata and overﬂowed
the rocks to
e south. Igor a distance of about 20 yards, the nearly horizontal shales,
upon which, immediately to the south, the trap rests, are seen in actual contact with the

vertical trap for a depth of about six feet. East of this section the trap is covered by the
alluvium, but to the west it is regularly interbedded with the shales.
Raipoor. —In the nuddy near Raipoor a similar apparent case of intrusion is seen,

but here unconnected with any overﬂowmg trap.
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The variety of trap forming the different spreads is diorite.
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It is mostly largely

crystalline, the separate crystals of hornblende and felspar being visible to the naked eye.
On the top of the Morar trap near Beipoor magnetic iron is very abundant in the
trap, but with this exception there is little variety in the trap of the different spreads.
THE Vmonux Sums.

Alread deem-ibed.—Tl1e western part of our area is occupied by the rocks of
Upper Vin hyan series. This formation, including that portion of it here represented,
already been reported upon by Mr. Mallet, (Mam. Geol. Surv., India, Vol. VII., Pt. 1).
Relation. to Gwali0r.—I shall therefore conﬁne my remarks to its relation to
Gwalior, and, principally, to showing the extensive denudation of the latter previously to
deposition of the fonner. Only the two lower groups of the Upper Vindhyans, viz.,

the
has
the
the
the

Kymore and Rewah, are here represented; they form three parallel ranges, extending
from the south in a north and south direction, but north of the Par scarp they trend to the
north-east. The most easterly range is formed of the Kymore conglomerate and sandstone;
the next—a few miles to the west—of the shalcs and sandstone of the Lower Rewahs, and the
third—still farther west—of the shales and sandstone of the Upper Rewahs.
Outliers.-——There are also many outliers of the Kymore group resting upon the Gwalims;
one of the largest of these is the Gwalior fort hill, the upper half of which is formed of the
Kymore rocks.

Unc,onformit_y.——The Kymore cross the whole of the Gwalior section, and along the line
of junction numerous sections of the unconforrnity of the two series are exposed.
Kg/more congl0merah:.—Further evidence of the unconformity is shown by the Kymorc
conglomerate, which is formed, almost entirely, where it crosses the Gwaliors, of angular

and slightly rolled pebbles of red jasper obviously derived from these.
I)oorsari.—But the most interestin sections of the junction of the two series occur
in the two gorges near Doorsari at Eadera and near Bhastori. These sections not

only show the extensive denudation of the Gwaliors, but also that their present physical
features, as, for instance, the Par scarp and the two parallel valleys, existed before the depo
sition of the Vindhyans.
The Doorsari gorge is situated at the western end of the Par scarp about a. mile
beyond the western limits of the map. South of the Par scarp the Kymores rest directly
on the gneiss and form a scarp running nearly north and south. The section is at the point
of contact with the north and south scarp and the Par east and west scarp. The two scarps

are each about 200 feet high.

The Par scarp is formed of about 150 feet of gneiss cap ed

by 50 feet of Par quartzite. The K ymore scarp a few hundred yards from the contact has
about the same thickness of gneiss at base, but capped by the Kymore conglomerate and
sandstone. At this point, the conglomerate is only a few feet thick; north of this, the top
of the gneiss falls rapidly to nearly the level of the plain, and its place in the scarp is ﬁlled by

the Kymore conglomerate. At the point of contact of the two scarps, there cannot be less
than a hundred feet of the conglomerate resting against the steep Par scarp. At the top
of the Par scarp, the conglomerate is only represented by a few pebbles, but it gradually
thickens on the low ground to the north.
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The second gorge occurs a. short distance east of the above. On the west side, a similar
‘section to that just described is exposed. The gneiss falls to nearly the level of the plain.
and the
conglomerate
proportionally
in thickness, until, immedmtelv
south
of Kymore
the Par scarp,
it is nearlyincreases
a hundred
feet thick.
i
In fact, the ground between the gorges, nearly half a mile, is occupied by a large
outlier of the K_vmores, at the southern end of which (about a mile from the Par scarp).
the conglomerate is only a foot or so thick, but at the northern, there is a hundred feet of it
abutting at base against the steep clifl’ of gneiss, and at the top against the edges of the
horizontal Par quartzite, which at the top of the scarp it covers.
Ladera.—The next case proving the existence of the Par scarp previous to the Vindhyan

e och is near Ladera.

It is situated just south of the Par scarp, about 2-t miles west of

the Doorsari gorge. Here the Kymores are seen at the level of the plain, and abutting
ainst the scnrp of gneiss and Par quartzite. It is also seen on the top of the scarp.
e gorge in the scarp, just west of the narrow spit of sandstone, is also partially ﬁlled up
with the Kymore sandstone. The bottom and west side of the gorge are of nearly horizontal

Par quartzite, but the east side is formed of the Kymore sandstone.
Western extension of Par scarp.—There is also some evidence that the Par scarp
extended west of the Doorsari gorge, for at Sirsa, about three miles west, there is an

outcrop of the Par quartzite, and the Kymore sandstone is seen at a lower level immediately
to the south of it._

Outlier qf Vind/z_1/ans at Bastar1'.—At Bastari there is a lame outlier of the Kymores,
stretching nearly across the southern valley. The hill is upwards of 100 feet high, com
osed of massive irregularly bedded horizontal sandstone. The base of the hill is covered
by debris, so that the Kymore conglomerate is not exposed. Patches of the sandstone
rest, unconformably, on the ridges of the Gwaliors, both north and south of the valley.
On the south side many of the steep lateral gor es running into the main valley are

partially ﬁlled up with the Kymore sandstone and conglomerate. It is obvious that the
southern valley and the lateral gorges must have been worn out before the Vindhyan
epoch, as no amount of faulting could have brought the sandstone into these gorges.

Section near Bastari : a-—Kymcre sandstone ; b—.Iasper beds of the Gwalior series; c— Par sandstone.

Small outliers.—-There are many other smaller outliers of the Kymore, particularly
near J arga and Sohnsa. They mostly occupy the low ground, partially ﬁlling up go:-gee,
or resting upon the sides of the hills of the Gwaliors, in all cases showing the extensive

denudation of the latter previous to the deposition of the Kymores.
The question of the age of the Vindhyan series has already been discussed by Mr. Mallet
in his report (Mem. Geol. Surv., India, V0 . VII, Pt. 1).

Gwaliors.--The unconformity of the Gwalior series in our area to the gneiss on
which they rest, as well as to the covering Vindhyans, is so great, that no conclusion can

be drawn as to the exact place of the Gwalior series in the Indian series.
Hindown.-—-The only other place where the Gwalior series has been identiﬁed to a
certainty is near Hindown, about 60 miles north-west of Gwalior.

The Gwaliors there form

a ridge about ten miles long, extending in a south-west and north-east direction. The beds
are thrown u at a high angle, seldom dipping less than 60° in a north-westerly direction.
Only a few hundred feet of section is exposed. The ridge is entirely surrounded by the

alluvium, and thus isolated from the other rocks of the neighbourhood.
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Upper Vi1u1I1.;1ans.—Tl\e |‘1l('l{s‘ nearest to the Gwalior ridge are the Upper Vindhyans,

the upper group of which, the Bundairs. form a high scarp running nearly parallel to the
ridge.

The Bundairs are for the most part nearly horizontal, but sometimes at their north

western limit dip at a high angle towards the south-east.

There are two other broken ridges

in front, north-west of‘ the Bundair scarp, dipping at a high angle to the south-east, pro
bably formed of the lower groups of the Upper Vindhyans, viz., the Rewah and Kymore.
The nature of the _junction between the Vindhyans and the Gwaliors is obscured by the
alluvium.
B3/ana Iu'll;.—A few miles north-west of the Gwalior ridge, and roughly parallel to it,

is another line of hills extending from B yana in a south-westerly direction.
Quartzite series-.—These hills are formed of a series of rocks not yet described, which

we have provisionally called the ‘quartzite series.’ It consists of an immense thickness of‘
quartzite sandstone, shnles and conglomerate.

The lowest group includes numerous spreads

of contemporaneous trap.
The quartzite series is most probably more recent than the Gwalior and older than
the Vindhyan, for the conglomerate of the middle grou (Dumduma) of the quartzite
series contains pebbles of ribboued jasper, &c., almost certain y derived from the Gwalior series ;
and some distance south-west of‘ Hindown, near Kerowlie, the Upper Vindh_van.~s rest

uuconformably upon the lowest group of the quartzite series.
Lower T'indbyans.——Lithologically, the Lower Vindhyans of Bundlekund have some

resemblance to the Gwaliors, particularly to the silicious shales of the middle range of our
area, but the ribboued jaspers, so characteristic of the Gwalior series, are entirely absent.
It is highly improbable that the Lower Vindhyans and the Gwaliors are synchronous
deposits, for no unconformity beyond overlap has been detected between the Upper and Lower

Vindhyans in Bundlekund, and yet the lowest member of the Upper Vindhyans, the Kymore
conglomerate, is composed largely of pebbles of red jasper, almost certainly derived from
the Gwalior series. Again, in the Sons valley, a considerable thickness of ribboued jasper
occurs, identical in ap earanee with the jasper of the Gwaliors, and which series it probably
there represents. The ower Vindhyans rest unconformably upon these jasper beds.
B§ja.wars.—-The Bijawar series and the Gwalior have many points in common; but still
the characteristic jasper beds of the latter are not represented in the former. The relation
of these two series to each other has therefore yet to be determined.
Larnarru.

There are two patches of laterite in our area; one at _Raipo or hill, of which it forms
the peak, the highest ground of the district; the second occurs on the Kymore sandstone,

about two miles to the north-west.

Both these atches are small in extent and are about

60 feet in thickness. The beds composing these hil s are exactly similar to each other, and to
the great spread of laterite of Central India—purple clay with bands of brown haematite
at base, capped by the hard rous rock-laterite,—and no doubt, these two bills are outliers
which has been traced as far as Sipri, about 60 miles south of of the Central India spre

the Raipoor hill.
Ecoxomc Gnonoor.

Upper Vindh;yam.—Mr. Mallet has already described the resources of the Vindhyaus
in his report on them; in this district the sandstone. both of the Kymore and Lower Rewah,
barracks on the top_ of the Gwalior Fort
is largely qluarried for building stone. The new
_

hill are bui t of the Kymore sandstone, quarned from the top of the lllll.
Iron.—The principal production of the Gwalior series is iron. Formerly, the_ work
ings for iron were far more extensive than now, judgmv from the large excavations to
be met with. The peak of Par hill is completely burrowed’ by the old wor mgs and a large
portion of the hill removed. Similar extensive excavations occur at Mapgor and other
places. The reason that the workings are not so extensive now as formerly is, not. that the
iron is exhausted. but that the wood to smelt it is used up; all the bills for many miles round
Gwalior being nlmost entirely bare of any tree or jungle, the ore has now to be taken a long
distance to the l'unmccs.
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Par HilZ.——The principal iron mines are situated at Par hill, Manger, and Santow.
Nearly all the workings are conﬁned to the lower part of the Morar group, about 100 feet
above the Par quartzite. That on Par hill, not now worked, occurs in an outlier of the Morar
group, forming a peak rising to the height of about 60 feet above the level of the edge of the

scarp.

The lower part of the peak is composed of white clay beds with very reg'ular variously

coloured bands.

'1‘he beds of the upper part of the peak are highly ferru nous, the iron

oocurrin in thin lamina; in the variegated clays.

It is from these beds t at the iron is

extracts .

ll[an_qor.—-The Mangor mines, about three miles north-north-east of Par hill. These
workings are conﬁned to a narrow valley running north and south and nearly half a mile

long. On the east side they are bounded by a vertical cliff, the workings extend some KM)
yards west of this, but the greater part are close under, or only a few feet west of the clili'.

The richest seams are worked by small shaﬂs some 30 or 40 feet deep; but on the west side of
the valley iron is uarried from the sides of the low hills. The section in the shafts is very
similar to that on ar hill, and the iron occurs in similar ﬁne lamina: in the clays.
In the quarries. on the high

round, on the west side of the valley, the iron is extracted

from beds above those on Par hi . These beds, although greatly decomposed, resemble the
lower beds of the Morar group ; the structure is the same, and they enclose concretions simi
lar to those which occur in the Morar grou ; but here the jasper and ﬂint, &c., forming the
concretions are decomposed into red and w ite oehreous clays. Both east and west of this

valley, the clay beds pass into the undecomposed beds of the Morar group.
Sant0w.—The workings at Santow are also conﬁned to a narrow space. They are
bounded on the north by a large quartz vein, and the principal workings are close to this.
The richest beds are reached by small shafts about 50 to 60 feet deep, from which small
galleries are extended.
The beds from which the iron is extracted are the same as those worked at Manger and

Par; they are in a similar decomposed state, and pass both to the east and west into the
jasper and hornstones of the series.
Smaller mhzes.—Between Manger and San to w, on the high ground, there are several

workings, but most of them small; there is one place, however, near the curious old tree
marked on map, where extensive excavations have been made.

All these workings are on the same horizon as those of Pa r, Man gor, &c., and“ the

iron is extracted from similar clay beds, which pass into the undecomposed jasper and
hornstone rocks in all directions.
The strata in all these mines are locally much contorted. In places there are vertical
narrow strips of the undecomposed rocks, running through the clay beds in all directions.
These strips are generally from three to six feet wide, and stand up like a wall, sometimes
ten feet high.

The are mostly formed of thin laminae of iron, and show sharp contortions,

even in their small readth. They are even harder and more silicious than the unaltered rocks
on this horizon, as if the silica from the decom sed beds through which they pass had been
secreted in those strips. Iron is not more abun nt in the parts worked than in a great part

of the series, both on the same horizon and in other parts of the section.
The laminze of iron are as thick and numerous in the hornstone and jasper beds as in the
clay beds derived from them. Again, in the very highest part of the section, above the
Morar trap near Kharia, the iron is quite as, if not more, abundant. The reason, that the

places wor ed were selected, was on account of the local decomposition and softening of the
rocks containing the iron.

The miners told me that they sold the ore at the pit's month at the rate of between
60 and 70 maunds for the rupee.

Limestone.-—~The limestone is quarried and burned. but not on an extensive scale, as the
natives appear to prefer the kunkur to be found in the alluvium just west of Gwalior.
Black eIuzles.——Some small excavations were made in the black shales in the bottom of

the well by the side of the trunk road west of Puniar, in the hopes of their leading to
coal, but, of course, without success; the shales containing only a trace of carbonaceous matter.
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Non: on ma SLATES Ar Cmriuj, Knnms, by Tnno. W. H. Hoonas, F. G. S., Geological
Survey of India.
Whilst at the hill sanatorinm of Almora during the late recess season, I was requested,
in a letter addressed to me in September last by Colonel Hodgson, R. E., the Secretary to

Government, North-Western Provinces, Public orks Department, to express an opinion, after
visiting the spot, as tothe suitability of some slate for rooﬁng purposes, which was known to
occur near a village called Chitéli, distant only a few miles from Dwara Hit, one of the well

known camping localities between Naini Tzil and Masliri.
Slate required for roq/ing.——The question to decide was one of importance, for, if the
slate were ronounced suitable, it was intended to use it extensively for rooﬁn the military
buildings that were to be constructed at the new station of Ranikhét ; it having
n estimated
by Captain Birney, R. E., the Executive Engineer in charge of Ranikhét, that after taking
into consideration the cost of extraction and carriage, the employment of slate would be much
cheaper than the corrugated iron in general use for rooﬁng at most of the hill stations.

The following short paper sets forth the views which I entertain regarding both the
quality of the slate and the uantity of it available. It would have been impossible, how
ever, for me to have arrive ata satisfactory and reliable conclusion on the ﬁrst of these
points had I not received considerable and courteous assistance from Captain Birney.
Colonel Hodgson's letter reached me on the 17th Septetnber, but I did not

roceed to

Chitéli until the 9th October owing to the lateness of the rains and the reported un ealthiness
of the spot.
Po.n'tion.—The slate occurs in a spur of the hills overlooking a gorge, near the mouth of

which the village of Chitéli is built.
In this spur an experimental quarry was opened out, but when I visited it, although
efforts had been made to clear away the debris that obscured the section, the extraordinary

continuance of the rains prevented the men at the quarry from working as rapidly as they
otherwise would have done; and not more than 30 to 40 feet of rocks below the surface were
exposed.

The slates dip at high angles; and, as may be presumed. there are different bands Varying
in their comparative goodness.

None of the slates are cleaved in a deﬁnite manner, but a

few do exhibit this structure in an incipient stage.
Before ‘proceeding to purely economic matters, it may _be useful to giyc, for the informa

tion of those who take some interest in geology, a generahsed section ol the Himalayas, in
order to show roughly the horizon which the slate-rocks of Chltell occupy.

Geological Section.—Commcncing at Kélidﬁngi at the base of the hills, and carrying
the section beyond the British frontier through the Milam pass, the rocks occur in the follow
mg order of succession :—
A.—Sedimentary rocks.

Principally sandstones, shales, and limestones.

carbonaceous beds occur.

A few

Seen on the road from Kalidiingi to Naini T61.

B.—Metamorphic rocks. Schists, quartzites; different varieties of gneiss; slates
and greenstones. Seen at Nami Tél, and from thence to Mﬁnshiéri.
C.—Gneiss, with numerous granite veins._

Seen between Mﬁnshiéri

and the

upper Bothi villages of Bﬁrfu and M1lam.
D.—Sedimentary rocks,‘ corresponding to the older, secondary, and newer rocks

of European classiﬁcation. Seen between Milam and the Sutlcy _nve1-.
The Chitéli slate forms a horizon in the class of rocks under: the heading B:—ghe

same class in which the greater portion of the mineral wealth of the Himalayas 18 contamed.
The general qualit ' of the Chitéli slate bears favorable comparison with other Indian
specimens; but it is belbw the standard of typical Welsh slate.
Qualit_y.—It diﬁ'ers from the latter in splitting along the planes of_ lamination,_instead
of the lanes of cleavage. It is coarser in texture: more s1 lcious (sandy), heavier, and
has a dhller ring on being struck. Assuming the value of typical Welsh slate as 10,

the general value of the Chitéli slate would not be more than 6. There are, however,
° From this band come the Amnonitn (Salim-Gm) arid the Belmqitea (Chfwhl pnthar), which those who
cross the snows bring luck with them as mementos of their travails and their travels.
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some slates,—-those occurring about 40 feet below the slates that crop out at the top edge of
the splir above the quarry,—which are of somewhat higher value. being closer mined. possess

ing very even planes of lamination and s litting into thin slabs. These s ates Form a dis
tinct band, their colour being darker than t at of those above them.

In recommending which slates should be utilised, I would certainly say the lower ones;
the upper slates being altogether coarser and containing some iron galls.
I am so
that I possessed no means of testing the absorbing power of the specimens
which I broug t away with me from the quarry.

But Captain Birney assures me that he

has carried on experiments during the past twelve months to prove the porosity of the slate, and
that the results have been satisfactory. Captain Birney, to further test the slate, had exposed
several slabs to the action of the weather. All, with the exception of one which had
cracked, were perfectly sound when I examined them. The cracking of one slab I look 11 on
as a matter of little moment as affecting the uality of the slate, for all the specimens ad
been procured from near the surface; and I be ieve that this cracking will not occur when

the slates are quarried item a lower depth.
.-—With regard
the sides,
question
of sup
need
be nomore
fear.than
If ample
the spur
of theSnhpill A eopened
out ontoboth
there
wil l_vbe there
a store
of slate
to
meet all the demands of the barracks at Ranikhét. The beds have only to be followed along
their strike to yield an unlimited amount of slate.
I consider
Chitéliand
slate
enough
rooﬁng
that
slabsTo
lessconclude.
than } of
an inch inthe
thickness
mucghood
more
than for
a square
foot,purposes.
superﬁcialAnd
measure.
ment, may easily be obtained.

I would recommend, should the working of the quarry be determined upon, that some
competent person should be appointed to pass the slates. Native labourers are too iudiil'erent
to take any interest in their work, so that no dependance can be plaeed upon them ; and the
The
would
employment
just as willingly
of onewaste
or two
their
skilled
timeslab-men
in splitting
to supervise
bad slatethe
as they
otherwould
labourers
in splitting
and also to
work, would in the end be more economical than trusting to the local abilities of the Chitéli

villagers, as they would probably spoil through carelessness an endless number of slates.
Nora on THE LEAD vsm sass Cmcnou, RAIPl3R Drsrnrcr, by W. T. Buxroan, Esq.,
Assoc, Ror. Scnoon or Mmss, Dep. Supdt., Geological Survey of India.
The following is the result of a brief‘ surface examination of the locality near Chicholi
at which lead was discovered three or four years since by Mr. Smart of the Revenue Survey.
The spot is rather more than 70 miles west of Itaipiir on the road to Bhandzira and Nligplil‘.
The ore (galena) occurs in awell marked vein, chieﬂy composed of quartz, which
traverses the metamorphic rocks. The latter are not well seen in the neighbourhood of the
vein, but in the surrounding country consist chieﬂy of granite or granitoid gneiss and
hornblend schist passing into diorite. Besides quartz the vein contains pink felspar in

considerable quantities, green and purple ﬁuorspar, and a green mineral, probably epidote.
Galena is sparingly disseminated throughout the mass for some distance on each side of the

road, and I found slight, but unmistakeable, indications of the presence of copper; small
quantities of the green carbonate occurring in several places.

In some parts of the outcrop there is a large quantity of peroxide of iron, sometimes
as a coating on the surface, sometimes irregularly mixed with quartz (“gossan”), and

evidently resulting from the decomposition of some other mineral. This is a common
occurrence at the outcrop of mineral veins, and is, I believe, usually considered a favorable
indication§y miners, in copper veins at least. But the value of such indications depends
greatly upon local conditions. Large masses of peroxide of iron and quartz, or “gossan"
as it is termed in Cornwall, are seen just north of a little peak about quarter of a mile north
of the road.
The direction of the vein is N.-10°-E.—S.-10°-W.: it forms a series of ridges, some
of which are at least 100 feet high above the surface of the
ound. I traced the vein for

about half a mile north of the high road and for at least a mi e to the south.

Beyond the distance mentioned to the north, I could ﬁnd no signs at the surface of its
occurrence, but I did not search for. To the south it doubtless extends beyond the spot to
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which I traced it, and a hill is seen in the direction in which the vein runs, which may be

formed of the quartz.
The width of the vein, as usual, varies greatl . Near the high road, both north and
south, it cannot be much less than 30 feet. A out a quarter of a mile tothe south, this
thickness gradually decreases to about six feet. At this spot the veinstone rises like a wall
above the surface of the little ridge formed of its (5118-l'l3Z086 debris, and the direction of its

dip, obscure elsewhere, is distinctly seen. It here un erlays to the eastward at an angle of
about 10° from the vertical, in other words, it dips at 80°.

Beyond this, to the south, the

thickness probably diminishes still further, as, for about quarter of a mile, the vein can no
longer be traced at the surface; beyond that distance it again forms a ridge of some height.
It is simply impossible from the surface examination of a metallic vein, especially in a
district where no mmes exist, to ascertain what its value may be below the surface. All
metallic mines are more or less speculations. Taking into consideration the large amount
of veinstone exposed, the proportion of galena seen is small, and unless the quantity of lead
ore be greater below the surface, it will not alone pay for the working. It should beobscrved

that the fresh unaltered appearance of the galena found renders it impossible that its paucity
is due to the greater portion having decomposed.

But larger masses may occur below, and

there is also a probability of copper ore being found. The occurrence of the ores in a well
marked vein is certainly a most important circumstance, and I may add that it is the ﬁrst
instance of a distinct metallic lode that I have seen in India.
Altogether I think it may safely be stated that there is nothing in the appearances
presented by the Chicholi lode inconsistent with the occurrence of 0. 00d vein of lead and
cop er ore below the surface. There are two disadvantages in the ocality:the absence of
wor men acqtpainted with mining and want of water, not merely as a motive power for

pum s, &c., ut for stamps and washing ﬂoors. But these are only questions of expense, and
she d rich ores occur, will readily be overcome.
At Wliraband, 16 miles east of the Chicholi lode, two rather irregular quartz veins occur,

forming hills of considerable size.
search was necessarily hurried.
Chicholi lode.
17th March 1870.

I saw no traces of ore or of ﬁuorspar in these, but my

The direction of these veins approximates to that of the

Better specimens than before accessible have been assayed, and yielded 9 oz. 19 dwts.
6 grs. of silver to the ton of lead.
Tun WABDHA RIVER COAL-FIELDS, Bean and CENTRAL Pnovmcss.

The last notice of these coal-ﬁelds was given in the Records of the Geological Survey
of India, Vol. II, pt. 4, p. 94.

Since that time great progress has been made in the detailed

exploration of the ﬁeld, and it is now possible to give a tolerably accurate estimate of the
extent of area over which the coal can be traced, and of the amount which is available, in the
vicinity of the river Wardha.

This river Wardha forms the boundary between the Central Provinces, lying to the east
of the river, and the ‘ Assigned Districts’ (Berar) and the Ni1.am’s Territones, lying to the
west of the river. The same boundary is continued further to the south by the Pranhita,
as the stream is called after the junction of the Wardha and Weinganga, and still further to
the south by the Godavery, as the continuation of the same stream is called after the
junction of the Pranhita and Godavery, near Sironch a.

Previously to the recent exploration the only places where coal had been actually found,
were a few points exposed by the cuttings of this river.

so covered with wide

The whole surface near the river is

extended beds of calcareous gravels and conglomerates (P pliocene) and

thick masses of sau s and clays and often of regur, or black cotton soil, that, as a rule, very
few, and these very limited and imperfect, sections are seen and the structure of the country

must of
to coal
a large
or of
built
from their
these continuance
small sections.
Althouvh
thick
beds
wereextent
visiblebein imagined
the banks
theupriver,
inland
couldEv not
be
traced, and even where the rocks were exposed, the denudation had been so great, and the

thickness of the covering clays, &c., was so considerable, that the outcrops of beds of such
marked character as coal and coaly shale of 40 and 50 feet in thickness were entirely
concealed. And it therefore was essential that actual borings should be put down. The
results of a few of the early trials were given in the notice referred to above. (Vol. II, p. 94).
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Shortly after the publication ol' that notice three additional sets of boring tools were received
from Europe, and were at once turned to account.

And sometime later, a steam boring

machine oi Mather and Platt's construction was delivered at Chanda, and preparations were
made for working it. I shall now give brieﬂy the principal results obtained.
The two brace headmen who had been sent out from England had both suffered from
the climate. Mr. Heppel had a very serious attack of fever, and was for a time dangerously

ill. But he got over this attack, I am hap y to say, and resumed his work as zealously as
before. Mr. Longridge had suffered slig tlv at several times from the effects of the sun;
and I regret to say, the attacks became more frequent and severe, until it was necessary that
he should be invalided and sent home at once. The advantage of his aid was lost from

the very commencement of the 0 n season. Mr. Bateman Smythe was appointed
(10th December)

in lieu of Mr.

ongridge. and has proved a most efficient and useful

Superintendent of the Works. Mr. W. Penn Mather, who had had very considerable
experience in boring with the steam boring machines constructed by the ﬁrm with which he
was connected (Mather and Platt) and who had temporarily come to India. was appointed to
take charge of the St/cam Borer, and joined in the beginning of February.
Taking up ‘the narrative of the exploration from the time of last report published in these
Records, I will now brieﬂy give a notice of the principal facts.
I shall not at present delay to give the full details of the sections out through at the
various holes, but simply enumerate the localities wliere these have been put down and state

the results. The details will more appropriately be given with a more detailed geological
report.
Up to November 1869, as already stated, only a few unsuccessful borings, in which nothing
but thin unworkable beds of coal had been met with, had been carried out. A deeper boring
to the east of Chanda town on the road to Moolh, and on the banks of the Jhur ut
N uddi, was then in progress ; and this was subsequently carried down too depth of 248 eet.

At
the progress
made withthetheexistence
poor windlass
then at
waspressing,
so slow,
andthis
the depth
importance
of determining
of coalp ower
elsewhere
so command
much more
that it appearcd wise to stop this boring, more especiallv as there Was nothing deﬁnite ‘
tending to show the probability of a change in the rocks within a short distance. ‘The tools

were therefore moved elsewhere. The same section is now bein proved by the steam boring
machine, with the additional advantage of testing the upper roc s for a considerably greater

thickness. The borings to the south of the town of Chanda, although it was evident that
they had been put down altogether outside the outcrop or line where the known cool, if it
occur, could

be traced, were not resumed, as it seemed better to reserve these for the

monsoon, when men could ﬁnd good shelter in ad'oining bungalows at a time when it would
not be possible to remain with safety in tents.
systematic examination, therefore, of the

country extending northwards from the known coal locality near Ghﬁgﬁs was commenced,
and has since then been steadily carried out.

One additional bore hole was ut down between

the pit sunk on the coal nearChandur on the bank of the Wardha and Noliora. This was
due west of the village of Ghligiis, and was intended to sup ly the information which
we had been revented from obtaining in nearly the same place by the loss of the mineral
lifter in the oring there. The ob'ect of this was to prove the actual amount of variation
which the seams showed within this distance of three miles.

This variation will be best

seen in the accompanying details.
Ghﬁgtis North.
Black shale
Coal
Dark sandy shale
Coal
Blue shale
Coal
Conl with iron pyrites
Coal
Shale

Coal
White sandstone.

Ghﬁgtis W. of‘ village.
Nokors.
Feet. Inch.
East. Inch.
Feet. Inch.
2
0
White sandstone
8
6
Black shale
.
1
6
8
0
Coal
3
0
Oral
4
0
8
0
Shale mixed with coal
2
0
Sandy shale, with a trace of
3
ll
Coal
3
0
coal...
_,
2
10
5
6
Sandy shale and coal
6
0
Coal
3
6
12
0
Coal
4
0
Dark sandy shale
5
4
4
0
(‘cal and shale
9
0
Coaly shale with coal (bad coal)
3
0
5
0
Coal
7
0
Black shale
..
16
10
0
6
Sandy shale
10
8
(‘M1, inferior
4
0

ll

0

9

0

Coal

5

0

Coal. mferior
(Boat, wood...
Sandy shalo

Coal, good

2
11
0

0
0
S

Sandstone mixed with shale
Ve dark shale
DI!‘ sandy shale

6
3
2

0
0
10

(‘onl

I0

0

00¢»!

21

9

W hlte sandstone.

White sandy shale
I.‘oa!

\\'hite sandstone

0

2

13

U

7
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These borings are about 1% mile from each other; they are beyond a shadow of doubt in
the same general beds and the same coals, whereas the ver great amount of change in
the thickness and character of the seams within this short éstance is very evident. This
is a very important point as bearing on the question of the economy of working.
Proceeding northwards, two bore holes were next put down at Telwassa, near the
river Wardha. The most southerly of these was intended to prove the beds below the
thick coals, and to ascertain, if possible, the actual thickness of rock in this Lower Barékar

group. It was carried down to 192 feet, and at this depth, when a few feet more would
ccrtamly have reached the Talchir beds below, the mineral lifter was allowed to get jammed,
and in attempting to raise it, the steel valve box at the end was forced off and left in the
hole, which was then abandoned. Some thin seams of very impure coal were found, as anti
cipated, just at the base of the series, but nothing worth working.
The second boring was ﬁxed about a mile further to the north, on the east side of the
river, and here coal was cut at 68 feet below the surface, (of which 29 were surface soil);

and the same series of beds as atGh1igﬁs, again showing considerable variations, were pierced.
Altogether
41 feetReport,
of coalRecords,
of varying
uality
were cut through in a total depth of 138
feet.
(See Annual
vol. IqII,
p. 1-1).
Another boring was commenced in the lands of the village of Gowarala, near Bhanduk.
This was commenced, under a misapprehension of the instructions given, about half a mile
from where it was intended to have been, but was useful, inasmuch as the cutters struck

the Talchir rocks immediately under the surface clay, and thus effectually proved the
absence of coal there.
Two other borings were put down at points intermediate between the Telwassa borings

just alluded to-and the pit near Chandur. These were nearthe villages ofBelora and Nilj a,
both in Berar. Both proved the continuance of the same group of beds of coal and shale,
exhibitin quite as markedly as elsewhere the great and sudden variation in its character
and sub- ivisions.
It was next desirable to prove that the coal found on the Chanda side of the Wardh a, and
there dipping to the west, did actually extend into the country of Berar on the west of the
same river. To the south near the villages of Pipalgaon and Ukni small faults affect the
continuity of the rocks, and just opposite the point at which the boring in the Telwassa
grounds had been put down, the series has been thrown down to the south of a fault which
crosses the river. This has enabled some of the beds higher in the series of beds overlying

the coal to be here preserved. And they overlap the coal beds to a greater extent than is
seen in the adjoining and more denuded area. To test this part of the ﬁeld, a bore hole
was put down, which, however, was not suﬁiciently far to the west, to avoid this great over
lapping, and which, therefore, only touched the extreme outcrop of the coal beds. Another
hole about u. mile to the north proved very satisfactorily the entire continuance of the coal

beds into the country on the west of the river, or into Berar.
Tracing up the same series of beds further to the north, borings were put down in the
lands of Konara. This was in the lower rocks (Barakars) and proved no coal :-another boring
was put down at Borgaon, also without success.

Some three miles further north, a boring

was put down on the Berar side of the Wardha at Goari (called also Agashi), but

nothing but black coaly shales were found here.
These borings were all in the lower rocks. Still further to the north in Chanda district
near the village of Maj ri, a boring was put down, ﬁrst to the north of a fault which cuts
across the beds there, with a view to proving that side, but without success, and then a second

boring was commenced to the south of this fault, where the great overlapping of the beds
was partially avoided, and here coal was found at 75 feet from surface, and gave a rough
section 0 —

Dark shale, a little coaly 02
Goal
518. And haviur -proved this thick coal, we pro
ceeded no further. This thick bed, it must he remembered, is not all fair coal, but is split up

with many beds of very varying qualities.
Aborinm still in progress, was also put down near Nandori, on the Chanda side of

the river to the south of the large area. of trap which covers many square miles of country

near to and around Wurrora.

This thickness of trappcan rocks effectually conceals
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eve thin beneath them, and looking to the great irregularity with which the coal rocks are
ove appei and the impossibility of drawing any sound conclusion either as to the place or depth
below t e surface at which coal might be found, fully justiﬁes our putting the entire of this area
out of calculation in estimating the extent or uantity of the coal In these Wardha river ﬁelds.
A boring will be ut down to the north of t is large area of trappean rocks where the lower
beds are again visi le over a small area near Pan 'oorni, a village about six miles north-west of
W urrora and probably near Wurrora itself.
ut with this exception there will be little use
in testing the rocks further in that part of the ﬁeld at present. It is not at all intended to

assert that the coal grou does not extend under a considerable part of this area, but if it does
so extend, the chances o ﬁnding it are so uncertain, and the depth at which it probably occurs
so doubtful, and in any case so much greater than in adjoining areas that, for the present at
least, the coal even, if found, could not be worked to the same advantage or economy as
elsewhere.

A boring has also been put down in the Berar country well into the centre of the ﬁeld

and some six miles in a right line from the river Wardha. This was at a place called Rajur,
which is near Naith or Nét, and about ten miles to the north-west of Wlin town. This was
sim ly intended to test the continuance of the coal under the upper rocks, which cover the
who A surface there. Up to the latest reports, 15 feet of coal had been cut into there, quite

suﬁicient to show satisfactorily that the rocks continue.
Two or three more borin will now prove the whole of this northern part of the ﬁeld
with perfect suﬁicicncy, and wit detail quite ample as a basis for commencing the actual
work of raising coal.
To the south of Chanda, the sections at Balarpur, where
coal is visible at the water
level in the river Wardha, in the territories of His Highness t e Nizam or on the west side

of the river, have been examined.

It was concludedfrom this examination that there was not

much prospect of ﬁnding this coal extending into the Chanda district, as it had in all
probability been very largely denuded or washed awa and its place now ﬁlled in with beds
of great thickness of alluvial clay and sand, &c.
till borings were put down to test the
fact-, and the rocks were proved at both sides of a marked fault which crosses the section from
north-west to south-east, the rocks being down-thrown on the east, but to what extent it

was not possible to calculate from the limited exposure visible. These borings proved the
existence of a few thin beds of coal, 1 foot to 1* feet, but nothing worth working.

The full

examination of the northern part of the ﬁeld had then become so much more urgent that
the tools were remwed there.

_

All the country south of Balarpur still remains to be examined.

There is a certainty

of coal occurring in the Ni1.am’s territories in the area between the Pem nnga and the
Wardha, and a few borings are there required to test the thickness and qu ity of this coal.
The area stretching from north to south throughout the district of Chanda from east of
Wurrora to Bhanduk and Chanda, and southwards by Balarpur to the Wardlia
near Kirmirri, is all composed of rocks which belong to series above the cool. It is there
fore possible that coal may be found to extend under these rocks and so cover a large area.
But there is nota trace of these lower coal bearing rocks visible anywhere along the line,
excepting close to Chanda town. And as the covering rocks dip sharply to the east all along
here a short distance only in that direction would throw the coal so deep below the surface

that it could not be noﬁtably
favorably placed coal e sewhere.
borings at long intervals, and
Chanda, the indications should
ever to

worked in com tition with the more accessible and more
This area oug t to be tested by a series of well selected
if coal be proved, as I fully anticipate it will be near to
be followed up carefully. There is no surface evidence what

ride the observer excepting there.

I have already mentioned why the borings

at Chan a had been deferred until the monsoon weather.

But when they are commenced,

it will be needful to exercise a little more geological skill than had been shown before, for
the holes which were bored were altogether outside or below the horizon of the thick coal
which it was sought to prove !
No other group of beds containing coal in a workable thickness has been traced in the
ﬁeld, and none other probably exists.
t has been shown that this group of thick beds of

shale and coal mainhiius a constant horizon in the general series, that it is largely and
irregularly overlapped by the beds which succeed it, and that with a great amount of variation
'“It is sfated (Sub . Gin. India, Jan. 15, 1870, p. 30,) that 6} feet of coal were proved at a depth of 120 feet
from surface, within ha] n mile of Bslurpur ! '. None of the records of the borings bear out tins assertion.
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there is still a constancy and continuance of the beds, which is satisfactory. In the
former report I gave the results of assays of the coals raised from each successive foot in
the boring at Ghﬁglis; and I showed also what an admirable general index to the value
ofthe coals such assays were. I have had the same done for the coals cut through at
Telwassa, and I now give the results of these assays?‘ It will be seen that the composition
of the coal raised here is very similar to that at Ghiigfls. and that, as a whole, the coals are of

very second rate quality. As shown by assay (Records. Geological Survey, India, vol. II,‘
pt.

p. 99), the uppermost seam at Gliliglis was good bright cool.

cuttmg into it in the pit sunk not far off.

And so it proved on

But like all the bright clean coals of this lower

group, it also turned out very brittle and fragile, so that it would bear carriage badlyﬁf
4' Assars or Cosn raoar ran CHANDA Drsrarcrs.
From No. 1 Seam passed through at No. 2 Bore hole, Telloassn.
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Carbon.

Volatile.

Ash.
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Volatile.

Ash.
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32'6
30'6
30'6
32'2
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334
32'()
30'2
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From No. 2 Seam passed through at No. 2 Bare hale, Telw(I.\‘.\‘11.
Nos.

.

Carbon.

Volatile.

. ___

1

32
. i

i

Nos.

‘ Carbon.

I

Volatile. ‘

Ash.

..

46‘8
5l'2

34'5
32'5

29-0

16'3
27-7
‘ 67

.

44-'2
43'2

43-4

29'8
31-4

49'3

34'0

16'7

‘

4-7'3

28'6

43-3

4

Ash.

19'2

E

I

5

8

33'5

l

22'8

27-0
25-2
241

All’-hurrl similarly to the hatch sent last Septernber,s'. e., vigorously at ﬁrst, but after the expulsion oi‘ the
Volatile matter onlr slowly down to the ash. The ash of all the samples (which has been preserved) is very similar,
25 grains mixed of Nos. 31, 32, 33 and 34 on being neared with sulphuric acid, hydrochloric acid, and carbonate of soda
‘en :si::ll‘:>os‘4a‘l‘v)]ienls‘i‘:ei&(:lt‘iiil:ii<Zr:)eg:l"il1.e samples some small fragments of a much superior coal may be perceived.
From No as, which nppesred to contain some of the largest of these, I picked out suﬂlciont to make useparute
examination.

This gave the following result :—
Carbon
Volatile

62.5
aim
31)
10011
-5

February 28“, 1870.

(.<i;_vnelli
.
f This brittle coal could be coked with .'lCl\'lllllll)_'c,

A. Twm-.a~.
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The coals below that were verv inferior, and much that has subsequently been furnished from

the sinking at this pit for the use of the steam boring machine is scarcely worthy of
the name of coal at all, with diliiculty keeping up the ﬁre, and not giving steam at all
in sufficient quantity. The present assays show that this is the character of much of the
Telwassa coal also. One thing is quite certain that, as pointed out long since, any eslimate
of value based on the duty obtained from carefully selected coal from these will certainly
give a false idea of the average value of the whole ; while in any ordinary mode of mining.
the irregularity of these better beds, and the certainty that they will not continue for any
great distance on the same horizon, will seriously interfere with the economic working of
seams of such thickness as those we have shown to occur.
It remains to consider what is the amount of coal which may be considered fairly and
economically accessible in these W ardha river coal-ﬁelds so far as examined, that is, in other
words, in the country lying between the W ardha and Pemgunga rivers in the south and
the general outline of the trappenn rocks which cover everything on the north. If We
take this estimate in two distinct portions, as referring to the east and to the wet side of
the river Wardh a, we can then combine the two to get the general results. In Wﬁn
district, to the west of the “Fardha, there may be estimated to be about 70 square miles of

country under which the thick coal may fairly be presumed to extend, and will probably be
found nowhere at a greater depth than 120 yards below surface. Now, from this we must
deduct a fair proportion for ground cut up by faults and disturbances, and so not likely to
yield very proﬁtable return from the working of the coal.

If for this we deduct, say, one

third of the area, we will have 115 square miles yielding coal. The average thickness of
coal established by the numerous trials may be taken as nearly 40 feet, that is, of coal,
coaly shale and beds of varying character taken as a whole. As I have shown, a very large
deduction from this must be made, and I believe that an admission of 20 feet would be not

only a maximum thickness of workable coal, but be even too high a ﬁgure. But taking
this as 20 feet of workable coal over 40 square miles, and assuming 600,000 tons as a fair
amount of coal obtained from the square mile per foot in thickness, we have
600,000 X 40 X 20 : 480 millions of tons of coal, of such quality as it is, available in East
Berar at depths below the surface not exceeding say 60 fathoms.

Passing into Chanda we have equally an area of about one and half square miles near
Ghiigiis, (making the same allowance for disturbed ground as before), and an area of about
ﬁve square miles in the north of the ﬁeld. And as the beds of coal are precisely the same,
we take here the same estimate ol' thickness, riz., 20 feet of workable coal.

And proceed

ing on the some data, we will have, therefore, in Chanda, 600.000 X 6'5 X 20 = 78 millions
of tons.

This latter result fully bears out what was stated months since, that there was

a very much larger amount of coal available in the ‘ Assigned Districts’ than in
Chanda, in the vicinity of the W ardha.

We certainly ought not to estimate more that one-half of these quantities of good
coal.
While engaged in the practical exploration of these coal-ﬁelds, I had frequent applica
tions from the Engineers employed in making trial sections and estimates for a proposed
line of railway for information as to the position, quantity, and quality of the coal, and

as to the general question, which would be the line best adapted to meet the requirements
of the case, so as to facilitate the transport of this cool to the existing lines of railway
to the north and soutllwurds to the Godu\'er_v. It was also asked that the opening up
of the cotton country should be borne in mind. Every information was readily afforded
from time to time as new facts were ascertained.
But this necessarily led to the consideration and discussion of the best direction in
which to c-a.n'_\,' a line of rsilwziy with these avowed objects. The intended point of junction
with the Bombay and Nagpur line was stated to be the Wai'dha station, and it was at ﬁrst
assumed that the line must go to Chanda. or through the Chanda district. Long since I
pointed out that it required but a very trifling acquaintance with the country to show that by
much a larger area of coal existed in Bcrar than in Chanda, and that it was simply

mislcadim, opinion to speak of this coal-field as the Chanda coal-ﬁeld.

I also had occasion to

show that the pit which was being sunk to the coal near Ghflglis was quite unnecessary if it
were only intended as a means of trial of the coal, and that if intended as u lncsns of working'
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the coal aﬁenvards, it was injudiciously placed, and must be for years to come superseded
by others more conveniently located.

Such general considerations, however, based on a view of

the ﬁeld at large were of little avail, as compared with ‘practical’ views, and the work was
hastily pushed on. It is to be hoped that the fact, that the Geological Survey have since then
pointed out the exact localities for borings and have thus proved the existence of coal within a
few feet of the surface, where, they were told, ‘ such trials were only foolish blunders,’ evincing

an ‘utter ignorance of the teachings of Mining,’ and were ‘ at places where it was impossible
that coal could exist,’ will be a warning to future enqulrers in their researches, and that they
will at least try to make themselves acquainted with the geological structure of the area they
are about to examine before they trust to preconceived notions or permit themselves to be
swayed in their investigation of facts by personal wishes or local tendencies.
The facts stated above are sutlioient to show that if the object of a proposed line of

railway be to accommodate the largest amount of coal traffic, there cannot be a shadow of
doubt that that line of railway should go right into the middle of tire Wtin district.
The consideration next in importance to the establishment of a free communication with
the coal-ﬁelds was stated to be ‘ the opening out of the Hingungh at cotton country.’
But what is the Hingunghat cotton country? By much the larger portion of the cotton,
which now ﬁnds its market at Hingunghat, and all of which is shipped or sent away as
Hingunghat cotton, is not grown in the immediate vicinity of Hingun gh at. but is brought
from ve
considerable distances. Previously to the opening of the N2t;:p1ir branch of the
Great In ian Peninsular Railway, a large share of its supplies was drawn from the country to
the north and north-west of the place, and much excellent cotton was brou;_:ht to Hingun qhat-,
even from Arwee, 50 miles to the north-west, and from the districts in that-direction. All this

cotton now ﬁnds its natural outlet at the nearer marts of W'ardha and other places on the
line of railway, and scarcely a load, as might have been anticipated, crosses this new line of
communication to reach H ing-ungh at on the south. The count-r_v lying between H i ngu nghat
and Wardha must also naturally seek the nearest markets for its produce. For the Hingun
ghat market, therefore, the sup lies must now be derived from the

and south-west.

But to the sou

south, south-east,

cast, and partly to the south, on the east of the river

Wardha, with the exception of a small area near to the town, the country is almost an

unbroken jungle for hundreds of square miles. The so-called ‘ southern road,’ although it
passes very near to the large towns of \Vurrora and Bhanduk, scarcely touches cvcn isolated
patches of cultivation for its entire length from near Hingunghat to near Chanda, and
again south and south-cast of Chanda it sweeps for mile after mile through dense jungle.

This belt of forest jungle is in places 30 to 40 miles wide from east to west, and not
only does this immense area not yield any cotton at the present, but it is of such a nature
that no reasonable hope of its ever producing cotton profitably can be entertained. The
surface deposits are derived from the decomposition of coarse ferruginous sandstones and

other silicious rocks, which yield a. dry thirsty sandy soil. in which the cotton plants can
not ﬂourish. Between this immense range of forests, yielding little but mere jungle produce,
and the Wardha river there is a belt of 0 on ground varying in width from two to ten miles,
over which are spread thick deposits of alluvial clay and occasionally rcgur in which a
fair amount of cotton is grown. But, as shown, this area is very limited, and the amount
of produce must be equally so. On the other hand, to the west of the Wardha, the country
is open and cultivated, and produces largely of cotton over an area very many times the
extent of the possible cotton yielding country of Chanda. And besides this large area in
Berar itself, immediately adjoining to it on the south, is the rich and well known dislrict of

Edlabad in His Highness the Nizam’s territories, from which, even at present, with all the
diﬁiculties of long land carriage (at least 60 miles to Hingunghat) a.nd_heavy rivers to
cross, by much the most valuable portion of the ‘ Hingunghat cotton’ _is oht.u.med. I was led
to these considerations myself whi e engaged in the careful ex:unina_t1on of the country (and
few persons, if any, see the country with the same detail that geologists do), but I have also
been conﬁrmed in this view by those actually engaged in the cotton trade, and who, therefore,
were personally able to ascertain the facts.

Mr. F. Curwen, agent for _VVarwick and Company,

by far the largest dealers in Hingungh-at cotton, stated to me on cnqmry that he had given

particular attention to this important question of wlwre the cotton winch came to that
market was grown, and had ascertained that taking the ordinary annual sales at Hingunghat
as about 30,000 bales, not more than 2,001) out of that quantity were the produce of land
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near the town, and to the south and south-east of it on the left side of the Wardha river;
by far the largest portion and the best quality coming from the Nizam's territories (Edlabad,
&c.,) and from East Berar.’ll

Equally, therefore, if the object be to open out this valuable cotton yielding country
by a line of railway, that railway must be carried through East Berar and to the west
of the Wardha.
At

resent the route commonly taken by the carts bringing cotton to Hin gungh at is

through

ﬁn, crossing the Wardha river to the south-west of Wurrora, and passing through

that town to Hingunghat.

In this way it is ‘ that strings of cotton carts may be seen

makin their way to Hmgunghat,’ but a ve
from

small portion indeed of their loads is derived

urrora or Chanda, or any place on t e east of the river.

These facts also account for the small and ‘ not increasing’ cotton trade at Wurrora,
which is too near to the larger and more important mart oi‘ Hingunghat and too far from

the main source of the raw cotton to absorb much of the trade. There can be no doubt that
if once railway communication be opened up into the‘ Wtin and Edlabad country, new marts
and presses for cotton will rapidly spring up in more immediate proximity to the places of
growth of the crop, where the risks of injury from exposure on open carts and from delays
in bringing to ea c will be reduced to a minimum. And in this point of view, it may be

well deserving of consideration whether the necessarily reduced trade of Hingunghat will
then repay the cost of construction of a branch line of railway.

Other special objects to be gained by the construction of a branch line of railway were
stated to be the utilization of the timber forest of Aheree and the connection of the Gods
very navigation with Central India. To accomplish either of these objects, it is essential
that the proposed line should he carried as far to the south as the bottom of the third barrier
on the Godaver river, or to the town of Mogéli, or rather Talye or Talawye, on the
west, or of Dewa murri on the east of the Pranhita. To accomplish this, it was proposed
to can

on the line, which it was assumed would go to Chanda town, to Kirmirri, where

e. soun

rocky? foundation for a bridge would be obtained, and crossing the P1-anhita

there to proceed to M ogéli, on the opposite or west bank of the river. How the timber of
Aheree which lies away from the river on the east side was to reach the railway on the
‘west I know not.

But there is little need to discuss this, for the surface of the country

to the south of Chanda town offers physical diﬂiculties, which will prevent any economical
construction of a line of railway there.

The line, alluded to above, if carried into East

Berar could, on the other hand, be prolonged to Mogéli, or Taly e, without meeting with
any equally serious diﬂiculty. It could cross the Pemgunga above the junction of the

Wardh a, where the body of water and the cost of bridge would not be one-half of what it
is at Kirmirri, and where it would be close to coal.

Exactly the same arguments su gest themselves if we consider the connection of the
Godavery navigation wit

Central

ndia, to accomplish which, the main point would, of

course, be to obtain the cheapest and best road to the bottom of the third barrier. But to
these may also be added the fact, that there is every prospect of a considerable area of coal

in the Nizam’s territories between the Pemguuga and the Pranhita, all of which would be
eoonomized by a line of railway on that side of the Pranhita, but would be useless or nearly
useless if that communication were carried out on the opposite bank, where no coal occurs.

Any advantages anticipated from the introduction of the Wardha coal into the southern
parts of the Peninsula (Madras, Hyderabad, &.c.,) would be common to either line.

may be, I think, put out of present consideration altogether.

But these

If, on further investigation,

the coal known to occur near Dumagudium and to the south of that place prove abundant

' The Tehsildar of Wun reports that the ground under cotton cultivation this year was 2R,l77 acres: the
I'M produce for each sure was 78Llbs., the total produce 1,077,770 secrs = 9,000 bojas, or 18.0% pruttas (bales).
Besidesiho above, about 12,000 bojss, or 24.000 guttas, are carried through this tuluq to Hingunghat from His
Highness the Ni1.am's territories, from Rsjur, Manikgur, und Edlnbad taluqs.—-April 1870.
1‘ It is a singularly perverted misspplication of a tuierahly well known geoloricsl term to speak of the wide
spread area of crystalline rocks which are exposed at Kirmirri and to the east as a “Rneiss dyke." The only
real use cl‘ such special terms is to convey accurate ideas without the necessity of lone descriptions, but if employed
when their meaning is not known the)‘ must have exactly the opposite effect, and must lead to confusion and
obscurity.
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and of fair uality, there would be no hope of contending with that ﬁeld for the supply of
Madras or e sewhere to the south.

And it is greatly to be regretted that Colonel Haig was

not sup lied with the means of investigating this very important question during the present
ear. End in any case coal does occur many miles to the south of the Chanda coal in the
izam’s territories, which is much more conveniently placed for meeting any demands from
the south.

Other considerations have been introduced incidentally as it were, which may be just
alluded to.

‘The rich iron ores of Chanda would before long,’ it is said, ‘besmelted at

foundries near the coal-field.’ Whether such a rapid introduction of iron works can fairly
be looked for under any circumstances is more than questionable. That rich iron ores do
exist in the Chanda district is well known, and equal] ' that they exist in pnactically exhaustless

quantity (there is a whole mountain nearlyha mile 0
ores do not occur near the coal-ﬁelds.

of magnetite in one place), but these

ere is also azmatite ore in the Yanak hills, near

to where the line of railway if carried down there ought to cross the Pemgunga, and near
to coal.
In all these remarks ‘I would say that I have purposely avoided entering on any nes
tion of the comparative facilities, or com arative economy of construction of any such ine.

Some years’ experience in laying out an making railwa s might justify my discussing these
points, but I have known so many instances of abs

mistakes as regards sections and

estimates for such works based on a. mere inspection of the ground, or put together on the
information of others only, that I would not venture to offer an opinion without actual
survey. Nor is there any necessity to do so. Trial sections have, I believe, been taken over
both the lines referred to, and I am much mistaken if these sections have not shown how
entirely below the mark the ﬁrst estimate of the cost was.

But, cwteris paribua, I merely

wish to assert, that a line of communication direct from Wardhainto East Berar will

accommodate any likely traffic in coal, and will open out the cotton country inﬁnitely better
than a line direct to Chanda, or through the Chanda district.
I cannot close without noticing how much, in my opinion, this matter has been obscured

b the unhesitating adoption of the term of the Chanda coal-ﬁeld. It so happens that just
tliere the territory immediately adjoining is under a separate government, and belongs to a
different jurisdiction, and the very existence almost of the Berars has been scarcely alluded
to in discussing lines of communication, which were to be designed for the beneﬁt of the

country at large. But geological formations are not coincident with political boundaries ﬁxed
for the convenience of man. Such examinations acknowledge no ﬁscal limits; we have but to
ascertain the facts carefully, and then to state them freely, convinced that any attempt to
force the teachings of those facts into a preconceived groove of local tendencies must fail
sooner or later, as does every such effort to run counter to the laws of nature.
Whether even the large extent of coal proved to exist in Berar, of a quality such as it

is shown to be, and varying so much as it does at different points, will repay the charges for
construction of a line of railway, is, I think,.worthy of much closer consideration than it

has yet received. The calculations which have been gone into in great detail, although
correct in themselves, are based on data, which even the few weeks that have since elapsed
show to be fallacious. English coal was taken as costing at Bombay on an avera e Rs. 30

per ton; at Nag nir Rs. 60 to Rs. 70. And it was calculated, even allowing for t e use of
two tons of local coal instead of one of English, that at any place east of Bhosawul a saving
of £1 60., or Rs. 13 per ton, would be effected by the use of Ghﬁgﬁs coal. The price
of English coal at Bombay is now, April 1870, Rs. 14 per ton, that is, less than one-half

the price calculated, or a difference in ﬁrst cost greater than the estimated saving !!
believe that this rate can be maintained, but it is

1 do not

uite possible that the continued use of the

Suez Canal will tend to reduce very considerably t e average cost of English coal at Bombay.
This one item alone would totally upset all the calculations of cost, of proﬁt, and of

traﬂic even. And before it can be asserted that a branch line of railway to the Wardha
river coal-ﬁelds will even repay interest on the cost of its construction, vastly more careful

and more widely gathered statistics, both as to cost and amount of traﬂic than have as yet
been hastily procured, or at least published, must be sought for.
May Lat, 1870.

T. OLDHAM.
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Rsponr ON THE Con. xr Konsx IN rm: Buxsrun Drsrmcr, by W. T. Busronn, Esq.,
F. G. S., Ass., Bonn Scnoon or Mums, Dep. Supdt., Geological Survey of India.
1. Localily and mode of oulcr0p.—The village of Korba is situated in the eastern
part of the Bilaspur district belonging to the Chhatisgarh (Chutteesgurh) division of
the Central Provinces, and is the residence of a zcmindar who owns a large portion of the
surrounding country. It lies on the left or eastern bank of the Hasdo river, a large tributary
of the Mahanaddi.

This stream has in most places a broad sandy bed, va

ing, however, from

about 200 yards to above half a mile in breadth. The country aroun Korba for many
miles in all directions is flat or very gently undulating and usually covered with clay.
Coal is exposed in two places close to the right (western) bank of the river 'ust below
Korba. The exposures are in the bed of the river, no section being seen in the ank itself,
and, as will presently be shown, it is probable that both belong to the same seam of coal.

A very slight rise in the river is suﬂic1ent to conceal both outcrops.
The lower outcrop, which is about half a mile below the village, is the best suited for

examination, as both the top and bottom of the scam are ex osed. A considerable proportion
of the section is above water during the dry season, althoug there is always a great thick
ness concealed. The seam is remarkably thick, but owing to its mode of occurrence it is
impossible to measure it exactly. It may, however, be com uted suﬁiciently closely for all

practical purposes.

The di

varies in inclination from 13 to about 18°, and in direction

from N.-30°-E., at the nort ern extremity of the section, to N.-16°-E. at the southern end.

The horizontal breadth of the outcrop at right angles to the strike is 350 feet, and, taking
the average dip at 15,° the corresponding thickness is 90 feet. This, I believe, is rather below
the truth than in excess of it.

Both above and below the coal massive felspatbic sandstones occur. Below the seam
but a small thickness of these rocks is exposed, but above it at least 400 or 500 feet are seen
in the river.

2. Section qf Goal seam and quality qf Cor1l.—Of course the great thickness already
mentioned does not consist throughout of workable coal. Bands of shale and of inferior
coal are interspersed, as is more or less the case with most Indian coal seams.

From the

imperfect manner in which the seam is exposed, especially towards the base and from the
surface, as usually happens in similar positions, being extensively decomposed, it is impossible

to obtain a correct idea of the quahty of the coal without cutting into it.

I consequently

had a series of small pits dug, six to seven feet deep, and from these and the portions of the
seam fairly seen in the river bed, I obtained a good section of the whole thickness with the

exception of about ten feet. To examine these few feet would have caused some delay with
the means at my disposal, and I had already fully ascertained the existence of a large pro
portion of good coal.

The section of the seam thus ascertained is the following. Of all the bands of coal
to which letters are attached specimens have been transmitted to Calcutta for analysis :—
Samhtonc.

'

Good
Shale
Inferior
One!
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and
about
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coal
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anquality
inch coal
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Q
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Ihel. Inch.
Brought forward

reO<nc:°i~c4i>-Icnv- 1:eo.: .a\i~s-I

Good coal
Shale with bands of coal
Shale and coal, the latter good in part
Coal rather inferior in part, but generally good
Shale
Good coal
..
Not examined, about...
Shale
Good coal
Not u-unu'ned, about...
Good coal
Good
Shale coal containing‘ one or two thin bands of shale

ii

c\
1:-omi-ccéhccacacc

Not examined, about...
Shale
Good coal...
89
Sandy shale
Sandstone

The above section shows a minimum thickness of 50 feet of fair coal. The proportion
is probably nearer two-thirds of the scum. The best bands npiear to be those marked
b, g, and h; portions of these and especially the lower two feet of * appeared to me equal
in qualitytonny coal found in the ltani_<_;unj ﬁeld. There is some iron pyrites here and
there, but not throughout. The coal ignites readily and burns well with rather more

ﬂame than is usual in Indian coal obtained from the surface.

The ash left is large in

quantity and partly red, partly white.

Probable extent of seam.—Metnrnorphic rocks are seen in the H as do about three miles
south of Korba, and also at about the same distance to the north : these mark the limits of

the beds accompanying the coal in those directions. East and west the coal-bearin beds
extend to a great distance, and to the north-east they are apparently continuous with those
forming the hills east of Chliri and Sutringa, and these are probably part of one large tield
which has been found by Mr. Medlicott to extend beyond Sirgriija. But unfortunately
the surface of the country near Kor ha is so much covered with alluvial deposits that
very few rocks are visible. and those seen are almost invariably coarse sandstones, the dip
of which can rarely be determined accurately. ‘Vest of the H a sdo the concealment is even
greater than to the east, while in the latter direction the whole country is an immense forest,

rendering the relative position of the few outcrops met with very obscure.
But little information can be derived from the rocks seen in the H a s d 0. The second
outcrop of coal occurs about 300 yards higher up the river than that already described,
and close to the same (right) bank. It is distinctly seen to be faulted against the sandstones
which overlie the coal exposed at the southern outcrop. About 50 feet of coal are exposed,

neither the top nor the base of the seam being visible. The dip is very irregular and
twisted owing to the fault close by; it averages about 12° to N.-10°-W.
It appears more probable that this is the same seam as that seen a little further down
the river, and that it is brought up again by the fault than that two seams of such unusual
thickness should occur in the same bcds-

This, however, can only be decided positively by

boring. The coal at the more northern outcrop appears rather inferior to that seen to the
South, but in the latter locality the central portion of the seam contains more shale and
inferior coal than the top and bottom, and it is the central portion of the seam which alone
is exposed to the north. If the two outcrops belong to the same scam the fault has a down
throw on its eastern side of no great amount, probably not much above 100 feet.
So far as any reliance can be placed upon the dips in the sandstones, the general direc

tion appears to be north by east to north-north-eust for about a mile up the river above
the coal.

Beyond this no rocks are seen.

Just above the village of Korba on the left

bank there is a reversed dip to the south-west, but it is probably local.
_ Below the southern outcrop rock is only seen in the river at distant intervals; the few

sections observed appear to indicate that the direction of the dip changes to the eastward.

' By urough experiment, l obtained very fair coke from this part of the scam.
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In this case the outcrop of the seam may pass for a long distance down the river, being
concealed by the sand in the bed, which is here of great width. All dips seen appear to be
lower than those at the outcrop of the coal, and it is hi hly probable that the amount of

inclination may be higher at this spot than it is elsew ere, and the direction of the dip
different in consequence of the fault close by. The circumstance already mentioned of the
variation in both amount and direction of dip at different parts of the outcrops in the coal
seam itself is in favor of this view.
So far as an opinion can be formed on these very imperfect data, it appears that the
rocks associated with the coal cover a large tract of country, and it is improbable that so
thick a seam should thin out within a short distance. It is, however, quite in accordance
with our knowledge of similar seams in other parts of India that the exact thickness,
the quality of the coal, and the proportion of good coal to inferior coal and shale should
be high]y variable.
7
If the coal seam be continuous it should be found west of the H as d 0 throughout a tract
from one to two miles broad, extending probably in a west-north-western direction from the river,

the southern boundary of this tract passing throu h the more northern of the two outcrops
seen in the river. East of the stream the seam shouid underlie the vill we of K0 rb a and the
river bank for at least a mile below and probably one to two miles 9. ve the village, and it
may extend for an indeﬁnite distance to the eastward, but it is possibly at a considerable
depth below the surface throughout a large proportion of the area.

It is evident that before attempting to open a coal mine, boring must be resorted to in
order to ascertain the extent of the seam and its depth beneath the surface. The best places
for boring will depend upon whether it is desirable that the coal should be extracted on the
east or on the west side of the H a s d 03"
If to the west, as the strike of the rocks is somewhat uncertain, the ﬁrst boring

should be made about a quarter of a mile west-north-west of the spot where the more
northern outcrop appears in the river. Although the strike at the outcrop is west by south,
there can be but little doubt that the normal strike is north of west, and that the alteration
is due to the fault. Should the coal not be found in the ﬁrst boring within a depth of 200
feet, two others, one 300 yards further north, the other at the same distance to the south,
should be made.

When the true direction of the outcrop is ascertained, it will be well to con

tinue the borings along it at distances not exceeding half a mile apart, as any slight change
of direction coupled with the high dip (if the latter be constant) will take the coal below
the de th to which borings can most conveniently be made. There is also a possibility of

other aults occurring besides that seen in the river.
On the east of the H a sd 0 the question is simpler.

The fault so frequently referred

tomust either pass thro h the village of Korba or just south-east of it. West of the
fault a boring behind t e zemindar’s residence would probably pass through the seam.

East of the fault the best place for boring is at a spot where sandstone occurs in the
left bank of the river below Korba, due east of the more southern outcrop on the right
bank. Owing to the rather high dip, these boriugs should be made to adepth of about
4DOfeet, if coal henot found sooner. But, as I have already suggested, it is far from
improbable that the high dip is local, and that on the left bank of the H a. s d o the inclina

tion is less, inwhich case the coal may be found at a moderate depth. Other borings,
if the above are successful, may be made at intervals along the east bank of the stream

below K orba. To the north of K o rba the coal for some distance is probably at a con-.
siderable de th, but if continuous, it must again rise towards the surface between one

and two miles north of Korha.

It is, however, impossible to indicate with accuracy a

good spot for boring in this direction.

The best plan for examining the ground would

be to put down a series of borings along a line running north-north-east from Korba at
half mile intervals.
Facilities for mim'n,g.—The dip of the seam where‘ seen in the river, although con
sidcrable. is by no means so high as to be any impediment to mining beyond its effect
in rapidly increasing the depth of the seam below the surface. The sandstone above
' In one of a railway bridge being uccessn.ry across the Hasdo, Korba appears to be a more favorable
spot than any other in the neighbourhood, as the breadth of the river is moderate and n mnsidcrable porlion of the
c annel rocky. For several miles above and below, the breadth is very much greater, and the bed a wide expanse
uf sand.
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the coal is ﬁrm and massive, and will probably furnish a good roof. The coal appears
compact, the joints 0!‘ “ backs” are rather irregular, but still suﬁiciently marked in general
tofacilitate mining.

Some of the very best and brightest coal is as usual rather brittle,

but the greater portion of the seam bears carriage well.

This bright coal, asI have

mentioned, makes a very fair coke, and in that state is far less brittle, besides being much
lighter and consequently costing less for carriage. The cost of coking in ovens heated

by waste coal would be very triﬂing.
In consequence of the absence of bands of shale in the overlying sandstone, the
quantity of water may be rather larger than usual, but in the small pits dug in the bed
of the river the coal did not appear in general to be porous.
In mining a seam of such thickness as this, es ecially where the proportion of good
coal is large, if the roof prove as sound as will probably he the case, it will be an important
economic question whether some more advantageous method of mining cannot be ado ted than
that of removing a small section of the seem, not exceeding twelve feet in height, E

“long

wall” or still worse by “ post and stall," more especially as it is highly improbable t at the

best bands of coal will be found for any distance on the same horizon, a most serious draw
back to mining on either of the two English systems mentioned. It would, however,
be premature to enter into this subject at present, but the methods adopted for extracting

the thick deposits of lignite or brown coal found in parts of Germany are deserving of
attention.
Com.-lusion.—I have endeavoured to show my reasons for the opinion I have formed as
to the Korba coal. My conclusions are brieﬂy, that both the quality and mode of occurrence

are favorable.

In thickness, in quality, and in the proportion of good coal to inferior coal

and shale, the seam surpasses that near Chanda.
coal extends must be ascertained by boring.

The question of the extent over which the

CAMP Koasn,

18th Aju-il 1870.

The following table gives the result of assay of the coals referred to in Mr. Blanford's
report just given :—
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DONATIONS TO MUSEUM.
Jumuvy
,,
March

4”! —Specimens of cla , limestone, and hydraulic cement made therefrom.
A. Lozvsmuz, E¥sq., Moulmein.
.
17 th.—Copper ore from Tunjee guard near Heran tee. Iron ore and a few minerals
from Daijeeling.—Co1.onm. Hauonron, Darjeelm .
23rd.——-Copper and cop

»

30th.—Spe-c1mens of

"

30tl:.—Ditto

ditto

r ore from Dalimkote.——COLONI.-:L

AUGHTON.

ena from Kulu valley.——J. CALVF-RT, Esq-. 31- E
from the Phansee Shan Co.-—J . ANDERSON. Esq.. M. o.
; Cakes slightly.
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ACCESSIONS TO LIBRARY,
Fsosr lsr JANUARY ro 31sr Manon 1870.

Titles q/' Books.

Donors.

AGASSIZ, L.—Address delivered on the Centennial Anniversa
Humboldt, 8vo., Boston, 1869.

of the birth of Alex. von
sron Soc. or NAT. H1sr.

Arnm, C. D. H.—Report of the Govt. Geologist, Southern Division Queensland, (Pamphlet).
Fls., Brisbane, 1869.

R. DAINTBEIE, Esq.

APLIN, C. D. l-l.—P1-egress Report of Govt. Geologist .for South Queensland, (Pamphlet),

Fls., Brisbane, 1869.
R. Dunrsan, Esq.
BINNET, W. G., & BLAND, T.——Lsnd and Fresh Water Shells of North America, Part I,
Pnlmonata Geophila, (Smithsonian Mia. Collection, No. 194), 8vo.,
Washington, 1869.
Tan Ins-rrrorron.
DAINTREE. R.—Report of Govt. Geologist, Northern Queensland, on Gold Discoveries in the
Gilbert Ranges, (Pamphlet), with maps, Fls., Brisbane, 1869.

THE Aorrron.
DAXNTBEE, R-.—Report on the Cape River Diggings and the latest Mineral Discoveries in
Northern Queensland, (Pamp let), Fls., Brisbane, 1868. THE AUTHOR.
DAINTBEE, R.—Report on the Gilbert Ranges Gold Fields, North Queensland, (Pamphlet),

Fls., Brisbane, 1869.
Tm: Anraon.
DAINTBEE, R.—-Progress Report on the Northern Districts, Queensland, (Pamphlet), with
maps, Fls., Brisbane, 1869.

Dsson, E. M Lomon P. m:.—-Echinologie Helvétique.

Tan Auraon.

Description des onrsins Fossiles de

la Suisse, Parts 4 and 5, 4to., Paris, 1869.

DUMOBTIBR, Eoo.—Etudes Paléontelogiques sur les Dépots Jurassiques du Bassin du
Rhone, Part II, 1867; Part III, 1869, 8vo., Paris.
Fnvnz, E.-—l)escripti0n des Mollusques Fossiles de la Craie des Environs de Lemberg, 4to.,

Genéve, 1869.
GERVAIB,

PAUL.--Z00l0gle et
1869.

Paléontologie Générales,

Parts

12 and 13, 4to., Paris,

GILLON, AUG.—-Cours de Métallurgie générale rédigé sur les notes du cours fait 6. l'école,
des Arts et Manufactures et des Mines, with Atlas, 8vo., Liege,
1869.

GREEN, A. H., Dkxrns, J. R., & WARD, J. C.—Memoirs of the Geological Survey of Eng
land and Wales. The Geology of part of the Yorkshire Coal-ﬁeld,
8vo., London, 1869.
Gaon. Son. or Gun Bnrmrn.
Gnnnx, A. H., Fosrnn, C. LeNeve, & Dsxrxs, J. R.—Memoirs of the Geological Survey of
England and Wales. The Geology of the Carboniferous Limestone,
Yoredale Rocks, and Millstone grit of North Derbyshire and the
adjoining parts of Yorkshire, 8vo., London, 1869.
Gnon. SUB. or GREAT BRITAIN.

Giisrnmz, A.-—Tbe Record of Zoological Literature, 1868, Vol. V, 8vo., London, 1869.
HARRIS, M. D.—Entomologica1 Correspondence. Edited by S. H. Scudder. Published by
B. S. N. H., 8vo., Boston, 1869.

Bosros Soc. or N_sr. Hrsr.

HAUGHTON, Rnv. S.—On some Elementary Principles in Animal Mechanics, No. II, (Pam
phlet), 8vo., 1869.
THE AUTHOR.
Hsnonron, Rnv. S.-—Notes of a. Comparison of the Granites of Cornwall and Devonshire
with those of Leinster and Mourne, (Pamphlet), 8vo., 1869.
THE AUTHOR.

HULL, E.—Memoi1-s of the Geological Survey of England and Wales.

The Triassic and

Permian Rocks of the Midland Counties of England, 8vo., London,
1869.
GEOL. Sun. or GREAT Bmruu.
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Titles Q/' B00/cs.

l)011or-s’.

HUNT, ROBERT.-liiemoirs oi‘ the Geological Survey of Great Britain, &c. Mineral Statistics
of the United Kmgdom of Great Britain and Ireland for the year
1868, 8vo., London, 1869.
GEOL. Sun. 01? GREAT BRITAIN.
1\'ERPELY, A. K.—~Bcricht iiber die Fortschritte der Ei.=enhiitten—'I‘echnik im Jahre, 1867,
4th Jahrgang, 8vo.,, Leipzig, 1869.
LINDENSCHMIT, DB. L.—Die Atherthiimer unserer heidnischen Voneit, Vol. II, Pt. 12.
(Published b
the R6misch—Germaniscben Central Museum in
Mainz), 4to.,

ainz, 1870.

‘

Lrnnocx, SIR JOHN.—Pre-Historic Times, as illustrated by Ancient Remains, and the
Manners and Customs of Modern Savages, 2nd edition, 8vo., London,
1869.
MEUNIER, M. S.—-Géologie Comparée. Etude Mineralogique du fer Météorigpe de Deesa,
8vo., Paris, 1869.

HE AUTHOR.

Oosrnn, ‘V. A.—Pétriﬁcations Remarquables des Alpes Suissea,—le Corallien de Wimmis,-avec

une Introduction Géologiquc p. Fischer Ooster, 4to., Géncve, 1869.
PETTEBSEN, KARL.-—Ge0logiske Undersogelser i Tromse omegn i Aarene, 1865-67, 8vo.,
Thorndhjen, 1868.

UNIVERSITY or CHRISTIANIA.

P1C‘l'E‘1‘, F. J .—-Matériaux pour la Paléontologie snisse, 5th série, Parts 4, 6, 4t0, Geneva,
1869.

PONSON, A. T.-—Traite de Yexploitation des Mines de Houille, 2nd Edition, Vol. II, with
Atlas, 8vo., London, 1868; Atlas, Royal Fol.
ROSEN, F. B.-—Ueber die Natur der stromatoporen und iiber die Erhaltung der Hornfaser
'
der Spongien im fossilen Zustande, 8vo., Dorpat. 1867.

RUTHNEB, DR- A. VON.—Aus Tirol Berg—und gletscher—Reisen in den iisterreichischen
Hochalpen, Neue Folge, 8vo., Wien, 1869.

RUTIMEYBB, PROF. L.—Ueber Thal—und see—Bildung, Beitriige zum verstiindniss der ober
Fliiche der Schweiz, 8vo., Basel, 1869.
Sun, S. A.—Boi'umbraeen, en J uillet, 1868, 4to., Christiania, 1869.
UNIVERSITY or CHRISTIANIA

SMYTH, R. B.—Gold Fields and Mineral Districts of Victoria, 4w., Melbourne, 1869.
'l‘scnxnmax, DR. G.-—Die Porphyrgesteine iisterreichs aus der mittleren Geologischen
Epoche, 8vo., Wien, 1869.

ZIRKEL, DR. F.—Untersuchun en iiber die mikroskopische zusammcnsetiung und structur
der Basa tgesteine, 8vo., Bonn, 1870.

PERIODICALS, &c.
American Journal of Conchology, New Series, Vol. V, Pt. 2, 8vo., Philadelphia, 1869.
American Journal of Science and Arts, New Series, Vol. XLVIII, No. 143, 8vo., New Haven,
1869.
Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 4th Series, Vol. IV, No. 24, 1869; Vol. V, Nos. 25

and 26, I870, 8vo., London.
BLOCHMANN, H.--Bibliotheca Indica, Ain-i-Akbari by Abul Fazl i'Mubariki i'Allai.mi,
New Series, No. 168, Fasc. IX, Part II, No. 1, 4to., Calcutta, 1869.

Govr. or INDLL
Geological Magazine, Vol. VI, N0. 12, 1869; Vol. VII, Nos. 1 & 2, 1870. 8vo., London.
Indian Annals of Medical Science, No. XXVI, 8vo., Calcutta, 1870.

THE EDITOR.

Indian Economist: a Monthly Journal devoted to Economic and Statistical Inquiries con
cerning India, Vol. I, No. 5, with Supplement. FOL, Calcutta. 1869.
GMT. or INDIA.
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Titles of Books.
Journal de Conchyliologie, 3me série, Vol. X, No. 1, 8vo., Paris, 1870.

Donors.

Laonnaan, G., UND GEINITZ, H. B.—Neues Jahrbuch ﬁir Minemlogie, Géologie und Puléon
tologie, Jahrgang, 1869, VII, 8vo., Stuttgart, 1869.
Paheontographica, Vol. XVII, Part 4, 4to., Cassel, 1869.
PETEBMANN, DB. A.—Geogra hische Mittheilungen, Parts X, XI, XII, for 1869, Part I, for
1870, to., Gotha.

PFEIFI-‘BB, DB. L.—Malakozoologische Bliitter, Vol. XVI, 9-12 Bog., 8vo., Cassel, 1870. Professional Papers on Indian Engineering, Vol. VII, No. 26, 8vo., Roorkee, 1870.
PRINCIPAL, Tnonason Connor, Roomrnn.

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, New Series, No. XXXVII, 8vo., London, 1870.
Quarterly Journal -of Science, No. XXV, for January 1870, 8vo., London, 1870.

Records of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. III, Pt. 1, 8vo., Calcutta, 1870.
Gnon. Sunvny or INDIA.
Revue de l'exposition de 1867, Mines, Métallurgie, &c., Vol. III, 8vo., Paris, 1869.
Revue universello des Mines de la Métallurgie. &,c., Tomes XXV et XXVI, Livraisons 5me
et 6me, 8vo., Liege, 1869.

RIBMEB, DB. E.—Novitates Conchologicaa, Suppl. III, Lief 20, 21, 4to., Cassel, 1869.
Govmmunnr SELECTIONS, &c. (FROM THE Govnnsunnrs).

Bnuoan.—Annual Report on the Administration of the Bengal Presidency for 1868-69, 8vo.,
Calcutta, 1869.
Govr. or BENGAL.
Report on the Administration of the Customs Department in the Bengal Presi

dency for the year 1868-69, Fls., Calcutta, 1869.

Govr. or BENGAL.

Report on the Police of the Lower Provinces of the Bengal Presidency for the
year 1868, Vols. 1, II, 8vo., Calcutta, 1869.

Govr. or BENGAL.

Kurz's Report on the Ve etation of the Andaman Islands, accompanied by a
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tendent, Geological Survey of India.

Sketch-map qf 1859.—Any one who has examined with attention the sketch-map
of the middle Narbadzi region, published in 1859 by the Geological Surve of India, must
have noticed how few actual coal-crops are marked in the large area colbred as possibly
coal-bearin ; and more especially, how very partially those outcrops are distributed in that

area.

Wit

the exception of Mohpani, and the less known case near Lokartalai, all the

observed coal-localities occur close to the south border of the basin of stratified rocks, far
from the Nurbadé valley, on the south tributaries of the Upper Tawa and in the valley of
the Pench river. A reference to the index of colours on the sketch-map, and to the

descriptive text (Vol. II., Mem., Geological Survey, India,) would suggest possible explana
tions of these peculiarities: two groups or formations, the Damlida and the Talchir, are mapped
under one colour.

It was known at the time (see. p. 149, etc.) that the coal is conﬁned

to the upper grou ; but the demarcation between the two is very obscure in this region,
and it would have een at that time impracticable to have undertaken to separate them,
as no suﬁiciently accurate map of the country was to be had. Another possible explanation
of the anomalous distribution to which I have drawn attention is suggested by the some
what doubtful boundary between the Darnﬁda group and the overlying strata of the
Mabadéva series, as noticed at page 191 and elsewhere—the possibility that some of the
latter may have been locally included with the former, thus unduly enlarging the apparent

area of the coal-bearing rocks.
It has long been the desire of the Superintendent of the Geological Survey to clear up
all these known doubts, more especially with reference to the very pressing question of the
coal-supply to the railway that now passes close along the northern margin of this area. The
much increased knowledge of all these rocks that has been attained within the last few

years will greatly facilitate the ﬁnal separation of the groups ; and thus deﬁnite information
will be available for the guidance of mining experiments. The detailed topographical survey
of this region is now nearly completed; and proof copies before publication of some of the

sheets having been obligingly supplied from the Surveyor Genemfs Oﬂice, the revision of
the geological work was commenced in November last. It will be some time before the
detailed examination of so large an area. can be completed; but some deﬁnite results have
been already obtained, bearing very im ortnntly upon the question of the coal-supply and the
proper direction for further rnming exp orations.

Alterations to be marle.—-To any who have not applied the necessary reservations to
the indications of the sketch-ma. , the present information will be somewhat disappointing.
It is still to be expected that coal’ will be found where it is not now known ; but observations
made this year greatly reduce the area to which such hopes can be applied with any con

ﬁdence; the negative indications of the sketch-map have been substantiated by the veriﬁca
tion of the surmises that have just been pointed out regarding them.

brieﬂ

The case ma be very

stated, and easily understood by :1 reference to the old map: the whoe of the

Dhii hi valley, and all the valley of the Denwa (or Deor) north of the Pachmari range,

are formed of rocks belonging to the Mahadéva series,‘K in which there is no prospect what
ever of coal; although it may occur beneath them. A note on the sketch-map indicates the
' In the report under notice the name Mnhadéva is used as that of a single group; but recent investigations
here and elsewhere tend to show il\f\t it (-oniprist-s several sronps, for Which collectively the name may perhaps be
retained. It. would be out of place to discuss the question in the present report.
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doubts that were entertained regarding the Door valley.
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To the south of the Pschmari

range, including a large portion of the plain of the Tawa, the rocks, although belonging to
the Damlida series, are certainly higher than the true coal-bearing group of this part of
India; they are throughout more or less carbonaceous, and contain the Damﬁda fosil

plants; and thereistherefore always a chance of coal occurring in them, as will be ﬁ1lly
tested by the detailed survey; but every distinct indication of coal at present known
throughout the entire region (with the exception of apoor Mahadéva coal to be noticed

presently) is referrible to a thin band at the base of these rocks, immediately overlying the
Talchir group, and outcropping near the margin of the basin, as indicated on the sketch-map.
This restriction of the apparently large area of the coal-bearing rocks brings into greater

importance the limited ﬁelds that are known, and mggests the close search for similar.
small outcrops of the measures along the edge of the basin.
The Mohpani ﬁeld.-—The wide separation, b ' intervening barren (coal-less) rocks, of
the several localities where coal appears at the surliicc within the large area. hitherto generally
referred to in this connection as the Narbadé coal-basin necessitates the recognition of

as many distinct coal-ﬁelds. Of these, the Mohpani ﬁeld is at present by far the most
important, on account of its accessible position, and because the value of the seams has been
proved by actual mining. It is situated at the south edge of the Narbadzi plains, twelve miles from

the Great Indian Peninsula Railway at Garrarwarra, and is traversed by the Sitariva river,
in which the entire section is exposed. in a length of about a mile and a half. On the south
the measures are buried beneath lofty hills of younger rocks; and on the east, from the sharp
bend of the river, the ﬁeld is rapidly cut oﬁ' by an overlap of those same strata. To the

west the extent of the ﬁeld is very obscure and doubtful : for seven miles from the Sitariva
the ground is very much covered, the talus from the ridge to the south of the measures being

conﬂuent with the superﬁcial deposits of the plains, so that only a few small and uncertain
outcrops can be seen.

A little further west, however, in the Dharajhor, a complete section is

obtained up to the metamorphic rocks at the edge of the basin; and the coal-measures are
there altogether covered and overlapped, the whole ground being occupied by the younger

rocks. Thus the possible limits of the ﬁeld as appearing at the surface are very restricted;
and we have no certain knowledge of it beyond the much smaller area. bordering the Sitnriva.
A description of this locality will be the best guide to the experimental investigation of the
rest and of the possible extension of the ﬁeld by working the measures through overlying

formations.

The accompanying map, copied from the new Revenue Survey sheets, is not on a

sufficiently large scale to express on it the detail that would be desirable for such a purpose;

but it will at least make the case intelligible : the little map on the one inch to the mile
scale shows all that is visible of the coal-measures in this ﬁeld; the larger ma shows the

area over which the measures may outcrop; beyond that area they must be song t through
other rocks.

Actual observations very l1Z1mIted.—Althou.gh it is now several years since mining was
commenced by the Narbsdli Company, very little has been done to explore the ﬁeld; all the
workmgs are on one spot close to the outcrop in the river.

Two or three borings were made in

the immediate neighbourhood, but without cutting the coal, as will be accounted for presently.
The §itariva Company have been too busy opening their pits, close upon the northern out
crop 1n the river, to have had time for further explorations.

Thus. for a description of tho

ﬁeld and its extent there is little more data than that available from the natural outcrops.

The extent of this information and of the ﬁeld as at present known may be judged from the
statement that one square mile would very nearly include all the localities where coal is visi
ble ; and fully one-half of that square mile is occupied by rocks below the coal-measures.

It

may indeed be conﬁdently expected that the coal exists and can be followed over a much
larger area; but it needs no more at present to show how impossible it would be to arrive at

a correct estimate of the extent or value of the ﬁeld until further trials have been made.
Formations .-—There are three formations
Barzikar group (or the coal-measures), and the
phic rocks, and the superﬁcial clays and gravels,
Jlla/zadéua Series.—Tl1c Mahadéva series
variety of rocks; but as here exposed, at and

to be considered: the Mahadéva series, the
Talchir group; besides trap~rook, metamor
or ‘ wasl1-driﬂ;' :
is of cat thickness, and comprises alargo
near
e contact with the coal-measures, it

maintains very constant characters, being formed of massive coarse conglomerates, sandy or
earthy, and generally more or less rusty; with these are freely but capriciously associated
beds of deep red clay sometimes mottled and calcareous, or even with nodular layers of lime

stone. Courscs of rusty sandstone are comparatively rare here. These rocks form the bass
of the lofty ridge of Nim1igurh, as well as the smaller hills bounding the ﬁeld on the cast;
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and they are the lastroeks seen at the north end of the section in the river. On the tops of
the hills, and general] at a distance from the edge of the basin, the Mahadéva formation

is largely composed 0 sandstones above, associated with earthy beds below.
.M'a-kadéva coal.-—It is im ortant to notice here the coal that occurs in this formation.
Much labor and ex ense have already been devoted to it; and I am aware that ho es are still

entertained of it y intending speculators. Without wishing to deter men gnally from
exploring what may possibly in some local instance turn out a good thing, it is but right that
all should be informed of what is known regarding it. Man -' thousand maunds of this
coal were cut by Mr. Walker, contractor for the Narbadzi bri go, at Laméta ghat on the
Narbadé, and roﬁtabl ' used for lime and brick-burning. Some was also extracted on the Sher
river near Se ora.

e same coal has been examined in many other places, as in the

Mahanudi, to the north-east of Jabalpﬁr; in the Hard river, a tributary of the Sakkur;

on the ﬂanks of Nimﬁgarh, south of Mohpani. Many years ago this coal was cut in
sinkin

a well within the station of Jabalpﬁr.

Its characters are ev

where the same,-—

a brig t jetty lignite-coal, disseminated in threads more or less abun antly in thick shale
and sandstone; the

roportion of coal is exceedingly variable, and, except in rare cases,

altogether too small or use. In the nearly continuous rock-section in the Sher and Machariva
river's, this coal is exposed ten or twelve times in a length of as many miles, without any
change of character, and offering no encouragement to any attempt at mining.

It certainly

would not bear transport or keeping; and the most that can ever be expected of it is for local
use for rough purposes.
To one who is not familiar with the characters of these formations, and accustomed to

discriminate between varieties of similar rocks, this Mahadéva coal-band mightreadil pass

for the true coal-measures, as it often occupies an analogous physical position at the e ore of
the plains. The simplest criterion is the coal itself, which is uite unlike the Damﬁda
(Barnkar) coal. Although found in so many distant localities, t- e coal-band is certainly
not a constant member of the series; nor is it even likely that all the known seams are
on the same horizon in the series.

Bardkar _qroup.—The Barékar group is not more than 500 to 600 feet thick, com
posed of stron beds of gray and white felspathic sandstone, alternating near the top with

carbonaceous siales and coal-beds. Wherever the section is exposed in the neighbourhood
of the Sitariva, these beds are found close beneath the bottom red clays or conglomerates of

the Mahadévas.

'

Talc/air _qroup.—The Talchir group is typically characterised 1) beds of ﬁne greenish
silt, or silicious clay and sandstones, in either or both of which pebbihs and boulders, often
of large size, are thinlv scattered. The ﬁne earthy sandstones pass up by imperceptible
gradation into the Bariakar rock, so that the boundary between them, in the absence of
characteristic fossils, must often be arbitrarily assigned. These rocks occupy a large space

between the north and south outcrops of the coal-measures on the Sitariva.
Structure qfthe rorks.—The general section (see ﬁgure) north and south across the field
will illustrate the relations of the rock-groups and oxplam the present structure. There is no

.
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General section from south to north, across the Mohpnni coal-ﬁeld.
Scale, 2 inches = X mile.

8, Mahadéva: b, coal-measures;

c, Talchir;

d, metamorphic.

The dotted lines indicate the probable mode of extinction of the coal-measures to the north-.
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other locality known where the coal-measures are so much broken as in this ﬁeld.

In the

section of the Sitariva, the general character of the disturbance is a normal anticlinal ﬁexnre,

having moderate dips on the south, but rising to the vertical on the north side of the axis;
the last rock seen next the superﬁcial gravels of the plains being vertical beds of the coarse

Mahadéva conglomerate. There are numerous minor contortions and (lips that are not
attempted to be re resented in the ﬁgure. In an easterly direction from the river, the con
tortion dies out rapi ly; the vertical seams of the northern outcrop ﬂatten and bend southwards,

passing round into continuation with the measures on the south of the ﬁexure.

The

Palchirs are thus covered up at the surface ; and, on the other hand, the Mahadévas stretch

continuously to the edge of the plains; at Pukuhi they still have a low south-easterly dip,
but soon become quite horizontal. In a westerly direction the main feature of the dis
turbance seems to continue for some distance, as is shown by the steady south-south-east

dip of the conglomerate along the base of the Nimﬁgarh ridge; but this regularity does
not obtain along the axis of the ﬁexure, as is shown by the few outcrops that are visible

to the north of the ri ve. At the west base of the ogilying hill of trap near Mohpani, in
about the position of t c axis of the anticlinal, the
-measure strata have a steady low
easterly dip. This irregularity greatly complicates the attempt to search for such outlying
massesl of the coa.l-measures as may exist beneath the superﬁcial gravels at the foot of
the hil s.
Trap-rock.—Trap-rock forms an important consideration in he valuation of this ﬁeld.

It occurs both in dykes and in overlying masses, but is all of the same description,--a dense
basaltic rock; and, as far as present evidence goes, it may be all of the same age.

There are

three eat dykes in the Sitariva: the ﬁrst is at the very northern edge of the rock-section;
it is a out twent yards wide, running through the Mahadéva conglomerate very nearly
along the vertica bedding, with a strike of 5° south of west, and a slight southerly
underlie.

The second dyko is in the Talchirs, obli ue to the bedding, some ﬁfteen yards

wide, with a strike to 20° north of west, and a slig t southerly underlie.

The third is

also in the Talchirs, about twenty yards wide, running nearly due east and west, and with
alengtrli
ve slight
Although
are remarkably
steady
short
seen insoutherly
the river underlie.
banks, they
certainlyall
do these
not continue
so, as a rule,
for for
anythe
distance.
It is probable that No. 1 represents, or 1s even continuous with, the strong dyke that is
found at or near the base of the hills to the eastwards; but its course must be more or less

tortuous. At three miles to the east, in the river's bank just above Dongarkho, there is a very
pretty section showing how suddenly these trap dykes may step out on the rise: at the
water's edge the dyke is some twenty yards wide, and all trap; at a height of ﬁfteen feet there

is hardly a trace of it to be found, the whole having split up and rapidly thinned out
between thick wedges of the overlyin massive conglomerate. The dyke No. 3 presents another
case of irregularity; if it continued t e course which it has in the river, it must have appeared
in the u
r workings of the Narbadé. Company's eolliery; but the coal there is totally
unaffected) y trap. Indeed, it is strange that where tra is so abundant none has been met
with as et in any of the pits, small though these are.
ere is no doubt, however, that this

rock wil yet prove troublesome in working the ﬁeld. Where the coal-outcrop is exposed in
the stream beyond the ridge north of the colliery, trap is in force close by, and must greatly

affect the coal there.
There are three patches of overlying trap, apparently remnants of a once extensive

spread. The detached hill half a mile to south-west of Mohpani is all trap; on the north
and east this rock reaches down to the level of the plain; on the south-east Tulchir rocks

are found close to the base; and on the west side Banikar beds are well exposed to a
height of some ﬁfty feet. The trap near Kaklaur and Pipurea scarcely appears above the
general level of the plain.
Conuearion qf the measures on the north and soutI|,.-Notwithstanding some slight differ
ences in the details of the sections, and the very marked difference in the quality of the coal,
there can be no doubt that the measures worked by the Sitariva Company in the vertical seams
on the north are the same as the less troubled beds of the Narbadé Company on the south.
There are three or four seams at the southern outcrop, and but two at the northern; and

the associated beds do not exactly correspond in the two localities (there are some earthy
beds above the cool on the north that are not found in the southern section); but these

ditferenees would come well within the known limits of variability of these deposits; and
‘the gpsition of the measures in the general section, with respect to the Mahadévas above and

the

alchirs below, is precisely the same in both localities.

There is, besides, the direct

evidence of continuity; the ground is too covered to show quite an unbroken section, but
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observations are close enough to leave no doubt on the point. The change in the quality
of the coal is quite in accordance with the crushed condition of the strata.

The coal from

the vertical seams is friable and dusty, and burns without smoke, all. the bituminous matter
having apparently been extracted from it ; it is consequently slow to ignite, but has strong heat
ing power; the coal in its normal state at the Narbada Company's mines has the usual com

position of Indian coals; the subjoined analyses made by Mr. Tween exhibit the change :
I
Carbon.

Volatile.

Ash.

l. Narbsdd Company's mines: top seam (river workings)

55'8

321!

111}

1

33']

2413

42:8
101‘!
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,,

,,
main seam

3.

,,

,,

4

,,

,,

2 feet hand of‘ spurious eannel cool

,,

5. Sitsriva Company's mines: top seam
6.

,,

,,

main scam

7.

,,

,,

,,

...
...

50%

89'0

5l‘9

33"‘

147

679

8'8

28'3

591)

160

261)

707

9-5

we

The Sitariva Company have sunk a shaft on the main vertical east-west seam to a depth

of seventy feet, without any change, save a slight tendency to assume a northerly underlie.
They have a shaft on the same coal about 200 yards oil‘ on the east side of the river, where the
seam has already lowered to a dip of 65° to north-north-east. The Narbada Company's
collieries are in a corresponding position on the flat side of the ﬂexure, at the south-east
angle, where the strata are bending round the oint of the anticlinal; and the galleries bring

to sight many minor features of disturbance that could not be detected at the surface. Small
as are the workings (the most extensive is about 400 feet long by 150 broad), they are on

all sides stopped out against faults; it is true that none of these seem to have any great
throw; but their frequency, and the crushing of the coal that attend them, is a serious
obstacle and loss. It is to be expected that the coal that exists between the two present

oollieries is at least as troubled as that seen in the Narbadﬁ Company's pits, probably more so.
Rough estimate of theﬁeld so far as proved.—Any estimate of the available coal-supply

in this region must be affected b two considerations that do not present themselves in other
Indian coal-ﬁelds: these are, the requent high dip of the seam, and the fact that almost at
all points thick overl sing rocks rise into hills of considerable height close above the out
crop of the coal.
th these conditions will involve the necessity of deeper mining than
has yet been attempted in India; in many places here they would restrict the mining to what
can be obtained from shafts or galleries on or near the outcrop. Applying this rule to
the known length of outcrop in the Mohpani neighbourhood, we may arrive at an approximate

estimate of the coal from existing data: it may be said that there are about two miles of
known outcrop, the coal being obscurely visible at the surface at several spots along the
curved line between the two collieries, but its thickness or its qualify in that position has
not been tried. Assuming it to maintain a mean thickness of workable coal between the
aggregates at the two collieries, say twenty-five feet, at the rate of 1,000 tons per foot of

thickness per acre of scam, we should have 400,000 tons for every sixty-six feet down the seam
along the whole length of two miles. As in many places the seam may be followed for
many hundred feet, it is apparent that, without any very unwarrantable assumption, we may
count upon a large supply of coal for many years to come.
Probablefurther extension qf tkeﬁeld.—It is, as I have said, unfair to the field to pass
an estimate upon it from the very insuflicient information at present available; there is much
hope that the coal will be found far beyond the limits taken in the estimate just given. I
will now attempt to indicate the directions in which an extension may be sought. There are

four ('on.~'iderations involved in a judgment: what may have been the original extent of the
basin of deposition; how far the Banikar group ever extended in‘ that basin; how far the
coal may have been co-extensive with the group; and whether any portion of the group,
and hence of the coal which is its uppermost member, had been broken up and destroyed

before the Mahadéva deposits succeeded.
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The ﬁrst question affects the important oint of the possible northern extension of the
coal-measures beneath the plains: for severafmiles to east and west of the Sitariva no rock

is seen to the north of the sedimentary series; and although the front here presented by these
rocks is well up to the line of the general run of the metamorphic rocks bounding the basin
at some distance to the north-north-east and west-south-west, there would be nothing forced

in supposing that there was originally here a curve or bay in that boundary ; the appearance
here ot rocks (the coal-measures) not seen elsewhere in corresponding positions might even
suggest such a view.

The questions will not, of course, be left to conjecture, but as it is

desirable to proceed at ﬁrst in the most promising direction, I would express my opinion that
the measures do not extend northwards to any distance beyond the present known limits:
such extreme disturbance of the strata as is seen in the Sitariva Company’s collieries is not

known to occur except close to the contact with the hard boundary rocks; a second reason is,
that the massive coarse conglomerates of the Mahadéva series only occur close to the original

rock-boundary, rapidly thinning out as they reccde from that boundary; but here we ﬁnd them
in full force. In the ﬁgured section have represented what I conceive to be the character
of the section to the north of the present boundary with the superﬁcial deposits.
The second and third considerations are much alike, and neither can be said to be

altogether favorable ; the Banikar coal is sometimes capricious in its development, as is corro
borated by the beds here, the four seams of the Narba/d:'1 Company's pits being reduced to
two at the Sitariva Company's mines; but certainly there is here no special ground for dis
couragement on this score. The occurrence of the formation itself is more open to doubt;

it certainly is not co-extensive with the Mahadéva rocks; at many points along this
boundary the latter are found resting upon the metamorphics, without any intervening

representative of the older groups. This chance of failure is most likely to take effect in
trials along the outer margin of the hills; but there is decided ground for hope that in a
southerly direction, as far as they can be followed, the coal-measures will continue steady.

The fourth consideration is a very important one: if the Barzikar group had been to

any extent denuded before the deposition of the strata that new cover it, an indeter
minate sourcc of error would be introduced that might frustrate the most judicious
calculations.

This condition, so far as is known,

is favorable:

the Mahadévns

have

been subjected to the same disturbance as the coal measures, and wherever the section is
visible, the top measures are found in place. There is even some evidence (though insuﬁ'i
cient) to suggest a closer relation: thus, at the Sitariva mines the top beds of the measures are
earthy, and so are the bottom Mahadévas; while in the southern section of the boundary
in the river the rusty sandstone over the coal is not unlike the sand base of the overlying
Mahadéva conglomerate; this assimilation takes place within a thic ness of a few feet, so

does not seriously affect the position of the boundary. At the same time, at some points
of this river section, there are ap earances of the measures strikinrr obliquely against the
conglomerate; but this may well
due to one of the many small faults that trouble the

strata in this locality. There are also some strong general considerations to suggest decided
unconformability at this boundary, but they are too vague to be discussed here.

Extension eastwards.—It may be inferred from what has been said that my best
hope for the ﬁeld
is in is
followin
the seams
but there are
other
prospects
investigation.
A bore
now Iicing
sunk southwards;
by my recommendation
near
Pukuhi,
the worth
most
north-easterly

oint at which the measures come to the surface: the Btm'1kar sandstone

a pears imme iately beneath the red clays, both having a south-south-easterly dip of
about 20°. The result of this trial will give the best indication for further explorations
in the covered ground to north.and east. The Narba/dz’; Company's workings under the
river in the top seam are beneath the conglomerate.

Westwards, on fheﬂat _qround.—As for the prospects in the low ground west of Mohpani
there is really nothing to guide one, the rocks in that direction being indeﬁnitely tossed
about, denuded, and now covered by gravel and clay. The vertical seam worked by the‘
Sitariva Company very soon passes under the deep alluvial clay; and there is no conjecturing
what becomes of it : it can at least be said that there is no prospect whatever of the coal or

its position being better in that direction. The Talchir rocks certainly reach for some dis
tance to west of the Sitariva; they are seen close to the east base of the Mohpani trap-hill.

On the west base of the same hill, the Barakar sandstone is well exposed, dipping under the
trap; but it would seem that the upper portion containing the coal-measures has been removed

either by the trap or previous to its outﬂow. Half a mile to west of this, there is another
ﬂat outcrop of sandstone, either Damiida or Talchir. In the stream half a mile east of
Manigaon vil

, there is a small section of sandstone, clay and a lumpy limestone, that

may be either

alchir or Mahadéva.

The largest exposure of rock in this ﬂat ground is
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just south of Kaklaur, where sandstones have been extensively quarried in long trenches:
they are ﬁne-grained, ale, earthy ﬂaggy sandstones with shaly partings; some are very
regularly ri ple-marke , and all have a steady dip of 15° to sout-h; they seemed to me

most like lipper Talchirs, but at one point next the trap south-east of Kaklaur, there is a
thick, black, earthy rock, like a carbonaceous shale, altered by the igneous rock with which

it is in contact. These few observations, which are all that I could discover in the flat
ground between Mohpani and Khairi, where the metamorphic rocks appear in force, may serve

to show how very precarious the search for coal must be in that area.
Soutlrwarrls and westwards along base qf rid_ge.—I would recommend, therefore, that
every endeavour be at present directed to following the run of the coal-measures along the base
of the ridge, where they must agpear if they exist at all; and for some little distance at

least, very positive directions can e given to guide the search. As has been already remarked,
the coal in this ﬁeld, wherever it is seen, occurs within a few yards of the base of the easily

distinguished Mahadéva rocks. For a short distance, this character may be taken as a clue;
but
as sandstones
the ridge is and
oblique
the bounds
thusofrecedes
from itconglomerate
westwards, theatMahadévas
alter;
paletoclays
take lt-lie, and
place
the coarse
the base

of the series; so that it becomes very diﬁicut indeed to ﬁx the boundary of the two for
mations where the sections are poor. The last place where this boundary is well seen is in
the stream immediately west of Bainar village, where the conglomerate rests upon some
sixty feet of sandstone, below which the section ceases.

A trial s aft is now being sunk here,

at my recommendation, by the Sit-ariva Company.

For several miles to west of this,

I only found one spot. on the east side of the recess south of Richai, where rock is visible
below the conglomerate. South of Kaklaur I could not pronounce positively on the
position of the rocks that are obscurely seen at the base of the ridge. For a mile from
the base of the ridge in the Khairi stream, there is a fair section of the new bottom

Mahadéva strata, pale greenish brown and mottled red clays with sandstones, having a.
variable dip. It is presumable that the outcrop of the coal-measures (if they have not
thinned out and been overlapped) passes, between Kaklaur and the base of the range,
towards the metamorphic rocks south-west of Khairi. The safe way to settle the point
will be to follow the strike by shallow pits or borings westwards from Bainar.
Evidence as to soutlzward ertcnsion..—An idea seems to have obtained that the coal
_ does not exist beneath the Mahadéva rocks to the south, or at least that it is out of reach.
This opinion appears to have been started by Mr. Blackwell, the mining engineer who selected

the ground for the Narbadzi. Company: in a section drawn by him _on the map of the
ground, a great fault is placed along the boundary of the measures with the conglomerate.
I can ﬁnd no conﬁrmation of such a view; and certainly the trap-dyke which Mr. Blackwell
introduces along his fault has no existence. It is rather in that southerly direction that I
hope the coal may be most favourably worked, as being probably steadier, less affected by
faults and trap-dykes. The fact, however, remains to be proved. The Narbadii Com any

put down a bore (No. 2) to a depth of 256 feet on the ﬁat ground of Mulpi village
1,100 feet from the boundary, in a south-easterly direction from bend of river, and south
of the run of Mr. Blackwell's fault. The bore only passed through conglomerate and red
clays ; but taking the most favourable view of the case,—supposing there to be no faulting what
ever, and no thickening of the upper rocks,-—the bore stopped just short of the measures. An
average of several dips, taken in the conglomerate at the boundary, gives 15°; at 400 yards
up the river it has ﬂattened to 6°, which would reduce the mean to 13°5'. in which case the

measures would be 266 feet deep at the bore in question.

Another bore was put down to a

considerable dc th at the edge of the river below the bend; but this of course was a failure,

bein visibly be ow all the coal, every inch of the section being well exposed in the river close
by. he best means of immediately testing the southern extension of the measures is from a.
shaft (No. 2) that was sunk to a depth of 143 feet close to the bend of the river on left bank.

After passing through twenty-eight feet of surface gravel and forty-seven feet of conglomerate
and red clay, the measures were reached, and coal was cut at the bottom. Unfortunately at this
point the water made so fast that the work had to be stopped.

The ﬁnding coal beneath the

conglomerate does not ﬁnally settle the question of a great fault here, the pit being so
near the boundary ; and I was informed by Mr. Taylor, the very intelligent miner who
had charge of the works at the time, that in the upper part of the shaft, and altogether
in Mahadévas, the strata were cut by a fault having a steep southerly underlie; there was

no means of gauging the amount of throw. The feature is now concealed by the casing of
the shaft. VVhere small faults are so frequent, as in the mines close by, there is really no
thing especially discouraging in ﬁnding one here; it is probably no greater than those
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already known; and it may be hoped that the measures will rapidl assume a steady low
dip, conformable to that observed in the overlying Mahadévas. I ave urgently recom
mended that the seam at the foot of this shaft be followed out southwards, and any fault
ground be thoroughly explored. Machinery is being put u to drain the shaft. The diffi
culty of unwatering mines in this position is one that must
anticipated: at the base of a

high ridge, having a. trough-shaped arrangement of the strata, a heavy discharge of water
seems inevitable; it is possible that the excessive discharge in this particular shaft may be
increased by the proximity of a deep pool in the river just above.
The same indications applicable to other lo:-alities.—The indications I have here given

to guide in the exploration of the Mohpani ﬁeld ought to be of service in the search for
other ﬁelds along the margin of the basin: thus, in the gorge south of Fattehp1;'u-, near
Bunkheri railway station, the conglomerate laps round the west end of the ridge of metamor
phic rocks, the east end of Which is at Khairi; a short way up, the river bifurcates; and 'ust
above this there is a small patch of the Talchir boulder bed, surrounded b

the Maha éva

conglomerate; it is possible, thou h not very likely, as this is the lowest level,’ that outcrops
of the Damddas might be found in the neighbourhood; and similarly elsewhere.

It is to

settle such points that the detailed survey is so much needed; meanwhile the indications
I have given may be of service to independent explorem.
I cannot conclude this report without an expression of regret at the obstructions
that are being raised to the development of the Mohpani coal-ﬁeld. Several years ago
mining was commenced with the intention of having the works well opened so as to
be in a state to turn out a large supply of coal by the time the railway should be
ﬁnished; all prospects of proﬁt being necessarily dependent upon that event. The com

pletion of the railway was repeatedly postponed year after year, the mining establishment
and plant being necessarily maintained all the time. And now that the main line is opened,
and there is a prospect of a return for the outlay on the mines,

numerous delays and

objections are made to the construction of the short branch line, without which the mines
cannot be worked.

Questions are still raised as to the relative quality of the coal; upon

which point all reasonable doubt has been long since settled; for it may be safely asserted
that a large portion of the coal now consumed over the East Indian Railway line is no better
than the Mohpani coal. For the Jabal 111' line, and even so far as Naini junction, the
Mohpani coal could underscll the Bengal) coal, and a considerable saving be made in the
railway expenditure. Questions of separate accounts and the desire to show proﬁts on one
side or other ought not to be allowed to lead to the public being heavy losers.

1;: May 1870.
Non; on THE LEAD-ORE AT SLIMANABAD, JABALPI'JB D1srnrcr, CENTRAL PBOVINCE8,—by

Tnao. W. H. Huonss, F. G. S., Assoc. Roy. School of Mines, Geological Survey
of India.

In April last, Mr. Olpherts, Resident Engineer on the Jabalp1'1r line of railway,
announced in a letter addressed to Mr. W. B. Jones, the Deputy Commissioner of Jabalplir,
that he had discovered indications of copper ore about three miles north of the Slirnanzibad
railway station, and expressed a hope that the matter might be further investigated.
Discovery of copper and lead.~Mr Olpherts' attention was ﬁrst drawn to this subject
by noticing some copper stains on the foundation rock of one of the piers for a railway

bridve. Alter makmg known this discovery, he noted the strike of what he considered
the lode, and pursuing his researches to the west of the line of railway hit upon another

locnlity——about two miles from the railway tation of Slimanabad, and a little oﬂ‘ the main
road leading to the town, which yielded an ore of lead (galena).

I visited this latter spot accompanied by my colleague, Mr. Fedden.
There was very little to be seen, merely a small ridge of quartzite rock, about eight feet

in height, forty feet or so in breadth, and a. few yards in length, throughout a narrow band
of which galenu. (Pb. S.) was sparsedly distributed, with here and there a little copper pyrites.
Slratigrup/iical relation of r1'dgc.—A very important point to determine was the

stratigraphical relation of this ridge. It did not strike either my colleague or myself that
it was a lode, but rather a component bed of the geological series which occur at Slimami.bzid.

The ridge is made up of quartzite, and not of vein quartz; and though many of the hand
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-specimens which I brought away, and others that were in Mr. Olplnn-ts‘ possession, might
possibly convey the idea that the ore existed in a lode, such a misapprehension would arise

only from the examination of small pieces of the matrix.
The dip of the bedding is rather obscure, but its direction appears to be 45° south of east. '

There are planes of jointing striking 20° north of west and inclined at an angle of 75°
in a southerly direction.

1

The strike of the beds is north-east—south-west; so that if this line were followed up,

we should most probably ﬁnd a connection between the two localities where lead and copper
ore have been respectively found.
Description of ore.—The ore of lead is galena, a combination of lead and sulphur with
a certain proportion of silver. An assay made by Mr. Tween in the Oﬂice of the Geological
Survey proved the ore to contain 19 oz. 12 dwts. of silver to the ton of lead. The ore of
copper is pyrites, which is usually a combination of copper, iron, and sulphur‘.

At the locality where Mr. Olpherts ﬁrst noticed traces of copper, the ore is principally
malachite, but there a pears also to be some dioxide of copper (Cua O). From a conver
sation which I had wit Mr. Olpherts, I gathered that the ore was only sparingly distributed
throughout the matrix.
Origin of are in the rock.-—The lead occurring in a bed, and not in a lode, it is most
probable that it was an original constituent of the rock in which it is now found; and that

whilst the rock was undergoing metamorphism the lead became segregated.
Economic caluc.—In order to form a reliable estimate of the probable richness
of this ﬁnd, I had hoped that a fair amount of clean cut surface would have been exposed
for examination, but this was not the case, as Mr. Olpherts, who had the management of the

prospecting operations, had not had time to open out enough of the bed.
If the indications, however, of lead at the surface may be taken as a fair criterion of the
richness of this uartzite, then I would at once condemn the whole, the pro ortion of ore

tomatrix being iar too small to make the working of this bed a desirabe speculation.
It may also be stated that lead ores occurring in beds or nests are usually poor in silver.

But it would be premature to pass a ﬁnal condemnation ‘until further investigations had
taken place, and although, as I said above, the indications are nnpromising, I would yet
recommend that a sum of 2 to 300 rupees should be placed at Mr. Olpherts’ command in

order that he might carry out to a more satisfactory conclusion the researches which he
has initiated.

Incidentally, I may mention that Mr. Olpherts possesses an extensive collection of the
various iron ores of the country.
near to and around Slirnanabéd.

Many of these are very rich and occur in great abundance

June 1st, 1870.

Nora on THE occuassncn or COAL EAST or Cnnnrsomn IN rnn cousrnr BETWEEN
Bmssrfla AND RANCHI, by W. T. BLANFORD, F. G. S., Depy. Supdt., Geological
Survey of India.
The coal bearing (Damﬁda) beds of Korba extend for about forty miles to the eastward

as far as Rzibkdb, in Udipiii‘ (Oodeypore). They also extend far to the south-east towards
Gén pur, and to the northwards towards Sirguja, and in all probability are continuous or
near y so with the deposits of the same nature known to occur in those districts.

Main Pat with the neighbouring hills and all the country on the road from Main Pat
tllmugh Chandargarh and Jashpiir to Rfmchi consist of metamorphic rocks with the excep
tion of a cap of trap and laterite on Main Pat.
_
The lateness of the season* prevented my searching to any extent for coal seams,
_1l1dications of the existence of which were afforded by the occurrence of fragments of coal
“1 the rivers, especially in the Miind. I found a few seams near Chitra, twelve miles west of
R§bkﬁb and nearly thirty east of Korba. Two or three are seen in the Mind about three to four
Imlss east-north-east of Chitra, but they are only from a foot to eighteen inches in thickness.
In a small stream, the Kopa Naddi, Which runs south of Chitra, one seam, about three feet in
' After the and of April I had still 2501nilcs to march to Hnzarilnhzli.
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thickness, is seen near the village of Tendﬁmﬁri, more than a mile south-west of Chitra. It is

nearly horizontal, having a very low irregular dip to the west or soutl1-ivcst.

Part consists

of fair coal, the remainder is shaly.
The only seam examined from which it is possible that a useful supply of fuel might
be obtained is exposed in the same stream rather nearer to Chitra, being about a mile from
that village, close to the boundary of the village of Tendiimliri. It is very badly seen, but
appears to he of considerable thickness, perhaps twenty feet. The upper portion is so much

decom ed that no trustworthy estimate could be formed of the uality without digging
into t e seam: the lower portion appeared to be fair in places. The dip is about 15 to
north-north-west.
The villagers, as usual, would give no information, so that I could only trace out the
coal seams by the laborious process of searching the beds of the streams, and from want of
time I was unable to ascertain whence the greater portion of the fra ents seen in the
Mind were derived; but when passing through R:i.nchi, Lieutenant Satin charge of the
Chota Nagpur Topographical Survey Party, told me he had found a seam of coal about

four miles north-west of Riibkiib in a small stream running into the Mfind, and it is probable
that this may be the source of the blocks I saw in the river bed.
I should add that several coal localities have been lately found by tho oﬁiccrs of
the Topographical Survey and recorded in their maps.

They are all north of Korba

and Udip1ir.
When assing through Jaslipiir, the Rajah told me that coal has been found in his torri
tory in the hurea country, twenty-four miles north-west of Jashpiirnagar. This would be
about 100 miles, or rather more, west by south of Rxinchi.

Calcutta, 31st May 1870.
Nora on Psrsomvn m Bmnun, &c., by W1I.LI.iu Tnsonsw, Esq., Geological Survey
of India.

Two very distinct sorts of earth-oil are met with in the countries lyin to the eastward
of the Bay of Bengal, viz., the limpid oil of Arakan and the viscid oil of urmah, which last
is commercially known as the Rangoon oil from its port of shipment, though really obtained
at the Yemin-khyoung and other wells in Upper Burmah. The limpid oil of Arakan varies in
tint from pale yellow to deep sherry brown, with a peculiar opaline tinge, something like that
produced inalchoholic ﬂuids by the presence of fusi oil in excess. The Rangoon oil, on the
other hand, is of very uniform color, a peculiar yellowish green and of tarry consistency.

I may here remark that the only other Indian oil I am acquainted with is that produced
in the salt ran e in the Punjab.
the Arakau an

This oil is of a consistency almost intermediate between

Burmah oil, and differs in tint from both, being brown, devoid of the peculiar

enish hue of the Rangoon oil, and of a decidedly reddish color by transmitted light!
e wells producing the limpid oil are situated near K oukphoo, Ramrce, and the neighbour

hood, and are all conﬁned to the western side of the rakan range, and none of them occur
at any great distance from the coast, whilst the viscid oil of commerce is similarly conﬁned to
the eastern side of the same range, occurring most lentifully in Upper Burmah, but met
with here and there in very sparing quantity as low own as the paral e of Myanoung.
Of the mode of occurrence of the Arakan oil and of the rocks with which it is associated
little is known.

The wells are mostly shallow, almost superﬁcial, and would seem only to

ield

sufficient oil for local use, though their productive capacity has probably never been airlyi
tested.
The Burmese oil is worked much more energetically, though the eological relations of
the oil are little better known than in Arakan. Some of the Yenén-k young wells are, I am

informed, sunk to a depth of 100 or 150 cubits, ﬁrst through a little surface clay and then in soft
sandstone.
The age ofasthese
not precisely
known,
anal _ the
would
pointthrough
to the
nummulitic formation
beingbeds
the isource
of these oils.
In but
the Punj(:)S.fI,)‘,'
oil rises
contorted beds of nnmmulitic limestone, and is there in all probability derived from thick beds
of carbonaceous shale with lignite, which are associated with and underlie the nummulitic

group. As the nummulitic group is largely developed in Burmah, we may, in default of any
precise information on the sub_]ect, refer in like manner the Burmese oils to the same group.
' Dr. Olshnm has drawn my attention to a remark of Mr. Wynne, that the oil oblnimd near Rawul Pindi is
, when it issues to the surface. The distinction, therefore, drawn by me between the color of tho Pnnjtib and
mmn oils would seem to depend mainly on the relative length oi‘ time either has been kept, and does not seem,
as at ﬁrst inferred, to originate in any essential dilierence of composition.—W. '1‘.
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In the province of Pegu no nummulitic rocks occur at the surface east of the Irawadi, which
entire region is occupied by a newer group of miocene

authentically known within this area. A little below

or younger, and no petroleum well is

amian there is a tradition of petroleum

having once been known to occur, but I visited the spot and could detect nothing to coun- '
tenance the rumour in the appearance of the sandstone or any of the neighbouring rocks. The

occurrence of oil, therefore, east of the Irawadi in Pegu must be held.-to be an open question.
West of the river, the only situation where petroleum is known to occur which I have

as yet had an opportunity of visiting, is the newly discovered locality at Padoukbeen west of

Thaietmio. The well was here sunk to a de th of about twenty feet in soft argillaceous sandstone,
rather tender and incoherent and of a

ark bluish color, drying paler.

The beds in the

neighbourhood are shales and sandstones of the miocene series, dip ing at low angles and
very little disturbed, and not in the slightest degree altered.

The oi seems to have been

discovered by its saturating the soft sandstone where cut by a small stream in the bed of
which the well is sunk, the top being a little way up the bank, but the well being carried
below the level of the bed of the stream. Whether the well continues to yield, I cannot say.
At my second visit it was abandoned and dry, but I hear it has again been worked. The oil
from this spot is recisely similar in every respect to the commercial or Yené.n-khyoung
oil, and is regarded’as equal to it in value by the natives.
There is no indication at this spot of any fault, and the chances of improving the supply
by a deep boring are hardly greater than of failure, as there is so little to guide the judgment
as to the source of the oil, and as these beds are, I believe, hi 'h in the series to which they
belong, a. very thick set of unproductive beds would have tolie passed through, unless the
bore struck a seam containing suﬂicient oil to constitute a ﬂowing well, the presence of which

is by no means assured by the insigniﬁcant surface indications.

Nora on rm: PETROLEUM Locanrrr or Scnxsn, sass Fcrnwso, wssr or RAWUL

PINDI, PUNJAB, by A. B. WYNNE, F. G. S., Geological Survey of India.

The petroleum at this place occurs (as usual in the Punjéb, vide Geological Reports,
Asiatic Society, &c.,) in the nummulitic tertiary rocks.

Just near the petroleum pits, as well

as to the north and south, fossils occur, orbitolites being by far the most numerous, but bivalve

shells in a fragmentary state, teeth of sharks, and large bones are also to be found.
The pits, only one of which is of an depth, are situated in a small open space a couple
of hundred yards wide from north to south, covered with superﬁcial debris, and bounded in
these directions by rocky ridges of slight elevation. To the east and west are the sources
Of some of the numerous steep ravines which intersect the country everywhere.
‘ The tertiary rocks on both of these ridges are much contorted along narrow axes, but

Still possess considerable regularity of strike in a direction about 10° north of east and
south of west. They dip at high angles, varying from vertical to 50° or 60° generally west
of north and east of south, but lower angles and horizontal beds may also be observed
forming parts of curves in the same neighbourhood.
_
The
rocks consist
mainly with
of gray
iferous
limestone
interstratiﬁed
thickgrits
zonesand
of sandstones,
red shale. with some bands of my f058il
In the immediate vicinity of the pits the strike of the rocks changes to about north-east;

the dip at very high angles to the north-west and seem to run against a mass of red shales
wit in a few yards of the principal sinking, being perhaps faulted, but the relations are almost

entirely concealed by the covefmg of superﬁcial debris.
To the southward of the present works within a few feet dark brown shales and

Bilndstones impregnated with petroleum are exposed by an open ‘drift’ or ‘stope' (cut ap
parently to seek the most productive band), and these as well as a band of limestone
"1 places saturated with the oil may be traced for a few yards north-eastwards, where a
quantity of the oil seems to have exuded from the rocks and mingled with the surface soil.

_

Owing to the abandoned state of the works at present and the insecure gear at the

P1t's mouth, it was not found practicable to descend, but as the it is only twenty or thirty feet
"1 d?th, the oil could be seen trickling from the highly inclined strata forming the sides, and
Who

dip at the upper part of the pit north-west at 70°.

A ‘(lhol,' lowered quictlv

Mid drawn up as rapidly as possible to avoid loss by rczuson of its leaky condition, contained
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about seven or eight vertical inches of the oil ﬂoating u on clear water, this being rather less
than the probable depth of that in the pit, which had
11
for three or four
months.
It was stated by a native in charge of the place that the oil ran slowly and congulated
in the cold weather, in consequence of which the works had been temporarily stopped, and
that when in operation about one maund of oil daily could be obtained. The colour of that
taken from the pit was green, but some found in a neighbouring shed was of a dark
brown tinge, and burned readily with dense black smoke.

It is understood that the mineril oil procured from here is to be used in lighting the
station of Rawul Pindi with gas.

A ‘gas house’ was seen in course of construction there,

and large gas mains lie along some of the roads, so that the question of supply becomes of
importance: the quantity reported to be obtainable seems so far from encouraging that I
doubt whether some larger prospect must not have existed before an expenditure upon gas
pipes, 850., was sanctioned.

The locality where the oil occurs is evident]

of but limited extent near the village of

Sridkal, and it would appear necessa , in order t.o evelop its resources, to open much more
extensively, across the run of the be , trenches cut downwards to the rocks, which are now
so much concealed just near the pits. Even if this was done and other pits sunk, there is no
reason to sup ose any of them would be more productive than the present shaft, and so far as

can be judge from what is visible there is not room for many.
As to the possibility of an increased quantity of the oil being obtained by deepening

the existing shaft, it can only be said that as the he s are nearly vertical with some underlie
north-westward, if these relations are preserved, the pit, in depth ought to pass through
the beds at present yielding the oil and to enter those seen at the surface in the drift south
of the pit, where it may be presumed the rospect of ﬁnding the oil in sufficient quantity was
less favourable, or the shaft would have been sunk there.

As the bedding of the rocks is

much disturbed their continuing to lie in the same position for any distance cannot be calcu
lated u on, but it seems likely that (if it has not already been done) the shaft might with

some vantage be carried down to intersect the oil-bearing rocks south of the pit.
To sum up: from what is now to be seen at this petroleum locality, it would be advisa
ble to extend the search further before building hopes upon the place as a source of
supply for lighting Rawul Pindi, and the quantity said by the man in charge to have been
obtained from the present sinking would hardly warrant expectation that suﬂiciently large

results would be obtained by opening other shafts in the same neighbourhood.

0»: rue occuaannca or moasrrraaous GALENA AND CorPan IN rns nrsrlucr or
Mrinnnilu, sourn-wssr FRONTIER or Bsr1osL,—by V. BALL, Esq., B. A., Geological
Survey of India.

Although the greater portion of the district of Milnbh1'1m consists of metamorphic and
sub-metamorphic rocks*, both, but especially the latter, likely to contain ores of the useful
metals, hitherto no discoveries of the existence of any appear to have been recorded.
The occurrence of gold in the streams of Mﬁnbhﬁm and the adjoining districts has,

however, long been known. Its mode of occurrence has already been described in these
pagcst.
During my geological examination of Mztnbhrim, the discovery of galena or lead ore was
made in the following manner :—When at Dadka, a large village forty-fire miles south-south
east of P1'u1ilia, which is the sudder station of Mfmbluim, the G/uatwal brought t.o me a small
iece of galena which had been given to him a few years before by some Kumars. He did not

now what it was, but used some of it instead of Sumo or antimony for the purpose of
anointing the eyes of his female relatives.
By enquiry from the Kumars of the nei hbourhood, I was, after several failures, at length
enabled to trace the source from whence t e galena had been obtained.

The lode, for it

proved to be such, had been struch some years previously by some K'umars who were search
ing for iron on the side of a hill formed of mica schist, in which there are anumber of
' Slates, qunrlzilcs, schists, &c.

1 Records, 1860, ll.
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This bill is close to a di/L called Jani-jour,

where there is an outlying house of the village of Dekia, which lies about a mile east
from Dadka.
,

I could not ascertain that the Kumars had met with galena in any other part of the
neighbourhood, though excavations for iron were plentiful.
Having found traces of galena on the surface, I proceeded to excavate, and soon obtained

a number of ﬁne specimens of the ore. It occurred quite independently of the bedding of
the schists, sometimes in lenticular masses ﬁve or six inches long surrounded by quartz,
and sometimes in a. gangue principally composed of brown haematite and quartz; these

appearances justify the conclusion that this is a case of a true lode. Owing to the excessively
jnngly and broken condition of the ground, I was unable, during the period of my brief
visit, to trace the lode for any distance, and for the same reason I was unable to ascertain its

exact width.

Although, therefore, much rcmainsto be ascertained regarding it, still, so

far as it has been examined, the indications may be affirmed to be

romising.

All

who have given the least attention to the history of mining are aware o the capricious
character of lodes, and of the im ossibility of forming even an ap roximately correct opinion
as to the value of any particu ar one—which is not laid open y a natural section—until
some outlay for excavation has been incurred.
In addition to the fact of the existence in any part of this country of such an ore as
galena—sup osing it to be in quantity—there are many collateral questions and conditions

to be consi ered and ascertained before the commercial value can be properly estimated; of
these the most important are the presence or absence of other valuable ores or metals in
association with the principal, the abundance and quality of labour and fuel to be obtained

on the spot, the means of carriage with the distance of the nearest mart, and, perhaps, not
of least importance, the healthiness of the locality.
With regard to the ﬁrst question, the assay of some of my specimens by Mr. Tween has
proved the presence of silver in the unusually large proportion of 119 oz. 4 dwts. 16 gm.
per ton of lead"'. The assays of most other Indian galenas have givena much smaller amount
than this. In Europe, from 35 to 40 oz. per ton is considered quite above the aver e yield,
and arg-entiferous galena containing very much smaller amounts is frequently wor ed for
silver with proﬁt.
Mr. Tween has also ascertained the presence of antimony in combination with the lead.

Regarding the amount of coolie labour to be obtained, I have no hesitation in saying
that it would be abundant. Such was found to be the case in Singhbhiim, when the Copper
Company was at work there.
Of the fuel, it is not eas to speak with so much conﬁdence: undoubtedly there is a very
considerable amount to be

close by, as the locality is almost in the centre of the

heaviest tree jungle in Mdnbhﬁm; but all experience goes to show that such a source of
supply is very precarious and uncertain. Possibly it might be found more economical
to transmit the ore—should it ever be worked—-to the neighbourhood of coal, rather than to

attempt smelting on the spot.
The means of carriage are iudiﬂ'erent, or rather bad.

Dadka is connected with

Piirﬁlia b a artially ﬁnished road, without bridges, which was commenced during the
famine.
rom iirlilia to the Barzikar Railway Station there is a road which has for many
years been in the hands of the Public Works Department, but is still far from ﬁnished. The
distance by these roads is about ninety miles. From Dadka to Midnapore vid Silda, the
distance over bad roads would be about seventy miles.

From M idnapore the ore or metal

might be sent by canal to Calcutta.
The climate is not generally considered healthy for Europeans ; still there are man

worse places in the district. Doubtlcss the removal of the heavy jungle would ultimately
produce a beneﬁcial effect.
The nearest locality to this at which lead has been discovered is at Hisato in Chota

Nagpur. The antimonial galena from that locality has been described by Mr. Piddingtoni
From the ﬁrst specimens sentto him by Major Ouseley he obtained silver in the pro
portion of 70 oz. per ton of ore; but other specimens subsequently received did not contain
8; trace of silver.
' This proportion may possibly not be constant throughout.
1’ Jour., Asiat. Soc., Bengal, XI, p. 892; XII, p. 736,- XV, p. M.
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Corrsr. Osns.
Copper ores have been discovered in two localities in Ménbhﬁm. The principal is

situated on the crushed and faulted junction of the metamorphic and sub-metamorphic
rocks about one mile north-cast of the village of Poordah, Pergunnah Manbazaar, or about
thirty miles from P1'1r1'1lia.

The rock in which the ore occurs. is a coarse mica schist, which is traversed by nu
merous veins of quartz.

Whatever the amount or quality of the original ore may have been

which existed near the surface, it has nearly all been removed by natives, slight stains of
the carbonates of copper on the schist and quartz debris alone remaining to indicate the

object for which the numerous excavations which occur along the outcrop have been made.

These ancient excavations at the time of my visit were ﬁlled up, some with water,
others with debris, which circumstance, coupled with the fact of the ore having been
removed, rendered it diﬂicult to form a decided opinion as to the recise nature of the

deposit.

Subsequent examination of the numerous and often well-expos

copper ore deposits

of Sin hbh1im"‘, which a pear to be of mixed character (generally the ore occurs disseminated
throng regular beds 0 schist; but departing from this rule, it occasionally occurs in
true lodes), has induced me to believe that these ill-seen Manbhlim ores also occur in a two

fold manner.

It is ossible that the copper-bearing beds of llianbhiim may belonv to the same

Geological Zone as those of Singhbhlim; but there are arguments against, as well as for, this
view. The whole question must be treated in greater detail than is now possible.

The second locality at which copper occurs is near the vill
about thirty-two miles due west of that just noticed.

e of Kulianpﬁr, or

It is on a small ill formed of schists

and quartzites, which in one place are stained and encrusted with the carbonates of
copper. There is an ancient excavation on the south ﬂank of the hill. So far as it is possible
to judge, the deposit seems similar to No. 1. It is not improbable that the ore may be' found
further westwards, but I did not succeed in obtaining any trace of it in the section exposed
in the Subanrika river. There is a small quantity of slag at the bottom of the hill, which
indicates that the ore which was found here was smelted on the spot.

The small indications of ore to be seen at the two localities mentioned above are certainly
not sufficient to justify any expenditure for excavating, more especially as the attempts
to work the similar, but vastly more extensive copper deposits of Singhbhﬁm, have not
hitherto proved to be remunerative speculations.
Various rumours of the occurrence of ores of tin and copper in diﬂ'erent

arts of

Manbhlim have from time to time been promulgated; but the supposed ores of t e more
valuable metals have generally proved to be either some form of iron ore, the green mineral
epidote, or a bronze-coloured mica.
301% June 1870.

DONATIONS TO MUSEUM.
April 2ncl.—Spccimens of salt from the Sambur Lake.
R. M. ADAM, Esq.
,, 25th.—Specin1cn of petriﬁed grass (rushes) from Java.
Mas. Bsnzrosn.
May
1st.—Two earthen pots from the Andamans and Nicobar Islands, a. few stone

implements, and fragments of pottery from the Andamans.
,,
,,

Fsnn. Sromczxs, Pu. D.
1st.—-A cup carved in serpentine from Skardo, Little Tibet.
Ditto.
2nd.—Twenty-one ornamental (carved and moulded) bricks from Kishnagurh.
Mrs. Woon.

June 13ﬂz.—A perfect crystal of oxide of iron, pseudomo hic of iron pyrites, from

n

the foot of Sinawnr hill, at head of the Sn doom valle .
CAPTAIN T. . CARTER, B. E.
29th.—-A complete
series of tools,
used in .South Staifordshire for sinking)colliery
_
.
pits and for workmg coal and ironstone.

S. Mmron, Esq.,

UDLEY.

' A dPw‘iPtl°l,1 0‘ "1056 will “Prev in a future number in the map accompanying which the position of mg
lend ore will be indicated.
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in addition to the above, we have received many specimens of various kinds for assay,
or examination, among which some of the more important were of iron ores from Vm'iou.~\
localities.
The results of a recent search in the neighbourhood of Hazéribﬁgh 'elded to Dr. Coatea
and Mr. Donaldson a considerable variety of ores, the principal 0 which were from

the K61-anplira coal-ﬁeld and its vicinity, examined sometime since, but not published from
want of a correct map. The following numbers show the percentage of metallic iron con
tained in each. Of course this is the full percentage, and this proportion would not be

obtained in manufacture. As the details of these researches will be given elsewhere, we only ‘
give the localities and percentages here :—
Belhargadhﬁ

\

30'6 per cent. of iron.

Chépoj1'1gra in the Karanplira valley

56'8

,,

Murai Kalan
164
,,
Gondalpfna
37'3
,,
Krﬁhka stream
4212
,,
Ifrahéra
11'2
,,
Seam 12 feet thick in Damﬁda
2513
,,
Mzindti
...
...
338
A specimen, found loose, to the north-west of Haz5rib§gh yielded 687 per; cent. With
the exception of this, which is magnetite, and of the Belhargadhai specimen, all the others
are varieties of clay-ironstone.
From the Wfm District, East Berar, the Deputy Commissioner forwarded several ores

for assay.

Some of these were ﬁne rich brown haematite traversed by crystalline veins of

the pure mineral; these varieties were assayed, yielding, respectively, 604-, 56'3, and 4,1,1) Per
cent. of iron. If with these we take the percentage of the pure limonite, we will havc—
632
604

:
metallic iron.

or an average yield of 56 per cent. of

There are distinct traces of phosphorus.

These specimens were from veins of

segregation traversing the beds; but some of the beds themselves are rich and useful ores
yielding 480 and 458 per cent. of iron.
In the immediate neighbourhood of these ores heaps of old slag are scattered over the
ground.

These slags, the result generally of very crude and ineﬁicient methods of smelting,

oﬁen contain a very large dose of iron, and it was interesting to examine them. Two speci
mens were assayed; and one yielded 380, the other 348 per cent. of iron—an amount which

would be ample to pay for re-smelting these slags in conjunction with other ores.
In the Yenak hills, which occur west of the village of that name, near the river

Paingangzi, in the southern part of the Wlin District, East Berar, Mr. Hughes and Mr. Fedden,
during their recent examination of the country, traced over an extent of some ﬁve to six
miles in length two thick beds of conglomerate (nowhere less than nine feet) containin a

large proportion of rolled lumps of a very rich haematite.

This on assay yielded no ess

than 685 per cent. of iron with a trace of phosphorus—-no manganese.
All these are rich and valuable ores of iron and occur in lar e abundance. The noted hill
from which much of the ore smelted by the natives in North- astern Chanda is derived, the
Lohara hill, near Bissanpﬁri, is one mass of iron-ore of a couple of miles in length. A
specimen brought by Mr. W. T. Blanford proved to be nearly pure specular iron with a
proportion of magnetic iron, and yielded to assay 70 per cent. of metallic iron!

ACCESSIONS TO LIBRARY.
Faou lsr Assn. ro 30TH JUNE 1870.
Titles qf Books.

Dmwrs.

Arbeiten der geologischen section fiir Landesdnrchforschung von Biihmen, Royal 8vo.,
Prag, 1869.

Baansuna, J.—-Systems silurien de la Boheme, Vol., VI, 1 Texte, Distribution, Pt. 2,
Planches, 351-460, 4to., Prag.
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BBONN'B, H. G.—Klassen und Ordnungen des Thier-Reichs, Fortgesetzt von Dr. A. Ger
staecker, Vol. V, Pts. 11, 12, 8vo., Leipzig and Heidelberg, 1870.
BURAT, A.—Les Houilleres en 1869, Texte, 8vo., at Atlas, folio, Paris, 1870.
CABTAILHAC, EM. ET TBUTAL, Eo.—Matériaux pour l'histoire de l’homme, 5me Ann.,
2nd ser., 8vo., Paris, 1869.

Caooxns, W., AND RBHRIG, E.-A practical treatise on Metallurgy, in 3 Vols.,8v0.,London, 1868.
DOLLFUB-AUssm‘.—Matéria.ux pour l’étude des glaciers, Vol. VIII, Pt. 3, 8vo., Paris,
1870.

I-Inna, DB. OQWALD-——Beitr"Q'c zur naturkunde Preusseus, Pt. 2; Miocene Baltische Flora,
4to.,

ouigsberg, 1869.

Jahrbuch des Schweizer Alpenclub. v. Jahrgang, 1868-69, 8vo., with Atlas, folio, Bern, 1869.
LARTET, E., AND CHBIBTY, H.—Rcliquia: Aquitaincaa, Pt. X, 4t0., London, 1870.
MARICHARD, OLLIEB DE.-—Recherches sur Pancienneté de l’ homme dans les grottes et monu
ments mégaliques du Vivarais, 8vo., Paris, 1870.
MOBTILLBT, G. m:——Ma.tériaux pour l'histoire de 1’ homme, 8vo., Paris, 1868.
PAIJKULL, C. W.—A Summer in Iceland, 8vo., London, 1868.
PALADILHE, M.—-Nouvelles miscellanées malacologiques, Tax. 4, 8vo., Paris, 1870.

Paléontologie Franeaise, on description des aninmux invertébrés fossiles de la France,
livr. 19, Echinodermes, 8vo., Paris, 1870.
QUABITCH, BERNAnD.—Catalogue of Books, 8vo., London, 1870.
B. QUABITCII.
Report of thirty-ninth Meeting of British Association for the advancement of Science held
at Exeter in August 1869, 8vo., London, 1870.

SCHRAUF ALB.—I:Iandbuch der Edelstein-kunde, 8vo., Vienna, 1869.
VAN BENEDEN ET Gnnvns, P.—Ostéograpl1ie des Cétacés vivants et fossilea, livr. 6
and 7, 4410., and Atlas, folio, Paris, 1870.
Wmss, CH. S.—Fossile ﬂora der jungsteu Steinkohlenformation und des den Rothliegen im
Saar Rhein Gelnete, Pt. I, 4to., Bonn, 1869.
Wire Tramways, 8vo., London, (Pamphlet).
J. CALVERT, Esq.

PERIODICALS, &c.

_

American Journal of Science and Arts, 2nd Sen, Vol. XLVIII, No. 144, 8vo., New Haven,
1870.
American Journal of Conclzolog Y, Vol. 5, No. 3,1869-70, 8vo., Philad., 1870.

Annales des Sciences Géologiques, Vol. I, N0. 1, 8vo., Paris, 1870.
Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 4th Ser., Vol. V, Nos. 27, 28, and 29, 8vo.,
London, 1870.
CUYPEB, CH. DE.—Revue universelle des mines, de la metallurgie, &c., 141ne Annee,
Vol. XXVII, 1 livr., 8vo., Paris, 1870.
Geological Magazine, Vol. VII, Nos. 3, 4-, 5, 8vo., London, 1870.
Indian Economist, with Supplements, Vol. I, Nos. 6-10, f'ol., Calcutta, 1870.
Govr. or-‘ INDIA.
Journal de conchyliologie, 3 Ser., Tom. X, No. 2, Paris, 1870.
Lnonunn, G., AND Gnnnrz, H. B.—Neues jahrb. ﬁir mineralogie, geologic, and palwontologie,
parts 1 and 2, 8vo., Stuttgart, 1870.

Palaeontographica, Vol. XIX, Part 2, 4to., Cassel, 1870.
Palaaontographical Society, Vol. XXIII, for 1869, 4to., London, 1870.
Pnrnnum, DB. A.——Ge0graphische mittheilungen, Vol. XVI, Parts II-IV, 4to., Gotha, 1870.
PFBIFFEB, DB. L.—Novitates conchologicae, Lief. 36, 4to., Cassel, 1869.

Professional papers on Indian Eng-ineerin , Vol. VII, No. 27, and 1 extra number for April 1870,
8vo., Roorkee, 18 0.
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Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, New Ser., No. XXXVIII, 8vo., London, 1870.
Riimm, Dn. E.—-Novitates conchologicaa, Suppl. III, List‘. 22, 23, 4to., Cassel, 1870,
Tnoscnnn, Dr. T. H.-Archiv. fiir naturgeschichte, 33rd year, Pts. I-VI, 8vo., Berlin,
1867.
GOVERNMENT Senrcnons, &c.

.Bsnoan.— Report on legal aﬁairs of the Bengal Government, 1868-69, 8vo., Calcutta, 1870.
Govr. or Bsnoan.

Report on the result of administration of the Salt Department during the year
!’

,,
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1868-69, 4.to., Calcutta, 1869.
Govr. on Bsnoan.
Report on the Land Revenue Administration of the Lower Provinces for the year
1868-69, ﬂsc., Calcutta, 1869.
Govr. or BENGAL.
Report of Meteorological Reporter to Government of Bengal for 1869, ﬁsc., Calcutta,

1870, by H. F. Blandfor-d.

Govr. or BENGAL.

Bonnar.--Selections from Records of Bombay Government, N0. CXV, New Ser., and historical

accounts of the Belgaum District in Bombay Presidenc , 8vo.,
Bombay, 1870.
Govr. or osnan.
Bnrrmn Bnauan.-—British Burmah, Home Department, (Medical Report on vaccination
for 1868), 8vo., Moulmein, 1870.
Govr. or Bnrrrsn Bnnman.
"
Records, Government of India in Public Works De artrnent, No. 17.

Progress Report of Forest Administration in

ritish Burmah for

1867-68, ﬂsc., Calcutta, 1870.
Govr. or Bnrrrsn Bnnum.
-Invu.——List of Civil Oﬁicers holding
zett/ed appointments under Government of India
in the Home,

oreign, Financial, and Legislative Departments as

it stood on the 1st July 1869, 8vo., Calcutta, 1870.
Govr. or Isnu.
Narrative of the course of legislation hy the Council of the Governor General
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Os rm; Grower or Monnr TILLA IN THE PUNJAB, by A. B. Wynne, F. G. S.,

Geological Survey of India.
The ﬁne hill which forms the subject of this brief memoir rises between the eastern
termination of the Salt Range roper and the 0lltWOl‘l{S of the Western Himalaya where
the river J helum emerges from t em to traverse the vast plain of the Five Rivers which
united in the Lower Indus (or Sind) reach the sea near Kurrachi.
It is one of three or four minor ranges, all of which form links more or less between

the Himalaya and the Salt Range.

Of these the parallel chain of the Bukrala Hills

to the north seems to form the most continuous connexion ; but Mount Tilla exceeds them
all in height, reaching an elevation of 3,242 feet above the sea. It runs generally north

easterly by east, commences abruptly at its western end, and continues thence lofty for
about ten miles, when it sinks rather suddenly into high ravine ground, with elevations
of over 1,200 and 1,300 feet, for about twelve miles further, past the extensive ruined fortress
of Rhotas. It terminates in low rounded hills a few miles beyond this point, projecting
into the commencement of the alluvial plains of the river J helum. It is widest where
most lofty, having a base of three miles, but the extension of the range to the eastward is

on an average not less than two and half miles in width.
Neither the Mount Tilla range nor that of Bukrala to the north ap ear to have
any strong relation to the drainage depressions of the country in their immc 'ate vicinit ,
both of these ridges and the valley between being crossed by the usually dry or nearly
dry courses of streams, occasionally powerful, as indicated by the depths of their gorges
and great width of their sandy beds when the currents become slack. With the J helum,
however, ordinary relations seem to exist after it has left the Himalaya; the direction of
the Tilla range coinciding more or less with that of the river, and the ground falling
generally towards the latter—cxcept where one of the other chains or groups of hills inter
venes—on the southern side of the ridge.
The existence of Mount Tilla as a striking feature of the country~—that of Chambal

to the south, of the Bukrala range to the north, and indeed erhaps of the whole Salt
Range itself—is, through denudation, directly due to huge dislocation of the stratified
rocks, placing certain of the beds of greater or less strength in abnormal contact with

others possessing different degrees of resistance to disintegrating forces.

The chief line of

dislocation alfecting Mount 1‘illa passes along its southern base, obliquely separating the
lofty
rtion from to
the the
lower
extension
the east,
andbed
is perhaps
continuousriver,
westward,
thougllioconcealed,
great
fractureto lying
in the
of the Boonhar
which
separates the adjacent portion of the Chambal range from the western termination of
Tilla, completely discordant dips occurring on each side of the here constricted channel.
As results of the forces, or of similar forces to those, which caused this and other

fractures, the whole strata of the country have been subjected to violent contortion, one
Of the ﬁnest curves being the interrupted anticlinal formed by the strata of Mount Tilla

itself and traceable round its western end nearly to the line of dislocation occupying the
lower gorge of the Boonharﬁ‘
‘ On one of the early days of last April a somewhat singular occurrence was observed from the higher parts
of Mount Tilln. The day was warm and bright, and u very strong breeze blowing, so much so that traversing
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The denuding agencies acting strongly upon the varying consistencies of the rocks of

this country have not only produced dominant features coincidin
contortions and dislocations, but in much more minute detail can

with the principal
their stratification so

to govern the forms of the ground that the minor contortions in many cases become plainly
visible in the ornamental hill-shading u n the very excellent one-inch (to the mile) maps
produced by the Topographical Survey.

his is much most prominent in the soft tertimy

rocks which form so much of the surrounding country stretching far into the outer Himalaya;
and it is partly a consequence of the steepness of the an les at which the strata are inclined
in various directions. A wide belt of these tertiary roc s is known to border much of the
Western Himalaya. Those which underlie them in the hills between the Gauges and

Raves have also been ascertained and described by Mr. Medlicott in one of the Survey
Memoirs. Westwards or north-westwards from the Ravee river this succession has not
yet been clearly worked out, but what is known renders it probable that the geology of

this part of the hills will be found a continuation of that to the south-east. The very
interesting Salt Range also exposes rocks older than this tertiary series which have
not hitherto been identiﬁed with the infra-tertiar rocks of the Himalaya range. These
lower rocks of the Salt Range, however, exhibit ocal changes, going from east to west,

chieﬂy by the admission of new zones and by increase or diminution of thickness, and
present a marked absence of all metamorphic strata. Hence it becomes a fair inference
that the formations inferior to those of the tertiar belt above alluded to, and the con
ditions which produced them, had very considerab y altered within the large area indi
cated; and some knowledge of the region wherein the transition commences would be
very desirable. This region cannot be yet pointed out, indeed it may very possibly be
entirely concealed by the newer rocks; but Mount Tilla is one of the nearest known
places to the Himalaya range where the rocks next beneath the tertiary belt appear, outside
or within its limits, asthese may be assumed. These lower rocks appear only at the top
and southern side of the lofty western part of the mountain, the extension of the ridge '

from this to beyond Rhotas being formed of the tertiary beds.
The section alforded by the hill is as follows in descending or natural order :-—*
Average thickness.

6- Tertiary {Sandstone and clays chieﬂy, with some] sivauk
conglomerate beds
)
4 Nummulitic
5.
Red shaly and
limestone
ﬂaggy zone, with}
'
pseudomorphie crystals
8. Pseudo-limestone and compact sandstone zone
2, Black-shnly zone
1, 5 Purple shale
sandstone
and zono
-

Red saline marl

E Saline group

H { Only part in section,
'

about 6,080
Maximum
30
Very vari
' " {ablc, about} 120
.
150—200
.
200
250-300
100
20- 30

feet.
,,
”
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

a knife-edge surmounting n precipice of several hundred feet in hei ht, it was found necessary to proceed on
all-fours. The wind came from the northward in such a way that muc oi‘ the nearly two-miles-broad channel of
the Boonhsr river to the south just below the mountain would have been thought sheltered. So far from this
being the case, it was here only that the gala seemed to take eiieet, raising vast clouds of sand, completely
obscuring the distant country, while on either side beyond the limits of the mountain where the
river course was not so sheltered the equally dry sand was not seen to rise at ail- My guide observed, “ the winds
are bum an Tilla," and it certainlv seemed as if its great mass had so inﬂuenced the temperature of the air that
the storm was local, or its strength limited to the vicinity of the mountain: or it may have been an eddy behind the
obstructing hill-maas.—A. B. W

' For the purpose of comparison with the distant. succession between the Ganges and Ravec, the following
general section is abstracted ll-om Mr. Mcdl1cott’s Memoir :
Sub-liimaluyan Series.
Upper
Sivulik
middle
Nahun
Lower

Bubuthu

Ilinmlav an
Unmetamorp ic
Krol
In fra-Krol
Blini
Infra-Blinl
Metamorphic

Series.
Krol Hill
d_|tI_.o
Bhm River
Simla

Conglomerates, sandstones, and clays.
Lignilc sandstones and clays.
Kusuoli, gray and purple sandstones.
{ l)m;shui, purple sandstones and red ciuys.
Subathu, ﬁne silty clays, with limestone.—(Nummuhtie).
Limcetones.
Cnrbonaceous shnlee or slates.
Limestone and conglomerate.
Slates.
Crystalline and sub-crystalline rocks.
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Comparing the two sections, it will be seen that the Nahun and Subathu roups, excepting
the lowest portion of the latter, are probably unrepresented on Mount Tilla; purple sand
stones, if occurring at all, being quite inseparable from the remainder of the lower tertia
sandstones and clays, which, from their fossils, were identiﬁed by the late Dr. Falconer wit

the Sivalik rocks.
But little of the nummulitic (? Subathn) beds are seen at Tilla; and there is no
a pearance here of the unconformity to their underlying strata recorded b Mr. Medlicott,
t on h this would not be reason for its non-existence. Omittin the red sh y and ﬂaggy zone
of

ount Tilla,—which is variable in thickness and not awa s present,——some parallel

ma exist between the calcareous pseudo-limestone with its un crlying black shaly zone
an

the Krol and in.fra-Krol groups of Mr. Medlicott’s nnmetamorphm Himalayan series;

but even with the aid of that gentleman's able memoir it would be hazardous at present to
attempt the correlation of these rocks.
Several beds of the sections to the westward have disappeared at Tilla; notably the

black-shale group beneath the nummulitic limestone, containing all the coal and coaly
deposits of the eastern portion of the Salt Range, and which can hard] be said to be repre
sented by a few traces of dark coloured shale, existing where they oug t to come in.

The true red salt-marl of the Salt Range makes but a ver
southern base of Mount Tilla.

poor show along the

It can be seen in some places near the vil

es of N are. and

Pind Sevicki, but is greatly overrun and concealed by detrital accumu ations from the
cliffs and hills above.

Only 20 or 30 feet have been given for it in the section ; the thickness

would, however, doubtless much exceed this if it could be well seen.

It is of the usual

bright red color, and gypseous saline nature; but although salt has been manuﬁactured

from the impregnated water it discharges, no actual rock-salt has been found in it.
The up er portion of the marl is, as usual, purple, and more shaly, and is f
seen at the

ass of the purple sandstone cliffs.

uently

Its thickness, as estimated, may

too

great, but allowance has been made for a portion that is unseen in most of its exposures.
This shaly portion of the marl passes up rapidly into stron _ purple sandstones of exactly

the same color. They are generally ﬁne grained, have no pcbliles scattered through them,
and, from being somewhat saline, have white eﬁloresccnccs, yielding easily to the weather;
they contain spangles of mica ; and the stronger beds, from the ease with which they can be
dressed, are used as building stone. The thickness of this rock, from causes to be presently
pointed out, is sometimes deceptive. It forms a very considerable portion of some of the

ﬁnest cliffs, where it cannot be much less than 300 feet, though in such situations its depth
could be only estimated.

Next above the

urple sandstone is a strong band of dark colored gritty shales and

lighter colored sandy ags and layers (2); the whole having a lumpy aspect, and glistening

with mica; the de osition surfaces are frequently glossy and covered with black earthy
ﬁlms.

In thesebe s annelidan, crustacean or fucoid markings are numerous; and else

where they have furnished the earliest traces of distinct fossils in the Salt Range, these con

sisting of small bivalve shells as yet undetermined; strong ripple-marks also occasionally occur.

Restin immediately upon this shaly zone is a massive band of compact silicious sandstones
and su -calcareous rocks (3) of light color, often nearly white. Some of them are brecciated
or pseudo-conglomeratic; and many, under the inﬂuence of the weather, assume the
Peculiar fantastic forms of decomposing limestone. A specimen of the latter variety from
Mount Tilla yielded on analysis, according to Dr. Fleming, nearly equal parts of white
quartzose sand, carbonate of lime, and carbonate of magnesia.

Their rough aspect and

a peculiar surface appearance, as if likel

to contain fossils, has led to frequent searches, but

nothing of organic form has been found

ond the obscure tracks noticed in the foregoing

group.

The beds are frequently massive; t is character, their strength and the association with

softer beds below, having doubtless been the ﬁrst conditions that resulted in the ﬁne clilfs
along the southern face of the range. Many valuable building stones could be obtained
from
cup, and
some are said by Dr. Fleming to bear a high polish (Jour.I Asiat. Soc.,
Beng.,this
Vollrxxii,
p. 265).
The next overlying group (4) is largely developed only at the western end of the range.
It resents a strong contrast to that just mentioned, being formed of deep-red ﬂags and
shalles, sometimes spotted with green, the ﬂaggy slabs being often studded with proyecting

angles of casts of cubic crystals, the minera.l——in all probability salt—having been entirely re
placed by sand. The ﬂaggy layers are frequently of light color internally, the brightwed hue
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being derived from the intervening earthy shale layers highly charged with iron-oxides. The
latter become more numerous upwards, until the superior portion of the band is found to con

sist entirely of crimson and purple clay or shale. This group occupies a good deal of the
ground from near Pind Sevicki by Choya Goojaron-ki, and above Nara; beyond which

lace it passes to the north side of the mountain, becomes thin, and thereafter is seen but
ihgitively here and there as well as near the summit.‘
In some spots, particularly on the northern slopes of the mountain, vestiges of the
nummulitic limestone group (5) so largely developed westward are apparent, resting either
upon the red zone or, in its absence, upon the strong band beneath.

It is seldom at all

clearly seen; generally appearing as a thin white streak of debris, somewhat shifted and
borne down the hill, and often overrun by other detritus; but at one spot, where rather

' thicker than usual, it was found to consist mainly of the white, lumpy or yellowish variety
usunll' occurring near the base of the group.

Some gray, compact beds overlie this;

and t ere are traces of a few dark shales in its lower part, as also of a peculiar bed of

compact, variegated, red and white clay rock, frequently observed elsewhere at the base of

this limestone group. The rocks on Mount Tilla contain but few of the numerous fossils
of the group so far as could be seen.
A small outlier of this limestone occurs below the road north-east of the houses on the

summit of the hill, having subsided with the other strata along a fault; and in the opposite
direction, just beneath the precipice on the edge of which the highest bungalow is perched,
remnants of the variegated clay-bed before mentioned indicate that the limestone has
barely been removed if, indeed, some of it in situ is not concealed by sub-aerial rain-wash.
The inferior portion of the Sivalik group (6), which rests apparently with complete con
formity upon the nummulitic limestone, is mainly composed of strong, gray sandstones of
rough texture and softer nature than any of those lower in the series. Thick beds of

lumpy pseudo-conglomeratic shale also occur, and some beds of red, shaly or marly clay.
Large fragments of siliciﬁed fossil wood are very numerous in some localities, particularly
on top of the western end of the mountain. Over these clays comes a broad zone in which the
sandstones alternate with thick beds of red clay at the northern base of the hill for fully
1,600 feet; and this zone is succeeded by another of probably much greater thickness,

in which the intercalated beds of clay are of a pale brown color, there being little difference
in the sandstones throughout.
The less elevated continuation of the ridge from Mount Tilla proper on by Rhotas is
formed almost entirely of what appear to be the lower portion of these Sivalik rocks, greatly
crushed and contorted, generally mclined at steep angles to the north-west, but in some
places more nearly horizontal; while contrary dips occur on the J helum (or south-east) side
of this extension of the ridge.
To the eastward and east by north of Rhotas, the termination of the Tilla chain is
fringed by low, rounded hills of loose conglomerate or pebble beds, mainly composed of

smooth well-worn limestone and metamorphic rock debris.

These pebble beds also appear,

generally in a disintegrated state, in the fine anticlinal section of the Kahan gorge near
Rhotas, and in one place were seen to rest unconformably upon the Sivalik rocks; but,
owing to the extremely incoherent nature of the rock and its liability to have its debris

re-arranged by atmospheric action, this cannot be asserted without considerable doubt;
though to the east, along and near the Grand Trunk Road, the general arrangement of the
conglomerate seemed discordant to the undulating di

of the Sivalik beds ; while the way

in which the hills were overrun with pebbles and btmlders left small hope of satisfactory
evidence being here obtained upon the point.
Besides the fossil wood observed upon Mount Tilla, some ﬁne mammalian remains were
formerly procured from the Sivalik beds between that and Rhotas, and were determined by

Dr. Falconer, as already mentioned.

A set of beds containing numerous imperfect fragments

of these bones runs along the summit of this lower portion of the ridge close by the road
from Rhotas to Tilla, near a place called Thurbole.

The bones were found in a frag.

mentary state, imbedded in the matrix as well as lying loose upon the surface, but though
some time was spent in the search, few useful specimens unfortunately could be obtained;
and, to procure such, a subequent and special mission would be probably required.
Ththethinning
out north
of thisside
red of
zone
naﬂlylower
due portion
to pressure
.l'p '
- .| med
slope' of
beds at the
themay,
hill, perhaps.
where thebeﬂaggy
onlyand
is seqeinpmg
on :1 W h‘lg hi l' mu
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It will perhaps be observed that/—though, as has been said, the lofty portion of the
ridge of Mount Tilla coincides with a fractured anticlinal curvature of the strata which
might be expected to assume approximate horizontality on the axis of the ridge——the height
of the hill is given at over 3,200 feet, while the total amount of the thicknesses of groups in

the sectional table only reaches about 1,000 feet, excluding the tertiary Sivahk rocks
which mainly lie in the plain below and on the northern slopes of the hill.

To explain

this seeming discrepancy, it may be stated, let, that the height of 3,200 feet is attained

by the mountain just at the pomt where the beds commence to turn over: 2nd, that the
axis of the contortion rises towards the summit of the hill: 3111, that 800 or perhaps 900
feet must be allowed for the hei ht of the general southern base (the outcro side) of the

mountain, and that a considera le sloping talus above this is formed of sipped masses
and debris at the top of which the section of the vertical cliﬂ's begins to become visible.
Added to these there are three, it‘ not four, step-faults along the south-eastern side of the
highest part of the hill, each of which repeats some portion of the strata, as seenin the

accompanying sketch section :

Mounl Tilla.
3242.

Sccfwm <:boul/7V.J6'1V line 5047f‘-‘above 5ca.l¢wL
lonowﬁrt 17-1-ueal.

(hm M14 — Jun‘-i:vu—br“Z>
,W_
‘is

Section across M ount T illa, looking south-west.

1. Purple sandstone.

4. Bed, shaly, and ﬁaggy zone.

2.
3.

5.
8.

Black, shaly zone.
Pseudo-limestone and compact sandstone.

Nummulrtic limestone.
Tertiary (Sivalik) beds.

With regard to the physical structure of the remainder of the hill, the upper portion of
the zmticlinal curve expands to the west, beyond two deep coombs or glcns. one of which opens
broadly to the south, but enters into the very heart of the mountain; this expansion of the

arch being accompanied by so slight a southerly dip that the lower members of the series
present, even to the lowest of all (the red marl), appear at the base of the hill along a line

Which sinks gently to the west-south-west.
Along the Boonhar fault in this neighbourhood, some diﬁ'erence in the section is er
ceptible, the group No. 2 of the above ﬁgure having apparently thinned out both on the Tilla
and the opposite side of the gorge: the purple band beneath seems to be also thinner; but the

ground is much obscured by ooal slips, small faults, and large detritus from the pseudo-lime
stone group which, with many undulations, sheets the hilly ground or plateau about Choya.

Beyond this plateau and above it a somewhat tortuous cliff‘-line extends along the brow
of the hill, broadly edged by the nearly horizontally rolling beds of the red, ﬂaggy, and shaly
band; while the tertiary strata of the plain beneath rise at a steep angle on the northrzrh
slopes, and, like the crest of a. wave, overlap the ridge, forming most of the lofty ground
Westward of the summit.
The extreme western termination _of' the hill is very abrupt, and some complicated faulting
occurs just at Pind Sevicki, the last of the high ground berng formed of the red, ﬂaggv, and
the underlying group, either vertical along a west-north-west line (coinciding with that of

the Chambal scarp), or dipping with the steep ground at high angles to the westward, but
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curving suddenly round the peak called Thob, at which place the north-westerly inclinations
coinmence, that ﬁx the steep character of all the northern side of the lofty ground. Round
this peak of Thob, too, as a centre the strongly marked strata of the S ivalik (tertiary)
group are boldly curved so as to cnfold those which form the hill; the former, all more or less
on edge, being frequently so perfectly vertical that all trace of their outward dip is lost.

At the north-eastern extremity of the lofty ground the dislocation of the rocks is
accompanied b violent contortion both of the Sivalik and older beds, its intensity diminish
ing considerab y along the lower extension of the ridge to the north-east.
Gold is said to be washed from the sand of the Boonhar river. Its source is probably
among the Sivalik sandstones and conglomerates, formed of Himalayan detritus. The
washing is carried on after rain.
The summit of Mount Tilla, though alfording small space of at all level ground, will

doubtless attract attention as a sanitarium within easy reach of the Military station of
Jhelum. It commands a splendid view of the snowy Pit Punjal range; is said to be,
and most probably is, much cooler than the plains, for when visited on an extremely hot
April day, the temperature in the'shade was very refreshing.

A road in excellent repair, save where it passes through the tertiary ravine-ground nmr
Dariala, leads from J helum to the houses on the summit; and the hill, though by no
means completely bare on top or on the northern slopes, is not crowded with jungle.
The chief diﬁicult , as usual, would be a large and continuous supply of water. Exten
sive tanks exist, one o which is well placed, but lies rather low in order to obtain a

catchment basin.

The disposition of the strata affords little encouragement to sink wells;

though the black, shuly zone might be found retentive.

Some springs there are, and others

might be found, where the tertiary strata cap the ridge, but this is at a distance of from four
to six miles, and a road would have to be made to them, so that probably the best method
of increasing the supply would be by multiplying the number of tanks and making them as

little liable to leakage as possible, one large structure of the kind on the north side of the hill
having been found quite empty, owing, as was said, to this fact of its leaking.
Tm: Comma Dsrosrrs or Dmnnﬁx sun Smonsnim.

The following papers on these copper deposits consist of, let, abstracts of two papers by
M. Emil Stcehr, the accomplished minmg geologist employedby the Company formed to

work the mines ; one in the “ Viertelyahrschriit der Nat-urforschenden Gesellschaft" in
Zurich, Vol. V, p. 329, 1860; the other in the " Neues Jahrbuch fur Min. Geo. u. Pal." for
1864; and, ?rndl_1/, arecent report by Mr. V. Ball, of the Geological Survey. Scientiﬁc observ

ations in -connection with mining operations in India are so rare that it is important to
place the experience and the opinions of M. Stoahr on record in a form easily accessible to
the Indian

uhlic.

The works being abandoned, the mine-sections were not accessible to the

Geological urveyors. The localities mentioned by M. Stuzhr may be followed upon the map
attached to the second paper.
1.-—THE COPPER MINES or Smonsmin, by M. EMIL Sroma.

1.

General Geological features : S1-hists.—-It is only in the south and west of the

region under notice that granite and gneiss-granite appear, forming dome-shaped hillocks

seldom more than 100 feet above the ﬁat.

The old rock-formations—metamorphios—of Lyell

behave very differently; they form a system of parallel ridges from west-north-west to

east-outh-east, ranging in elevation to 1,900 feet and under. The strike of the ridges is for
the most part the same as that of the schists, except in a few

laces to the east; up to

Sideshor the strike varies from east-7°-south to east-30°-south; rom there it is east 37°-to

60°-south. The dip is constantly to northwards, at from 15° to 50,° mostly from 20° to 35°.
This structure decides the form 01 the hills—steep on the south and sloping on the north.
These schists present many varieties, scarcely any form of metamorphic rock is un

represented; clay-slate of the most various types, from soft clay-slate to rooﬁng slate, with
qnartzose varieties, or sometimes quartzites, forming the ridges; mica-, chlorite-, talc-,

hornblende-, and quartz-schist with quartz-rock are the most revalent. Occasionally gneiss
is found, but without any continuity or constant position in t o series. There is a peculiar
rock composed of round grains of quartz in great number (often exceeding the matrix) in a base
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At the junction of the sedimentaries and the granitics there occurs a strange

quartzose formation, a true arkose, many feet thick and almost vertical; in which are found

angular fragments of the different metamorphics, in a ﬁne quartzose mass.

Of minerals

I obtained garnet, schorl, kyanite, rhatizite, and chloritoid (of Kenngott) ; also a blue-black

mineral of an elongated form, which Kenngott considered to be apatite united with a car
bonaceous substance.
2. G-reenstone dylces.——The irregularities that these ranges exhibit are due to the pre
sence of transverse dykes, especially of diorite. Simple inspection cannot determine whether

the greenstone is amphibolic or pyroxenic-—diorite or diobase; I incline to consider it diorite.
Generally hard, it often becomes soft, changing to aphanite; at Paraum near Dhoba it is almost

serpentinous, containing nearly 10 per cent. of water.

Not far oil‘ are considerable runs of

potstone, which this aphanite seems at all events to approach. In other places the wreenstone
passes into greenstone-schist, following the strike of the series. Although these dyI:cs do not
always come to the surface, they can be traced at intervals in long ridges recognisable from a

distance as longitudinally extended lines of conical hills, generally double-topped.
strike of these diorite masses varies, goncrull

The‘

north and south, or 15° on either side.

Where such a north-south range crosses those 0 ' the older rocks all is confused; still a most
picturesque conical hill always detaches itself from the mass. This very hornblendic diorite
as a remarkable tendency to spheroidal structure, and appears on the summits split into
vertical columns, like ruined castles. It is noteworthy that one often ﬁnds such clefts with

quite fresh surfaces of fracture: this is the result of the sudden cooling by rain of the rocks
when highly heated by the sun's ra s, as I determined by direct experiment. These diorites
are so rich in iron that they often isturb the magnetic needle, and weather into iron-sand.
The diorite cones seldom form considerable elevations; but this is not without exception, as at

Bagmuri, 2,000 feet high. Where the diorites come in contact with the scdimentaries these
are altogether metamorphosed; basalt—jasper occurs; the schists are calcined, and columnar

divisions are frequent. These greenstones are not limited to the north and south dykes.
Whether the introduction of the greenstones has had any connection with the appearance
of the copper ore must for the present remain undetermined; it would seem the more

likely, inasmuch as the potstone and serpentine formation is certainly so connected.
3. G1-anz'tics.——-These diorites run into the granitic area to the south and west; where
glleiss-granite and, less frequently, true granite form dome-shaped hills ; these also here
observe an cast-west direction in long parallel ranges above the plain, traversed by the north

south diorites—a.n arranc-ement that gives to the whole area a strange chessboard-like aspect.
At the intersections of the two systems of ranges, the most picturesque cones occur;
and remarkable development of mica appears in the granitic rock, so that the mica is applied

to many ornamental purposes.
4. Later-ile.—In India many dilferent formations are grouped under the name of
laterite. There is the latcrite of the plains formed of detrital matter into which the iron
constituent came from without, probably from springs; such is the laterite of Midnapur.
From these are to be distinguished that which owes its formation to the decomposition in
eilu of ferriferous rocks; such is the only laterite known to me in our district, as on the
summit of Mahadeo, derived from the ferriferous diorites.
5. Mineral products-.—I have already mentioned the potstone that is worked into
various utensils. I may here notice an ochreous schist that is used as a dye. Of ores there
are—iron ore,sometimcsasavein, sometimes stratiﬁed; mostl' pure magnetic iron (see

Berg- und Huttenmiinnischen Zeitung for 1863); seldom re haematite, and once only
brown haematite; then the rich copper ore, which was the object of my journey to India.
6. Copper ore : its ran-ge.—This copper ore would be interesting if only on account
of its unusual longitudinal extension—for 80 miles if not more. I have examined it more
closely through a. length of 65 miles, from Lopso hill in the west to as far as Badia in the
east. 1 know nothing of its further distribution in the western forest-clad hills, but in

its eastern range it goes far beyond Badia to Bairagurha, the most south-east point on my
map; and so far as I examined the intermediate hills, traces of the ore were found everywhere;
but in its longitudinal range, it appears most in the northern hills.
7. A lode, or bedded.—The strike and dip so coincide with those of the containing
strata that one is induced to consider the mineral deposit as stratiﬁed;
'nst such a
supposition there is the vein-like mode of deposit, the frequent cuirasses an slickensidcs.
the occurrence of druses, and the broken outcrop. At all events the deposit is a ﬁlling of
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arallel to the layers of the containing rock; and the formation of these cracks was

probab y contemporaneous with the upraismg of the schists.

Following the structure of

the containing rock, the deposit was originally variously irregular; and this condition was
aggravated by the intrusion of the diorite.
8. Several outc-rops.—Proceeding from north to south there £l‘6(ﬁ\lt-)I!l'.ly appear two
or even three consecutive runs of copper ore; it would thus seem, party that one and the

same band was brought several times to the surface by upheavals, partly that a system of
parallel deposits truly exists. At all events we can recognise at several places two parallel
ridges, or lines of outcrop, sometimes miles apart, sometimes coming so close that they

almost commingle. Going from west to east we ﬁnd, quite to the west, near the Lopso hills,
two runs of ore scarcely ten minutes from each other; a third more northern locality seems
only due to a local disturbance. These two runs separate to eastward, being several miles apart

at Khursowa, until the appear to come to ether again in the Akarsuni hill. From there to
Tamba.-dungri (copper liill) the deposit is uried beneath the deep1 soil of the plains. At
Tamba-dungri one run appears which can be traced over Jamjura, t en bending southward to

Landu, and then again northwards to the summit of the conical hill Chundra. A little north
from Jam'ura. a second band shows, which runs northwards from Landu to Chundra, at the
summit oil which these two runs are scarcely two fathoms apart. From here the two se arste

again, one goes south to Matku in the

lain, where it is concealed; one to Hitku,

anka,

etc., in the north ﬂanks of the Rangi hi ls. Here there is a. break of several miles where I
was not fortunate enough to ﬁnd the ore: ﬁnally it appears
ain at Racks and roceeds
then in 9. Ion line following the north hill-ﬂank. Between
indrabun and Sides or the
strike alters, rom east~37°-south to east-60°-south; also the intrudin diorites disturb the
rocks much, and with them the deposit. In their further course eastw
the hills trend rather

back, and the deposit gets gradually into the plains. At Pathur-ghora, we ﬁnd again two
lodes, probably, however, only the broken parts of one and the same main lode Which units
at Bairagurha.

From here all goes straight, except once at Karapathur there is a disturb

ance; the contorted and crushed strata are confused and the rock almost altered into gneiss.
These schists are stuck up to north by a south to north upheaval, and twisted round the
Karapathur, till at last all becomes normal again.

9. Varieties of the ore and gangue.-—As for the ores themselves :-—when removed from
the inﬂuence of the atmosphere the iron ores are, mostly magnetic iron, less often pyrit-es : the
co per ore, too, is seldom pyrites, mostly glance-cop) r and red copper ore; either ore indeed is

seldom pure, but mostly the two in intimate varia e mixture, so they almost form a peculiar
ore of blue-red colour, soft, and with red streak. According to several analyses (amon
others by Fresenius and Roth of Heidelberg) the proportion of sulphur varies from 9 and
more per cent. to complete absence; and also the total of copper from 42 to 64 per cent.;
the ore is always contaminated with iron, from 5 to 12 per cent.

It seems that when sulphur

is quite absent, glance-copper is also wanting and the red-copper is not pure but mixed with
black-copper; also in many places black copper occurs in strings and disseminated, and is used

by the native beauties as a. black dye for the teeth.

Beautiful rosettes of red-copper appear

detached, no doubt the result of decomposition. In the upper levels the saline ores occur as
the result of alteration, malachite, less often azurite, and brown spar. The whole gangue
and ore are often so decomposed that these products are formed to a depth of 15 fathoms.
As a ternary product of decomposition, on the heaps and scattered, I may mention
chrysocolla, hbethenite, and chalcophyllite.
I must again notice the intense atmospheric action; often at _the depth of 30 runnin
fathoms the decom osition had not ended ; the earthy quartzite-schist had become deoompo
and penetrated wit malachite and brown iron ore.
Malachite, in solid masses, compact and earthy, seldom ﬁbrous; in the upper levels the
only ore, where it occurs in film and fragments, or mixed with brown haematite, impregnat

ing the whole gangue, which then contains from 2 to 8 er cent. of copper. It occurs besides
as inﬁltrations in cracks and slender clefts where a rich eposit ends or begins.

more or less mixed with silicious earth and ochre; the purest pieces give
Oxide of copper
Iron oxide
Water
Carbonic acid
Alumina
Insoluble

5478
6'20
6'87
1616
'63
15‘95
-99“-3

It is always
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Red copper ore, in solid masses from the size of a nut to several feet in diameter in a
silicious matrix, sometimes ﬁlling the whole lode and enclosing angular pieces of quartz,
sometimes in strings and ﬂakes ramifying throu h the rock. This is the most important
ore, seldom indeed pure, almost always mixed with

lack copper and iron oxide.

As the

malachite is due to the further decomposition of this ore, so is it of glance-copper; some
specimens show the three states. It is diiﬁcult to ﬁnd red copper entirely free from copper
glance; apparently pure red copper specimens have given 8 er cent. of sulphur. The mixture
with iron oxide varies from 0'25 to 18 per cent. It is too a ways mixed with black copper;
and it was interesting to know if the proportion were constant; analysis showed it to vary
from 63'7 per cent. sub-oxide and 33'6 of oxide to 50'14 per cent. of sub-oxide and 4674
of the oxide. It is only an indeﬁnite mixture. Often the oxyde is in excess, the ore bei
dark brown, with black metallic streak. The common variety is brown red to cochineal rdlf,

with red streak, and in pure pieces, a ﬁne crystalline texture.
of 3, sp. gr. 5623, gave

This quality, with hardness

Sub-oxide
Black oxide
Silica
Alumina and iron
Lime
Magnesia

8372
33150
1'02
0'75
0'61
010
9988

Others gave traces of manganese and bismuth.
'
Black copper occurs only as a coating, and at most in strings as thick as the back of a

knife and always mixed with red copper and iron oxide.
Copper-glance, massive, mostly in kernels.

It is at all events the original undecomposed

ore; seldom pure, almost always with iron oxide.

Copper p;/riies seldom found; and only sprinkled here and there.
Azurite, as a crust.

It is remarkable how seldom it appears where malachite is so

abundant; I only know of one locality.
Libethenite and Ckalcopkyllite, in small crystals in the old refuse heaps; similarly
Chrysocolla.

Native copper, in massy rosettes and ﬂakes; rare, and only where surface water can
penetrate; associated with malachite, of which it seems to be a reduction and not of red

copper.
Copper uranite was found on Lopso.
I1-on ores.—Brown iron ore; in the upper levels often ﬁlling the whole lode, as ochrc
or as solid brown haematite.

Magnetic iron in crystalline granular masses, sometimes even ﬁllin
mostly mixed with specular iron (Emenglanz).

the whole lode

Analyses of fragments olg the old cop er

regulus ave traces of silver and gold, and 10 per cent. of iron.

Assays madeinLou on

provedt e ores to contain silver: an ore of 31 per cent. of co

er gave 00078 per cent. of

silver, one of 60 per cent. of copper gave 00039 of silver.

e silver then cannot be prin

cipally contained in the copper ore, but in the gangue.
10.

Distribution of the ore.—-Copper is not the only metal this deposit contains; iron

predominates; so that one may describe the deposit as one of iron_ ore rich in copper. The
copper-contents are themselves very variable, from traces up to the nchest ore. The action of

the intruded diorites appears to influence the proportion of copper; they may come quite to
the surface or only produce a north-south upheaval, the richest copper deposits always being

in their neighbourhood. In the preponderating quartzose gangue the ores occur in leaves or
threads, from paper thickness to several inches, ramifying through the mass; sometimes
binding angular quartz fragments, sometimes in compact masses; often ﬁlling the whole

vein. Elsewhere they show in lenticular lumps from the size of a hazelnut to that of the
head, having then generally a covering of talc or chlorite in the quartzose base.

Sometimes,

but seldom, the quartzose veinstone fails, and contorted, crushed, broken chlorite- and talc

schist enclose lumps of quartz and strings and pieces of ore.

was quite porphyritic.

Once or twice the veinstonc
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The roof and ﬂoor of the deposit are not conﬁned to any particular kind of rock of the
metamorphic series ; many diﬂ'erent rocks occur as such,—clay-slate, chlorite-, tale- and
mica-schist; but always a schist ; quartz rock never occurs as roof and ﬂoor. The strike is the
same as that of the rocks ;

much as east-60°-south.

in the west, from east-west to east-35°-south; in the east so

The dip is 15° to 50° to northward, mostly 20° to 36°.

The normal

width of the lode is 20 to 22 inches, at which the ore is richest; sometimes ﬁlling the whole

vein. It often expands to three feet and over; but then the ore scatters and the richness
suffers. Whether a workable ore extends, and how deep, is unknown ; the ancients only
worked that nearest the surface ; but wherever I opened old works and went deeper good
ore was found, generally after cutting through some poor ground, so that at 100 to 120 feet
the ore still always held out. At the time of my departure the point at which research had
been carried farthest was at Landu; there 212 feet had been reached, but already at 190 feet
the ore had decreased, and at last was quite lost. Whether there only happened to be poor
round at this spot, or whether generally the ore does not extend to the deep, is unascertained:

would almost decide for the latter opmion. The deposit is of course not worth working
throughout its entire extent; but rich parts alternate with poor or even with barren; to ﬁnd
the ﬁrst was therefore the chief endeavour; and we were successful at many points in ﬁnding
such rich localities.
In the Lopso and Sirsu section the ore is associated with quartz- and mica-schist.
At Podumpur with a sandy mica-schist containing schorl.
At Akarsnni with black mics.-schist and quartzose clay-slate, close to greenstone; granite
also shows in the neighbourhood. The detritus on this granite is washed for gold.

At Tamba-dun ', a greenstone that does not reach the surface seems to have raised
the schists and part y metamorphosed them locally into gneiss and quasi-granite, and the

ferruginous schist into jasper. The top of the hill is burrowed all over with little pits 60
feet deep.
The northern run at Landu is in quartzose schist accompanied by mica-and chlorite
schist: the southern in mica- and chlorite-schist with associated quartz.

At Chundra the ore occurs with quartz gangue in mics» and chlorite-schist and quartzose
clay-slate.
At Matku in the quartzose clay~slate and quartz-schist.
The northern lode at Churadungri and Hitku is in quartz-schist ; at Pnhlu-dungri in

chlorite-schist; at Banks. it is greatly disturbed and seems to be cut out suddenly by a mass
of potstone.

At Racks. and Bagh-ghura the rock is sandy schist and

uartzite, but mica-, chlorite—

and talc-schist are not absent. It was here that disthene-roc was found. The ore is ina
silicious schist and occasionally in mica- (black mica), actiuolite and chlorite-schist.
At Sukurna, near Sideshor, the ore is in silicious schist, associated with mica-, chlorite

and quartz-schist. Sideshor appears to be the production of spenetrating north-south upheaval;
and in its quartzites traces of the ore are found, as malachite,—a proof that many beds of

the metamorphic series are cupriferous. At Bindrabun immediately under the ore is a
massive rock composed of quartz and tourmaline with a little mica,—a granite formation,
except that fels

r is wanting; one might almost call it greisen.

A run of jasper occurs

close by, in the ormatiou of which, as well as in the elevating of Sideshor, this peculiar
rock may have taken part. Malachite trams are found in it too.
At Pathur-dungri the rock is quartz-schist; but on the south-west of the hill ore occurs
in mica-, chlorite-and hornblende-schist.
At Sﬁrda the ore is in dark mica-schist containing garnet, chlorotoid, and hornblende

crystals. Near Pathurghora the ore is in more or less metamorphic schist; near the village
red fclspar is associated, and the rock becomes granitoid.
The distribution of the ore in the lode follows no certain order; unless one is to con
sider as such its constant association with quartz, which is always the prepondcrating angue.

From the agreement of the dip and strike of the deposit with that of rocks, one woﬁd con
sider it as a stratified ore, were there not much against sucha supposition.

I do not here

allude to the cuir-asses and quartz druses, but especially to the variable strength of the
deposit itself, and the interruption and separations of the outcrops ; which then again follow
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the strata and lie in many patches close to each other. The normal thickness may be about
20 inches; in rich spots it reaches 3 feet; while elsewhere it intermits, the deposit is com

pressed and decreased with only scattered ore, till this also disappears and the deposit can
no longer be traced.

All this suggests to me separate lodes, i. e., an impregnation of cracks

parallel to the rocks, and probably formed at the time of their elevation.
11.

.

Peculiar carbonaceous mineml.—I conclude this short description of the deposit

with a notice of a mineralogical peculiarity occurring in it. At Jamjura the lode was sought
for beneath the thick soil of the plains, and found with good ore. In this newly opened work
a fault was struck, in the neighbourhood of which the veinstone seemed quite altered, the
quartzose mass had become almost porous, the quartz had lost its lustre, and had become
almost friable. In this rock and in the ore itself there occurred as rarities in, as it seemed,

octahedral or rhombohedral cavities, loose pieces of a peculiar coal-like substance. It was
found at 37 feet below the surface, or at 100 feet along the slope of the deposit, at 30°. I
had early sent from India some specimens to Bergrath Brmthaupt at Freiberg, who has
described this strange mineral in the Mining and Metallurgical Journal for 3rd January 1859,
.from which I here give an abstract of the principal characters :—-black; semi-metallic lustre

on fresh fracture; black streak; opaque; blunt pieces of size of an egg and under; inter
D8-lly crystalline, very ﬁne grained; sp., gr. l-92; hardness 4-25 to 4-75, between calc and

llnor spar ; brittle; very diﬂieult to burn before the blowpipe. Composition, mean of Sheerer
and Rube :—
Carbon
Wnter
Acid

83946
1'-HO
2‘S95

t
..

Ash

..

l'T'.’|)

100'

It is considered by Breithaupt as a middle condition between anthracite and graphite.
Breithau t thinks that the tabular impressions on the carbon may be due to calcspar—
that in the

es calcspar crystals were produced.

This is surely an error, for I never saw

such crystals; on the contrary, the conly matter is loose in cavities lined with lamellar quartz,

which is often imposed upon it. The hardness given b Breithaupt is not correct for all
' the specimens; many are easily scratched by calcspar.
would mention that I possessed
a piece of veinstone which together with this ‘mineral contained undoubted ﬂakes of graphite,

as also two diﬁ'erent forms of the mineral close together.
Professor Kenngott and Escher de la Linth have more closely examined this substance ;
on the same veinstone were found white articles of a silicious substance with a deep black
nucleus, the white exterior being the resu t of decomposition; hence Professor Kenngott
takes this substance to be the remains of the decomposition of a highly carbonaceous sili
cious mineral, whereby the silica was removed, leaving the carbon.

12.

Mining ea-periments.—In order to exhibit the special conditions of the deposit I will

now describe the most important mining experiments. Special mining experiments could not be
attempted over the whole area within little more than three years’ time ; they were limited to

between Jamjura and Rangi. Landu was the centre; there were extensive old works there, and
the ﬂat ground offered an untouched ﬁeld for exploration. The diggings that gave the best
Opening were No. 1, near Lnndn, in the north lode. At7-§— running fathoms we got to the end
of the old workings, where the width, originally considerable, was reduced to 15 inches. There

was great trouble in gettinfrrK the men to continue the work; and when, among a lot of jackal
bones, a piece of a human s ull was found, all green with copper, great terror spread, and

only the most

ressing representations, that the skull must have been brought there by some

beast of prey and did not belon to a man who had perished on the s t, could induce the
men to can on the work.
e layer was only 15 inches from we to ﬂoor, almost ﬁlled
with rotten s ate and uartz fragments, rich in iron, but almost without co per, only here

and there a sprinkle 0 malachite incrustation. The ancients had evidently a stracted all the
good ore till they came to this barren run. After a little the malachite increased, enveloping
the quartz. and so rannfying through the still broken schist that it yielded from 1'8 to 4'5

r cent. of copper. The root and ﬂoor were of chlorite-schist, quite devoid of copper save
E; inﬁltration in the little cracks. At 12''] running fathoms strings of malachite occurred one
half of an inch thick; and the lode was 2 feet wide. From here itincressed; and at 15* fathoms
.an easterly drift was started that soon disclosed the most splendid ore; ﬁrst malachite, then

this passing into red-copper, and this again into glance-copper.

This ore ﬁnally ﬁlled the
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whole vein. 3 feet thick, enclosing angular pieces of quartz; and also occurred in large
elliptical nodules several feet in diameter lying in a gan e of silicious slate, in such
numbers that a ﬁne roof-face could be worked ; at 25 fathoms a ong the drift, the lode split, one
branch going southwards soon became barren, while the northern one yielded ﬁne ore. In a
northern trial-drift from here another vein was cut more or less rich in ore, and still further
eastward three others. Down from this drill; a small hading shaft was sunk; and here,

at 28% fathoms the ore began to decrease, and died out altogether. So far the underlie was
35°; here it rose to 60° or 70°; the thickness of the lode decreasing to a few inches; below
this trouble it became ﬂatter again and traces of ore re-appeared, till at 32 fathoms this too
disappeared with a new trouble. It was in this state of affairs that the hand pumps could no
longer keep under the water of the rainy season, and the progress discontinued at 12 fathoms

vertical from the level of the valley.
Four miles to the west. at Jamjura, under the alluvium of the plain, a very rich ore was
cut, occurring in a very similar manner to that at Landu. At 18 fathoms the ore was still
good. In a westerly direction it was less rich, but continued to eastward. In a trouble of
this vein the carbonaceous mineral was found; not only in quartz, but in solid malachite.

Here, too, was found the native copper, reduced from malachite by the action of this carbon.
A third important locality was No. 6 of Landu, in the south lode; chlorite-schist and

sandy mica-schist contain grains and nodules of quartz, oﬁcn coated with talc; these are
sometimes several feet in diameter. In and around these generally ﬂattened lumps, partly
following the layers of the schist, artly, too, itself forming kernels, or surrounding fragments
of quartz, comes the ore in thre

s, from the thickness of a knife to several inches, thus

uninterru tedly arranged in nuts and lumps, and in this manner forming the lode, 18 to 24
inches wi e. These conditions obtained to 16 running fathoms, then the ore ceased. and at
my departure the work was in barren rock. In the upper part the ore was all malachite, but
in the hard undecomposcd masses there was a mixture of red and black copper with glance
copper. The ore was besides always very rich in iron. At about 80 fathoms to the east, in a

small trial pit, the lode was almost entirely made up of coarsely granular crystalline
magnetic iron.
At Hitku in the northern, and Matku in the southern, lode there occurred quartzose,

porphyry-like gangue; and the ore predominated as nodules of oxides, with glance-copper.
n neither place was it worth working, appearing to cease in depth.

At Banks a clear-ringing, columnar, ﬁssured quartzite is penetrated in every direction
by thin strings of ore, black, with glance-copper. Sometimes it is scattered through the quart
zite, giving it a porphyritic aspect; the quartz being then altered, dull, fragile as if burnt.
Low down there appeared an ag lomeration of quartzose talc-schist and nearly massive talc,

where the lode stopped out suddenly.
According to the results at Landu, the cubic fathom of 96 to 150 cwts. of raw ore

ve

an average of 6 per cent. of copper; and the cost of extraction of the same, inclu 'ng
haulage, amounted to Rs. 22 to 23 per 100 cwts. of raw ore.

The preparation by hand-picking must be rcgulated according to the proportion of
saline ores; here the average of 100 cwts. of raw ore was
3 cwts. of rich picked ore of
60 ,, average ore of

1:3 ,,

dust ore of

24

rubble and poor ore of

,,

.

..'.

20 to 35 per cent. copper.
8 ,, 9
,,
,,

0 ,,
} ,,

1§

,,

,,

,,

,,

All the poor ore was considered as rubble for crushing. In the best rubble there occurred
but 8 to 10 per cent., very seldom 20 per cent.
13.

Labom-.—Most of the coolies were Dhangha Kols. On the Whole, they proved them

selves very intelligent and skillful ; on an average more so than our European workmen ; only
they are weaker; but, whether mentally or bodily, they are very slothful, so that they require

constant watching. The daily w

e of a workman is 4 to 6 pics; with which they receive the

powder and tools supplied ; yet jo -work was only undertaken by experienced workmen.

The

gang at one face could not amount to less than four to six men. It was impossible to get the
people to work uninterruptedly, so that a face 1§fath0ms high thus worked only advanced
0-8 of a fathom monthly.

14.

Prospecls.—Since 1862 great endeavours have been made in London to get up a

limited company with £120,000 capital to work the Singhbhiim mines. The original company
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had dissolved about 1859; its history was this: after Captain Haughton in 1854, in the
Journal, As.

Society, Bengal, had ﬁrst called attention to the mineral treasures of

the

district, two Calcutta merchants resolved to start mines, and I went to Bengal by their
instructions to make investigations and to establish the mining. When it was certiﬁed

that at many places ﬁne ore occurred a company was formed in 1857, having at its head
the two original ﬁrms; and everything was then started on a very great scale. Mining
commenced at Landu and Jamjurs, and ﬁne raw ore was turned out at the rate of

1,200 to 1,300 cwts. monthly. Other works were at that time not yet opened and in order;
still already the erection of a. foundry with steam engine at a great cost was insisted
on: and consequently, after my departure, what was expected befell: there was not
yet enough ore there for the supply of a large foundry; the company dissolved in 1859;
and the stores, building, and machmery fell to a transferee at an insigniﬁcant price.

So

very costly a management had only accelerated the dissolution of the company. In India
every administration is costly: here it was the case in a remarkable degree, as this sin le
circumstance fully proves—Rs. 9,200 had to be paid yearly to the two rajahs of Ghatsn la

and Seraikela, in whose land the works were situated, for the right of minmg and smelting.
As above stated, since 1862 great exertion has been made to form a grand new compau ';

and in the prospectus mention is made of my name with reference to my report to t c
former company, so I do not hesitate to declare that without further information than
that already known and established—so long as nothing positive is settled regarding the con
tinuation of the ore in dcpth—thc formation of a company with a. capital of £1,20,00() is un
warrantable. Ore, and very ﬁne ore, is undoubtedly to be got; and the works already under

taken mightbe carried on to advantage in spite of the deﬁcient communications, if with
moderate expectations an economical ente use be undertaken, but for this so colossal a
company is not suited.

If the works are to

again established, mining experiments should

be extended before everything, and according to the results thus obtained such a company
might be formed or not.

No one could expect an exhaustive judgment from the works

already accomplished, and considering the time spent upon them, the ﬁrst surface labor
took place in the end of 1855, and already in 1859 all was discontinued.
15.

Ancient minea.—Almost wherever the deposit comes to-day and is not concealed

beneath the alluvium one ﬁnds old buildings and refuse heaps, where there was formerly a

mine.

In spite of the rudeness of the mode of extraction the work must be admitted to

have been sagaciously conducted.

The ancients never went deep; sometimes hindered by

the water which everywhere is reached below the level of the valleys, sometimes by the
fear of workin under ground. The use of powder in blasting must have been unknown

to the people 0 that time, for I everywhere found in the old works, where open, single
pillars undisturbed, very rich in ore, but in such hard rock as only to be won by blastin .
The ancients seem to have smelted the ore in little furnaces on the s t, for one ﬁn s
remains of walls, heaps of slag, and even co per bloom in many places.
t is impossible to

determine the age of the old workings; the eaps and fallen-in pits are mostly overgrown
b thick jungle and covered by old trees; only here and there one ﬁnds large openings in
t e rock, at present the refuge of crowds of bats, whose dung covers the ﬂoor more than a
foot deep; the cavity itself being converted into a beautiful green hall by a thick crust of
malachite. If one asks the inhabitants when such work was in progress, they do not know;

and they speak of 100 years with the vague ideas of Asiatics about time, representing thereby
an arbitrarily long period. It seems to me, however, certain that the
inhabitants are not in a condition to carry out such works ; and these may

resent half-wild
e the relics of

an ancient civilization, like the rock-temples of the neighbouring Orissa, like the fruit

trees (mango and tamarind) that one Often ﬁnds as very old trees in the middle of the thickest
forest ; as again the remains of the great town Dulm1, which once stood in the thick woods
of the Subanrika.

Only

one

story

has

reached me of the ancient

mines.

Where

from the lofty Sideshor, the ridges of Bindmbnn, Ruamgurh, and Mahadeo descend into

the valleys as spurs, one ﬁnds on Bindrabun extensive old diggings and pits, and on
Ruarngurh slag-heaps and remains of brick walls.

There, at Ruamgnrh, a rajah of the

name of Ruam must have lived and have made the diggings and houses.

In the story this

rajah is reported to have had two tongues} so I must consider him as a person who spoke two
languages, in fact a foreigner. The period may have been the 11th century, when the
Kingdom of Orissa ﬂourished.
' For another explanation of the two t0ngucs, see a paper by Mr. Ball, Proc. As. Soc., Bengal, June 1889.
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2—0n rm; Corrsa or Dnsnsnﬁn AND Smonsaﬁx, by V. BALL, B. A., Geological
Survey of India.
The district of Sin hhhﬁm, ﬁrst brought to the notice of the British in the year 1820,
when the internal distur nces rendered interference necessary, was not placed permanently
under British ofﬁcers until 1836. In the interval that elapsed between these two periods,
the discovery of copper and ancient native copper mines appears to have been made.

The ﬁrst published intimation of the existence of copper in Dhalbhrim was given in 1833
in a paper by a Mr. Jones‘ who was engaged in malnng researches re rdin the coal of
Bengal. He writes—“ I have reason to suppose copper may be found in D albh m near Rag
waha (Rajdoha) in a stream called Gura Nadl that empties itself into the Subanrika." Whether
this supposition, which subse uent investigation has proved to have been well founded, was
based on information received horn natives or from personal observation we are not informed.
In the year 1854, the existence of extensive cop r deposits which had been much
worked by the ancients in the above-named districts was orcibly impressed upon public notice

by Captam now Colonel J. C. Haughton, Assistant to the Governor General s Agent in the
South-West Fr0ntier.‘l'

In the same year the mines were visited by H. Ricketts, Esq., c. s., who proposed to
Government tha “ a small sum be expended in working for a short period in order thoroughly
“to test the produce and to show the people of the country how to turn the veins to the
“ best advantage."

M. Stoahr in the paper printed herewith details the circumstances under which he came
out to this country and the steps which led to the formation of the ﬁrst Singhbhﬁm Copper
Company. Since his return to Europe, this company ceased operations in 1859; and a second,
formed on the ruins of its predecessor, lasted only from 1862 to 1864, when it also was
dissolved.

In 1857, M. Durrschmidt publisheds report (with a map) on the “copper mines of
Singhbhum."

All the important part of the information is derived from Colonel Haughton

and M. Stmhr. Some of the minor details would be of interest only to persons purposing
to re-open the works. Speaking generally, this report takes a much more favourable view
of the prospects of mining than was just1ﬁed by the facts available at the time.
In the prospectus of the second or Hindustan (Singhbhﬁm) Copper Company, a number
of analyses and opinions regarding the quality of the ore by various assayers and others are

quoted. These or rather a portion of them Wlll be found incorporated in the following pages.
The fact of the copper ores having been worked. by the ancients has been above alluded to
It is probable that the greater number of old excavations enumerated in the table on . 100
are of considerable antiquity. Elsewherei I have discussed the reasons which have ed me
to the conclusion that the ancient workers were an early Aryan race called S01-aka.

Within recent years a rude kind of working has been undertaken by the local mjahs
and zemindars.

But in consequence of

overty of the ore, ﬂooding of the mines, want

of labor (the pay perhaps being neither li eral enough nor regularly bestowed), or ﬁnally, as
has sometimes been the case, su den discovery on the part of the rajahs that their dignity

was being compromised by the work, all such operations have been discontinued.
Geology/.—-In order to render the following account intelligible, it will be necessary to
give a brief sketch of the geology of the district in anticipation of the full account of it,

which will be published when the examination of the whole area shall have been completed.
The rocks of Singhbluim, so far as they have been examined, are referable to two
formations. The metamorphic, consisting of granitic and foliated gneiss, schists, &c., and
the sub-metamorphic, consisting of slates, quartzltes and schists, which latter are sometimes

not lithologically distinguishable from those belonging to the metamorphic.
In Manbhﬁm, exclusive of the coal-ﬁelds, something less than four-ﬁfths of the area is

occupied by metamorphic rocks. In the remaining ﬁfth at the south of the district the

' Asiatic Researches, vol. 18, p. 170, 1833.
1' J. A. S. B., XXIII, p. 103, 1854.
i Proc., A. S. 8., June Iss9. p. 170.
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sub-metamorphic rocks are let in by an east and west fault; thence southwards they pass
into the district of Singhbhdm, where they cloke round irregular areas of metamorphic
rocks. The principal of these areas lies east of the station of Chaibassa. The rocks seen
are coarse granitic and porpbyritic boss-forming gneisses which are traversed by a perfect
network of trap (diorite) dykes. This combination produces a very peculiar eifect which, as
seen from the top of a high hill, has been aptly compared to a chessboard. The walls
formed of trap dykes constitute substantial boundaries between adjoining properties. North

and north-west of Chaibassa there is another area of the same metamorphic rocks which
is, however, free from trap or nearly so.

A third small area exists near Khursowa, regarding

which something will be said agam further on. The appearance of the sub-metamor hic
area is very different from that just described ; it is characterised by being traversed by iimg
ranges of hills with deep intervening valleys which correspond to the position of the
softer varieties of rock of which the formation is composed.
The copper ores to which this account refers occur for the most part in a zone of schists

whose geological position is situated near the base of the sub-metamorphic rocks. These
scbists form the northern ﬂank of a broken spur of hills which leaving the Cbota Nagpiir
plateau strikes eastwards for a distance of 40 miles through the estates of the ra_ja.hs of
Kbursowa, Seraikela, and Dhalbh1im, then bending round gradually to southeast and ulti

mately to south, it disappears under the alluvium of Midnapur.
The principal ranges composing this s ur are of quartzite, uppn which incrustations of
the copper salts are occasionally found ; ut the ore which has an worked is, with a few
exceptions to be noted hereafter, associated only with schists.

Measured along the strike, these copper-bearing rocks extend for a distance little short
of 80 miles. Copper ores have not been discovered west of Lopso; but there is no geological
reason why the should not be found for many miles further in that direction in the Chota
Nagpur highlan .
In the tables appended an abstractis given of the principal facts which have been

observed at the various localities in which the copper has been found. And in the accom
panying map all these localities are indicated. M. Stuehr's paper contains all the available
reliable information regarding the working of the mines.

The determination of the question as to the manner-in which the copper occurs,
whether in lodes or as a deposit, is one of no less difficulty than it is of importance. M.
Stmhr holds the opinion that it occurs in lodes, though admittin that much may be said in
favor of the opposite view. He describes the variable strengti of the deposit itself and
the interruption and separation of the outcro s which in some places are close to each other.

Carrying out this view, he distributes the ocalities where ore occurs along two lodes which
he calls the north and south. He alludes to the fact of the existence of particular beds of
rock in the vicinity of the copper showing signs of excessive metamorphism which he
considers to be due to local action; but he does not mention that the copper, if followed along
its line of strike, is found to

netrate into areas occupied by rocks which are undistin

guishable in their lithologi
characters from the most crystalline rocks Occurring in the
older series. Of course it may be that these, like the single beds above mentioned, have been
aﬁ'ected by local metamorphism, ossibly caused b the mtrusion of
nite, but the granite

which occurs is not distinguishab e from that whic is often found in engal to alternate with
well foliated rocks, and is therefore believed to be of metamorphic origin. Thus this
circumstance, which might otherwise be used as a crucial test of the validity of the lode
hypothesis, is itself so uncertain and fraught with doubt that it is a rather dangerous
description of evidence to make use of in such a discussion.
In support of the view that the copper partakes of the nature of a mechanical or chemi

cal deposit in the beds, there is the fact that the underlie of the ore as seen at the surface
nearly always appears to correspond with the dip of the schists, and that sometimes the
schists appear to be permeated throughout with the ore. Adopting this view for the moment,
the following supposition would appear to afford a possible explanation of most of the
phenomena with re ard to the ore, which have as yet been observed. With the original
materials of the sandstones and mudstone shales, which subsequently become metamorphosed

into schists, the ore may have been either chemically or mechanically deposited. At some
period the crushin and tilting up of the rocks, of which there is abundant evidence,
produced cracks an possibl openings between adjacent beds, towards which a segregation

of the copper particles whic until that time were equally disseminated throughout the mass
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of the schists may have taken place and continued until they became ﬁlled with ore and so
given rise to the appearances which have been re rded as indicating the existence of lodes.
If this view be correct then the highly metamorpibsed rocks which occur in the otherwise
uninterrupted strike of schists at Akarsuni and Kumerara must be derived from the schists
by excessive local metamorphism. But if, on the other hand, these rocks belong to the
older metamorphics which they certainly at ﬁrst sight appear to do, then the lode hypothesis
must be admitted to be true.
Reviewing the evidence on both sides, the legitimate conclusion to be drawn would seem

to be that the cop er of Singhbhﬁm in all probability occurs both in lodes and as a
deposit disseminated) throughout the materials which compose the schists. Similar cases
of double conditions of occurrence are not unknown in other countries, as will be alluded

to again further on.
One.

The ores of the upper part, or, as it is technically called the ‘ back’ of the deposit, have
all been converted into carbonates and oxides.
In assays made upon eight different qualities of ore by M. R. Schenck, and quoted

in the Hindostan Copper Company's prospectus, the contained copper varies between 3503 per
cent. and 1'46 per cent. Three analyses by Messrs. Phillips and Darlington of specimens

of carbonates gave the following results :
No. 1.—Copper 31'5 per cent.

Silver 20:.

Bdwts. 17m. per ton of ore.

N°~ 2-_

n

6'26

1:

n

1 n
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Three other specimens were examined by Messrs. Howard and Dullman and gave the
following results :—
No. 1.—l8'B per cent. of copper.
No. 2.—-21'8
No. 3.—24'0

,,
,,

,,
,,

Three specimens brought by me from Jamjura yielded according to Mr. Tween's
analysis—
1130. é.—Janﬂum ore, copper
0. .,,
H
No. 3.—Dugni
,,

= 52-0 per cent.
=
r
445
it
= 36‘5 ,,

Nos. 1 and 2 were picked specimens, but No. 3 was the ordinary ore to be found
at Dugni.
Messrs. Henry Bath & Sons, to whom some of the ores, smelted to a regulus, were sent

in 1854, re orted as follows :—“ Our assayer has carefully tested the samples thou sent us;
the

contam about 50 per cent. of iron which makes them very diﬂicult to smelt, and

is a so very prejudicial to their sale; we think, however, that the prices aﬁixed to them may
be obtained."
We are thy sincere friends,

HENRY BATH & Sons.‘
Mining Oﬂice, Swansea, 8010., 19, 1854.
No. 1.~—Copper, 42 per cent.

so.2_ ,,

41 ,,

L0. 3.—N0.4.--

39
36

,,
7|

8 37

n
l)

8516 per.. 21.. cwt.
..
34-2
31

1)
is

n
n

u
2:

The assays above quoted were of the carbonates or of grey-copper.
Copper pyrites occurs in the schists at Rajdoha; it was ﬁrst found there by the second

company; fragments of rock permeated with it are still to be found in the debris.
to have been little affected by the weather.

It seems

! Proceedings Asiatic Society of Bengal, XXIV, 1865, p. 706.
Norn.—-Of the minerals occurring in the schists, the following are the principal which have been met with:
Garnet, Schorl. Kyauite, Chloriie, Trcmolite, and Actinolite. In the hill DariI which is formed of potstone under

' lying the schists, a peculiar indurated talc occurs in veins.

The potstonca are extensively quarried, and

supply a plate factory in the nei hbonring village. At Jamjura M. Stozhr discovered an interesting carbonaceous
mineral of which I also obtainc specimens in the refuse heaps wheul visited that locality; it isdesorihed
in the liiining and Metallurgical Journal for 3rd June 1869.
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Some of the manufactured copper was thus reported on at the Calcutta Mint :—

“ Three slabs weighing about 139 lbs. ; these were subjected to lamination and proved
to be suited in‘ all respects for purposes of coinage.

The uality of this metal is excellent,

being scarcely’ inferior to the best, equal to the average and ecidedly superior to several ship
ments of imported copper."
(Sd.)

B. Burn SMITH,
Mint lllaster.

As it is almost impossible at the present day, without excavatin

in the mines to a

considerable depth, to obtain more than a few specimens of the car nates or oxides of
copper which lie near the surface or incrust the walls of the galleries, it is most fortunate

that we are able to avail ourselves of M. Stcehr's researches and opinions. His presence
during the mining operations and subsequent examination of the ores in Europe have
afforded him the most favorable olportunities for ascertaining the precise nature of the
ores obtainable in the deep mines.
It may be taken as afact fully established by the analyses quoted above, that exceed

ingly rich ores of copper do occur in Singhbhum. Before proceeding to the discussion of
the practical question in reference to the possibility of workmg the ore with proﬁt, it is

necessary to allude to the
METALS IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE COPPER.

It is a matter of the greatest importance to ascertain the proportion of other metals
which ordinarily occur associated with the copper. Supposing the ore even not to contain a
sufficient quantity of copper to make it pay to extract it alone, it might still, if it included

precious metals, be worked with proﬁt.

Such is the case with the argentiferous ore or

Fahlerz from Eisleben in Prussian Saxony.
In the assays of three specimens of ore by Messrs. Phillips and Darlington quoted above,
the ounces of silver per ton of ore vary between 1 and 2}. M. Stcchr found traces,
but only traces; of gold and silver; while Mr. Tween did not obtain even a trace in some

ores and smelted copper which I brought from Jamj ura.
Small quantities of Bismuth were found in some of the ores.

_

‘

Having in the previous pages pointed out the two-fold manner in which the copper

ores occur—both in lodes and in beds——and their quality, the discussion of the practical
question whether the ores are such as can be worked with proﬁt in this country may now
be entered upon. The facts and collateral circumstances Wl.l10h must inﬂuence a decision

may be grouped under the following heads 2I.

Character of the ores and their mode of occurrence.

II. Experience of previous miners, ancient and modern.
III. Local circumstances.—Position of mines; Means of communication and distance
of marts; Supplies of labor, fuel and lime; Proprietory ; Climate.
IV. Comparison with other countries where ores of similar character and occurring
in a similar manner have been worked.
1. Although rich ores exist, their mode of occurrence is so capricious and uncertain

that workmg them must necessanly involve an enormous expenditure.
Ores of very_much inferior quality if they. occurred with a continuous unbroken lead
which could steadily be followed up by the nuners might, even under various unfavorable
conditions existing in Slnghbhiim, be worked with proﬁt.
M. Stozhr distinctly speaks of good ore having been found at many points, but in nearly
all cases an unusual richness of the deposit proved to be purely local and conﬁned to nests
which were speedily worked out, and unremunerative copper-permeated schist met with
further down.

II.

Many of the ancient mines have been so thoroughly worked out that it is often

impossible to ﬁnd more than more particles of carbonate incrustations.
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It may be argued with an apparent amount of plausibility that the ancient mines, their
number and extent, indicate aprosperous condition of the industry at some former period.
We do not, however, know under what circumstances they were worked. In the early

times to which they seem chieﬂy to belong, copper may have possessed a value relative to
the precious metals much higher than it does at present.

And, again, although it ma have

paid parties of natives to work with their sim le furnaces which could without oss be
relinquished when the supply of ore failed and’ others be erected in a new locality, we
cannot feel assured that it would prove proportionally proﬁtable to a European Company,
whose chief prospect of success would depend on the possibility of applying machinery
for the extraction and reduction of the ore continuously in one place.
With regard to the experience gained by the corn anics, beyond M. Sto:hr’s and

M. Durrsc-hmidt’s papers, there seems to be now no accessi le information. Without being
able to refer to the records of either of the companies, it is impossible to form any estimate
of what
theirwas
working
expenses amounted
Copper
manufactured
during theto.time of thne second company and forwarded to
Calcutta, but what proportion its price in the market bore to the cost of its production

I have been unable to ascertain.
M. Sto2hr’s opinions on the ﬁrst company and on the proposition to form a second are
printed herewith.

He concludes that notwithstanding the disadvantages, some of the old

mines might be worked proﬁtably, but for that purpose so colossal a compan * was not
suited.

But moderate e:rpu:tat*iom, such as M. Stuahr speaks of, are not generally sufficient

to attract speculators and capitalists; and a really economical enterprise such as might easily
be carried out on the continent of Europe is scarcely practicable here.
III.—Local circumstances.-—P0rition qf Mines. On all sides the range in which the
copper Ores occur is surrounded by broken hilly country, which is drained by a number of

rivers of suﬂieient dimensions to seriously impede traﬁic during the rainy season.
The only made road in the vicinity of the mines is the one between Chaibassa and

Midnapur. It is unprovided with bridges: the portion of it in Singbbhiim and Dhalblnim
alone is (May 1869) in fair condition.

In reference to the roads, Colonel Haughton, who was anxious to represent the pros
pects of a mining enterprise in the most favorable light ossible, wrote :-—_“ From the dig‘
“ ' gs at Kumerarat there is a good road only 85 miles in ength to Tumlook. The distance
“from Landu or Jamjura to the Cossye river at Dhee Kulliainpﬁr is about 70 miles; and that
“ river might, it seems probable, be available for water carriage during short periods in the
“rains, as the Dam1'1da is at points far above those where it is ordinarily navigable. There
“is every facility for the construction of a good road to Dhee Kullizinpﬁr or to Midnapur,

“and in fact there was formerly a Government route in nearly the same direction. "‘ * “
" The distance from Tumlook vid Midnapnr would be about 132 miles." The cop r which
was made in 1862-64 was not despatched by either of these routes but oid Purulia to niganj,
the distance of which place from Landu being 130 miles, and the roads little better than
cart tracks.

Should the proposed direct line of railway vid Midna ur to Bombay be opened up, the
copper mines wi probably be rendered much more accessi le than they are at present.
Lab0ur.—Coolies can be obtained in abundance. The Chota Nagpur Dhangas were
found to be the best workmen.
Fuel.-—The supply of wood to be obtained in the immediate neighbourhood is limited. and
a few years would ox aust the timber on the hills composed of the copper-bearing rocks. There
is, however, a considerable amount of heavy timber on the rises to the Chota Nagpur plateau.
The discovery of coal at Midnapur is a fact which may prove favorable to the _'pros
pects of working the copper with proﬁt.

Lime.—The only lime which was used for ﬂuxing the ore was manufactured from
‘kunkur.’ No hope of any_more regular or economical source can be held out at present.

Some calcareous schists do, mdeed, exrst near Chaibassa, but in them the quantity of other
minerals mixed up with the carbonate of lime is so great as to make it doubtful whether
they could be successfully burnt for lime.
' The capital of the 2nd_or Hindostan Copper Company was £120,000 in 21,000 shares.
f The most eastern locality.
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Pr@ﬁetoq.—Singhbhﬁm proper belongs to several members of the Porahat family,
of whom the principal are the Koer of Seraikela and the Thakﬁr of Khursowa; they both
've service toGovernn1ent as Magistrates, but pay no tribute whatever for their estates.
e Dugni Baboo in whose lands copper also occurs is a cadet of the same family.
In the estate of the Rajah of Dhiilbhfun, the remainder of the copper localities, inclu

ding those at Inndu and Rajdoha, are situated.
The ﬁrst company, conﬁdent in the prodnctiveness of the mines, agreed according to
M. Stuehr to pay the Rajahs of Seraikela and Dhalbhﬁm Rs. 9,200 for the right to mine.

In

the prospectus of the second company the annual rent is stated to be Rs. 4,600. A con
siderable portion of this rent for the years while operations were being carried on is still due.
Acting on a decree of the Singhbh1im Deputy Commissioner, the
of Dhalbhﬁm has
seized the houses and engine of the company at Rajdoha; but the former have already fallen
to pieces, and the latter unmred for and neglected will soon become worthless.

C'Za'mate.—The climate of Sin hblnim is decidedly unhealthy; this point is one of no
small importance where a number ofg Europeans might have to be employed.

I have been

informed that the employés of the two copper companies suffered much from fever. My own
experience is, that natives of India, especially men from the north-west, suffer excessively
from fever in Singhbhﬁm; of course both Europeans and natives might, to a certain extent,
become acclimatized, as has happened in other parts of India.

IV.—EXamples are not wanting in other parts of the world where ores of similar
character and mode of occurrence to those of Singhbhﬁm have been worked, with which a

brief comparison may be usefully instituted.
Copper Mines of Eixleben.——At Eisleben in Mnnsfeltl, Prussian Saxony, the ore of

copper extracted permeatesa schist (Kupferschiefer) which can be worked with as much

regularity as a coal seam.‘

Notwithstanding the perfection of the machinery and the

comparative ease with which the ore is extracted, it is a fact that the co per is manufactured

at a loss. “Every ton of reﬁned copper as it leaves the works has actual y cost more than an
equal weight of metal could be purchased for on the spot from the merchant."
The proﬁts of these great and unique mines (which more or less directly support 60,000
people) are nearly all derived from the small proportion of silver which occurs in the ores and
is extracted during the process at but little additional cost. The magnitude of the operations
and the immense quantities of the copper ore which are smclted alone enable the work to

be carried on with proﬁt.
In the copper ores of Singhbhiim silver does sometimes occur as is shown by the assa s
on page 96. But the amount is so small that it is extremely doubtful whether it could
extracted with proﬁt.
It has been stated that jbr the most part the underlie of the ores in Singhbhlim corres

ponds with the dip of the schists; but it can scarcely be said of them, owing to their steep
mclination and irregular lateral extension, that they could be ‘ worked like a coal seam.’

Soutb- West of Ireland:-In the south and south-west of Ireland copper ores occur
disseminated throughout a zone of Devonian sandstones; for a long time it was doubted
whether true metalliferous lodes existed, all the copper being supposed to occur “ as a mecha

nical deposit derived from the waste and destruction of some original mineral vein district."1'
Recent deep mining operations which have been carried on with success have proved the
existence of true lodes.1‘ Thus there would appear to be a double mode of occurrence of the
ore there, similar to that which has been supposed to be the case in Singhbhlim.

In the preceding pages the object sought after has been to give a simple statement of
facts, from which those who may be interested will doubtless draw their own conclusions.
In mining operations such as would be necessary in Singhbh1'1m so much depends upon
the regularity with which the ore occurs that no one could with any conﬁdence venture to

predict the result of excavation on a large scale.
Courageous enterprise guided by the best professional skill in mining has both its trium
phant successes and its heavy losses and disappointments: until underground exploration has
extended much further in Singhbh1im, it will be uncertain which fate awaits those who

may at any future time venture upon copper mining in that district.
‘ These mines are fully described in a paper by Mr.‘ -lervis, Jour. Soc., Arts, vol. IX, ltl0()-til.
+ Memoirs of Geological Survey of Great Britain and Ireland, explanations to sheets 200, 203, and pp. 275.
I Geological Magazine, vol. VII, No. 5, p. 241.
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i

§
N0.
2
9..

N‘i'l‘;I:g:.°
1 r

Localities East to West.

'
Nature of Mines.

P

F

Q

M Ul[1):1£r1ie_

_‘ ...._

1 Madhopur, 3 miles north of Kume-

2

ra

J

__L

Outcrop excavations

l

ram.

II

2

Hills, W. of Asunbnni

;

i|

4
3

Badia
Hills, s. E. of Badia

Numerous

L Very numerous
. . . . ..

Ditto

Ditto and , shafts
. . . ..

40° E, N. E.

I -10" to E. 25° N.‘

I

1

I

I

5

Moaabuni

!

6 Snrda

I

7

Numerous

‘
J

Hills, W. & W. N. W. of Surda

Onterop excavations

12

Ditto

Ditto

‘

'9

Numerous

Qnm'1'ics,ShafiR,inelines

40°

Ditto

Outcrop excavations &
inclines.

30“-36° E. N. E.

i

I

i

5‘
2

8

Hills, W. of Teringa 8‘. Kendadih

§

9

Sideahur Hill, 8. of Rnam...

Q{
-

l

3 or 4

Ditto & shafts

‘

35° N, E_

I
F

°

-5

r

10 Muhadeo Hill

...,..

. . . . ..

'5?

m I

ll

Baghghnra

12

Hills, S. & S.W.of Maiigara (=Ragu Numerous
of Dr. Stcehr).

Ditto

Bangnmatti Hill, S. E. corner, N’. of
Banjo.

I

Shaft

Rnjdoha a

1

incline and edit

I

lm-line

I

Shaft

Ditto

13

I

14

Ditto

b

Ditto

c

Several

Inclines

.... ..
&: shafts

N. E.
|
.... ..
r
.... ..
25° N. N. E.
I

I

“

.

I
1

Incline

Ditto

15

Matku

Ditto

1

Shaft

.... ..

‘

16

llnrtopa...

1

Ditln

.... ..

I

17 Hitku

1

Ditto

.... ..

H

(1

I

l
18 Landu Barut-glmr Hill

Numerous

Shafts, inclines, edit, ‘ 35°——. 55° to 10" E.
trench.

I

1

of N.
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OF SINGHBHDM.

Rsnnxs.

Rock .

Ore.

.

Traces of carbonate : a spe Quartz and black mica-schist, These mines are full of water, to remove which
and renew excavation would be necessary
strike 100 E.ot' N., granite
cimen yiclded according
before the condition of the ore could be
to Col. ilaughton 2&2 p. c. . close by.
ascertained.
of copper.

l
I9.

Black and grey miea-schists

N0 traces of ore is sifu

Slag close by, indicating that ore was once found.
This locality is given by M. Stcehr.

u Q n u -0

Grey

Traces of carbonates abun

The relative positions of the Badia excavations
indicate four distinct outcrops of ore. The
princisal of these passes through the village
of Ba ia, near which are great heaps oi‘ slag.
This was evidently a centre of extensive oper
ations.

and black mica-schists,

strike 25“ W. of N.

dant.

Towards

Mosabuni gneissose
strike more to north.

rocks

Ditto.
No trace of ore at present ' Schists.
exposed.
i
Inc-rustations of the carbo

From the abundance of slag it would appear
that here, as at Badia, considerable quantities
of ore must have been smelted by the ancients.

Black mica-schist

nates on the walls.

Mica-schist.

Traces of carbonates rare

Ditto

Ferruginous mica-schist

slag abundant

At the site of the old town of Ruam,thcrc
are several tanks covered up by jungle and
immense quantities of slag.
This locality is given by M. St<ehr.

10

ll

Ditto

Mica-schist.

12

Ditto

Ditto

13

Traces of carbonates

Ditto

A number of deserted potstone mines and some
which are still worked occur along this range.
& quartzite

Incrustations of the carbonates and black oxides

occur on the quartzites forming the main axis
of the hill.
14

Ditto

Slaty blue schists

Ditto

Ditto

These are situated on a spur of Rangamatti.
These were worked by the Copper Company.
But the pyrites was only just reached a short
time bel'orc working was discontinued; d is
west of the river, b and c being to the east.

H

15

Copper pyrites

Ditto

Traces of carbonates

Ditto

Carbonatcs, traces of red Greenish talcose schist
quartzo-felspathic grit.
copper and pyritcs.

16

No ore seen

17

Traces of carbonates

and

Quartzite.
Schist and quartzite
..J
i

iii

Ditto

Quartz and mica-schist much
contorted and baked. Banded .
jaspery quartzitcs close by.

Originally commenced by the ancients; it was
deepened by the Company, but has subse
quently become ﬁlled up.
considerable amount of ore ap pears to have
been obtained here by the Company. M. Storhr's
papers eive the details of workings carried
on at Landu.
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O

a: I

Io
or Ullzgjcrlie.

|

(

Landu Chundra Hill b

Numerous

lm-lines

.. I35°, 65° to 10"
E. of N.

Ditto

Ditto

.. | 40"—50° N., or 10’

_

<- E
_Z__‘'':_ I I

Ditto

Hill, N. of Turamdih 0

F4: 4

=2Q II

I
I

Ditto

'

Hill, N. of Tulsa d

jgora

Ditto

. t

( 19 Jcllng U

S
era

'

Ditto and adit

1-1. of N.

40° N_

'

2

sum and incline

P

.

|

20

Jl1II\il11‘Il(TI('h(1m(ach1lra of M.Stu:hr) Seven]

I

21

Gum

Shafts

O

_I

... ...

.... ..

- - - - -.

2

3

22 '1‘amba—dungri

6 _9

, Shafts

25 N.

Ef 4I

23 ~ Saldih

1

2

24 Mﬁmdrfl

1

,,,, __

25 I

0

0

Ditto

N- X W- 50°
N. N. E. 400

:3
LI 27
26

d

Ukri
Komulpur
(Banksai)

f 28 ' Akaraﬁnl a

I
5

1

.. Several

Outorop
Ditto
excavation

60° X

»P

Ditto

N. W

1

DIIIO

?

2

Ditto

P

Ditto

P

Ditto

400 N

'

‘

II

b

4:

E 1
2

29

I I 30

Podumpur

. E

Regadlh

.. I 1 (3-1!)

J‘
C5

= IL‘ 31
P

I

Lopso H111

1

H
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SINGHBHIlM,—(Continued).

i No.

Ore.

Rxuaaxs.

Sehist.

Traces of carbonates

Contorted taleose quartzite and L These works Were chieﬂy made by the Company,
but all along: the outerop of the schists there
micaecous schists.
are ancient excavations. In one place the ore
permeates 6' of rock.

Ditto

|

.. 1 The mines here were worked by the Company.

Ditto

Ditto

l
19

'l‘alcose and mica-schist.

Ditto

l
20

Ditto
grey copper.

These shafts were worked by the Company; one
of them fell in while the operations were going
on.

and

l
21

Traces of carbonates

32

23

No trace of ore

21

Ditto

25

No mines opened at this locality.

Schiiét

Sandy and fibrous mica-schists Shafts in very irregular positions and without
reference to the lie of the deposit.

Ditto

/

Mica-schists.

Soft satiny felspathic and tale-ose Said to have been excavated by the father of the
present Baboo of Dugni, Rnng-it Singh.
schist.

Traces of carbonates

This is situated in the village of Dugni; there
has never been any excavation.

Mica-schists

ll

26

Ditto

abund

ant, a specimen yielded
366 per cent. of copper.

White taleose mica-sehists and Said to have been worked with proﬁt by the
granitic gneisses.
Dugni Baboo about three years ago.

l
27

Ditto

Schists and gneiss.

2%

Traces of carbonate

Schists, granitic
trap close by.

Ditto

gneiss

and

Ditto.

29

Ditto

Mica-schists and quartz

‘ 30

Ditto

Micaceous and quartzose schists,

J

also gneiss and
by (e).

l
31

Ditto

A series of excavations in the ﬁelds are nearly
ﬁlled up with surface soil.

Coarse micapschists

Rocks much covered; no strike apparent.

Copper is said to have been manufactured from
trap close
ore extracted from (d) twelve years ago.

Situated at foot of the hill west of Kanrudih.

V. BALL,
Geological Survey of India-.
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Msrnomrss.—During the past quarter we have received an addition of four specimens

of meteorites, representing 3 falls, of which no specimens existed in the Calcutta collections
previously.
1st.—From Da. Tscnmmﬁx, the present zealous Director of the Mineral Cabinet at

Vienna, came a very

rfect, though not large, s cimen of the fall at Hessle, near Upsala,

which took lace on t e 1st of January 1869.

nd a very good s ecimen of the remarkable

stone-fall W ich took place at Kernouve, Napoleonville, Mor ihan, France, on the 23rd

May 1869. 2ndly, from Pnorssson DAUBRBB, Paris, we have received a ﬁne specimen
of the meteoric iron from Deesa, Chili, eculiarly interesting, not only for the breccia
form structure which it presents (recalling the ula fall), but for the occurrence in it of very
well marked crystals of Enstatile, colourless and transparent and of a purity not hitherto
met with, also crystals of Peridol, of Srlzreibersile, and of a lamellar substance closely allied
to llypersthene. And also a second smaller specimen of the Keruouve (or Cleguerec) fall
of the 23rd May 1869. These were all in exchange for specimens of Indian falls.

T. O.
DONATIONS TO MUSEUM.

‘

From Cormunn H. C. Jonxsrons we have received a box of fossils collected by him
in the Sulyman Range. There has not been time as yet to examine these in detail.
ACCESSIONS TO LIBRARY
Fuon lar JULY T0 301?}! San-xussn 1870.

Titles of Books.

Donors.

Assam, Ds. CARL Jusrvs.——-Vorwerltliche Pﬂanzen, 2nd Heft. 4to., 1869, Bonn.
BEBBNDT, Da. G.—Geologic des Kurischen Hatfen und seiner Umgebung, 4to., 1869,

Kiinigsberg.
BIGSBY, Jomv J.—Flora. and Faunna of Silurian Period (Thesaurus Silurieus), 4to.,
1868, London.

BENEDEN, VAN, AND Gnnvus, PAUL.—Ostc0grapl1ic des Cétncés Vivants et Fossiles, Livn. 8, .
8vo., and Atlas, 4to., Paris.

Bosqmrr, J .—Monegraphie des C1-ustaces fossiles du Terrain Crétaeé du Limbourg, 4to.,
1854, Haarlem.
Tan Airmen.
BOURGUIGNAT, J. R.—~Histoire Malacologique de la R/egenee de Tunis, III, 4to., 1868, Paris.
_COQUAND, H.—Monogra.phie du genre Os-trea, Terrain Crétacé, Text, 8vo., Atlas, Folio, 1869,
M arseillcs.

Dxcnrn, DB. H. V.—Begleitworte zur Geologisehen Karte von Deutschland, 8vo. and 4to.,
2 sheets, 1870, Berlin.

Enosnnmnr, H.—Flora der Braunkohlen formation in Kiinigreich Sachsen (Gekronnt
Preiss-schriften), 8vo. and 4t0., 1870, Leipzig.
Fasssruns, Dn. C. R.—Qualitative Chemical Analysis, 8vo., 1869, London.
Guerra, Da. EDw.—Reisen im innern der Insel Viti-Levu. 4-to., 1868, Zurich.
Zvmcn Nu. Hrs. Soc.
GOULD, A. Accvsrvs.—Report on the invertebrate of Massachusetts, 8vo., 1870, Boston.
Hssssmnzao, Fan-:D.-—Mineralogisehe Notizen, New Series, pt. 6, 4to., 1870, Frankfort.
HAIDINGBB, W. R. Von.-Da.s Kaiscrlich-Konigliche-Mentanistiche Museum und die
Freunde der Naturwiss., 8vo., 1869, Wien.
THE AUTHOR.
HAMY, DB. E. T.—Precis de Palasontologie Humaine, 8vo., 1870, Paris.
HANLEY, S., mp Tnnomnn, WM.—Couchologia Indica, pt. I, 4-to, 1870, London.
Isssn, AM‘URO.—~Maluc0l0gia del Mar Rosso., 8vo., 1870, Pisa.

L11~'N.snss0N, J. G. O.—-On some Fossils found in Eup/zylon sandstone at Lugnas in Sweden,
8vo., 1869, Stockholm.
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LUBBOCK, SIR Jonn.—Ou the origin of the civilization and primitive condition of man
8vo., 1870, London.

MBNZEL, P301-‘. AUGT.-—Die Biene in ihren Beziehungen znr Knlturgeschichte und ihr
Leben im Krieslaufe dos Jahres. 4to., 1869, Zurich.

Znsrcn Nu. Hrs. Soc.
Mom, J .—Sanskrit Texts, Vol. V, 8vo., 1870, London.
Govr. or Isms.
MAYER, CHAs.—Cata-logue Systématiqne et Descriptif des fossiles des Terrains Tertiaires,
8vo., 1870, Zurich.

Nonnnxsxﬂinv, A. E.—Sketch of the Geology of Spitzbergen, Roy. 8vo., Stockholm.
Tun Aurnon.
ON the existence of rocks containing organic substances in the fundamental gneiss of
Sweden, 8vo., 1870, Stockholm.

Tm: Anrrron.

QUBTBLBT, A.—Obs+-rvations des phenomeues periodi ues pendant lcs annees, 1865, et 1866,
(Extrait du Tom. XXXVI des Memoires Acad. Roy. de Bel
gique), 4to.
THE Avrnon.
Oosrsn, W. A., run C. VON FIscHEB.—Protozw Heloetica, Bd. 11, Abth. I, 4to., 1870,
Basie and Geneva.

Psnm N, ANDRE.-Etude Prehistorique sur la. Savoie, specinlement a l’ epoque lacnstre, 8vo.
Atlas, 4150., 1870, Chambery.
PICTB1‘, F. J.—Ma.teriaux pour la Palceontologie Suisse, on Recneil (le Monographies sur
les Fossiles (in J ura et des Alpes, Ser. V, pts. 7 and 8, ~Lto., 1870,

Geneva.
SCHIMPER, W. PH.—Paheonto1ogie Vegetale on is Flore do Mondc Primitif, 2nd Tom.
pt. I, with Atlas, 440., 8vo., 1870, Paris.
Smnnnness, DR. F.—Land und Siisswasscr Conchylien der Vorwelt, Roy. 4to., 1870,
Wiesbaden.
Tscnnnnsx, G. Von.—-Der Meteorit von Lodrau, Ans dc-1n LXI, Bde. de Sitzb. d. k. Akad.
d. Wissensch. April Heft. 1870, Wie11.
THE AUTHOR.

ZITTEL, A.-—-Palaaontographische Mittheilungcn, Ans d. Museum, K. Bayerisclmn staates
(II. '2). Die Faunn. der aaltern Ceplmlopodcn, fuhrcndcn Tithon
bildungen, pt. I, text, 8vo., pl. fol. xxv-—xxxii, 1870, Cassel.

PERIODICALS, &G.

Abstract of results of hourly meteorological observations taken at the Sui-vcyor General's
Oliice from Jaunary to April aml May 1870, 8vo., 1870, Calcutta.
American Journal of Science and Arts, Vol. XLIX, Nos. 115 and 14-6, 8vo., 1870, New
Haven.
Annalee des Sciences Géologiques, Tom. I, 8vo., 1870, Paris.
Annals of Indian Administration, Vol. XIV, pt. 1, 8vo., Sommpore.
Govr. or INDIA.
Annals and Magazine of Natural History. Vols. 5 and 6, Nos. 30, 31, and 32, Mb Series,
8vo., 1870, London.

Bastian, A. W. Hartmann, R.—Ze'itschrilt ﬁir Ethnologie, Jnhrg. 11., Heft. 2, 8vo., 1870,
Berlin.
Cuyper, Ch. de. Revue Universelle des Mines, de la. rnctallurgie, des trnvaux publics, &c., &c.,
14th year, Tom. XXVII, pt. 2, 8vo., 1870.

Geological Magazine, Vol. VII, Nos. 6 & 7, 8vo., 1870, London.
Indian Economist, with Superintendent and Re-porter, Vol. I, Nos. 11, 12, folio, 1870, Calcutta.

Indian Economist, with Superintendent and Reporter, Vol. 11, Nos. 1, 2, folio, 1870, Calcutta.
Govr. or INDIA.
Joiunal de Conchiliologic, Series 3, Tom. X, No. 3, 8vo., 1870, Paris.
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Mineral Statistics of Victoria for the years 1868-69, 4to., 1868-69, Melbourne.
Dem‘. or Muses, VICTORIA.

Ncues Jahrbuch ﬁir Mineralogie, Geologic, and Palzeontolegie, Jahrg., 1870, 2nd Het't., 8vo.,
Stuttgart.
Pslaaontographica, Vol. XIX, pt. 3, 4to., 1870, Cassel.
Petermann, A.—Geographisehe Mittheilungcn, Bd. XVI, 5, 6, 7, 4lto., 1870, Gotha.
Pfeiﬁ'er, Dr. Louis. Malako-Zoologisehe Bliitter, Bds. 16, 17, 8vo., 1870, Cassel.
Professional papers on Indian Engineering, Vol. VII, No. 28, 8vo., 1870, Roorkee.
MAJOR MEDLEY, R. 1:.
Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, New Series, No. XXXIX, 8vo., 1870, London.

Quarterly Journal of Science, N0. XXVII, July, 1870, 8vo., 1870, London.
Riimer, Dr. Edon. Novitates Conchologicea, Suppl. III, Lief. 24, 25, 4to., 1870, Cassel.
Records of the Geological Survey of India,,Vol. III, pt. 3, 8vo., 1870, Calcutta. THE SURVEY.

Reports of the Mining Surveyors and Registrars for 1867-68-69 and 1st quarter of the
year 1870, Melbourne.

DEPT. or Muses, VICTORIA.

Govsnnnsnr SELECTIONS, &c.

INDIA.——Budget Estimate for the year 1870-71, t'ol., 1870, Calcutta.
Govr. or INDIA.
,,
General Report on the Topographical Surveys of India, 1868-69, fol., 1870,
Calcutta.
Govr. or Izvnu.
,,
List of Civil Oﬂiecrs holding gazetted appointments under the Government of India
on 1st January 1870, 8vo., 1870, Calcutta.
Govr. or INDIA.
Selections from the Records of the Government of India, Home Department,
N0. LXXVII. Papers relating to the Nicobar Islands, 8vo., 1870,
Calcutta.
Govr. or INDIA.

H

BENGAL.——Generul Report on Public Instruction in the Lower Provinces of the Bengal
Presidency for 1868-69, with appendices, 8vo., 1870,
Govr. or
BOMBAY.—,—General Report of the Administration of the Bombay Presidency for
8vo., 1870, Bombay.
Govr. or
,,
Selections from the Records of Bombay Government, 8vo., Bombay.

Calcutta.
BENGAL.
1868-69,
Bonner.
D11‘-1'0,

Bnnusn Buem.uz.—Annual Report on Civil and Criminal Justice of Rangoon and Moul
meiu for 1869, 8vo., 1870, Rangoon.
Govr. or BRITISH Bnnuan.

,,

Report on Trade and Customs of British Burmah, 1868-69, 8vo., 1870,
Rangoon.
Govr. OF BRITISH Bnemarr.

,,

Revenue Report, British Burmah, for 1868-69, 8vo., 1870, Rangoon.

Govr. or BRITISH Buauan.
,,

Report on Public Health and Vital Statistics for 1869 of British Burmah,
8vo., 1870, Rangoon.
Govr. or BRITISH Bunnan.
N. W. PaovINcns.—Seleetions from the Records of Government, North-Western Provinces,
Vol. III, Nos. 3, 4, 8vo., 1870, Allahabad.
Govr. or N. W. Psovmcss.

OUDI{.—Report on Dispensaries and Lunatic Asylum in the Province of Oudh, ﬁs., 1869,
Lucknow.
Govr. or Oonu.
Report upon the Administration of Criminal Justice in the Province of Oudh,
11s., 1869, Lucknow.
Govr. or OUDB.

Report upon the Administration of Civil Justice in the Province of Oudh, ﬁs.
1869, Lucknow.
Govr. or Ounn.
Report on Sanitation and Vaccine for the Province of Oudh, 1869, ﬂs., Lucknow.
Govr. or Onnn.
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OUDH.—Report upon the progress of Education in the Province of Oudh, 1869, ﬁs.,
Lucknow.
Govr. OF OUDH.
,,
Report on Census Table, No. V, of Oudh, Vol. I, with map, &c., ﬂs., 1870, Lucknow.
Govr. or OUDH.

PUNJA.B.—Rep0rl5 on the Administration of the Punjab and its dependencies for 1868-69.
Govr. or PUNJAB.
,,
Selections from the Records of the Punjab Government, New Series IV. Admin
istration of Bhawulpﬁr, Lhumba, and Patowdie States, 8vo., 1870.
Govr. or PUNJAB.
,,
Selections from the Records of the Punjab Government, New Series VI. Sanitary
Survey of Villages watered by the Western J umna Canal, Svo-,

1870.

Govr. or PUNJAB.
TRANSACTIONS or Socmmss.

BsRLIN.——-Zeitschrift der deutschen Geologischen-gesellschaﬂa, Berlin, Bd. XXI, Heft. 1-4,
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ANNUAL REPORT or ran Gsonocrcsn Sunvsr or INDIA AND or rm: Musnun or Guonoor,
CALGUTTA, roa THE YEAR 1870.
Since the publication of the last annual report, the year now just passed has enabled

the Geological Survey of India to make considerable progress in the careful examinatiop
of the country.
Taking the several districts in succession, I shall brieﬂy refer to the progress made
in each.
In the ﬁrst place, it is necessary to notice the numbers with which the survey has been

carrying on its labors, as the area which can be examined very seriously depends upon this.
The vacancy in our staff caused by the lamented death of Mr. C. E. Oldham in 1869 had not
been ﬁlled up, as no qualiﬁed person could be obtained at the time. And the absence on
leave of Messrs. King and Mallet, neither of whom returned till just at the close of the
year, left the staff of the survey diminished by three of its most qualiﬁed members for the

whole twelve-months. Early in the season also, Mr. Ormsby, who in the previous year had
been obliged to proceed to Europe in consequence of the effects of sunstroke, but had returned '
apparently restored, again felt the serious eﬂ'ects of exposure, and was obliged to leave the
ﬁeld rather earlier than usual.

He was able to do some work in oﬁice, but gradually sank

and succumbed to the effects of the attack and exposure in June last.

Since March also,

Mr. Fryar, specially sent out for the compilation of the mineralogical statistics of the country,
has been placed under the orders of the Central Provinces Government for mining purposes,
and has not in any way contributed to the progress of the Geological Survey.

We have thus

in reality been working during the year with only three-fourths of the full sanctioned num
bers on the staﬁ' of the survey.

Mr. King Was obliged to seek extension of leave from ill

health in England, and Mr. Mallet was authorized to proceed on special duty counting three
months as service, in addition to his furlough. Thus, neither of these gentlemen was back

until quite the end of the year.

Dr. W. Waagen joined the survey, to fill the vacancy in our

numbers caused by the death of Mr. Oldham in 1869, about the middle of December, and
has since then been most zealously engaged in the preparation and examination of the ﬁne

collection of Cephalopoda made during the last two years in Kutch.
It has been my duty on many occasions to point out the great delay and loss of work

which result from such changes in the staff. There is no source in this country from which
properly qualiﬁed assistants can be obtained for the Geological Survey. In truth, Geology is
nowhere taught in this country, and assistants must be sought for in Europe, where such
sciences are cultivated. The numbers, however, from which they can be selected are small.
Those who have proved themselves competent readily and rapidly ﬁnd employment at home,
where the terms of retiring allowances and of pay are much more favorable, under the
circumstances, than are offered out here. And it is only possible occasionally to procure the
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aid of really trained and qualiﬁed assistants, who, either from a desire to see the geology

of countries they could not otherwise hope to be able to visit, or from other causes, will
venture to face the difficulties, hardships, and perils of a gcologist's life in this country.

Such a description may appear to some highly coloured, and that geologists have no more
reason than others to be anxious on the score of health.

I have, however, often had occasion

to point out some of the causes of this—t-hat geologists are compelled not only to visit for
an hour or two, but often to remain camped for days in the very wildest, most inaccessible,

and most inhospitable parts of the country.

These are precisely the places most likely to

afford them sections, and thus to give a clue to the structure of the district; but they are

also the most dangerous. The serious losses which the survey has experienced since its
commencement amply prove the truth of this.

But perhaps the most convincing proof, that

we are not alone in this view, will be to quote the deliberate opinion of Assurance Offices,
who have had the whole facts carefully enquired into by their medical Ofiicers, and who
acknowledging that there is no objection on any other ground to accept insurances on the
lives of oﬁicers of the survey offered to them, yet decline to do so, stating that “ no premium
whatever would cover the risk."

.
And, further, when new assistants have been obtained, a considerable time elapses before
they acquire a knowledge of the languages of the country and an acquaintance with the
peculiar arrangements necessary for tent-life and marching in this country, so that they
must necessarily be for some time placed along with others, and cannot work independently.
Mr. H. B. Medlicott, Deputy Superintendent, devoted the early part of last year to the

careful and detailed examination of the country ncar Mopani, the site of the Narbadda
Coal and Iron Company's collieries. When this area was originally visited and mapped
out (in 1856-57) there were no maps whatever on which to record the observations of the

survey. A general compass-sketch was very successfully carried out by Mr. J. G. Medlicott,
then engaged there, and on this, on the scale of four miles equal one inch, the structure of

the country geologically was represented and published (Menu, Geol. Surv., India, Vol. II).
No one could be more fully aware of the imperfections of this sketch than those who con
structed it; and we, therefore, looked forward anxiously to the completion of the detailed
and careful maps of the regular survey. The operations of the revenue survey under
Colonel J . E. Gastrell had been extended to that part of the country, and at the close of
1869 we were enabled, by his kindness, to obtain maps of part of the district, even in

anticipation of their publication. These were just suﬁicient to enable us to take up the re
examination of the ﬁeld, which the progress of railway communication, the opening out of the
line in the Narbadda valley, and the generalincrease in the demand for fuel, rendered so imme

diately important. This re-examination Mr. Medlicott personally commenced, and the results,
so far as the Mopani ﬁeld is concerned, have already been published (Records, Geol. Surv_

of India, Vol. III, August 1870). It is intended to carry on the careful examination of all
the country which affords the least prospect of yielding coal or other valuable minerals in
that neighbourhood as the detailed topographical maps become available.
At the oommencement of the present working season, Mr. Medlicott took up the revi
sion of the geological maps of the Jhansi, Lullutpur, and Sangor districts, prepared by
Mr. ,Willson and others, with a view to their publication.

Completing this, Mr. Medlicott

will return to the Narbadda valley.

Mr. W. L. Willson has .been engaged during the whole of the year, and still is engaged
in completing the examination of the country just referred to, and extending northwards to
the Jumna, by Calpi.

Mr. 1-Iacket has been examining the Jabalpur country, with the advmtage of the
recently completed detailed maps to record his observations, and I hope the present season will
see this district completed.
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Mr. Ball, as stated in last year's report, was deputedto revise the maps of the Rajmahal
hills, which are now ready for publication, so soon as the copper plates of the sheets of the

Indian Atlas can be obtained from England and the maps transferred to stone for the

geological lines. In the present season Mr. Ball has proceeded to the south of the Chota
Négpﬁr country and Sirgujnh, with a view to determine, at least approximately, the bound

aries of the extensive spread of coal-bearing rocks which there occur. For a large portion
of this country maps are now for the ﬁrst season available. But there are still important
gaps, for the plans of which we shall have to wait for some time. Still it is hoped that we
will be able to ﬁx the boundaries with, at least, approximate accuracy over a very consi

derable area.

Progress in these districts is unavoidably slower than elsewhere. Much of

the country is without a road at all, and much of it is accessible only with elephants.

In the early portion of the year, Mr. Ormsby had completed the revision of a large
portion of the Bhaugulpore country. But his illness, and lamented death, prevented the
ﬁnal completion of the maps of that area.
Mr. Mallet, who rejoined the survey towards the end of the year, has resumed the area
on which he was last engaged, viz., the southern parts of Mirzapdr and the adjoining parts
of Rewah, &c., in the same valley. These are said to be rich in mineral wealth ; and we are
now for the ﬁrst time able to take advantage of the recently completed maps of Rewah, &c.,

and to use them as records for the geological observations. Mr. Mallet had, on his return
from Europe, been ordered to stop at Aden, and examine Aden and the country lying to the
north of it between the peninsula and the hills with a special view to determine whether
the principle of Artesian wells could be applied there with any prospect of success, in order to

increase the supply of good water to the cantonments. Mr. Mallet’s report on the geological
structure of this country Wlll shortly appear in the Memoirs of the Survey.
In Madras, by the absence of Mr. King and the death of Mr. Oldham, the party of the
survey was reduced to only one, Mr. Foote. He completed the geological mapping of a
considerable area of country, stretching along the valley of the Upper Kistna and adjoin
ing area. Here the chief object has at present been to determine, on the one side, the outline

of the great Deccan trap rocks, which have overtlowed all the earlier formations, and cover
them with a thick and nearly continuous spread of old volcanic lavas and mnds, and, on the

other hand, to ﬁx also the general boundary of the immense area of fundamental gneissic rocks
which constitute the basement rocks of everything else. Between these two, various other series

crop out irregularly, and it is important to determine what these may be. This is the posi
tion which the coal-bearing rocks of India, among others, occupy, and there seem no suliicieni:

reasons, a priori, why detached portions of these should not occur along the boundary in its
south-western corner, as well as on the north-eastern. Hitherto no trace of them has been
found, but, of course, we can only speak with any certainty regarding that portion which has
been examined. Mr. King, who has recently returned from leave, has now rejoined the Madras

party, and has taken up the continuation of the same boundary lines to the north by east, and
will, I trust, during the present season, be able to carry his geological examination at least as
far as Koolburga, while Mr. Foote will more especially extend his enquiries by the south and
West to the Belgaum area, so as to join his lines with those already mapped some years since
by Mr. Wilkinson in the K6kan and southwards to Goa.

At the commencement of the year, Mr. W. T. Blanford was actively engaged in the detailed
examination of the Berars and of Chanda district, and had nearly completed the portions of
the Berars lying north of the Pem or Pein river. He was then specially diverted from this
to visit and obtain a general idea of the extent and value of the coal-ﬁelds which had been

for more than thirty years known to exist in Bihbpur, near Korba. &.c. No topographical
maps of this country, excepting in small detached areas, had been published up to date, and
a detailed examination was, therefore, inipracticable.

I believe it was the late Colonel Ouselcy
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who ﬁrst announced the existence of coal near this place, (as ‘discovered March 14th, 1840,’)

and the fact had been noticed in all maps issued subsequently. The place had also been visited
by several Forest Department Ofiicers and others, and it was well known that coal was visible
in detached localities extending over a considerable area. And although not having survey
maps to work with, the Geological Department could not, in obedience to the instructions they
had received, take up the examination in detail, it was highly desirable to obtain a general idea,
with some accuracy. of the extent and probable richness of these coal-ﬁelds. The vast import
ance of these ﬁelds, whenever a direct line of railway to connect Bombay and Calcutta

might be brought into operation, had more than once been insisted on by myself and been most
strongly urged. Mr. Blanford, therefore, proceeded there, and the results of his general exami
nation have already been published. It is needless to enter here on the details, which will be
found in the May number of the Records of Geological Survey of India, 1870. It will suffice

to say that Mr. Blanford satisﬁed himsélf of the existence of very thick and extensive beds of
coal, yielding fuel of fair quality in abundance, and covering a large area. He also traced out
the continuance of the same rocks with coal far to the eastward, and in the country lying
between Korba. and Ranchi, in Oodeypore (Udip1.ir), J ushp1ir, &c.
Mr. Blanford was also requested to take advantage of his being in that vicinity to
examine the lead vein, reported, by Mr. Smart of the Revenue Survey, as occurring at
Chicholi near Raipur. This would appear to hold out promise of being valuable. At least
there is nothing in the appearances inconsistent with the occurrence of a good vein of
lead and copper ore below the surface. But as the place has not been opened out, and no
works have as yet been undertaken on the lode, it is impossible to determine accurately
its value from surface examination (Records, Geol. Surv., India, 1870, pt. 2, p. 44). The
yield of silver in the lead one proved equal to 9 oz. 19 dwts. to the ton of lead. All this
country is, however, at present so difficult of access and soentirely without the means of
free inter-communication with adjoining districts that no extensive works for the econo

mizing of these valuable mineral products could be undertaken with any prospect of
success.

Thercis an immense area here of country very rich both a.g1-iculturally and

miner-alogically which must remain unimproved until its communications be extended, and

it be brought into contact with the ports of shipment and the more populous territories
lying both east and west of it.

.

Mr. Hughes was, during the whole of the early part of the year, engaged in the
careful examination of the coal-bearing rocks of East Berar and Chanda, and is still
carrying out the same.

After I had myself left these ﬁelds at the beginning of March.

I entrusted the sole determination of the proper localities for boring operations in the Berars
to Mr. Hughes, and with the aid of Mr. Bateman Smythe, who had the actual work under
his control, most successful progress was made in tracing out the continuous extension of

the thick beds of coal up close to the northern extremity of the East Berar district.

The

monsoon having put a stop to these borings for a time, as there was nowhere in the district
where good shelter could be procured, the tools, &c., were all removed to Yeotmahal, all

repaired and rendered useful again. And on the opening of the season, Mr. Smythe at once
commenced other borings, and found the coal at or near the village of Pepra or Pipar in the
north-west of the ﬁeld, and subsequently near to the river Wurdha, close by the village of
Suini, or Sewnee, which lies west by north of the town of Wurrora, about seven miles.

This

is the most northerly point at which the coal has been as yet proved in these ﬁelds.

It is

in a right line not more than 35 or 36 miles from the station of Wurdha, on the Great
Indian Peninsula Railway.

Under Mr. Hughes’ direction, Mr. Smythe, having thus carried

up the coal to the extreme north limit of the Berars at this part of the boundary, has since
commenced testing the extension of the coal more to the west, and with a view to prove

whether it continues under the overlying trap rocks, has commenced boring to the west and
north of the former sinkiugs.
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The continuance in almost unbroken extension and in thick beds, at no point more than
70 yards from the surface, of coal, easily accessible, and abundant throughout almost the entire
length of the Wun district in East Berar along the valley of the Wnrdha, has been thoroughly
established by the Geological Survey in a portion of one season's work. Not a single boring
has failed under Mr. Smythe's charge, or Mr. Heppel's, while so engaged. And sufficient is

now known to justify the actual commencement of sinkings and establishment of collieries
with a certainty that they can be conveniently placed for working. Mr. Hughes has shown
much judgment and skill in ﬁxing the localities for these borings since I left, and has been
very successful in working out the geology of the district.

Mr. Fedden, during the same time, was mapping in the area covered by the trap reek;
to the north, north-west, and west of the coal-ﬁeld, so as to ﬁx accurately their boundaries
in the vicinity of the coal-measures. There is a very large area to the north which has not
been yet visited. And this work is being continued in the present season.

More recently the recurrence of the coal-bearing rocks to the north of the area covered
by the outlying portion of these great trappean ﬂows near to Wurrora has been pointed out
by Mr. Fedden and at once communicated to the Central Provinces Government, so that

trial borings may be carried out in that locality. It is near Khandalla, a village about
5% miles nearly due north of Wurrora. This area had escaped the notice of the party who
have been boring all the season close to Wurrora town.
In the number of these Records for May 1870, I gave a brief sketch of the knowledge
which had then been obtained of the structure of the coal-ﬁelds in that part of the country.

Since then there has only been little more than a month's work, so that there has not been
much addition to this knowiedge. At the close of last April also, I am happy to say the
charge of the actual trials and borings within the area of the Chanda district was trans
ferred to the Government of the Central Provinces, and for any explorations made in that
area since then the Geological Survey is not responsible. Before leaving the ﬁeld for the
monsoon recess, Mr. Hughes pointed out a proper locality for boring near the town of

Wurrora, south of the trap rocks already spoken of, and coal has been found near there. I had
also stated in the report alluded to, (Records, Geological Survey, India, 1870, No. II, p. 43,)

that a boring would probably be required in the vicinity of that town. I am informed that some
fourteen or sixteen borings have been undertaken there, and that coal has been proved in three
or four. It proves to be, exactly as was anticipated, irregular and less abundant than
in the adjoining territories.
As there would seem to have been some misapprehension as to our views, arising from
ahasty reading of the expressions in the report referred to, it may be well here to refer
again to the statements made. In calculating the area. under which coal could fairly be
estimated to extend, the portion of the district covered by the thick flows of the trappean
or volcanic rocks was rejected from any present consideration, because it was said, “this
“thickness of trappean rocks effectually conceals everything beneath them, and, looking to

“the great irregularity with which the coal rocks are overlapped, and the impossibility of draw
“ ing any sound conclusion either as to the place or depth below the surface at which coal might
" be found, fully justifies our putting the entire of this area out of calculation in estimating
“the extent or quantity of the coal in these Wurdhawiver ﬁelds. A boring will be put down
“to the north of this large area of trappean rocks, where the lower beds are again visible

“over a small area near Panjoorni, a village about six miles north-west of Wurrora, and pro
“ bahly near Wu:-rora itself," (that is, to the south of the same area). “But with this exception,

“there will be little use in testing the rocks further on that part of the ﬁeld at present. It
"is not at all intended to assert that the coal group does not extend underaconsiderable
"part of this area, but if it does so extend, the chances of ﬁnding it are so uncertain, and

“ the depth at which it probably occurs so doubtful, and in any case so much greater than in
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" adjoining areas, that jbr the present at least the coal, even if found, could not be worked
“ to the same advantage or economy as elsewhere." Nothing can be clearer than that it was
anticipated that coal would be found near Wurrora to the south of this area of trappean

rocks, and again possibly near Panjoorni to the north of the same area.
It is the more necessary to point these facts out, because geological maps of this part
of the country have been published since then in public documents which entirely misrepresent
the true state of the case, but for which the Geological Survey Department is in no way

responsible. This area of trappean rocks, which is most obviously an outlying or separated
portion of the immense extent of overﬂowing volcanic rocks, which cover some thousands of
square miles of the Deccan, and close to the general boundary of which this area lies, is stated

to be of “trap rocks coming up through the sandstone" in one case‘ and is represented as a

“trap dyke" in another.1' Any geologist will at once see the vastly important difference in
the two views here alluded to.

In the one there is not only a chance, but almost a certainty,

that the coal will be found under a part at least of the area covered at the surface by these
rocks, (though we still think this may better be put out of any calculation for the present,)

while, in the other, everything would he cut oil’, and there would be no prospects of proving
the extension of the coal-bearing rocks at all.

The same maps, which are issued in a way

that might lead to the supposition that they had been furnished by the Geological Survey of
India, represent the structure of the country very erroneously more to the south.

I am not

aware of anything to justify the extension of the Tfalchir rocks in a broad belt across the
entire ﬁeld up to the crystalline boundary on the east, and I believe there is no foundation
for this representation. Certainly no such idea is held by the Geological Department, which
is in the same paper stated to have been working out the structure of the ﬁeld, and which
might, therefore, be supposed to hold the views represented on these maps.

It had been my intention to prove the detached areas of sandstones near to Nzigpﬁr
during the past season. This could have been done without interfering with the real progress

of other enquiries. I am not aware that anything has been done in this direction.
In the report referred to on the ‘Wurdha river coal-ﬁelds,’ I pointed out that so
far as information had been obtained up to that date, there appeared to be no question that
any line of railway to these ﬁelds, if laid out with the object of commanding the widest

area and largest amount of tratﬁc for a given outlay, ought certainly to be carried into the
Berar country.

this opinion.

And there has been nothing since discovered tending in any way to modify

There is coal, and enough to supply the demand, in the Chanda district.

But it is neither so conveniently placed, nor so continuous, nor so economically workable, as

in the Berar district. While the latter has the very great collateral advantage of opening out
one of the richest cotton districts in India, whereas there is little or no cotton, comparatively,
in Chanda, and the nature of the soil precludes any hope of much extension of its culti

vation. It would certainly appear an almost necessary consequence of the geological struc
ture of the country, that any line, intended to accommodate the largest amount of trafﬁc
in these two staplcs—coal and cotton—must be carried on the right bank of the Wurdha
river, at least south of the junction of the river W11nna. Any tonnage of coal likely to
be required from these ﬁelds would be common to either line, while the very large cotton
trade of the rich districts of Berar, Edlabad, and all to the south, can only be accommodated
to any useful extent by a line passing into, or through, East Berar.
In connection with the examination of these important ﬁelds, it is only a matter of
justice to the ofﬁcers of the Geological Survey to point out that, at the ﬁrst, it was estimated
that four years would be required to explore fairly and to determine propérly the value of
' Report of Administration of Central Provinces, 1869-70. p. 7|), Map. The workings of the Geological Survey
Department have never been, as here stated, under the direction of Mr. M. I-‘rynr.
1> Mining Journal, London, October 8, 1870.
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the coal-ﬁelds, with the full stat!‘ sanctioned for the purpose, while not more than one and

a half years have already elapsed since a commencement was made. And during even this
time those engaged have been diverted to other work. It seems to me not only rash, but
positively obstructive, to hurry on to conclusions, which must be as imperfect as the data on
which they are based. The topographical maps of all the ﬁeld are not even yet published,
and without these no good geological map can be constructed.

Still the greater part, if not

all, of East Berar has been examined, and a considerable portion of the west side of Chanda.
But much still remains. And this must just be worked out in the same way, steadily
proceeding from the known to the unknown, following up the details of the rocks, and care

fully putting together the isolated facts which are visible in this much covered country till
the structure of the whole can be built up. It is simply‘ nothing but the wildest speculation to
think that you can safely leap to a conclusion, or expect to accomplish in ﬁve days or even five
minutes what would take more nearly ﬁve years to do. Let us apply the consideration to
other countries. Any one, no matter how ignorant himself, who would demand a detailed
examination, report, borings, &c., of the country between Liverpool and London in a few
Weeks, would either be pitied as out of his senses, or laughed at as unworthy of a reply from
his ignorance. And yet here, if the demand were perhaps met by a simple statement of the

impossibility of complying with it, this determination not to attempt what was impracticable
would very possibly be thought dilatory.
The discovery of this coal on the Wurdha river is of no recent date. It was publicly
made known and exhibited more than forty years since. On the 19th August, in the year
1830, Mr. J. Prinsep, the Secretary to the Asiatic Society of Bengal, laid before the Society
a specimen of bituminous coal from the banks of the Wurdha river near Chanda, (Gleanings
in Science, Vol. II, p. 386,) and in the next year, Mr. Prinsep gave the results of analysis
of this coal, stating then, as we have had to do since, that it contained more than 20 per
cent. of ash, and also a larger proportion of volatile matter than usual, which, he adds, might

enable the coal, though of little use as a fuel, to he turned to proﬁt for the gas, which it
gives out in great abundance (ibid, Vol. III, p. 38l). This coal has since that time been

noticed by several others; it was rejected as not coal at all by many, and it was, in late
years, only ﬁrst declared positively to be good coal by one of the oﬁicers of the Geological
Survey (Mr. Blanford).

A rough sketch outline map was that very season made.

But no

detailed examination could be taken up until the detailed plans were ready. The Geological
Survey has since traced out the limits of the ﬁeld, and has made considerable progress in
the detailed examination of it. These seem to me to be the proper duties of that Survey,
leaving the working of the coal to those more immediately interested in the success of the

undertaking. And in doing this, the Survey only follow up the deﬁnite instructions they have
received to conﬁne their operations to such portions of the country as have been carefully
mapped by the regular survey establishments of the country.

The coal-ﬁelds known to occur in the lower Godavery near Dumagudium, for the
examination of which no funds were provided last year, have been taken in hand during
the present season, and Mr. W. Blanford has proceeded there for the purpose of examining
them and determining the best localities for actual borings. These are the most southerly
localities in India at which coal is known to occur, and their geographical position renders
them of high importance.
Among the many wild statements of the ‘ discovery’ of coal and other minerals which

constantly ﬁnd their way into the columns of newspapers, and give rise to much speculation
and excitement, one of the wildest seized on the public during the past year, and was urged
oﬁicially on the Government of Madras. It was stated that coal, ‘excellent steam coal,’ ‘ very
different from Indian coal,’ &c., &c., had been found near Gooty within a very short distance

of the railroad and most conveniently placed.

I took no notice of the ﬁrst announcement
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I saw of this. But when it was circumstantially stated that not only coal, but numbers
of fossils, both animals and plants, identical with those which characterized the coal-ﬁelds of
Scotland and England, had been procured in the same place, these details almost made one doubt
their own convictions. I should have given nothing for the stated occurrence of ‘ fossil ferns and
beautiful specimens of coal plants,’ because I had, years before, received from the same neigh
bourhood and sent by the same person as now announced the discovery, :1 large collection of
what were then called ‘ beautiful coal plants,’ but which on examination proved to be nothing but

the dried and squeezed rootlets of common grasses which had inserted themselves between
the cleavage planes of a true slate, and had been attached to the surfaces by a little very ﬁne

impalpable mud carried in by water.

The slightest application of water washed otf every

trace or marking of these so-called beautiful fossils.

I was therefore prepared for the

assertion of ‘coal plants,’ but the production of a few shells said to be from rocks which had been

carefully examined before, without yielding a single organism, was still to be explained.
Mr. Foote was requested to visit the locality on his way to the season's work, and I purposely
left him without the geological maps which had been constructed by his colleagues, desiring
to leave him without a chance of having his own opinions inﬂuenced by the views of others.
His results are given in a very clear and concise statement published in the ﬁrst number of

the ‘ Records,’ 1871, and it will be seen that there was not to be found a single bed of rock
agreeing either in colour or texture with that containing the fossils said to have been brought

from that district, but which, it appears, had been previously lying unlabelled, mixed up with
other fossils of all ages and localities, and picked out from this aggregate of confusion.

The coal, which certainly was, as described, ‘good steam coal,’ and “very different from
most Indian coals, " was found just in the line followed by carts which had drawn a large

quantity of similar coal to a contractor's depot not three miles off ; and to test the extent of
this coal, the Government were recommended to commence boring in the granite-gneiss on
which these dropped fragments were found! !

Anything evincing more lamentable ignorance

of the very ﬁrst elements of geological or mineralogical knowledge than the whole aﬂ'air it

would be impossible even to conceive.
This was an instance in which there could not be the slightest doubt that the gentleman
who brought forward the matter did so in all sincerity of purpose and honesty of belief in
its truth. But during the past year, it has been also our duty to expose a very delibemte
but amusing fraud leading to the belief of the existence of coal where it might possibly have
occurred, although it was highly improbable that it did, and where the sanguine antici

pations of those who ﬁrst made known the supposed discovery led them to picture in glowing
colours future results of magniﬁcent dimensions. These illusions led also to serious and
costly practical results, which a little calmer consideration would probably have obviated,
At the commencement of the year, it was publicly stated that thick and valuable beds
of coal had been unexpectedly found while boring for water within the precincts of the
new Central Jail Buildings at Midnapore.

This ‘discovery’ was widely published, and the

most sanguine anticipations of results were put forward.

Dr. Mount, then Inspector General

of Jails, took up the question very energetically. Such tools as could be procured here were
obtained, and the borings were prosecuted with great vigour under the able charge of

Major J . D. Swayne, the Executive Engineer in charge of the works of the jail. The matter
did not come to the Geological Survey till some months later. In March, Dr. Stoliczka, then
in temporary charge of this office during my absence, reported to the Government of Bengal

that the specimens of coal which had been sent indicated a valuable fuel, but that as
nothing whatever was then known of eit-her the dip or strike or thickness of the bed, all of
which were entirely concealed by a thick covering of laterite and lateritous clays, &.c., no
correct idea could be formed as to what quantity of coal might exist in the locality. Borings
were, therefore, continued and others made. The specimens of coal sent up from time
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to time were all of the same kind, and all in similar pieces.

The value of this coal was

tested by assay, but any opinion as to the real value of the ‘ discovery' was withheld until
aﬂcr actually visiting the place. In the middle of April I went to Midnapore, hoping to ﬁnd
that the boring (No. 4) then in progress would have reached the coal by the time of my
arrival, and that I should be able to judge better of the nature of the bed from seeing how

the fragments came up in the boring tools. I remained several days, but regret that I
failed to see the coal, which was stated to have been reached some few days after my return.
However, I had the advantage of cross-questioning the man in charge of the borings,
and I ascertained from him that no actual bed of coal had ever been cut, but that, as he

stated, throughout a depth of nine to eleven feet, the fragments of coal had been brought

up mixed with the soft slush of the red clay in which the tools were sinking.

From

the moment I ﬁrst saw the specimens of coal said to have been brought up, I believed that
they could not have been the result of the cutting of any solid bed. And it was on my

stating this to the man that he at once explained the matter as I have said.

His answers

Were clear and consistent, and the facts, if they were facts as stated, were easily rcconcilnble
with a supposition that the tools had just struck the loose outcrop or top of a. bed of coal,

the detached and broken portions of which had become mixed up with the clays above. To
test these statements, and to prove the continuity of the coal, if it existed, the boring
rods were at once moved as far to the apparent dip of the supposed coal as the limits of

the jail grounds permitted. A boring in this locality ought certainly to give, if the statements
were correct, a suﬁicient covering of rock over the coal to preserve it from any such
admixture with the clays as appeared to occur in the other borings, and would also given.
satisfactory indication of the amount and direction of dip of the bed, if it proved continuous.
This boring (No. 5) was commenced, but owing to the soft nature of the clays and

sands through which it passed and the want of tubing, combined with the bad boring tools
at command, it was necessarily abandoned before it had reached the required depth.

After

a delay of nearly a couple of months tubing was procured, and another boring was put

down close by. This was in September. I communicated my suspicions to Major Swayue,
and asked him to take precautions to prevent the possibility of any repetition of the trick,

Which I suspected had been played, of putting coal down the bore holes that it might be brought
up

And this boring was carried down some 220 feet, but, as Major Swayne states.

‘ not a single trace of coal was found subsequently to the date on which these precautions were
taken’. To satisfy himself more thoroughly, Major Swayne then very judiciously commenced
a new boring close to (within a foot or two of) the ﬁrst boring in which eleven feet yielding
coal were stated to have been passed through. Before this was commenced, new and
better tools had been procured from England, and the boring was rapidly and easily
carried out.

The boring had, however, only reached about half the depth at which the coal was
stated to occur, when the man in charge disappeared without leave and under very suspicious
circumstances. After he had thus absconded, his house was searched under warrant from a

Magistrate, and some coal was found partly in lumps and partly broken up. And on compari
son of this with that said to have been brought up from the borings, they proved identical.
This, however, although very strongly corroborative of the suspicious entertained, was not

sufficient to establish the facts: so the boring was continued and carried right through the
whole depth at Which the coal was, in the ﬁrst instance, stated to occur.
coal wasfound.

But not a trace qf

These results appeared suﬂicient to justify stopping all further boriugs with a view
to test the extent of the coal which was shown not to exist.

One only will be continued to

prove the actual tl1ickncss of the covering clays, sands, &c._. in this part of the district.
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Briefly then, four borings had been nearly completed before the Geological Survey had the

matter brought before them, in all of which coal had been statedto occur at about the same
depth from the surface. A ﬁfth boring was necessarily abandoned from want of proper tools,
and the sixth discovered the fraud. The last boring put down close by the ﬁrst was simply
put down as a conﬁrmation of the results obtained from the others. And so far no evidence
whatever has been obtained that coal occurs at all in this Midnapone locality.
The trick of putting coal down a bore hole so that the boring tools may again bring it up,
is by no means an unknown one. It has frequently been practised in Europe, &c., and I
believe this is not the ﬁrst tin1e it has been resorted to in India either. Some useful lessons
may possibly be learnt from such a detection.

One is the delay and doubt inevitably

engendered by the use of inferior and unsuitable tools for such enquiries. Some months
would have been saved had there been available proper boring tools and piping in the present

case. And it was simply impracticable with the bad tools at command to keep the boring
holes as clear and free as they ought to have been. It would also seem both injudicious and,
therefore, costly to employ doubtful characters in matters when so much must be taken on
their statements. And certainly, if men are put to such work, it would be wiser to pay them

in proportion to the work they are called on to execute. The man in charge in the present
case was at ﬁrst a convict, and when released, he received only a wretched pittance, barely
suﬁicient to keep him from starving and certainly not sufficient to place him above the
temptation of trying to eke out his living in other ways. It is highly probable that better
pay would not have kept him from attempting such frauds, but the chance of his indulging

in them would unquestionably have been diminished if he had been placed above want.
But if such rogucrics be sufficient to indicate the serious responsibility which attaches

to those who without enquiry hurry before the public with highly coloured and exaggerated
statements of such ‘ discoveries’ and so mislead every one else, the time and money will have
been well spent. If there were not a hasty and unthinking desire to gain a little fame
and reward by the immediate announcement as a discovery of what was quite unproven, I

have no hesitation in saying that similar tricks, even if once attempted, would certainly not
he often repeated.

Major Swayne, the Executive Engineer in charge of the jail works, has throughout
exhibited a very earnest and intelligent desire to test the truth of the statements made, and

would certainly have proved the facts before publicly announcing them.
I refer more particularly to these considerations because as an immediate consequence of
this much trumpeted discovery of coal at Miduapore came an urgent request from Madras,
that a very large reward‘ (two lakhs of rupees, £20,000, was ﬁrst mentioned, afwrwards

reduced to one-half of a lakh,) should be otfercd for the discovery of a workable bed of coal
south of the 17th parallel of latitude in India; the coal to be of a speciﬁed quality, and the

seam of speciﬁed dimensions.
This recommendation was based distinctly‘ and directly on the assumed fact that a bed of
coal, 13 feet in thickness, had been found at Midnapore beneath a thick superﬁcial deposit of

laterite, where all the lower rocks cropping out in the neighbourhood were crystalline and
much older than the coal-bearing deposits. It was urged that “ the discovery of coal under
such circumstances is without precedent," but that the precedent being once established other
such discoveries might fairly be looked for elsewhere. And that as it was known that in the
Madras Presidency vast tracts of country existed in which the geological formation of the
surface agrees with the above description, no reason appeared why the discovery of coal should
be a more improbable event there than at Midnapore.
It might suﬁice here to point out that as the coal has really not been found at Midnapore,
all this reasoning, supposed to be safely based on that discovery, must fall to the ground.
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But as the whole thing appeared to me to bc a baseless illusion, I had to point out the reasons
for this opinion. This may best be done by quoting the letter addressed to the Government of
India on the matter; in this, after speaking of the terms on which it was proposed to olfer

such a reward for the ﬁnding of coal, and stating my belief that nothing was likely to result

from such a procedure, but a useless waste of time and money, I went on to say,—“ I am
convinced of this not only by the general experience of the result of such offers, but even

more by the grounds on which the 0ﬂ'er is recommended. This recommendation appears
to me to be based on an entire misconception of the facts regarding recent discoveries

of coal, and it may, therefore, be well brieﬂy to indicate, for the information of the Consulting
Engineer for Railways in Madras, as well as others, how those facts really stand. Major
3. Stewart refers to a generalized statement of mine as to the geographical limits within

which the great development of coal-measures in India has been conﬁned. That this was a
very general statement he would have seen from the fact, that the coal of Assam, of Eastern

Bengal, and of many other places were excluded; and so far as the argument that the product
ive coal-ﬁelds of India are conﬁned to one belt across the peninsula, it was of exceedingly

little importance whether the southern limits were given at the 20th degree or at the 18th
degree of north latitude. In fact, if the map which accompanies the report referred to
had been looked at, it would have been seen that the coal-bearing rocks were shown to

extend below the 20th degree of latitude, and also that the country still further to the
south was shown to be unknown geologically, regarding which, therefore, nothing was
attempted to be asserted. The southern limit of the coal-bearing rocks has since then been
carried further to the south than was then (1867) known, but only within the limits then
indicated as unexamined."

“ It is entirely correct to state that great diﬂiculty presents itself when any attempt is
made to form general conclusions regarding the mineral resources of so vast a country,
But this diﬁiculty only arises from the impracticability of actually seeing this vast area
and the necessity of trusting to the information of others. There is no real diﬂiculty in
determining the facts wherever we can examine the country.

Reports of mine are also

quoted, stating that coal had been found in the borings in the Chanda district at places where
its existence was entirely unknown or unsuspected. It was clearly not unknown or unsus
pected by the Geological Surveyors, as they selected the points at which the borings were put
down. But it was asserted that it could not possibly exist there by so-called practical
engineers, the very class whose aid it is proposed now to invoke."

The letter goes on to argue, that because coal has been found at Midnapore under
laterite, and because a considerable portion of the Madras Presidency presents a surface
formation of laterite also, it cannot be seen that the discovery of coal should be amore

improbable event there than at Midnapore.
“ We are not in any way responsible for the statements or descriptions given in news_
papers, but those quoted above certainly do not represent the facts correctly. The seam
of coal (the thickness of which by the way is as yet quite unknown) does not underlie a
thick superﬁcial deposit of laterite in the ordinary or proper sense of the term. It occurs
in a series of beds of sandstone, &c., of totally distinct age from the laterite, and which had

been disturbed, broken up, and very largely denuded or worn away before the nearly horizontal
beds of the laterite and lateritous clays were spread over them; that is, the continuity or
position of one formation is not the slightest clue to the continuity or position of the other.
The lower rocks also which crop up in the neighbourhood are not crystalline. The crystalline
rocks show a long way to the west. But wherever there is any trace of other rocks under
the laterite, those rocks are sandstones, which have become much impregnated with iron from
the laterite above, and have, thei'clo1'e, lost a good deal of their distinctive characters. It is
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said, “so far as known, a discovery of coal under such circumstances is without precedent."

But so far from this being really so, coal has not only been known, but worked for many years
in the eastern end of the Ranigunj coal-ﬁeld under exactly similar circumstances, the only

dilference being that the covering or thickness of the laterite is much less than at Midnapore.
In other respects the cases are analogous.”
Undoubtedly “similar discoveries may be looked for elsewhere under similar geological

conditions.” “But although there are in the Madras Presidency vast tracts of country in
which the geological formation of the surface is laterite, there is not that I am aware of
any single locality where there is the slightest reason to suppose that this laterite covers
up and conceals coal-measures below. There is no place where such coal-measures appear in
the adjoining country, or in any of the sections. At Midnapore there is at a limited distance
to the north the extensive and rich ﬁeld of Ranigunj, which is at its eastern limit all covered
up with laterite. And again to the south, similar sandstones, &o., appear near Cuttack,
rendering it beyohd a question more probable that if any distinct formation did occur under
the laterite and above the crystalline rocks, that formation would certainly be the coal-bearing

l‘0(‘kB-

"

* But there is not as yet known a shadow of evidence that any similar

conditions exist anywhere in the Madras Presidency."

PUBLICATIONS.-—Tl]e “Rscoans of the Geological Survey" have regularly appeared at the
ﬁxed intervals of three months. This series has proved, as anticipated, most useful in giving
early and timely notices of geological facts, which could not be given to the public for many
months if it were necessary to wait for a tolerably complete report, such as could be published
in the Memoirs of the Survey with maps, &c. In the four numbers for the year 1870 will be

‘found, in addition to the annual report of the Geological Survey and of the Geological
Museum, a general sketch of the geological structure of the neighbourhood of Madras; the
alluvial deposits of the Irrawadi valley; geology of country around Gwalior; the Wurdha

river coal-ﬁelds ; the Mohpani coal-ﬁeld in the Narbadda valley; geology of Mount Tilla, in the
salt range, Punjab; full accounts of the copper deposits of Singbhﬁm; the coal near Korha,
Bilaspﬁr, with brief notices of lead lodes at Chicholi in Ra-ipﬁr; lead and copper in

Maubhﬁm; lead ores near Sleemanabad in Jabalpur; on petroleum in Burmah, &c., and in the
Punjab, &'.c,, &c., with the customary lists of additions to our library during each quarter.
The lead found in Manbhum by Mr. Ball proved to be extraordinarily rich in silver, yielding
more than 119 ounces to the ton of lead !

We have had several very satisfactory testimonies

to the value of this series of papers. And one of the best perhaps is the readiness with
which our results are quoted in the Geological Journals of Europe, &c. The quick publication
of results in this way renders it unnecessary to enter into the same detail in our annual
report, for these records contain at full, or in full abstract, the descriptive reports, &c-, of the
oﬁicers of the survey for a large part of the year’s work.
Of the larger publications,

The Mnnorns of the Geological Survey of India, we have,

we regret to say, been able actually to issue only one part. Great progress has been made in
the preparation of others. But it has not been possible to have the geological maps and
sections prepared and ready for issue in time.

A long and fully detailed report on the country

lying between Madras and the Kistna river is actually printed, but cannot be issued until the
map to accompany it be ready. Reports on the small ‘coal-ﬁelds of Itkhuri (Eetcooree); of
Daltongunj, or Palamaun; of Karanpfmi, south of Hazarfbagh, &c., are also ready for issue,
with the exception of the maps which are to accompany them. These unavoidably take

much time.

They are useless unless prepared with considerable accuracy, and the colouring

requires much care and special attention. This too is work Which cannot be done inthe
ordinary way without the supervision of a geologist who understands the maps. A

detailed and beautiful map of Kutch is also being printed off now.

This is being printed
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in colours, and will, I think, prove a very excellent and admirable record of the geological
examination of the country. We are greatly indebted to Captain W. G. Murray, in charge
of the Lithographic Department of the Surveyor General’s Office, for the earnest and skilful

attention he has given to this and other similar work, of which he has done much with his
own hands, and for the friendly and zealous aid he has throughout afforded. Indeed this is
only a continuation of the same earnest assistance we have invariably experienced from
Colonel Thuillier and all of his valued department.

Of the PALEONTOLOGIA Innrca, the regular issue has been punctually maintained,
with only one diiference. It was found by experience that the small fasciculi, which at ﬁrst
were issued every three months and distributed at once, were frequently lost or much injured
in transmission, or were not cared for afterwards as larger books would be. And in

consequence of several representations to this effect, the four fasciculi representing a twelve
months’ issue of these palaeontological memoirs have been published as one part. The
part or volume issued during 1870 contains the ﬁrst portion of the bivalve mollusca of the
Cretaceous rocks of Southern India (the Peleqypoda). These have been illustrated with the

same accuracy of detail and fulness of research as were the volumes already published of the
Ccpbalopoda and Gastropoda. And the series has elicited the very highest encomiums from
the best palzeontologists and geologists of Europe. Dr. Ferd. Stoliczka, Palzeontologist to
the Survey, has throughout maintained the same thorough and indefatigable devotion to
the work he has undertaken as have hitherto distinguished his labors.
The preparation of the ﬁnal geological maps to be issued on the basis of the sheets
of the Atlas of India has made much progress. Two quarter sheets; including Madras

Town and neighbourhood, are nearly ready (No. 78, north-east and south-east), and the copper
plates of several others have been applied for, that the necessary transfers for geological
purposes may be prepared.

Geological descriptions of various parts of the country have been furnished tolocal otlicers,
and especially a general sketch of the Geology of Orissa to Dr. W. W. Hunter for his accounts
of that province; of the Central Provinces, published in the Gazetteer of the Central Pro
vinces; and of the Berars for the Gazetteer of those districts.

Other similar sketches have

been applied for, but in some cases too late to admit of their preparation in time. It ought to
be borne in mind, that however brief such sketches may be,the very necessity for this conden
sation renders them more tedious and troublesome in preparation than a fuller report might be.
LIBRARY--—ScV6n hundred and thirty-seven volumes or parts of serials have been added

to the Library of the Geological Survey during the twelve months under report. Of this
number no less than ﬁve hundred and twenty-ﬁve have been received in exchange for the pub
lications of the Geological Survey of India from Societies and other Institutions with which

relations of exchange have been established. Of these accessions. a complete list for the three
p1-eceding months is given in each number of the Records, and to this report is added a list
of all Societies or public Institutions from which, during the twelve months, donations or
exchanges have been received.
We still labour under the great disadvantage of having this valuable collection of books

so crowded from want of proper space for their preservation, &c., that much time is lost and
great inconvenience incurred when references are necessary.
The Library of the Geological Survey has during the year been freely consulted by many

besides the oﬂiccrs of the survey, and has proved very useful by affording access to many
book not to be had elsewhere in Calcutta or in India.
MUSEUM.-—The regular and systematic numbering, entering, and cataloguing of the nu
merous additions to our collections progresses. Always a tedious process, it is in our case
rendered more than usually so by the necessity we are under, from want of space, to pack
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away, after cataloguing, in boxes, a very large part of the series, and simply store them in the
godowns; this difficulty which involves a very large share of additional work, whenever refer
ence to, or comparison of, these specimens becomes necessary, will be unavoidable until the

Museum obtains proper space for the exhibition of its collections and for rendering them
accessible to those who desire to study them.
Mr. Tween, Curator, has been steadily progressing with the detailed examination of the

coals of India in connection with the detailed experiments as to their actual ‘ duty’, which are
being carried out by Colonel H. Hyde, B. E., at the Mint Oﬂices.

When completed, it is hoped

that these combined assays and actual trials will give a very much more trustworthy and
accurate test of the relative values of the various coals of India, than has hitherto been
obtainable. The speciﬁc gravity of each coal is carefully determined, and the general assay or
cdmposition; and then careful analysis of the ashes of the coal is made, showing the
nature of their composition and the presence or absence of ingredients, which, though in small

quantities, would exercise possibly a very seriously injurious etfect on the results of the em
ployment of these coals in manufactures, such as smelting of iron, &c.
ME'rBoBI'rss.—As stated in the Records of the Survey, 1870, pt. 4, p. 104, we have
added to our large collection of Meteorites, during the past year, specimens of the fall at

Hessle, near Upsala, on the_1st of January 1869; of that of Kernouve or Cleguercc, Morbi
han, France, of the 23rd of May 1869; also a ﬁne specimen of the iron of Deesa, Chili.

As customary, an index map on a small scale is appended, showing roughly the present
state of the survey; as also a list of those Societies or public Institutions from which we
have received publications during the twelve months in exchange for those of the Geological
Survey of India.
The various collections are all in as good order and safe keeping as the nature of the
accommodation at our command will permit.
T. OLDHAM,
Gsonocman Snnvnv OFFICE,
Januar , 1871.
i

Supdt. qf Gaol. Survey q/' India, and
Director of Geol. Museurn, Calcutta.

List qf Societies and other Institutions, &c., from which publicatioru have been received

in donation or exchange for the Library qf the Geological Survey of India during
the year 1870.
BELGIUM.—Acade1nie Royalc des Sciences, Bruxclles.

Bsm1N.—Royal Academy of Science.
,,

Deutsche Geologischc Gesellschaft.

BOS'l‘ON.——Scciety of Natural History.
,,
Museum of Comparative Zoiilogy.
CALCU'1‘TA.—-Asiatic Society of Bengal.

,,

Agri-Horticultural Society.

,,

Public Library.

CAMBRIDGE U. s.—Mnseum of Comparative Zoiilogy.
Dnnsnsx.—Naturwiss. Gcsellschatt, Isis.
DUBLIN.—-Royal Society.

,,

Royal Geological Society

,,

Royal Irish Academy.

...
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Enrnnonon.—-Royal Society.
,,
Royal Scottish Society of Arts.
FLORENCB.—-Geological Society of Italy.
GIiWINGEN.—K6nigl. Gesellschaft der Wisscuschaﬂ:on.
Lavsannn.-—Société Vaudoise des Sciences Nntun-lles.

LONDON.—R0yul Institution of Great Britain.
,,
Royal Geographical Society.

,‘

,,
,,
,,
,,

Royal Society.
Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland.
Geological Society.
Geological Survey of Great Britain and Ireland.

,,

Society of Arts.

M0scow.—Société Impériale de Naturalistvs.
MiiNI(‘H.—The Academy.
Naecnarlzrh-Society of Natural Science.
NEW YORK.—Museum of Natural History.

Noawar.—Royal University of Christiunia.
PALERMO —Consiglio di Perfezionamento di l’.ﬂorn1o.
Paars.—Comm. des Annales des Mines.

,,
Société Géologique de France.
PHI !.Am;LPnIA.—An1erican Philosophical Society.
,,
,,

Franklin Institute.
Academy of Natural Sciences.

Pourmmn.—Society of Natural History.
Roonnan.—Thomason College of Civil Engineering.
Saum.—Esscx Institute.

,,

Peabody Academy of Science.

Srocxaonm.—Royal Academy of Science.
,,
Bureau de la Rech. Geo]. (1. l. Suede.

Sr. PETEBSBUBG.-—Acad. Imp. des Sciences de St. Petersbourg.
TORON'1'O.——Canadian Institute.
,

Toars.—Royal Academy of Sciences.

,,
Academy of Turin.
Vrcroau.-Govt. Geological Survey of Victoria, Department of Mines.
VIENNA.-—KaiS. Akad. der Wisaenschaften.
,,
K. K. Geologische Reichs-Anstalt.
WAsH1No'r0N.—Smitl1sonian Institute.
,,
National Academy of Sciences.

ZiiaIcH.—-—The Society.
(1'|o\'ernnlents of India, Mndra.s, Bmnbay, Bengal, N. W. Provinces, Punjab; Chief Com
missioners of Oude, Central Provinces, and British Bnrmah; Surveyor General of India,

'

&c., &c.
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Rrsums or an nnqcmv nvro an unseen mscovaar or COAL NEAR Goorr. arm
or mnrcxnors or Coan IN Cunnarxn Drsrmcr, by R. Baucs Foora, r.o.s.,
GEOLOGICAL Snnvnr or INDIA.
Dr. Hunter in his letter to the Madras Government which I perused by desire of the
Hon'hle R. S. Ellis, 0. 13., the Chief Secretary, stated that he was led to examine a certain

piece of ground lying west of the Adoni road, and about ﬁve miles from Gooty, by hearing
from a Sergeant Fenner, stationed at that place, that he had picked up fragments of coal at
the above spot.

Dr. Hunter himself picked up one or two more fragments of coal, lying loose on the
surface, at the same place, and from this inferred the existence of coal below the surface, and

recommended that a further search should be carried out by means of ‘ borings.’
In order that no possible mistake should arise in identifying the spot in question, I
requested Sergeant Fenner to become my guide to it, and accordingly visited it under his

guidance.
The place I was taken to proved to be situate among the metamorphic rocks, which, at

that spot, consist of an extremely hard, massive and highly crystalline variety of granite
gneiss, forming a low rocky hill west of Yerragoody tank.

This granite-gneiss, which

weathers into great tors and rounded lumps, is of a pale, pinkish or greyish white color
(when freshly broken) speckled with small crystals of black mica in considerable numbers.
Both here and throughout the neighbourhood it is traversed by trap-dykes (generally of

green stone) and small quartz veins.
It was very evident therefore the coal fragmcnts' collected here could not have been
derived from the underlying rock, but must have come from elsewhere, but no younger rocks
out of which they might have been washed. or weathered, occur anywhere in the immediate
vicinity. The nearest place at which younger rocks occur is fully eight miles to the eastward ,
where beds of quartzite and limestone appear; these belong to the Cuddapah (Kadapah) series
which is nowhere known to contain coal or any carbonaceous mineral.

That the fragments of

coal found by Dr. Hunter and Sergeant Feuner could not have been washed there out of the

Cuddapah rocks is quite clear, as no drift of any kind occurs at the level where the fragments
in question were found, which cannot be less than from 30 to 50 feet above the nearest valley,
that of the little stream which ﬁlls the Yerragoody tank. Furthermore the fragments of

coal in question are perfectly angular, with an unweathered surface, never having been
rolled by water.

No fragments of coal remained at the time of my visit to the Yerragoody hill.
Sergeant Fenner pointed out as “most favorable indications of coal" according to
Dr. Hunter, what proved to be the rather decomposed surface of a small trap-dyke exposed
in a ballast pit close to the road. A hummocky intrusion of coarse dioritic trap was, on
the same authority, given as “iron ore.”

In conclusion, I have no hesitation in believing that the fragments of coal found by
Dr. Hunter and Sergeant Fenner had been brought to the spot where found by some human
agency.
They were either brought from a coal depot belonging to Mr. E. ‘V. Barnett, C. E.,
the Railway Contractor, the remains of which may still be seen at the spot where the Gooty

Adoni road crosses the railway, a distance of only three miles from the Yerragoody hill,
or else they may have been dropped from the carts in which Mr. Barnett carted a quantity
of coal up to Adoni, previous to the time of Dr. Hunter's visit.
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In the latter case the carts would have to pass within a few yards of Dr. Hunter's
supposed coal-ticld.
Among the remains of Mr. Barnettfs coal depbt at the crossing over the line, to which
my attention was directed by Mr. Barefoot, the very obliging Locomotive Foreman at Gooty

Station, I picked up various pieces of slaty north-of-England coal identical in appearance
with the specimens from Yerragoody hill, which Dr. Hunter exhibited to His Excellency

Lord Napier and the members of Council on the occasion on which I was desired to attend.
2.-—Imiicatiomr qf Coal near Cudclapah.
Dr. Hunter's informant as to the existence of good indications of coal near Cuddapah

was, I believe, a. Mr. Adams, a sci-dis-ant ‘ experienced coal miner from Chanda.’

The spot indicated as showing such promising indications of coal lies about ﬁve miles
north-north-west from Cuddapah where the limestones (here belonging to the Kurnool
(Karnﬁl) series) have been largely quarried in deep pits, a little to the east of the village
of Chinna Mazapully.

These pits at the time of my visit were quite full of water, but

the waste heaps, which I went over carefully, showed not the faintest indication of coal or
coal shale.
In addition to the negative evidence afforded by the waste heaps, I ascertained from

Mr. Higginson, the Irrigation Company's Engineer at Cuddapah, who has worked the self
smnc quarries largely, and for weeks together been in the habit of constantly visiting them,
that he has never seen the smallest trace of carbonaceous matter in any part of the rocks

there exposed.
As Mr. Higginsou is not only an experienced Civil Engineer, but also a careful and
thoughtful observer of facts, his evidence may be very safely accepted as conclusive of the

non-existence of coal or coaly matter at this place.
Dr. Hunter did not, I believe, visit this place personally, but merely brought Mr. Adams’

supposed discovery to the notice of the Madras Government.
3.—Fo-rsil shells and petroleum near Ryalc/1er00.
In his letter to the Madras Government above referred to, Dr. Hunter further stated that
he believed coal occurred in the rocks lying between Ryalcheroo (in Bellary District, ﬁfteen
miles south-east of Gooty) and Cuddapah, and advanced three reasons especially for such

belief; ﬁrstly, the presence of fossil shells ‘ 1lerebratulae' in the limestone near Ryalcheroo ;
secondly, the presence of petroleum in limestones at Khona Oopalapad, six miles north-east

of Ryalcherroo; and thirdly, the black color of some of the limestones occurring between
Tadputri (Taudapurtee) and Cuddspah !
Dr. Hunter produced before the Council two fossil shells (Terebratulze of a species
somewhat resembling T. hastata) which he stated came from Ryalcheroo, where they had

been found some years ago by Major Bissett (since deceased, I believe), and added that the
late Mr. Robert Cole, Inspector General of the Indian Medical Department, Madras, had

also collected similar fossils at the same place.
As Dr. Hunter could give me no information as to the exact locality near Ryalcheroo
whence the fossils came, and I had not the maps of that neighbourhood, prepared by my

colleagues, a great deal more time was required to investigate this point than would have
been otherwise necessary.
I examined a very large number of beds of limestone with in-tercalated slates, shales,

quartzites, &c., &c., without ﬁnding the slightest trace of any organic form, some very
doubtful worm-tracks excepted.
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lV'one of the limestones agree in color or texture with that which yielded Dr. .Hunter's
specimens, and I cannot help having the strongest doubts as to the correctness of Dr.
Hunter's statement that the Terebratulw in question came from Ryalcheroo, or any other
place in that neighbourhood, as the statement in question rests only on the authority of his
memory, which in this instance has, I ﬁrmly believe, played him false.
When Dr. Hunter showed me those Terebratulm some days before the meeting of the
Council, they were unlabelled in a drawer containing many other fossils from Europe, equally
unlabelled, and mixed up together regardless of geological age, or natural orders. Whatever
Major Bissett/s specimens may have been, I cannot but think that, from trusting too much
to his memory, and from keeping his collections in a state of utter disorder, Dr. Hunter has
made a mistake, and unintentionally taken some European specimens for Major Bissett’s.
The presence of petroleum in the limestones at Khona Oopalapad might offer some little
support to Dr. Hunter's expectations of ﬁnding coal in the Cuddapah rock series, if proved,

but unfortunately no petroleum can be found there.

'

' i " The only substance which, following his directions, could be found at Khona Oopalapad,
either by Mr. Kelsall, the Acting Sub-Collector of Bellary, or by myself, was a dark brown,
glistening, feetid substance which has dribbled out of numerous small caves in the face of

the cliff overhanging the Khoua Ramaswamy Pagoda.

This substance, though somewhat resembling petroleum in color, differs very markedly
by refusing to burn.

Before the blow pipe it volatilized without any appearance of ﬂame.

The small caves out of which this brown substance dribbles are tenauted by numerous

bats and blue pigeons whose excrementa are, by percolation of water in wet Weather, converted
into a species of guano retaining a very unpleasant bat—like odour.
The limestone cliffs in which this ‘ bat-guano’ occurs do not belong to the Cuddapah

rock series, but are formed of a recent trzwertiu deposited on the scarp of those older rocks
by streams ﬂowing from a more elevated plateau of limestone (of the Kurnool (Karmil) series),

which lies unconformably on them.
The small caves are mostly spaces left between numerous large stalactites in the traver

tin, others are of artiﬁcial origin. The travertin is still being formed, but probably in far
less quantity than in former periods when the country was less arid. Numerous organisms,
such as land-shells, and leaves of trees of living species, have been encrusted by the travertin,

and their impressions are beautifully clear.
The ‘bat-guano,’ I ﬁnd, had been pronounced by my colleagues, the late C. E. Oldham
and W. King, Junr., not to be petroleum.

I was not aware of this till after my visit to

Khona Oopalapad.
In reply to a letter in which I drew his attention to the fact that the supposed petroleum
refused to burn, Dr. Hunter informs me that the specimen he received from Mr. Smart-,

late Chief Engineer of the Madras Railway, burnt with a strong ﬂame, dropping and giving

off much gas, but he does not know exactly from where Mr. Smart got it. I intend writing
to Mr. Smart on this subject as soon as I can ascertain his present address.
It thus appears that none of Dr. Hunter's statements have been substantiated, while
the most important have proved to be entirely without foundation. These statements were
no doubt made by Dr. Hunter in a sincere belief in the correctness of his deductions, but

the latter, unfortunately, were based on a series of hasty, crude, and in some cases utterly
incorrect, observations evidencing such a want of practical knowledge of geology and several

other sciences that in future his ‘geological discoveries’ should be received with extreme
caution.
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MINERALOGICAL Srsnsncs or KUMAON DIVISION, collected under instructions from run
COMMISSIONER, COLONEL H. Ramsay, c. 13., by A. W. Lswnns, Civil Divisional Engineer.
While submitting these mineralogical returns for the past year (1869-70), I would call
attention to the statement commencing my last year's report, and to the remarks now

made by Captain Garstin.

While every care has been taken to check as far as possible

the correctness of the details, still too much reliance cannot be placed upon them.

It is not

the special duty of any native oﬁicials in the several parts of the districts to collect the
information required, and those from whom it is asked not understanding the object for
which it is sought, or seeing any direct advantage to be derived therefrom, are liable not
to he overcareful in making their calculations ; and it should therefore be remembered that
the ﬁgures entered are merely approximations and not actuals. Specimens from most of
the mines mentioned in the returns having been received by me, I have endeavoured to give
a description of their character and species, so far as I can determine them by the ordinary

rough tests.
DETAIL OF LOCALITIES.
KUMAON DISTRICT.
IB01\'.——-Agar Puflz'—-Lukgarri minc.—The specimens are rich in nietal, of a laminated
structure, black colour, are slightly micaceous, and inﬂuence the magnetic needle.

They

may possibly contain Manganese.

Agar .Putt£—Nuttln2a Klum minc.—A micaceous ore rich in metal, laminated, affects
the needle slightly.
Agar PuMi—Sutbtin_qa mine.——A rich haematite, inﬂuences the needle.

Agar Putts’-—Gulla 1m'ne.—Ore similar to that of the Nntthﬁa Khan mine.

Lukhzanpdr .Puih'—M'um'a mine.—The ore is seemingly ‘an earthy red haematite,
minute particles of yellow metal appear here and there, of Which I have no means of testing
the nature.
Darwin Puth'—Dz'_gun'a mine.—This specimen is also an earthy red h£e|ng,tite_
Rungourh Puttz'—Di_r/m-ia mine.—Ore possibly a clay ironstone.
acid similarly to spathic iron.

In parts aifected by

Rungourh Putt1'—Julal mine.—This resembles micaceous iron schist.
Kharai .Putts'——L0be mine.—This ore is apparently a brown haematite.

Mulla Kutyoor Putts’-Lugtlum mine.-Similar to the last named specimen.
Bunion Putt? (Gang(Ili).—A black micaceous ore apparently rich;

laminated, and

inﬂuences the magnetic needle.
Co1>1>1In.—Bdel Putli (GangIili)—Buj1il miM.—This ore is a copper pyrites.
matrix is composed of steatite and felspar.
Bdel Puttr'—Retha_1/at mine.—Specimen similar to the last mentioned.

The

Gungzili Patti-—Tamba Klum.—This ore is pyrites, and is apparently rich in metal,

talcose rocks form the gangue.
Athagdorz Pulli (Gang1'1li)—Fudiali Minc.—Specimens from this mine do not seem very
rich in copper. In a matrix of talcose schist pyrites is disseminated in small particles .
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Gunrrwsn Dlsraicr.
In0N.—P_ykun<Ia Puth'.—These specimens exhibit granular iron pyrites imbedded
in veins of quartz which occur in a. dark greyish talcose sc-hist. They are apparently
not very rich in ore.

S1'lz' Clmmlpair Putts’-—Rqjbu'nga mine.-—This is a haematite, rich in quality. It is
slightly attracted by the magnet.

Silf Chandpzir Putli—Kh1ish mine.—This is evidently a micaceous ore, scaling oﬂ'
easily, minute crystals, resembling garnets, can be observed on the sides of the specimens.

The adjacent beds seem to be chlorite schist.

The ore aifects the needle.

Patti B-1'1-lzla ZVagpsir—Bu'klzunda mine.—Specimens from these mines are also of a
micaceous nature, and seem to contain in parts, minute crystals of quartz, pyrites, &;c..

otherwise it much resembles graphite, and leaves minute particles upon the ﬁngers when
touched.

It does not inﬂuence the compass needle.

Patti Bickla lVa_qp1Zr—Ja7cl:tolz' mine.—This ore is probably a. clay ironstone. It is
of a. light coffee colour, and of little speciﬁc gravity.

-

Patti Bickla 1Vagp1ir—~Gz'Zet mine.—-This ore is similar to that of the Bukhunda
mine.
Putts’ Mulla Dussolz'—]l/[ok m-1'ne.—The specimens appear to be magnetic iron ore
rich in mineral; colour black, structure crystalline, and laminated.

magnetic properties.

It possesses highly

_

Putts‘ Mulla Du.rsaZz'—Clzurbun_q mine.-—This corresponds to that of the Mok mine,
one fragment is a natural loa/dstone and exhibits its polarity in the direction of the planes
of lamination. (?) It seems very rich in iron.

Patti Buckurspr/un—~D|i_gura mine.—It is ditl-icult to deﬁne of what nature these speci
mens may be: possibly an earthy hydrated oxide of iron. Its colour varies from yellow
ish-brown to dusky black, streak the same.
predominating.

It is of little speciﬁc gravity, the clay seemingly

Pull! Id_yaIcole—Pipula' mine.—Probsb1y a hydrous form of sesquioxide of iron, clay
largely predominates.
Patti IdyalcoIe—Danda Tali mine.—The ore from this mine seems an argillaceous
variety of brown hrematite.
Path’ Pa.imi—- Chulya mine.—Very similar to the last mentioned.
A specimen of iron ore brought from the neighbourhood of Milum, called by the natives

of Mulla Johar ‘Bulddnga', seems a crystalline variety of red haematite.

It is used

there for a red dye, the colour being extracted by rubbing the stone on a. hard surface
while wet.
SUL1>HUR.——This occurs frequently in the clay shale, and srgillaceous rocks in the lower

ranges. A stream running down beside the suspension bridge at Katgodam contains it
in solution. A stream near Nurgoli village (new Thul Road) Putti Athagaon is strongly im.
pregnated with sulphur, and deposits it freely upon twigs, leaves, &c.

SALAJIT.—-With reference to my remarks upon this substance in my last report, and a
note by Dr. Oldham thereon, I would mention that I was led to form my opinion from a
substance called Salajit and sold as such, which was brought to me from Gurhwal as the
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I have since forwarded some of this to Mr. Tween, who has been kind

enough to analyse it. Here is what he says :—
“ It contains nothing but a very sandy clay, mixed with some strong bituminous matter.
It burns vigorously for a short time like a coal, but soon ceases, and leaves without di
minishing in bulk, nothing but the clay behind ;" thus I was not much in error in naming
it as bitumen.
On further enquiry, however, I find that this is not the pure mineral, it may contain
a small amount of it, but is otherwise largely adulterated. I have not as yet been able
to visit the place from whence salajit is collected,. but from intelligence obtained from several
Hakim, I am led to believe that the pure mineral here known as salajit is in all pro
bability similar to that of Nepal, which Dr. Oldbam states is a native sulphate of alumina.
Salajit is used as a medicine. It is said to be a speciﬁc in colds or inﬂuenza; to ease
pains in the heart and lungs; in rheumatism, taken internally and externally; it is given

with nitre in affections of the kidneys; to cure Impotency, and is used as a Tonic; and
also as a lotion to wounds, &c. ; it is valued at 4 annas to Re. 1 per tola, according to quality,

Sulphate of alumina is also to be found on some of the aluminous shales in the lower
ranges in Kumaon. It can be seen on the road between Naini Tal and Khyrna, near Jak
village. The shale contains minute particles of pyrites disseminated throughout its mass
which decomposing promotes the formation of alum. The inﬁltration of water causes
lixiviation, and the slum is left as an encrustation on the outside of the rock.
Tsnc.—A kind of dark-coloured Talc called Jalposhe seems also to be used as a medicine,

either alone, or combined with other substances after it has been very ﬁnely pulverized.

It is

said to have cooling and tonic properties, is given in fevers, and in expectoration of blood from

the lungs. These properties possibly arise from the amount of magnesia and iron it may
contain.

SLATBS.-—TWO specimens (in addition to those mentioned before) of clay slate have come
under observation this year, one from Dhﬁree village, Putti Baél, (Gang1'1li,) and the other

from Bora Rao Putti. They are apparently much inferior to the Chitéli slate in every respect.
Inroars AND Exronrs.

From the annexed tables prepared from information obtained from the respective Tehsils
and Thannas, and from the statement from Gurhwal, the amount of borax altogether import

ed through the ghats of Darma, Milum, and Niti, including some from the Byause and
Choudans ghats, was maunds 31,473, or much less than shown in last year’s returns. The
amount entered in the return from Chumphawut is taken by me as a portion of the amount
entered in the Petwa return, as it passes through Chumphawut en route for Burmdeo and

Pileebheet. A large quantity of borax direct from Choudans, Byanse and Darma finds its
way into Nipal. The Tibetan authorities exact a tax in kind upon the export of borax to
British territory of one load of
for every ten loads of borax. It is carried by goats
and sheep in a sort of pack with a. pair of pockets slung over the back, one on each side.
The pockets are covered with leather to keep out wet and damp when piled on the ground.

This pack is girthed underneath the body, a band round the chest and another under the
animal’s tail render it perfectly safe. Each goat is supposed to be able to carry eight seers
(or 16 lbs), and the pockets are made sufficiently capacious to hold that weight of grain.“E
° It is marvellous to observe the business-like way in which these little beasts of burden carry their loads !
Coming upon lhem on the very narrowest, steepest and slippiest ascent on the brink of a precipice they seem intent
only upon pursuing their way, not turning aside for any one or anything, their obutinacy often causing the traveller
‘uneasiness and touching him patience. And not the less curious is it to observe ﬂocks of them numbering many
hundred such meeting, each going the contrary way, and yet none make a mistake, but persist in following their own
leader and patiently overcome all obstacles to their doing so.—A. W. L.
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The salt returns show a greater total amount than those of last year and would
seemtobe—
Mds.
Salt imported rid the Johar (Miluru) Pass in 1869-70 about
...
,,
,,
Nil! nnd Mann Passes in 1869-70 about
,,
,,
Donna and Byunse Passes in 1869-70 about
Total

8,000
3,521
4,000
10,521

It is sold at Bagesur at about Rs. 5 per mound, and by Almorsh bunyas at Rs. 7 per
mound. The Bhotias generally barter all their salt for grain.
Salt is also imported from the Punjab and Sambhur Lakes. Labor! (Punjab) salt is
generally most esteemed, and is considerably whiter than the other two. It averages from
2 to 3% seers per rupee in the Almorah bazaa.r, whereas the Bhotia and Sambhur salts (of

similar value) sell at from 4to 6 seers per rupee, the ﬂuctuations depending upon the
amount available. The total amount of Indian salt imported appears from the accompanying
statements to have been about 21,000 mannds, but this is probably below the mark, as no
mention of it is made in the Gurhwal returns.

GOLD.—The amount of gold brought from Tibet and disposed of at Bagesur during
the year appears to have been about Rs. 10,000 worth. It averaged Rs. 14. per tolah. It is
collected in grains and dust from many of the Tibetan rivers, the authorities takinga
percentage upon the amount realized.

SILVER--—SllVBI‘ was brought down to these provinces from Tibet in former times. It
was imported into that country from those surrounding it (probably China), and does not

seem to be found in Tibet itself in any quantity.

It was sent into Tibet in a crude state in

lumps called Dqja or Thukka of a general value of Rupees 165 each.

Importations from

that source have, I believe, ceased for some time, owing possibly to the great and growing

inﬂux of silver in the shape of rupees from British territory. Formerly all borax, salt, &c.,
was bartered for grain, cloth, &c., but now while a large amount is still disposed of in that way
(probably to procure actual necessaries), still, whether it proceed from the increase of trade,
and the portability of coin for hoarding purposes, or from the existence of a greater demand
for silver in Tibet, by far the largest amount of borax is disposed of here for British money.
And I may mention that the Bhotias state that our coin is largely current in Gm-t,0]; and

the other large towns, and is preferred by the inhabitants there to the coinage of other
countries.

They ask for the Cheharﬁdér Rupay:i or face-printed money.

The Bhotia traders are only allowed to go as fur north as Gurtok and Durchin.
Further progress is impeded by the Tibetan authorities.
C01>PBR.——A large quantity of copper seems to be imported from the plains.

IRON.—Thc import returns seem to be 2,000 maunds from, against 155 maunds
exported to, the plains.

Lms.—The returns show 1,00,000 maunds of lime sent to the plains from Rsmnugger
and Chorgullia only.
I forward herewith a return sent to me from Gurhwal by Captain Garstin together
with some remarks by him thereon.

24th August 1870.

A. W. LAWDER.
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ineml Sta/i-Mics Q/' Kzmzaon, $0.

lnsonrs.
V

C/mmI’ /zawut and Burmdeo.
Number
Magilds.

V 1-., or Marsala.
.\.\.\l
‘

‘‘

Value at
Chtzrzltrviha _

From whence.

"

RE.

Brass
Kama (alloy of copper
and zinc.)

Borax

The Plains
Ditto

_ ...

9,000

.
Ultimate
dwti“Mi0n_

“

The Plains

H

Rmunxs.

The Hills.
Ditto.

80,000

Pileebheet

10,000

The Hills

20,000

Petora, Chumphawut, and
liurmdeo.
The Plains.

1,25,000

' Villagers purchase
at Bunndeo and
take to their

l

l
(common)?

Value
thew

_

1,000
400

Tibet

Coarse Salt (eommon)'

Ditto

23

houses in

4,000

Tibet
l
j

Salajit

Khurkd e s
and Nepal

1

10
1

the

Hills.
1' Consumed in the
Hills.

l

Petorug~urb.
Nmnber
Nun: or 1iIu\'ss.\1..

_

Value at

Mm¢;lt1'dS.

i

From whence.

L

Brass
4,000
10,000

Salajtt

L

mm.

R1m.uu\'s.‘

11$.
The Plains

Salt
Borax

Ultimate destina

Pclorm

‘

8,000

Tibet
Do.

The Hills

20,000
1,60,000

District

E Sold at the
‘air.

7

New Thul

The Hills.
Burmdeo and Pilee
bheet.
District.

15

Ra mnagar.
*

Number
Maglflds

.
_ or MINERAL’
ham‘

Iron

55

Copper
Ditto

The Hills

Ill

1,0m

,,

...

5
800

,,
,,

Lead.

10

Gold

_ __' A *

From
whence
imported.

.

Ditto Mohurs

so

15,000

.
Ultimate
destination.

Rs. 10 per md.

Sold at Bam
nuggur.

8

,,

,, 70
,, 70

,,
,,

Do.

,, 12

,,

Do.

,,

Hills
Plains

u

.

' Do.

Borax‘

="===-‘

Value at
Ramnazar.

1,000

,, 10,000

Tibet

.... ..

Plains
Hills

,, 67,600
Re. lper tola.

U ‘

15,00"
2

3,
,,

I

The Hills.
Ditto.

Ditto.
Ditto.

Ditto.
' The Plains.
I

' Sold at Baeesur for Rs. 11
per mound, and at Ram
nagar, when cleaned, at
Rs. 22 to 241 per maund.

..
Salt (common)
Saladit

,
. . . ,
‘
"" "-’
Rmumis'

,, Hills.
1 seer sold at
Ramnagar,

re

mainder to the
Plains

Lime (Stone and Tufa)

90,000

D0.

..

l

I

Rs. 18 per 100
maunds.

The Plains.

Ifuldwani.
N

E or Mmnnn
“‘

Iron
Ditto
Cop er
Le
Gold
Sulphur
Borax
Salt
Salndit
Lime

'

Nugltpcr

From whence

Value at

Maunds

imported.

liuldwani.
Rs.

100
1,250
.
.
..
7
.

The Hills
The Plains
..
Ditto
‘
Ditto
..
Ditto
Ditto
Tibet
The Plains
., Hills
Chorgullia, Bhaha 1-.

1,000
10,000
2,000
500
10,000
50
98
20,000
25
10,000

‘
Ultimate

__

REMARKS

destination. :9 ,
w

'

Sold _at"Hu1d
wam.
The Hills.
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
The Plains.
' ,, Hills.
,, Plains.
Ditto

In gold mohurs.

Sold at the foot of the Hills
at Rs. Vlisiperﬂirnsuni,
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Ifelurn 0/’ amount and value qf all /Z-inda Q/' mineral produce bnmg/at

4
3

8
Xanw uf Putti.

ﬁ_._

Name of Mine.

3
Q

How worked.

2
I

213* 1 12
3§ 3
E3 2
'8 11
2% '3~

9
2
52
8 ‘ 1;3

'2;-:1
5”

"'
'§

6-1
§

2

5 9’

E

o

8
2

o if

*5.
g;

£1
5
'3 Q
'§ 5

*5:1 5
E ‘S

*5:1
E

*:E EQ
‘- E E

Q

2-

<

<1

i <
‘

J

.\1aunds. 1\iaut1ds.0\Iaunds.

Kutowleo

Suy-alburree

Rmgurh

Dusoula

,,

Buna

,,

..

Iron

By digging rock

,,
,,

I

700

3

55

,,

4,300

160

500

,,

2,000

90

200

,,

2,200

120

150

72

,,

4,100

1-14

225

150

200

A

65

Palee, &c.

,,

A88,

Putbara

,,

,,

Mlxim

..

,.

4,300

112

330

130 *

,,

Losgyanee

,,

,,

4,000

130

450

220 I

"

Xuthﬁakhan

,,

.

,,

4,300

135

525

235

,,
”
,, ,_

Gulla
Sfmkea
Chowkhoota

..

,,
,,
,,

.. 1
'
.. I

,,
,,
,,

200
120
124.

20
19
4.0

24
40
39

5 '
10 L
18 I

Lukhunpore

Munia

..

,,

..

,,

600

220

60

31

,,
”

Chanee
Becna

,,
,,

.. 1
k

,,
,,

500
300

32
16

18
22

12
12

”
Damn

..

‘

’

8
l0

Kanchoola

,,

R

,,

300

15

17

4

Ludholee

,,

,

n

660

00

150

130

”

Madam

,,

'

,,

700

70

141

I20

”

Ghoorkﬁnda

,,

I

,,

900

75

130

125

”
Bungourh

Mutkadria

,, . '

,,

750

52

120

132 *

Buna

,,

,,

5,000

300

800

-100 h
300

'

"

Ookhulgara.

,,

”

Jirtolce

,,

Khetaarce

,,

Gewarh

Godee, Siroloe, &c.

,,

Mulla Kutyoor

,,

Lugthén

,,

Tulla Johar

Mulla Mainskote

,,

Kharai

Lob

”

Goul

I

'

,,

6,000

230

600

,,

260

30

125

134

,,

9,000

80

600

300

,,
1

,,

..

8,300

65

700

250

,,

400

25

-10

4

,,

450

25

33

7

525

35 '

35

-1 1

13

9

,,

Copper
|,

Deep shaft

-n

”

4,000

Belarh
Lettee

,,
,, ..

1

IIO

3

1
,,
,.
Tullee Row

Naoe, Boree, &0....

Iron

By digging rock

Agar

Copper

Deep shaﬂ;

2,550
550

~

2

2
2

3
2

1,000

2

14 '

7

100

.... ..

15

15

I
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to market 01' raisedfor private use in Zilla/L Kumaon for Me year 1869.
E

E ='

1:C G.
“.2
* —=9
H’
_= -A2

:2
O B
9- 8
B .:
._.'°
5! ¢-‘

,_-U

.. e

E3

3':

‘La;

5

E’

‘<5 3

‘a E

-

I

=

E

'2

E

E
‘,5

.52

E

->1

.

E3
E?
<1

E5
<i

;

1

REMARKS,

E

Maunds.

1

‘L

10

E
2

1
1

: -E
' '5

Parﬂ sold in the neighbourhood and partly sent to Almorah,
Hu dwmi and Nynec Tal.

200
75

'3
T;

‘
E

‘ 5
*5

Ditto
Ditto

ditto.
ditto.

82

.§

‘§

Ditto

ditto.

125
225

=5’
E

-5
_§

Ditto
Ditto Ramnagu and to

ditto.
ditto.

192

E

.

-5’

Ditto

244

18

E

2,

Ditto iioidwooi

ditto

7

5

E

‘;

Ditto

ditto

12

E

:1

Z

3-

.... _

Ditto

_
ditto

.g_

-5

ditto

16

Kg

ditto.

§Qé

Ditto

-1

Q

__-_i

5

2-;

Ditto Thul, Ramemr, Bagcsur and Almoriih.

E
5
.53

..
‘g 3
6'5
3E -o:

Ditto
Ditto
D.
itto

5

E

‘a 5

Ditto

ditto

ditto.

33

-5

Q

2:

Ditto

ditto

ditto.

2 -.3
Q
"5
:20

§
5
E
‘aQ

E.
E
E

E;
:3
E2
E53:

. Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto.
ditto.
ditto.
ditto.

125

=1

.=

2

-E :

Ditto

ditto

ditto.

300
400

0"
_§
Q

§

:9

i“bog5
g

4
Ditto
Gnrhwnl.
Ditto ditto.

2

Ditto Bugesur.

12

-

12
7
3

.
§
-=
3I: _

§
€

70

§_§

60

50
48
400
300

“E

ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto.
ditto.
.
ditto.

Q

8

I

5

9-.

3
2
3

5-1

0

12

-3

{.1

3
10

‘i
_§

\

4

;g*

‘

-3

Ditto

ditto and Thu].

4

°f

.2

Ditto

ditto

ditto.

3

E

g

Ditto

ditto

ditto.

7

‘L

5

Ditto Burmdeo.

.... ..

E;

-,5

Ditto Thu].

.5

Ditto ditto.

=2’:

Ditto
Ditto

ditto and Almorah.
ditto
ditto.

A. W. LAWDER,
Civil Diviaional Engineer, Knmuon.
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Captain Garstin, in forwarding the Gurhwal returns, says (18th July, 1870) :
I have the honor to forward the annual statement regarding produce of mines, &c.,
in Gurhwal.
2.

There is a considerable difference between the ﬁgures now shown and those of last

year. This will be the case for some years to come, till the Putwarees, who have to compile
the returns, and the miners who give the information, understand better what is required.

At present the latter suspect that there is some ulterior reason for the information being
called for, and are therefore chary of giving it.
3. It is quite impossible to ﬁnd out to what parts of the country the metals extracted
are sent, or in what quantities, as they are not sold at fairs, in this district: indeed there are no
large fairs, where sales take place usually. Those wishing to purchase go themselves to the
miners and do so, and unless some person to register sales were appointed for each mine, it is

quite out of the question to attempt any compilation of this kind of information.
4.

2% seers.

Iron usually sells at 3 seers per Rupee, but if made up into vessels its price is

Copper sells at Re. 1-8, or Rs. 2 per seer, if made into vessels.

5. As regards the statistics of salt, borax, and gunda-biroja since asked for by you, _
the return shews pretty nearly the quantities imported and sold and the prices prevailing.

The latter article used to be exported in considerable quantities, but owing to the destruction
caused to the Cheer forests in extracting it, this traffic has been put a stop to.

6.

In conclusion, I would add that for the reasons given in my 2nd paragraph, too

much reliance must not be placed on these statistics, all they are worth is to show approxi

mately the quantities of metal, 850., produced.
7.

This return would have been sent in before, but further information was lately

called for, which had to be collected, and hence the delay.
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ACCESSIONS TO LIBRARY.
Fnou lsr OCTOBER TO 3181‘ DECEMBER 1870.
Titles of Books.

‘

Donors.

BEAUMONT, ELIE DE.—LG(;OIIS de Géologie pmtique, pendant 1843-44, Tom. 2, 8vo., 1869.
BLANI-‘OED, W. T.—-Observations on the Geology and Zoology of Ahyssinia, 8vo., 1870.

London.

Tan Aomox.

BUCH, LEOPOLD VON,—GesammeIie Schriﬂen, Bd. II, 8vo., 1870, Berlin.
G0mms1o, G.tsP.—Sunti dei lavori scientiﬁci nella classe di Scienze Morali, Storiche e ﬁlo
logiohe della realc Acad. (1. Scienze di Torino dal 1859 a 1865,
8vo., 1868, Torino.
ACADEMY or Twnm.
GRANT, CHAJILES.--Gazetteer oi‘ the Central Provinces of India, 8vo., 1870, Ntigpﬁr.
CHARLES GRANT.

H.t1D1NGiiit, W. R. voN,—Jubel-Erinnerungstage. Riickblick auf (1. Jahre, 1845, his 1870,
8vo., 1870, Wien.

THE AUTHOR.

LANDGBEBE, DR. G.—Mineralogie der Vulcane, 8vo., 1870, Cassel.

LENNIEB, G.—Etudee Géologiques et Paléontologiqnes sur l'cmhouchure de la Seine et les
falaises de la. Haute-Normandie, with Atlas, Roy., 4t0., 1870, Paris.

LYALL, A. C.——Gazetteer for the Haidarébéd Assigned Districts, 8vo., 1870, Bombay.
A. C. LYALL.
WOOD<MASON J .—On a. New Acrodont Saurian from the lower chalk, 8vo., 1870.

Tan Anrnon.
Memoir of John Phillips, M. A., LL. 1)., from Geol. Magazine, 8vo., 1870.
THE Acrnos.

Mssxsnrmz, N. SToitY.—On the mineral constituents of Meteorites, 440., 1870, London.
THE AUTHOR.
l\IiLNE-EDWARDS, A.—Oiseaux Fossiles, 31—34, Roy., 4to., 1870, Paris.

PERCY, Jonx—Mctallnrgy of Lead, 8vo., 1870, London.
QUETBLET, A.—-—Observati0ns des phénombnes périodiques pendant les annees, 1867-68, 4t0.,

,,

1870, Brussels.
THE AUTHOR.
Notice sur le congres statistique de Florence en 1867, 4to., 1869, Brussels.

THE Aornon.
SCHLAGINTWEIT, H. v0N,—Reisen in Indien und Hochasien, Bd. II, 8vo., 1871, Jena.
SEELEY, H. G.—The Ornithosauria, an elementary study of the bones of Pterodactyles,
8vo., 1870, Cambridge.
Pnos. Snnowwx AND H. G. SEELBY.
,,

Index to the fossil remains of Aves, Ornithosauria, and Reptilia, from the

secondary strata in the Woodwardian Museum, with prefatory notice
by Prof. Sedgwick, 8vo., 1869, Cambridge.
PROF. SEDGWICK AND H. G. SEELBY.
STUDBB, G.—Uchcr Eis und Schuee, II, Abth., Bd. II, 8vo., 1870, Born.
PERIODICALS.

American Journal of Conchology, Vol. V, pt. 4, and V0]. VI. pt. 4,, 8vo.. I870, Philedelphim
American Journal of Science and Arts, 2nd Series, Vol. XLIX, N0. 147, Vol. L, No. 148,
8vo., 1870, New Haven.
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Annales des Sciences Géologiques, Tom. I, 8vo., 1870, Paris.

DOM“

Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 4th Series, Vol. VI, Nos. 33 to 35, 8vo., 1870,
London.
Annals of Indian Administration, Vols. XIII and XIV, pts. 2, 3, and 4, 8vo., 1870, Seram

pore.

Govnnnmsnr or INDIA.

Bssrux, A. AND HABTMANN, R.——Zeitschrift fiir Ethnologie, Heft. 3, 4.

2nd year, 8vo.,

1870, Berlin.

BLOCHMANN, H.—Bibli0théca Indica, N0. 211, Ain I Akharf by Abul Fazl I Muhéril-r 1'
'All1imi, Fasc. XII, 4to., 1870, Calcutta.

GOVERNMENT or INDIA.

CUYPER, CH. DE.—Revue Universelle des mines, de la, Metallurgie, des travaux publics,
&c., 14th year, Tom. XXVII, pt. 3rd, 8vo., 1870, Liége et Paris.
Geological Magazine, Vol. VII, Nos. 8 to 11, 8vo., 1870, London.
Indian Economist, with Agricultural Gazette and Statistical Reporter, Vol. II, No. 3, 4to.,

1870, Calcutta.

Govnnnunnr or INDIA.

Jahrhuch des Schweizer Alpenclub, 6th year, with Atlas, 8vo., 1870, Bern.

Lnomnnn, G. and Gnrmrz, II. B.—-Nenes Jahrbuch fiir Mineralogie, Geologie, und Palae
ontologic, Nos. 4 and 5, 8vo., 1870, Stut-tgzrrt.
Allgemeines Repertorium

der Mineralogie, Geologie, und Palaeontologie

flir 1860-69, 8vo., 1870.

MARTINI und CHEMNITZ.—-Systemutlsches Conehylien-Cabinet, pts. 192 to 200, 8vo., 1870,
Nnrmberg.
Psléontologie Franeaise, Terrain crétaoe, liv. 25, Tom. VIII, Zoophytes, 8vo., 1870, Paris.
Palseontogrsphica, Bd. 17, pt. 5., 4to., 1870, Csssel.
PETERMANN, A., Dn.—Geographische Mittheilungen, Bd. 16, Nos. VIII to X, 4to., 1870,
Goths.

PFEIFI-‘ER, L.—Malako-Zoologische Bliitter, Bd. 17, Forms 4 and 5, 8vo., 1870, Cassel.
1!

Novitates Conchologicse: Suppl. III, Monogrs.pl1ie der Mollusken-Gattung
Venus, Von Dr. E. Reamer, 4to., 1870, Cassel.

Professional Papers on Indian Engineering, Vol. VII, No. 29, 8vo., 1870, Roorkee.
Muon MEDLEY, R. E.

Quarterly Journsl of Microscopical Science, New Series. No. 40, 8vo., 1870, London.
Quarterly Journal of Science, No. 28, August 1870, 8vo., 1870, London.
Records of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. III, pt. 4, 8vo., 1870, Calcutta.
THE SURVEY.

The Indian Annals of Medical Science, No. 27, 8vo., 1870, Calcutta.

D3. N, Cmgvngs.

GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS, &C.

BENGAL.-—-Report on the Revenue Survey Operations of the Lower Provinces from 1st

October 1868 to 30th September 1869, fol., 1870.
Govr. or BENGAL.
Report of the Sanitary Commissioner for Bengal for the year 1869-70, fol.,

1870, Calcutta.

Govr. or BENGAL.

BRITISH BURMA.-—Rep0rl7 on Trade and Customs of British Burma for 1869-70, 8vo.,
1870, Rangoon.
Govr. or Bmrrsn Bonus.
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BRITISH BoIuu.——Report on Prison Administration in British Burma for 1869-70, 8vo.,

1870, Rangoon.

Govr. or Bnrmsn BURMA

,,

Report on Public Instruction in British Burma for 1869-70, 8vo., 1870,

,,

Report on Police Administration in British Burma, 1869, 8vo., 1870,

,.

Report on Civil Justice in British Burma, 1869, 8vo., 1870, Rangoon.
'
Gow. or BRITISH BURMA.
Report on Criminal Justice in British Burma, 1869, 8vo., 1870, Rangoon
Govr. or BRITISH BURMA.

Rmgoon.

Govr. or BRITISH BURMA.

Rangoon.
-

Govr. or BRITISH BURMA.

..

Report on Vaccination in British Burma for 1869-70, 8vo., 1870, Rangoon.

,,

Progress Report of Forest Administration in British Burma. for 1868-69

Govr. or Burner: BURMA.
and 1869-70, fol., 1870, Rangoon.
Govr. or BRITISH BURMA.
CENTRAL PnovINcBs.—-Report on the Administration of the Central Provinces for the

year 1869-70, 8vo., 1870, Nagpore.

Cmnr COMMISSIONER.

INDIA.——Records of the Government of India, Home Department, No. 80, 1868-69, 8vo.,
1870, Calcutta.
Govr. or INDIA.
,,

Selections from the Records of the Government of

India, Public Works Depart

ment, No. 19. Progress Report of the Administration of Forests in
the Central Provinces for seasons 1867-68 and 1868-69, fol. 1870,
Calcutta.
Govr. or INDIA.
MYSORI; —Report on the Administration of Mysore for the year 1869-70, 8vo., 1870,

Bangalore.

CHIEF Comun., Mrsonn,

OUDII.--Annual Report of the Administration of the Province of Oudh for the year
1869-70, 8vo., 1870, Lucknow.

Govr. or OUDII.

PUNJAB.—Selections from the Records of the Government of the Punjab and its dependen
cies, New Series, No. 8. Administration Report of the Chamba and
Bhawolpore States for 1869, 8vo., 1870, Lahore. Govr. or PUNJAB.
Report on the Administration of the Punjab and its dependencies for the year
l869-70, 8vo., 1870, Lahore.
Govr. or PUNJAB.
O

TRANSACTIONS or Soowrms, &o.

BEnI.IN.—Zoitschrit‘t der Deutschen Geologischen Geeellschatt, Vol. XXIII, pt. 3, 8vo., 1870,
Berlin.
GERMAN GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
19

Mouatsbericht der Kéniglich Prenssischen Akademie der Wissenohaiten zu Berlin,
Juli, 1870, 8vo., Berlin.

Tm; AcADImr.

BnUBsELs.—Annuaire de l'Acad. Roy. des Scien. de Belgique, 36th year, 12mo., 1870,
Brussels.
BELGIAN ACADEMY.
,,

Bulletin do l'Acad. Roy. de Belgique, 38th year, 2nd ser., Tom. XXVII and

,,

Mémoires Couronnés et autres l\1é1noires publiés par l’Acad., Roy. de Belgique,
Tom. XXI, 8vo., 1870, Brussels.
BELGIAN ACADEMY.

XXVIII, 8vo., 1819, Brussels.

BELGIAN ACADEMY.

Mémoires Couronnés et Mémoires des Savants étrangers publiés par l'Acad.
Roy. de Belgique, Tom. “XIV, 4to., 1870, Brussels.
BELGIAN ACADEMY.
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CALCU'i'rA.—Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Nos 9 and 10, 8vo., 1870,
Calcutta.
THE SOCIETY.
,,
Journnl of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. XXXIX, Pt. 1, No. 3, 8vo., 1870,
Calcutta.
THE S0cIETY.
DREsDEN.——SitzungsheI-ichte der Naturwissenschaftlichen Gesellschsft, Isis, in Dresden, 8vo.,
1869, Dresden.
THE SOCIETY.
DUBLIN.—-Journal of the Royal Dublin Society, No. XXXIX, 8vo. 1870, Dublin.
THE DUBLIN Socnrrr.
Transactions
of
the
Royal
Irish
Academy,
Vol.
XXIV:
Antiquities, Pt. 8:
ii
Science, Pts. 9—15: Polite Literature, Pt. 4, 4to., 1867-70, Dublin.

THE Imsn Aomnur.
EDINEUBoII.—Proceediugs of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Session 1868-69, Vol. VI,
Nos. 77—7 9, 8vo., Edinburgh.

THE ROYAL SOCIETY or EDINBURGH.
Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Vol. XXV, Pt. 2, Session
1868-69, 4to., Edinburgh.
THE ROYAL SOCIETY or EDINBURGH
FLQEENCE.-—-Bolletino d. R. Comitato Geologico d'Itslia, Nos. 7 and 8, 8vo., 1870, Florence.
THE SOCIETY.
L01U>0N.—J0urnal of the Royal Geographical Society, Vol. XXXIX, 8vo., 1869, London,
THE SOCIETY.
Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society of London, Vol. XIV, Nos. 3 and
4, 8vo., 1870, London.
THE SOCIETY.
Journal of the Society of Arts, Vol. XVIII, Nos. 924 to 937, 8vo., 1870, London.

1!

1!

THE SOCIETY
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, Vol. CLIX, Pts. 1
and 2, 1869, and list of Members, 4to., 1869-70, London.
THE RoYAL SOCIETY.
Proceedings of the Royal Society, Vol. XVIII, N0. 122, 8vo., 1870, London.
THE SOCIETY.
Quarterly Journal of the Geol. Soc., Vol. XXVI, pt. 3, No. 103, 8vo., 1870,
London.
'
THE SOCIETY.
Proceedings of the Royal Institution of Great Britain, Vol. VI, Pts. 1 and 2, Nos.
52 and 53, with list of Members, Officers, and Professors, 8vo., 1870,

London.

THE ROYAL SOCIETY.

MELBOUBNE.—RepoIt of the Mining Surveyors and Registrars for the quarter ending
June 30th, 1870, fol., Melbourne.
THE SEC., MINING DEPT., VIcTonIA.
Moscou.-—Bu1l. de la Soc. Impérisle des naturalistes de Moscou, Tom. XLII, Pts. 1-3, 8vo.,
1869, Moscou.
THE SOCIETY.
NEwcAsTLE 0N TYNE.—Nat- Hist. Transactions of Northumberland and Durham, Vol. III,
Pt. 2, 8vo., 1870, Newcastle on Tyne.
PAnIs.—Bull. de la Soc. Géol. de France, 2nd Series, Tom. XXVI, 1869, No. 7, Tom. XXVII,
1870, Nos. 2 and 3, 8vo., 1869-70, Paris.
GEOL. Soc. or FRANCE.
PHILADELPHIA.—Journal of the Franklin Institute, Vol. LX, Nos. 1 and 2, July and

August, 8vo., 1870, Philadelphia.

THE FEANKLIN INBTITUTE.
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PHILADELPHIA.-—P1'00e6d. of the Acsd. of Net. Science of Philadelphia, 1869, No. 3, August
to November, No. 4, 8vo., 1870, Philadelphia.
THE Acsvnur.
S1‘. Psrnnsnuno.—Bull. do l'Acsd. Imp. des Scien. de St. Petersburg, Tom. XV, Pts. 1 and
2, 4to., 1870, St. Pctersburg.

TUBIN.—Boll. Meteorologioo ed Astronomico del Regio ohservatorio doll’ Universita di
.
Torino, fol., 1869, Turin.
Tun ACADEMY or TUBIN.
,,

Atti (lella R. Accudemia delle Seienze di Torino, Vol. IV, in 7 pts., Nov. 1868 to
May 1869, 8vo., Turin.
THE ACADEMY or Tums.

VIENNA.-—-Denkschrif'ten (ler Ksiserl Akad. der Wissenchaft. VVien.-Math. Natul-wiss. classe.
Bd. XXIX, 4to., 1869, Vienna.
Tun VIENNA Acmnur.
,,

Sitzungs-herichte d. Kais. Akad. d. Wissenschatt.-Math. Naturwiss. classe.

,,

1.

n

2-

Abth., Bd. LIX, Hft. 3-5, Bd. LX, Hit. 1 and 2.
n

,,

,,

4 and 5, Bd. LX, Hft. 1 and 2, 8vo., 1869, Vienna.
THE VIENNA ACADEMY.
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THE AXIAL ososr IN \Vssrr.sN Psons, Bmrrsn BUBMAII, by W. Tneosuo, Esq.,
GsoI.ooIoA1. Susvsv or lNDIA.
When examining the southern portion of the Arakan range, I applied the tem\ ‘ nxials'
to :1 group of rocks which seemed everywhere to comprise the central region or nxis of the
range, but the relations of which to the newer or nummulitic group were not there very

clearly displayed, partly from the nature of the ground and partly from the character of the
beds which, though of great thickness, were very deﬁcient in any salient points for arrange
ment and sub-division. In Western Prome, however, there is a great improvement in these

respects, and the axial group is so well displayed that we obtain, not only a good insight
into its relation with the newer group which adjoins it, but, from a few good sections, a

tolerable conception of its own principal stratigraphical sub-divisions.

The best and most

illustrative sections are met with near the frontier, particularly in the Hlowa stream.

where an enormous thickness of beds dips with much regularity and ata high angle, the
section comprehending beds of both the axial and nummulitic groups.
As we go south the breadth of country covered by this group increases materially, and

with this increase in breadth, there is a proportionate change in the arrangement of the
beds, the high steady dip observable to the north there becoming replaced by a variable,
and often extremely low, one.

'

At the frontier, these beds are 13 miles in breadth measured from the crest of the range
at right angles to its general strike, which breadth is diminished to 7 miles at Shuedoung, a

remarkable hill thirteen and a half miles south-west by south from Mendoou. From this point
the ‘ axials' gradually expand till they attain their greatest breadth of twenty miles at Thabio
Sukan, a halting place on the Arakan road.‘ The relations of the axial and nummulitic groups
are nowhere better seen than along the frontier, proceeding west from the village of

Sangyi. The road from Sangyi to Yebile (Yua-ba-lay in map) lies over an undulating and
in part hilly country of the ordinary character seen within the outer range! of hills composed
of nummulitic strata. The forest is moderately thick and the low vallies rather well supplied
with water, (considering that the previous rainy season had been very scanty, and most of
the streams were unusually low in consequence).

From many points along this line of road,

the bolder character and denser forest of the main Arakan range formed a prominent and
' It would seem to have been no fortuitous circumstance that dictated the adoption by the Burmese of the line
along which the Padonng and Tonghrmp road (Arnknn road) now runs, and which is the line along which the Burmese
formerly transported, at great cost and toil, a colossal image of brass of Gnudnma as atrophy of_their prowess,
from Arakan to their own capital. The road traverses the indunted rocks at the point where they are actually

hroadest, and where, in place of having to traverse ridges of highly inclined rocks, the road undnhtes over a serial
oi spurs, whose ultimate origin lllﬂil. be looked for in the geological structure of the l‘(“_‘i\\Il.
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grateful feature in the landscape. The village of Yebile, on the Moo-choung fr/mung or
stream) is reached after a pretty sharp descqlt, and the same rocks as constitute the country
traversed are alone to be seen in the bed of the stream.
No sooner, however, is the Moo-choung crossed in a westerly direction than we
ﬁnd ourselves among rocks of an entirely different aspect. These rocks (axials) are not

only exceedingly disturbed, and along the boundary especially faulted and crushed, but are
also indurated to a considerable extent, and often seamed with calcite. An excellent section
of these beds is seen between Yebile and Kondaingzu (near Kondaingkeng of map), and again
above that village still going west, in the direction of Pathi, situated on a considerable feeder

of the Mahton stream two and a quarter miles from the frontier. The scenery hereabouts is
very beautiful, and I know no more wild or picturesque part of Pegu than the Mahton valley
near the frontier with its rapid and ﬂashing waters winding between rocky hills clad in virgin
forest. From Yebile to Kondaingzn the road lies up the valley and continues up it after
passing that village as far as Kyoungtha, where it somewhat abruptly commences to ascend

the lofty ridge east of Pathi. From the top of this ridge whose eastern slope is partly
cleared for cultivation a magniﬁcent coup d'a:il is obtained displaying in panoramic
order the lower ranges to the eastward and the more imposing and densely wooded ranges

with their grassy peaks, west of Pathi. Of these the most conspicuous are Kyeedoung and
Bomadoung which respectively mark the culminant points of the eastern and western
Arakan range, though, strictly speaking, Bomadoung stands a little out of the general line
of the range on a lofty spur, which stretches towards the Kyeedoung or eastern range, but
separated from it by the deep gorge-like valley of the Mahton. The Arakan range in fact

here bifurcates some four miles south of Bomadoung which is given off to the eastward, and
of which the Kyeedoung range may be regarded as the continuation across the Mahton valley,
whilst the westerly branch, or main range, after curving back a little runs north through the
lofty peak of Myeen-ma-boung above the frontier. On the frontier the eastern and western

branches of the range are eight and three quarters miles apart measuring from the Kyeedoung
peak to the triple boundary of Birma, Arakan and Pegu. The Kyecdoung and Bomadoung
ranges are not only higher than those to the eastward, but unquestionably more densely wooded
on their slopes,—-and more so I think than is usually the case even on the main range further
to the south,—though their summits are in many places covered with tall grass, which gives
them rather a tame appearance. I do not think that this great contrast between the

vegetation and forest of these hills and of the outer ranges depends to any appreciable extent
on the rocks composing them, but results from the injurious inﬂuence of hill cultivation as
practised in Pegu, the initial step in which is the extirpation, as far as practicable, of all

vegetable life over large tracts of hill side from which only a few crops of cereals or other
produce will be derived, when the same process will be repeated over some neighbouring area.
In the ridge east of Pathi we ﬁnd an example of the incipient effects of the above process,
which has as yet not gone the length necessary to produce the arid and meagre jungles of the
outer ranges; but even here, there is an unfavorable contrast with the more westerly slopes of
Kyeedoung and Bomadoung, where, I believe, no cultivation whatever has been attempted,

and which consequently retain their virgin freshness, and whose slopes are still refreshed with
those perennial rilis which disappear before the system of hill cultivation as surely as the
clouds of morning before the rising sun. Where water is deﬁcient the character of the
vegetation will be largely modiﬁed by peculiarities of the soil, especially its hygrometric ones,

but under more favorable climatal or atmospheric conditions the inﬂuence of the soil is,
with perhaps certain exceptions, less perceptible. An instance in point seems to be this very
range eastof Pathi which is well clad in forest, but consists of harsh grits which primd

facie would not seem so favorable to vegetation as the beds of the newer group to the east
ward where, for the reason above given, the forests are sparse and arid.
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At the village of Kondaingzu an enormous thickness of beds is displayed vertical in
places, or with a high dip west by north.

The grits and shales are very regularly intercalated,

the grits varying in thickness from an inch to a foot. They are hard and of a prevailing
grey or bluish color. The coarser beds are white-speckled,—which white-speckling is quite
characteristic qf the upper portion of the group ,-.—-and a few of the conglomerates are
coarse enough to be termed pudding-stones. The shales are gr-oy, rarely dark and often
purplish brown, with a few beds creamy or whitish. The section of these beds continues

well displayed in the stream as far as Kyoungtha, with no material reversal of dip, which
is generally upwards of 70°, varying between east-by-north und east-by-south. Before
reaching Kyoungtha, the dip becomes much less and the beds are seen dipping at low angles

in the opposite direction, forming small anticlinal folds, but these excepted, the sequence of
beds seems uninterrupted, though the great thickness would render it probable that a fault or
two brings in the same beds over again.

In this stream I noticed many blocks of limestone

well rounded, but too large to have travelled very far, but I could not ﬁnd the outcrop,
neither was it known to the natives. It did not seem to contain fossils, and though at the
time I was in doubt as to what group to assign it, a. more extended examination of the ‘sxials'
removed all doubt as to its belonging to them. At Kyoungtha the road ascends the Pathi range,
but the rocks are not well seen. The prevailing dip is east-by-north, though in some Places
it is reversed. ‘The prevailing beds are grits, thick bedded with rather glazed and rusty look

ing surfaces, especially where the rock is coarse and conglomeratic. The whole of the group
thus far is much indurated and seamed with calcite, though nowhere displaying metamorphism

proper. Directly, however, we cross the stream on which Pathi is situated and ascend the slopes
of the range leading up to Kyeedoung, we ﬁnd ourselves passing over adilferent description of
rock, much of which is of a distinctly metamorphic character. Whilst, however, in places the
schistose character is plainly developed, the general impress of metamorphism is essentially
feeble, and the result ill-deﬁned, and, so to say, spurious.

In these softer schistose beds,

however, quartz veins have replaced those of calcite, which occur in the grits of the opposite
bill; a peculiarity one would hardly have anticipated, viz., that the silicious grits be veined
and seamed with calcite and the more argillaceous ones with silica, but I could not satisfy
myself of any deﬁnite relation between either description of veins and any particular zone
of rocks.

A more extended knowledge of the axials, however, shows that, whilst amore

Perfect exhibition of metamorphism than any here seen occurs locally in these beds, such
portions do not constitute or belong to another ‘group, how dissimilar soever in character
they may be, and this is nowhere more indubitably manifest, than where the metamorphism
has been most marked.

Such a case, for instance, occurs in the Hlowa stream above

Yuat-hit, where adykc of serpentine crosses the stream, and in contact with which several
beds of the axial group assume quite the aspect of a hornblcndic schist. A similar case
on a. somewhat larger scale is seen on the outer or eastern ﬂank of Bidonng,— a huge hill
of serpentine a few miles from the frontier,-—the protrusion of which seems not only to have
affected the axials in its vicinity, converting them into chloritic and diallsgic slates, but by
its mechanical action to have caused the great outourving or deﬂection which the axial
boundary here displays. Metsmorphism, however, of this distinct character is always very
circumscribed in its range and not so likely to mislead as the more subdued type, aﬂ'ecting
a. great thickness of strata as in the Kyeedoung range for instance ; but whilst only speaking
of this metamorphism as differing in degree, I do not consider it by any means established
that the cause in either case is one and the same; and whilst referring the more local and

exceptional action to the direct and immediate agency of the serpentine, I think it very
questionable if that rock has been more than indirectly‘ connected with the feebler and wider
spread alteration to which the whole group may be said to have been subjected: the serpentine
itself possibly being nothing more than the extreme product of the very forces which have
induced the feeblcr but more widely spread alteration in the beds of this group.
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The following section in the Hlown stn-am above Yuathit will give a. good idea of the
general character of the upper portion 01' this group, though its upper limit is rather doubt
ful :—
Scetion of the axial group in the lllown strmm above Ynathit (ascending)——
Lower Aziah.
Dark and greenish ﬂaggy shales.
Sandstones and shales.

Dark thin bedded shales with carbonaceous markings.
Upper Aziala.
G

Thiek bedded shales, passing into dark massive arenaccous shalcs
with hard nodules interspersed, with Carditn (?), &n.

FL 1"
I0 9

b.
Dark blue shale with a few sandstone bands
Bubbly limestone conglomerate with a little blue shale, bedding rather
indistinct
llnrd coarse conglomerate with a little ﬁne sandstone

17

0

10 0
5 9
-—-—-

33

C.

Shales and sandstones in thick and thin beds
Fine thin bedded grey nrg-illneeous sandstones with shaly yartings
Do. thicker bedded
Thick bedded sandstone in one and two feet beds with shaly pnrtiugs
Coarse burd sub-poroellanous grit
Thin bedded shales and sandstones and one six-inch bed
..
Conglomerate
Shady beds
Hard nrgillaceons sub-porcellnnous sandstones

188
34
4
63
5
68
3
2|
102

Shaly beds

l0! 0

.

Massive argillaceous sulrporeellnnous sandstones
Shnly beds
Hnrd sub-poreellnnons sandstones
Shnly beds
Massive thick bedded grey, white speckled grits
Do.
but in thinner beds
Shaly beds
...
Thick bedded sub-poreellnnous white speckled grits
Do. but thinner bedded
Dark shnles and sandstone
Bluish grey sub-porcellanous sandstones
Dark sandstone and shales
Dark shnles
Creamy blue sub-porcellanons sandstone
Sandstone and shnlcs (ill seen)
Massive white speckled grit

. .

...
...

.

34
21
8
5
25
129
25
43
12
El
21
129
45
5
215
11

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1,864 6
d.

Shnles and sandstones in from 0- to 18-inch beds
Massive greenish grey sandstone
Shales with a few thin sandstone beds
Shnles with a few thick beds of sandstone
Sandstone with a few shuly pnrtings
..
Very massive blue and grey sandstone

...

475
4
172
475
43
62

0
0
0
0
0
0

-—————

1, 221 0
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Brought forward

2,728

9

'

Dsrk harsh shales and dark thin bedded grey sandstones, none over
4 inches in thickness
Massive nruilluccous sandstone
Dark harsh shale and sandstones (as abnre)
Do.
but thicker bedded
...
Do.
but thinner bedded (as above)
...
...
Shsles and sandstones
.--

154 0
5 0
310 0
26 0
129 0
3H 0
-—--———

976 0

f
Pale massive sandstones gritty and in places ﬁnely conzlomcrniic
Pale sandstones gritty, grey and creamy and thin bedded
Do.
very massive
Hard grey sandstone

108 0
12 0
8 0
26 0
——-—-——

Tone

147

0

3,851

9

At or near this point the junction of the numniulitics seems to come in, but this is not

very clear, and it may be in reality a few hundred feet higher.
nummulitics now oifers of

A measured thickness of
1,810 feet.

followed by an estimated section of

2.307 ”

or fully 4,000 feet of nummulitics

4,117 feet.

The following epitomises this section :
Alcending.
Lower ‘ minis’ (shnles, &c.) seen, more than
a.—CardiIn (?) shulcs
b.—Limestone shnlcs, &c.
Upper - “Ms: e.—Freeklcd grits, dze.
d.-Shalcs sud sandstones
1.-— Do.
do.
f.—Sandstones and conglomerates

...
...

Ft. ln.
300 0
110
33
1,864
1,221
976
H7

0
3
I!
0
0
0

3,851

9

The Nnmrnulitic section I shall give elsewhere, but as the upper beds of the group

are not represented in it, the entire thickness of this group cannot be safely placed at less
than 6,500 feet, and as the lower axials are, I think, thicker than the upper, 8,500 will
hardly be on overestimate for that group, giving a total thickness of about 15,000 feet oi‘

beds throughout which fossils are so rare as to be practically of no use in sub-dividing so
unmanageable a mass of strata or correlating even neighbouring sections. In spite of
these drawbacks, however, the above section is valuable from the great thickness of beds
exhibited without any reversalil of dip, and by its seeming to embrace the greater part
' My colleague, Mr. Fcdden, in noticing this section, speaks of " something very like a fault," but his account is
too meagre to be of much use in ilxlng the spot, und his section only embraces 800 feet of beds in all. He also speaks
of the beds "rolling and dipping in various directions," which, I consider, conveys an inaccurate idea, if
thereby any reversal of dip is implied, and again where he continues “doubtless these are a repetition of the
former beds." lt is true that the great thickness oi‘ beds hero seen dipping with very general regularity, s little
troubled in places, but nowhere reversed, would suggest the idea of faulted repetition of the mme beds, but there

is nothinz in the beds themselves to countenance this. I do not think there are any faults cutting through the beds
of the section given by me, and they alone could aifeet the question. Reversal of dip there is none also, and there
only remains the question of obliquely folded beds. For this the group seems to me 100 thick. It. is possible to
conceive such a cause for the excessive thickness here displayed by some of the groups of shales, but then they appear
to be in perfect sequence with beds which certainly have not been thus folded, such as the characteristic white
speckled grits. it will be noticed thlt I hnve grouped the section into divisions; now, ouch division taken by itself

presentsuosrtain uniformity of fscieu and type, which in some instances might possibly result from the excessive
plicntion of I comparatively small group of beds, but where those large groups of varied character follow one another,
such a supposition is no lomror tenable, and the only result is the conclusion that the entire section is l bond 1”‘
display of thickness,—-n conclusion borne out by our knowledge and observation oi‘ the entire group elsewhere.
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of the upper divisions of the axials, which is better deﬁned than the other by the mineral
peculiarities and appearance of some of its beds.
The section commences in what I have termed the ‘lower axials,' an arbitrary division.

but useful in dealing with so vast a group. These lower beds are entirely unfossiliferous
as far as my knowledge extends, excepting perhaps obscure carbonaceous markings, or what
may be annelid tracks, in some of the shales; at the same time, however, I cannot but

think that they may yield some organic remains when more closely studied, and perhaps
their lower beds brought to light, for at present I am ignorant of what constitutes the base

of this group. They consist of shales and sandstones devoid of any marked character or
distinctive beds and usually more or less harsh and induratcd. The shales are mostly dark,
grey, harsh, and meagre and comminuted or splintery from the pressure they have been

subjected to; and it is along lines of crushing and faults, brine springs seem to rise
accompanied often by an increased amount of induration of the beds in the neighbour

hood. I cannot offer any estimate of the thickness of this division, but as it is nowhere cut
through on any of the heavy sections in the Arakau range, its thickness must surpass

that of the upper division, so that between 4,000 and 5,000 feet may be provisionally
adopted.
The bed, or rather group of beds, which I have made the base of the upper division of
the axials, has the advantage of affording what few fossils have hitherto been noticed in
them, and of containing a limestone which serves over a great stretch of countryasan
unfailing indication of a particular horizon, whereby we are greatly aided in determining
the relations of other beds also. Many other beds of this division likewise are very well

marked lithologically, so that where the limestone is not seen, we are still able to recognize
the upper axials from some of these beds. Such, for instance, are the white speckled grits
and pale or creamy sub-porcellanous grits and conglomerates, which form a strong contrast
to any rocks either below them or in the upper or nummulitic group against which they

occur.

At the base of the upper group (just below the mouth of the Thayet stream in the

Hlowa section) lies a considerable bed of dark shules, massive and areuaoeous, characterised
by a Cardita (P) which occurs in it rather plentifully, not unfrequently both valves being
united. A few small and not well preserved gast-ropoda also occur, but the prevailing and

characteristic fossil is the Cardita ; a little above this occurs the limestone above referred to.
It is here a rubbly rock mingled with conglomerate and shale, and forming a sort of com

posite bed, part limestone and part conglomerate and shale. From this spot (Hlowa stream)
I extracted the ﬁrst Echinoderm, and here I could ﬁnd no other specimens; elsewhere,
‘ however, where the limestone was better developed, the species was not rare.

Where well

developed this limestone is a homogeneous ﬁne-grained rock, with a conchoidal fracture, and
usually of some pale, or dark grey, or bluish, hue. In some spots (as south of Nattoung in
feeders of the Thannee Choung) it occurs of various shades of pink and yellow, and I have noticed
it converted into a coarsely crystalline white marble. In the Hlowa section I only noticed 0116

bed of this rock, but to the south several minor beds seem to be developed about this horizom
whilst the bed in question itself assumes more important proportions."‘

This limestone can

be traced at intervals along the outer or eastern edge of the group as far as it has been
examined. Commencing near the frontier, loose blocks occur in the stream near Kondainglll,
though I did not detect the outcrop. It is again met with near the Mahton about one
' After the experience of the axial group acquired during the past season's work, 1 think there is little doubt
thst the Gwn limestone and associated conglomerate and much of the other limestone towards the southern extremity
of the range will prove identical with this bed. This will be interesting, though its occurrence on the western 5l°P°“
of the range materially diminishes the probability of our perfecting our knowledge of the lower portion of the 8'70"?’
as it Would seem to indicate that the whole range forms a sort of huge anticlinal in its ensemble, and that the bi!-~~ty
of this group is nowhere exposed.
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mile north-west of Lepangaing where it seems to strike west-south-west. Three miles
north-east of this spot is a large patch of limestone forming a low ridge, and two and

a half miles south of the ﬁrst locality is another large mass forming the summit of a hill.
The relations of this limestone are not seen, but the ascent to it lies over typical upper
axial grits and shales with a high dip east-by-north toeast-north-east. These three out
crops are, I think, all disconnected portions of the same bed, the great disturbance of the
beds hereabouts being probably produced by the presence of the great serpentine mass of

Bidoung hill six miles to the north-west.
Six and a half miles outh of Lepangaing, the limestone is again seen in the section
above given, where it appears to be unusually thin and poorly developed, but thickens

again to the south in the Pemyouk stream and on the ascent to Shue-doung, and in two
or three places in the Made (Mudday) stream where it is much disturbed.
(North of Nattoung, and about one and a half mile south-west from Thabiegaing, a
limestone is seen on the crest of a low hill, very similar to, though differing from, any of the
beds in the neighbouring series. From this spot I obtained a single ill-preserved valve of
a Ilalobia, which is very closely allied to, if not identical with, Halobia Lommeli, as deter
mined by Dr. Stoliczka. This would indicate a triassic age for the rock in which it occurs,
but the relations of this could not be satisfactorily traced.)

Still going south, the limestones referred to above occur at intervals, and display
a distinct tendency to approach the boundary of the group.

At one and a half mile south

south-east of Nioung-jndouk, it occurs on a hill top very close to the boundary, and still

closer to it, above the village of Quienhla (Kwengbla) ﬁve miles west-south-west of Akouk
toung.

In a word, as we proceed south, the Nummulitic boundary cuts back into the axial

group, until a little below the parallel of Akouktoung the great and characteristic series of
upper axials has almost entirely disappeared, very gradually certainly, from the oblique angle
at which the boundary intersects the strike of the beds.

The complete elision of this upper

group to the south is well seen at Chinusgi (Kyeng-yna-gyec) three miles south-by-west

from Quienhla. The stream above Chinuagi seems to display mostly shaies of the lower
group, and just south of the village in the bed of the stream highly altered sandstones come
in of the usual harsh character of so many beds belonging to this portion of the group.

Not thirty yards below them comes in quite unaltered a calcareous sandstone profusely
charged with Nummulites. The boundary is here ﬁxed within a few yards and strikes
through the centre of Chinuagi village, and at this point would seem to completely cut out
the whole upper group.
Above the limestone occurs an enormous series of sandstones and shales, which in the
section previously given, I have sub-divided into small groups. The lowest of these (0) is
over 1,300 feet in thickness, and contains a number of very characteristic beds, such as white
freckled grits‘ and conglomerates, not usually very coarse, though now and then coarse beds,
ahnost breccias, are seen, and cream-colored argillaceous sandstones sub-porceil-anous, and

sometimes offering a ‘lithographic’ look.

Small white quartz pebbles abound in the ﬁner

conglomerates, but the coarser conglomerates are mainly composed of fragments of argilla

ceous subschistose rocks which suggest the idea. of their derivation from beds of the lower
group. The coarsest beds I anywhere noticed occur in the Shu (Shoo) Choung above

‘ My colleague, Mr. Feddcn, in describing these rocks in the Marie valley, on the ascent to Shuedoung and

elsewhere, has given emphasis to this peculiar character of white spcckling in some of these beds by terming thun
‘a porphyry or altered grit.’

The term "porphyry" is oi‘ course inadmissible, though the beds often greatly

resernblo a porphyritic true-hytc, and it is clearly to lheir external aspect only that Mr. I-‘edden refers when using
the term.
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Sabatan. In the lower part of the Shu an enormous thickness of beds is fairly e_xposed,
but greatly disturbed and faulted; hence the junction of the Axial and Nummulitic group
is not clear. Higher up the stream the dip is more regular, varying from north-cast by east
to east-north-east, but always high. Some of the sandstones are hard and have strings of

quartz pebbles irregularly disseminated through them, and sometimes the pebbles constitute
bands through the rock. In one instance I noticed a quartz boulder in one of these conglo
meratic sandstones, 6 inches in length, among the ﬁner constituents, but such a case is rare.

Some of the coarser beds, however, on this stream tax my power of describing adequately.
The most remarkable was a little below a spot where a wall of rock makes the channel
almost impassable, a sandstone, with here and there huge angular schistosc fragments
embedded in it. I satisﬁed myself‘ that the fragments were really derivative and not the
result of any segregative process in the rock itself. Some of these angular pieces very little
worn by attrition were more than a, cubic foot in content.

I have not noticed any

similar bed elsewhere, and it is probably local as respects the peculiarity of its included
fragments. The general variety of coarse conglomerate is that of a rock mainly composed
of partially rounded or well-rounded fragments with very little matrix, in some instances
verging on a breccin. in aspect and origin, but these beds are local and exceptional, though
perhaps belonging to the upper group and characteristic of it.
Above the last group (0) occurs a vast thickness of beds which I have sub-divided into
three groups (d, e,f), all of which occur in uninterrupted sequence, but each possessing a certain
appearance which distinguishes it from the other. In the aggregate the thickness of these
groups is over 2,300 feet. But though it is tolerably certain that the whole of these belong b0
the Axial group, it is not equally certain that none of the beds included in the Nummulitics
do not belong to the former group, as from their disturbed condition the beds themselves
do not give very precise ground for drawing the line between the groups with exactness.

I shall now pass to the consideration of the imposing hill of Shucdoung at the head of
the Hlowa valley, returning to the remainder of the Hlowa section when describing the

Nummulitic group.
Shuedoung or Shuaylounggyce, situated fourteen miles south-west from Mendoem is 0"“
of the most conspicuous and picturesque hills in Pegu, not so much from its actual height 119

from the abrupt way in which it rises from among the lower hills which encircle it, and from
the exceedingly rugged and precipitous character of its outlines.
It is situated between the sources of the Hlowa and Pemyouk streams, and mark! "
remarkable change in the Arakan range, of which in some respects it is the culminant peak
Instead, however, of the range continuing its course northward past Shucdoung, it here

takes a sharp sigmoid curve to the westward, before again trending north; giving thereby
the appearance to Shuedoung of standing out from the main range like a promontory found
which the sources of the Hlowa wind, so that the drainage pertaining to the Pegu side Of
the mountain, received by the Hlcwa and Pemyouk streams, represents an arc of no 1995

than 300 degrees at least, with the bill as a centre. The bill itself is a. ridge of ' axial’ sill!-lc8
and grits, much indurated and culminating in a serrated cluster of rugged pinnacles. The
prevailing strike of the ridge corresponds with the normal strike of the axials, and is abfmt
north-north-west, and viewed from the north the bedded structure of the rocks compoﬁmg

the hill is plainly perceptible, but from an easterly view the hill presents all the appiﬂt‘-1'3"ea
of being composed of some granitic mass, so sharply curved and deﬁant are its tor-like OM85
The ascent is effected over two long spurs, one to the north. running down into the Hlowa

stream, the other to the south into the Pemyoulr, my colleague selecting the latter whilst
I ascended by the former route. From my colleague's account of his ascent from the south
‘ it is abundantly clear that the beds on that side are higher in the series than those on the
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other, and that a local change in the direction of the beds has occurred, as his account reveals,

circumstantially enough, the characteristic beds of the upper axials, whilst to the north these
beds are replaced by shales of the lower group.

A great deal of disturbance here occurs,

resulting no doubt from the sharp bend and dislocation as regards its general bearing which
the range has here undergone, but the mineral character of the rocks suﬁiciently indicate
their general relations. On the south side, my colleague records, ‘shales, and a bed of
argillaceous impure limestone,’ also ‘fine grained speckly white, and green, rock,’ and
on the summit a porphyritic or altered grit. On the ascent from the north by the Hlowa
stream, we ﬁnd none of these beds, which, however, are seen in the Hlowa, lower down where

my section is taken, but in their place at the point where we quit the stream bed, indurated
shales, dark and harsh, such as mark the lower group. Higher up the ascent, softer shales are
passed over, and at the highest point gained by me, a sort of ridge running down from and in

the line of strike of the northern extremity of the hill, iudurated grits not very well
characterised.

There was throughout these beds a somewhat notable scarcity of quartz

veins, which, in such a focus of disturbance, I should have expected to ﬁnd more developed.

My colleague found serpentine in profusion, but on the Hlowa spur there was none except
ing a very insigniﬁcant patch, like a dying out vein, on the summit. N0 trace of serpentine
is seen in the Hlowa where- the ascent commences, so that no considerable development
of this rock occurs on the northern ﬂanks of the hill, how common soever to the south; and

this distribution of the serpentine tallies with many observations elsewhere, that the serpen
tine seems to affect a certain geological horizon, namely, that of the upper axials, but
occupying a low position in them. It would convey an erroneous view to describe Shuedoung
as the culmination of the line of serpentine outbursts running up from the south
south-east, since, waiving the remark that Shuedoung is not a serpentine outburst at

all, I would observe that though Shuedoung may be described as a somewhat abnormal
culminating peak of the Arakan range, yet it, from that very fact, does not lie within
the ‘line of serpentine outbursts’ properly so called, which generally occur within the

outer ranges.

Serpentine occurs in Shuedoung, and this is the only instance yet known to

me of that rock occurring on the actual watershed of the range, the line of serpentine out
bursts usually traversing the outer hills. This deviation from its usual position in the
hills seems accounted for in part by the fact before alluded to, that it seems to follow not so
much a geographical zone of country as a certain geological horizon. This horizon, a low
one in the upper axials, very exceptionally crosses Shuedoung; the main range more usually
being solely composed of beds far lower in the series; hence, the presence of serpentine on

Shuedoung is not at variance with its relations elsewhere to the surrounding rocks, though
not on the ‘line of serpentine outbursts,’ (if we generalize these phenomeua,) the general
strike of which line corresponds with the general strike of the adjoining beds.
In strong contrast with the Hlowa section is that seen along the line of the Arakan
road. The breadth of the axial group at Shuedoung is barely seven miles, and most of the
beds on this line belong to the upper division of the group. At Thabie Sukau on the Arakan
road, the breadth of the group is over 20 miles, of which not a ﬁfth belongs to the upper
division. Here then, we might expect a ﬁne section of the lower group, but the value of this
section is inversely in proportion to the length of ground it covers, and we see great com

plexity of dip and undulations of strata without the instructive section displayed in the
Hlowa. In addition to which must be added the absence of any fcssiliferous bed or marked
mineral group in those lower axials to enable us to divide or classify them.

I will
here
of occurrence
the serpentine
its relation
i the rocks
I am
nowdescribe
treatingthe
of. mode
Serpentine,
though of
widely
distributed, and
nowhere
occurs to
in
patches of very large extent, if we perhaps except the Bidoung hill.

It occurs in

two ways, which may be conveniently considered separately (though perhaps the main
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distinction between them is merely one of degree) that is, in detached outbursts assuming

the proportions of low hills, and as veins or dykes traversing the ‘axial’ strata.

The most

important development of this rock, throughout the country north of the parallel of
Akouktoung, is the Bidoung hill, ﬁve miles south by east of Pathi.

This serpentine area is

five miles in length by from two to two and a half in breadth and is divided by the llahton :
Bidoung standing on the west side, faced on the east by a hill of hardly less height.

These two hills indicate the great bulk of the serpentine along an axis stretching north
by cast, but from the easterly hill a small range runs nearly due south impinging on the
Mahton at Keinggye, though the serpentine stops just short and is not seen here in the river.
This most important development of serpentine illustrates the remark I have before made

of that rock affecting the outer rather than the central hills. Descending the Mahton from
the north, Bidoung hill is seen straight ahead of the river channel, and so distinctly is the
bulk of Bidoung dissociated from the spurs of the main range, that without reference to
the map, it is doubtful which side of the hill the Mahton is about to ﬂow, but on reaching

the bill it ﬂows round its east ﬂank through one of the prettiest gorges conceivable. The
character of the rock is proclaimed by the stunted vegetation covering it, but where

cracks have allowed the retention of moisture, trees, especially the Thitsi lllelanorrlura
usitatissima), have taken hold, favored of course by the generally cooler and moister air of
the country close to the densely wooded main range. Large surfaces of rock, however, are ah

solutsly and in the most literal sense bare of all verdure and impart a distinctive character
which, once seen, cannot be mistaken. I have already remarked on the metamorphism de
veloped among the ‘axials' on the ﬂanks of Bidoung, but the intrusion of this mass of
serpentine seems to have produced even a greatcr mechanical result, in the deﬂection of the

axial boundary here to the eastward.

The boundary is not perhaps so sharply deﬁned as

in some spots, but I regard the channel of the M00 stream as very nearly coinciding with
it, or in fact resulting from it.

South of Lepangain, too, the boundary seems to ﬁnd

physical expression in the conformation of the surface, but for a few miles east of Lepan
gain the boundary is obscure, and few rocks are seen through the jungly undulating country
which intervenes.

The fact of the general outward

deﬂection of the boundary is not,

however, in the main affected by a little ambiguity in detail, and the curve so co1-responds

to the great mass Qf Bidoung serpentine, that taken together with the excessively disturbed
condition of the rocks hereabouts, we are forced to regard the cause of these appem-anccs
as nothing more nor less than the mechanical intrusion of that hill mass.
The next considerable development of serpentine occurs as a low narrow ridge of
some three miles in length intersected by the Made stream, and situated on the junction of

the axial and nummulitic groups. This ridge, which must often be less than the third of a
mile in breadth, seems as though it were a huge‘ dyke or wall of rock occupying at this
spot the boundary itself. Above it very considerable disturbance exists among the axials, and
enormous masses of the limestone are seen in the bed of the stream, much affected both

chemically and mechanically.

This action is not so well, if at all, noticed in the nummulitic

group, and whereas the upper axials are repeatedly seen thus altered, I do not remember any

similar amount of metamorphism in the nummulitic group, though here it is contiguous to 8
very considerable mass of serpentine which has characteristically atfected the lower group.
The next considerable mass of serpentine is that which constitutes Nattoung a pro
minent hill between the Made and Thanni streams. The rock here rises into two pealﬂb

that of Shinbaian to the north-west and the somewhat higher one of Nattcung to the south
east, giving a length of about three and a half miles in its long axis.
Two miles west of Laidi on the Thanni channel occur two small patches of serpﬂltillc
forming the twin peaks of Thitsidoung and Hnordoung. These patches are scparaitd by
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‘axial’ strata, but midway between them like a link is a very minute patch of sérpentine
of a few yards in diameter, probably a dyke. Thitsi hill is in fact a miniature of Nattoung,
as Nattoung is of Bidoung, and no other similar outbursts are known to me within the area

under review. All the other localities seem to fall under the category of veins subordinate
to the axials they traverse, but be they all connected or not, the rock throughout is one

and the same whether occurring in veins or developed in masses like Bidoung. Serpentine
veins are far from infrequent in the upper axial zone, and I rather think they are conﬁned
to it, or to within a short distance of it. Certain it is that I can recall no instance of their
occurrence in tl1e older division of the group, or where the upper group is not present like
wise. The horizon indeed which these veins seem to affect is one near the bottom of the
upper axials, and we are pretty certain to ﬁnd the characteristic limestone of this division

not very far from the outcrop of serpentine. The limestone is frequently altered and some
times only occurs sparingly, but it is usually to be seen, or some other of the equally
characteristic beds of this horizon. The veins are always small and mually associated

with a species of steatite from which the Burmese manufacture pencils for writing on black
boards. I cannot ailirm that this steatite is always associated with serpentine, but such
is the case usually. This ateatite is called ‘kangu' and is largely imported from Upper
Burmah.

There are, however, numerous places in Western Prome where it occurs and where

it is extracted for local use. It usually occurs in small pieces lying loose in the decaying
rock and not commonly in pieces larger than a hen's egg. It occurs in shale (and also far
to the south, as noticed in a previous report, in sandstone) and appears to be the result of
asegregative metamorphism. It is not an intrusive rock or mineral and yet its com
ponent atoms must have enjoyed complete mobility, and its formation seems due to the

rearrangement of the constituents of certain beds of the axial group, through an inﬂuence
which may have resulted from the presence of serpentine veins in the vicinity; for there
seems a decided connexion between the two.
A curious variety of this rock is sometimes seen closely simulating a conglomm-ate.
The

dark

steatite

occurs

in

various

sized nodules or amygdala, from the size of a

hemp-seed or less to that of a small egg.

These nodules are smooth and burnished and

impacted in a matrix

quartz, in just suﬂicient quantity to separate

of white ﬁbrous

the nodules of steatite, but still forming a very inconsiderable proportion of the rock.
Excellent samples of this variety occur on Shinbaian hill, and here I could detect no
instance of the steatite enveloping any portion of quartz, but where the two minerals are
more equally proportioned I believe either indilferently envelopes the other. The mineral
occurs'of various tints from pale grey to black, the paler varieties being esteemed the
purest and most suitable for writing. The very dark varieties approach a shale in character,
and may be regarded as peculiarly altered shale: some pieces display very distinct ﬁssures

or shrinkage cracks, and all the appearance of having been once in a plastic state.
’
At Shinbaian hill just on the ﬂanks of the serpentine, or before that rock is quite
reached, a considerable quantity of the above varieties is developed on the hill side and
also a more massive or compact variety than is usually seen. This variety Occurred in
regular strata of from 6 inches to a foot in thickness, but unequally developed. The more
massive portions broke with a clean but earthy fracture, and dull surface, and much resembled
in general appearance a claystone; but this dull variety passes into the ordinary sort with

highly lustrous surface planes and the quasi foliated structure as seen in pure spermaceti;
and the association of the two suggests that the latter merely consists of the ﬁner portions
eliminated by segregation from the other. The common shape for the ﬁner sort to BP°nl"a'

neously break up into or arrange itself is that of rudely amygdaloidal pieces, with curved
ends, either the result of pressure, or of some modiﬁed form of crystallization-

The highly

.\
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burnished surfaces which traverse the rock might -seem to indicate the former cause and
in appearance certainly resemble the ‘ slicken sides’ in a coal shale, but the peculiar arrange

ment of the stcatite amygdala and their enveloping layers of quartz strongly contra. indicates
this idea, as there is no crushing or subsequent re-cementing of these brittle quartz layers, as

would be seen if the burnished surface of the included nodules were due to pressure. Pres
sure has then nothing to do with the production of the smooth surfaces traversing the ﬁner
sorts of the steatite and displayed on the surface of its nodules, and the phenomenon is due
to some peculiar form of segregative action whereby the nodules themselves originated from
the ﬁner portions of the adjacent rock. I think I am warranted in regarding this stea

tite as a. mineral species, although it sometimes exhibits a. passage into a form to which that
term might be less applicable. Some of the largest lumps of the compacter variety of the
mineral are pale grey distinctly tinged with pale yellowish or leek-green, or perhaps rather

green than grey, lustre rather waxy, and decidedly tough, especially in a direction across
the polished foliation planes which are rarely absent in the mass.
The serpentine is everywhere very uniform in appearance, butin some spots, as west
of Laidi, arock is associated with it like an ordinary greenstone.

I think it not quite

certain that this rock is not an altered one, or if not a. bedded rock or shale altered, I should

regard it as a variety of serpentine produced by the reaction of the bedded rocks on it;
my reason for so judging being the triﬂing and insigniﬁcant development of it, its obscure

relations and the unlikelihood of a mere patch of rock of this character appearing here and
there in the merest indications, if not a part of, and subordinate to, the general serpentine
effusion in the neighbourhood. Nowhere else does this trap rock appear as an inde
pendent formation, but merely here as a very feebly developed satellite of the widely diffused
Serpentine.

Samoa or GEOLOGICAL srsncrons or rm; Soornsmv Komus, by C. J. Wlnxmsoiv,
ESQ., late qf the GEOLOGICAL SURVEY or INDIA.

The South Konkan is in its northern part composed of trap rocks, covered to a varying
distance from the sea by latcrite. “There the latter rock is present it gives a. monotonous
aspect to the country, forming an undulating and in some places quite ﬂat plateau, the sur

face of which is a sheet of rock, black and slag-like externally. This laterite plateau, which
has a general elevation of between two and three hundred feet, has a bare black appearance,
supporting no vegetation, except scanty grass and stunted trees here and there. There are
places where the rock has been denuded, and here owing to the presence of thicker soil, the

ground can be cultivated.
It is cut through by numerous rivers, the largest of which rise in the gh5.ts, and after
ﬂowing through comparatively open trap country, enter the laterite through deep ravines,
which widen towards the sea, the rivers becoming broad tidal creeks. In these ravines,

along the banks of the rivers, villages are generally situated, and every available spot of
the rich alluvial soil is cultivated for the production of rice and other grain.

At the sea

coast the laterite forms bluff cliffs, in the lower part of which trap is disclosed.
At Rutnagherry, &c., in well and other sections, the trap is found to be overlaid by a
thickness of a few feet of white clay, imbedding fruits and eontaining thin carbonaceous

seams composed for the most part of leaves.

This is separated from the soft lateritc above

by a ferruginous band about an inch thick, having much the appearance of Heematite.

It
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is vesicular, the cavities being ﬁlled by quartz, 800. The soft laterite soil above hardens on
exposure and this rapidly. It is very thick here and along the sea coast, trap only becoming

disclosed in the deep sections and at the base of the cliffs.

In proceeding inland, however,

it is found higher up in the hills, which seems to show that it has a. westerly dip, though it

is very diﬁicult to determine the amount, as all the sections are so covered by the detritus
from the laterite. East of Rutnagherry, the latter rock extends for about ﬁfteen or twenty
miles ; beyond this the trap hills are more irregular in outline and increase gradually in
height towards the ghitts.

The eastern boundary of the laterite runs west of Lnnje in a

south-east direction, passing east of Rajapur to Khareputtun. South of the latter place its
direction has been more correctly determined.

About Phonda it is found nearer to the ghiits than in other places, it then bears to
the south-west, meeting low trap hills which run out from the ghﬁts at the north of the
Sawunt Wares state. The lower beds of this pass under it about half way between the gh§.ts
and the sea. South of this the width of the formation becomes much less, and it extends

'as a band ten or ﬁfteen miles wide along the western boundary of the state andin 1-.11;
narrow strip of British territory by Vingorla, &c.
It occurs in great quantity in the Goa territory.

In speaking of the laterite boundary,

I refer to that of the plateau which has a very constant elevation, and consists, as I have

mentioned, of a series of ﬂat-topped or slightly undulating hills separated from one another
by deep ravines, which have been excavated by the rivers which drain the country.
There are numerous instances where this rock occurs further east, forming patches which

in many cases may be outliers of the great mass, though oftener occurring at a lower level,

being the products of the denudation of the older laterite. These often have the appear
ance of true laterite, but are more generally found as gravel, sandstone, conglomerate, &c.

The country east of the laterite boundary is more varied in aspect. The rivers rising
in the ghﬁts run westward between lofty spurs for some miles, and then emerge into lower
and more open country, which continues up to the scarped edge of the laterite hills.

These

spurs in the northern part of the district consist entirely of trap, the lines of ﬂow of the
beds in them being generally easily traceable, and merging at their eastern extremity into
the main range of the ghzits.

These beds having been irregularly denuded, the result is,

that conical peaks have been left, which vary the otherwise even outline of the hills. These
peaks are generally surmounted by a sharp black point of rock. A good example of this
occurs in a spur south of Phonda which runs out westward from the ghitts. In the peaks
on this, portions of athick bed of black columnar basalt are seen, the bed. of which these

-are outliers being very conspicuous in the ghzits themselves.

The metamorphics, &c., skirting the southern boundary of the trap are at a low level
‘generally. The rock immediately under the trap is a white, yellow or pink altered sand
stone, associated with shales and lying uuconformably on the older metamorphic rocks.
The evidence tends to show that this sandstone formation was originally much thicker,
I but it was much reduced by denudation before the outpouring of the trap, and this thinning

has subsequently been carried on still further by other denudation affecting both it and
the overlying rock.
About Phonda and the country to the west, this sandstone (quartzite) is well seen, form
‘ing an open patch of country about ten square miles in area and enclosed within the trap
‘boundary, this rock with the exception of one or two isolated masses having been entirely
denuded.
'
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. In the north-west corner of this sandstone area there is a group of hills, of which one,
Salwa hill, is about eight or nine hundred feet high. The arrangement of the beds in the
main mass of the hill is diiﬁcult to determine, as the sides are thickly covered with detritus

M wrmw

Sketch Section of Salws and adjoining hills in Southern Kcnksn.

undjungle, but at the western base shales generally associated with this sandstone occur,
dipping slightly to the west and passing under the trap at its boundary, whilst the summit
of the hill is formed by a thick bed of sandstone pink in colour, and either horizontal or

perhaps with a very slight dip westward.

There are other high hills or spurs on the edge

of the ghats formed of sandstone lying on metamorphics which are partially disclosed
.and capped by the same thick bed of sandstone, here dipping eastward, the two portions
of the beds on the respective hills being apparently the remains of a low anticlinal axis.
The parts ‘of these beds which intervened have been swept away, possibly before the trap
covered up the country. The ﬁrst ﬂows of trap poured into the hollows between the hills,
for at the boundary of this patch of sandstone the trap is generally found at their bases.
As the successive ﬂows of trap surrounded them, the highest ones remained probably as
islands in a sea of trap. Finally they became covered up by some of the higher beds, which

are now only seen in the scarped sides of the ghats a few miles eastward.

As I have

‘mentioned, this trap with the exception of one or two patches, has since been denuded.

The

effects of denudation on the trap west of Salwa bill are rather curious, for side by side with
this hill, their bases almost touching, is another bill quite conical in shape, and formed
entirely of successive beds of trap.

The two are nearly equal in height and present a strong

contrast to each other, the trap hill conical in shape and almost devoid of vegetation with
the lines of ﬂow of the trap showing black and strong, and the sandstone hill, long, ﬂat-topped
and thickly wooded.

The country south of this patch of sandstone is covered by a band of trap about ten
miles wide. The lowest beds of this are approximately at the same elevation as the laterite
plateau to the west under which they pass, but there are lofty spurs running out on them

formed of higher beds. When the trap passes under the laterite, it no longer inﬂuences
the aspect of the country which is now a slightly undulating plateau intersected by deep
'ravines, in which trap, sandstone, and often the older metamorphics, are disclosed.

The southernmost boundary of the trap bears in a direction west by south along the
‘north side of the valley formed by the Usya Mut (or Kimkaoli) river. From Ramgurh it
bears more north-west, and is found down to the sea at Kunkeshwar just south of
Deogurh.

In the Usya Mut valley, which is the northern boundary of the Sawunt Waree state,
‘the older metamorphics are disclosed, and from this southward the denudation of the country
‘before the outpouring of the trap appears to have removed most of the sandstone, which
00uoea.ls the older metamorphics almost entirely more to the north. The metamorphics only
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attain a very slight elevation about this part of the country, and outlying trap is found
capping them to the south of the valley forming low comparatively ﬁat-topped hills, varied
by higher spurs to the east of Kolsooli. This trap also becomes concealed under the laterite,
south of Kunkooli (Usya Mut), the edges of the bed (for it seems as if only one bed extended

far) being seen in the scarped sides of the laterite hills not far from their summits.

Still

further south-west and extending almost to Malwun, outliers of trap are found overlying the
metamorphics and under the laterite.
South of the trap hills and spurs which are found in the northern part of the Sawunt
Waree state, the metamorphic rocks attain a greater elevation, forming lofty spurs in the
neighbourhood of the ghdts. The earlier trap ﬂows abutted against these hills, but it was
only the higher beds which could have concealed their summits, and as you go south out
lying patches are still found capping the great metamorphic ridges, even as far westward
as the town of Sawunt Waree, on the hills which surround that place.

In the ghﬁ-ts the older rocks attain a greater and greater height, and are only covered

by two or three beds of a very inconsiderable thickness.
There is a curious example of outlying patches of the highest beds of the gh&ts in

the shape of small slab-like masses of trap rock left on the most elevated parts of the spurm
'l‘hese from their almost inaccessible position were long ago chosen as sites on which hill
forts were constructed. They are generally separated from the ghats by a deep gorge. As

examples of these forts in the Sawunt Wares state may be instanced those of Rangna,
Monohur, Hummutgur, Pargurh, Suda, &c.

The Snwunt Wares state is composed for the most part of metamorphic rocks, but there
is at the northern part, as I have mentioned, a considerable quantity of trap, and on the west

the narrow band of laterite.

These with the ghats on the east form physical features

which serve as a sort of natural boundary to the country.

The great metamorphic spurs

which run out west from under the mural termination of the Deccan trap at the ghzits,
extend to varying distances, and either end abruptly or break into clusters of lower hills.

The intervening country is low and covered with thicker soil than is usually the case in the
Konkan: this renders the Sawunt Waree state more open to cultivation than the barren

laterite plateau to the west and north.
The soil is obtained from the disintegration of the metamorphic rocks, and is light
coloured and clayey, though ﬁne sandy soil occurs as frequently, being derived from the
quartzite and altered sandstone so abundant in the district.

Along the alluvial banks of the rivers, rice is extensively cultivated during all the ﬁne
season, a system of irrigation being established by means of Persian wheels and other con
trivances. By these water is constantly raisedfrom the beds of the rivers, and distributed
by channels to the different plots of rice ground in the neighbourhood, these ﬁelds having
been previously prepared. They consist of rich alluviai mud traversed by numerous little

channels for the water, crossing each other at right angles.

When the country cultivated

is inclined at any angle, an arrangement of stepdike emhankments is constructed, each sur

rounded by a little mud parapet, a few inches high. The water after thoroughly saturating
one ﬁeld is allowed to escape into the next below, through an oriﬁce cut in the parapet.
This system of irrigation is very generally made use of throughout the Konkan.
-
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Os rm: surrosnn occoassncs or Narrvs Anrmosr IN res Sranrs Ssrrnsxnxrs, as
T. OLD]-Ian, Supdt, Geological Survey of India.

About the middle of December last, a specimen of a beautiful silvery metallic substance
was forwarded to this oﬁice from the Home Department, with a request that it might be
analysed and reported on.
but no locality was given.

It was stated to have been discovered in the Straits Settlements,

On examination it proved to be Native Antimony, of great purity, yielding no trace of
arsenic or of silver, and only a slight trace of iron and also of sulphur.

This was reported to

Government, and it was stated that if it occurred in any quantity, the discovery was a very
valuable one. A nearly pure mineral like that forwarded would always command a market,
and would realize about seventy-ﬁve pounds (£75) per ton in England. Enquiry was made
as to the locality where found, &c., and a more recent letter from the Secretary to the Straits

Government, states,“ that it was found on Pulo Obin or Ubin, an island lying at the east end
of Silat Tambran, the strait dividing Singapore from the mainland; that a careful search had
been made, and a reward offered to any person ﬁnding more of the same, but that up to the
present time (15th February 1871) no more had been discovered, and that it seemed probable
that the specimen received by the Government must have been introduced into the island
from some other place as yet unknown."
Native Antimony also occurs in Borneo, Sarawak, &c.

ON THE COMPOSITION or A DEPOSIT In THE senses or STEAM Esonvas yr Rmronru,
BY T. OLDHAM, Supdt, Geological Survey qf India.

During a recent visit to the Ranignnj collieries, I was struck with the amount and
character of the deposit in some of the boilers of the Engines in use there : and was desirous

of ascertaining the true composition. By the kindness of A. Stuart, Esq., the General Manager
of the Bengal Coal Company, I obtained specimens.

The specimen examined by Mr. Tween,

Curator of the Geological Museum, was taken from the boiler at a deep pit near Ranigunj
known as No. 36.

The water, which feeds the boilers here, is all derived from the mine

itself, passing from the pump heads through a ﬁltering wall of ﬁne sand, and received in a
masonry tank, where a certain amount of ﬁne matter is deposited on settling. This water,
as it passes to the boilers, looks bright, clear and pure, has no taste, is hard, but not un

pleasant, and altogether looks clear good water. From its use, however, a large amount
of deposit results. This is thrown down in a ﬁne almost impalpable powder, which, when
dried in the air, is of a light ash-grey tint. Some of this was carefully dried by exposure

for ﬁve hours at a temperature of 212° Ft., and the dried powder then analysed.
It gave a percentage composition as follows :—
Water
...
Organic matter
Insoluble clay
Iron and alumina
Carbonate of lime
,,
of magnesia

...

...

...
...

...
...

...

7'2
2'1
88
1‘23
47‘67
88-00
l00'00

This shows that the deposit consists chieﬂy of carbonates of lime and magnesia, which,
doubtless, have been taken up from the calcareous and dolomitic sandstones, so frequent

in the upper series of the Ranigunj ﬁeld, by the surface water when passing through
these rocks to the bottom of the mine.

The organic matter showed as a slimy dark substance separated on the ﬁltering paper.
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As the water comes from the mines, the principal apparent impurities are minute
particles of coal-dust, and shale mechanically mixed with it, while it is certain that a
portion, at least, of the iron will have been derived from the rusting of the pumps, &c. But
it will be seen that more than three-fourths of the whole consists of the carbonates of

lime and of magnesia. held in solution in the water.

'

New on THE PLANT-BEARING sasnsrosns or rm; Gomvrmv VALLEY, on THE sown
ERIN EXTENSION or noose BELONGING TD run Kémrnr onour TO THE unreasona
HOOD or ELLOBE AND R./iJ.~’iMANDRI, AND on rm-; POSSIBLE occunnsscs or con
IN THE same DIRECTION, BY WILLIAM T. BLANFOIKD,

Deputy Superintendent,

Geological Survey, India.

Recent explorations in the Godavery valley below Sironcha, and in parts of the adjoin
ing country, have enabled me to ascertain that a very large area is occupied by represent
atives of the various formations which have been described in Bengal and the Central Pro
vinces under the names of Panchet, Damdda, and Télchir. The occurrence of sandstone

in the bed of the Godavery and along its banks throughout a large portion of the river's
course below Sironcha was, I believe, ﬁrst made known by Mr. Wall in the Madras Journal
Of Literature and Science, New Series, Vol. II. It now appears that sedimentary beds
belonging to the Damﬁda group and its associates extend, apparently without a single
break‘ from the neighbourhood of Mangli and Phizdura, 34 miles in a direct line north-north

west of Chzinda, to Ling6.h'1 on the Godavery, just above the top of the ﬁrst barrier and 14 miles
above Diimaglidiam, or throughout a distance of 200 miles.

A break then occurs which

extends along the river for about 25 miles. The sandstones re-appear at Raigﬁdiam, about
6 miles below lihadraichallam, and thence continue along the south or right bank of the
river with one brief interruption for about 15 miles, terminating a little below the village
of Mzidavéram.

These beds, as will presently be shown, extend far to the southwards.

Metamorphic and Vindhyan rocks occupy the bed of the river at the second and third
barriers and for some miles below them, the remaining portion of the Pranhita and Godavery
are in the soft sandstones and the associated. beds, and at both barriers a continuous belt of

the later sedimentary formations on the right bank of the river, though at a distance from
its course, unites the areas occupied by the same rocks in the river’s bed.

Throughout the whole valley of the Pranhita. and Godavcryf below the third barrier
at the spot where the Wardhzi and Waingangé. unite to form the ﬁrst named stream, the area
occupied by the plant-bearing sandstones on the left (north and east) bank of the river is but
triﬂing, whilst from the right bank these beds extend for a great, but hitherto unascertained,
distance into the little known tracts of the Nizam’s territories belonging to the Rémghir and
Kamarmet Sircars, and perhaps into Warangal.
In the same manner the sandstones below Bhadnichallam occupy an area not exceeding
8 or 10 square miles north of the Godavery, while to the south they cover a tract of country
‘25 miles in breadth from east to west near the river, and gradually becoming broader till
it is at least 50 miles across.

It extends from the Godavery near Bhadrachallam till it is lost,

60 miles further to the south, beneath the coast alluvium in the neighbourhood of Ellore.
To the south-east it stretches nearly to Raijzimandri, extending to the banks of the Godavery

0 This cannot be stated positively as yet, some portions of the ground not having been examined.
break exists exceeding n very few miles in extent.

Bm, no

1’ The valley of the Godavery proper above the junction of the Pranhita is geologically almost unknown.
II. is only certain that the greater portion consists of trap.
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near Polavziram, below the great gorge in the metamorphic rocks through which the

river runs.

At Pangadi near Rajamandri the sandstones are covered up by the bedded

dolerites of the Deccan trap, just as, 300 miles in a direct line to the north-west, the same
sandstones, in the districts of Chanda and South-east Berar, disappear beneath the same
traps on the eastern verge of the great basaltic area of the Deccan.

The proportion of the enormous extent of sedimentary rocks in the valley of the
Godavery and its neighbourhood, which is occupied by the valuable coal-bearing beds of
the Dam1'1da group, appears, so far as research has hitherto extended, to be extremely small.
Here and there along the boundary of the sandstone tract, beds are found with the mineral

character of the Barzikar group of Bengal. Such is the case near Chanda, and the same
beds occur at Lingﬁlzi, above the ﬁrst barrier, and at Mxidavziram below it; and in each
case where these rocks have been observed, coal beds, sometimes of little or no value it is

true, have been found associated with them. It is highly probable that further examination
will show the presence of these valuable beds in several places where they have not hitherto

been detected, but the search is diﬁicult, because the surface of the country in which the
sandstones are found is greatly concealed by a thick covering of sandy clay and sand,
derived from the disintegration of the soft argillaceous sandstones.
The lower Panchets of Bengal, to which the name Panchet should perhaps be restricted,

appear to be represented by rocks of similar mineral character in the Godavery valley,
but further examination of these beds is necessary in order to determine their position

in the series and their relations tothe limestones containing ﬁsh remains, which are met
with in several places near Sironcha.
The T:'1lchirs, at the base of the great series, precisely resemble their representatives

elsewhere, but the unconformity between them and the Damﬁdas appears to be greater
than usual.
These formations, the Baraikars, Panchets, and Talchirs, together do not take upa
tenth part of the area occupied by the sandstones. The great bulk of these consist of
coarse argillaceous sandstones and grits of no very marked character, with hard ferruginons
bands.

The few fossils found in them, chieﬂy. Verlebraria, Calamites, and Glosaopteris,

are identical with Damlida forms, but the mineral character of the beds taken as a whole

is always slightly and sometimes remarkably different from that of any true Damﬁda beds,
as found elsewhere, while the fossil plants seem to preclude the idea of associating these
rocks with the Panchets, the flora of which, so far as it is known, is very dilferent.

One

of the most striking distinctions between these beds and the Darmidas proper is the absence
of coal and of any carbonaceous matter in the former, even the plant remains having
lost their carbon and existing as mere impressions. It appears, therefore, desirable, both
for scientific and economic reasons, to apply a distinctive term to these beds, restricting
the name Damﬁda to the group or groups which usually contain coal. For these reasons,

I proposed some years since the name of Kdmthi beds for some rocks near Nagpur which
belong to this group. The name has since come into more general use on the Survey, and
it has become necessary brieﬂy to repeat the reasons for ﬁrst adopting it. The Kémthi

group is intermediate in position between the Barzikar and Panchet groups.
So far as their geological examination has progressed, the immense mass of argillaceous
sandstones which occupy so large a proportion of the country in Clninda and South-east
Berar appears to belong to the Kzimthi group. The same is probably the case with the
sandstones of Sironcha and those on the right bank of the Godavery, which have, however,

hitherto remained unexplored. The beds extending south of the Godavery towards Ellore
and l{1ij:'irnn.udi'i appear to me to diifer in no important respect from the rocks in Chanda.
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Sections, except on the sides of hills, are unusually rare, precisely as in the more northern
area, and the great mass of the rocks consists of white and brown argillaceous sandstones,
grit, and conglomer-ate, with so little marked mineral character that they might be either
Bmﬁkar, Kiimthi, or Panchet. On the Godavery, below Bhadrzichallam, it is very difficult
to draw a line between the Damﬁda and Kﬁmthi groups.
But in the neighbourhood of Ellore and Rzijémandri the sandstones are frequently
variegated in a peculiar and characteristic manner. They are associated with numerous

hard bands of ferruginous grit and compact red and yellow shale. In one instance sand
stone was found with a peculiar semi-vitreous texture, which is very characteristic of some
beds in Chimda and Berar.

All these characters lead unmistakeably to the conclusion that

these rocks are therepresentatives of the Kiamthi beds of Nagpur and Chzinda.
Let it not be supposed that this conclusion is a mere abstract scientiﬁc matter, interest
ing perhaps to geologists, but of no importance to the world in general. In reality it involves
a most serious economic question. It is quite unnecessary to remark that the discovery of
coal in the Madras Presidency is a great desideratum. Hitherto, despite much research,

neither coal nor the rocks with which coal is associated in India have been met with in any
part of the country south of the Godavery. The tracing, therefore, into the Madras Presi
dency of sandstones belonging to the great series of which the coal-bearing beds of Bengal
form a portion is of great interest and importance, because there is a possibility of the coal
bearing beds being associated with them!‘ The greater part of the working season of
1870-71 has been devoted to the very important borings for coal on the Godavery, and I have

been unable to give nearly sutlicicnt time to the examination of the Ellore and Rzijémandri
country to enable me to ascertain with certainty the presence or absence of Damﬁda beds.
Indeed, the surface of the rocks, although much better exposed than is the case alittlc
further to the north, is so far concealed that it will probably be necessary to bore in order

to determine this question. But although there is fair possibility of coal-bearing rocks
being found, I could not positively detect their presence anywhere, and in one or two places,
the base of the Kzimthis was seen resting upon the metamorphic rocks, all beds of the

Damﬁda group being wanting.
In conclusion I may brieﬂy describe the limits of the Kzimthi sandstone area near Ellore

and Rsijaimandri.

The northern boundary runs nearly east and west from Raigﬁdiam on the

Godavery to Pahincha. There it turns sharply to the south, and the eastern boundary
extends thence at ﬁrst south, then south-east to Chintalpddi, 20 miles north-by-west of
Ellore.

Thence, after making a sweep to the westward, the boundary runs to the south,

passing just east of the large town of Ndzed (Noozcid or Noozudoo), whence it turns south
west, and ﬁnally reaches the alluvial plain of Ellore near a village called Krisl1naw:i.ram,
at a spot nearly 20 miles east-by-north of Bezwéré, and 16 miles west-by-south of Ellore.

Along the southern part of this boundary, near N1izcd, the base of the sandstones is
well exposed in several places, and, so far as I was able to examine, there was no trace of
Damﬁda rocks.

Still, further and closer examination is desirable before the same conclusion

can he arrived at for the whole country.
The Kzimthi beds stretch along the edge of the alluvium from the point already mentioned
east-by-south of Ellore to the Godavery, trap intervening near the latter river at Panga/di,
as already mentioned. The beds are in general flat, or dip at low angles.

' So far as I am nwarc,—I am writing without means of reference, and may be mistsken—the occurrence of

these sandstones ncar Ellorc and Bajamslidri has not before been noticed.
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The eastern or rather north-eastern limit of the sandstone area extends from the
Godavery at Pondigﬁl, 12 miles below Bhadrﬁohallam, through the western portion of the
mass of hills which culminate at the trigonometrical station of
The boundary
passes a few miles east of Ashrﬁopetta, and thence trends nearly due east in the direction of
a point on the Godavery a little south of Polavéram.
been ascertained.

Whether it crosses the river has not

This boundary also has only been most cursorily examined, and it is impossible at present
even to guess whether Damﬁda beds occur along it or not. They are found on the north
close to the Godavery, but they appear to be wanting in the hills a few miles further south.

Some sandstones were seen near Ashrziopetta which had the appearance of Bs.nika.rs, but it
should be repeated that after much experience of the two formations Barﬂkar and Kémthi,
I confess myself often unable to distinguish between the sandstones which usually form the
bulk of both groups. I can only conclude that further examination of both boundaries,
ﬁrst geological and afterwards by boring, is requisite. This is especially a case in which
research, to have any chance of success. must proceed on purely geological principles.

DONATIONS TO THE MUSEUM.
Specimen of coal from new workings at Kasta, by F. R. REED, EsQ., Soory.
Fossils from the Chittagong country, by C. Bnownnow, Esq., Cachar.

These contained

very well preserved molars of Cervus? Sue or Cluerotkerium, teeth of squaloid
ﬁshes (Odontapsis? Lemma .7), Coma, Cerithium, Fm-us, Cladocora.

All tertiary.

Specimens of rocks and fossils from the limestone ridges north of the Linzithang plain,
from DB. CAYLEY.
Specimens of rough jade, and of a rude stone-mortar, small wooden wedges, &c., found in
the now abandoned jade quarries opposite Gulbasl1a, from D11. CAYLEY.
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Aossmz, LoUIli.—Address

delivered

on

the

Centennial Anniversary

of the birth of

Alexander von Humboldt, 8vo., 1869, Boston.
THE Bosrou Soc.
ANDERSON, BENJA1l1N.—-Narrative of a Journey to Muserdu, capital of the Western Mandin

goes, 12mo., 1870, New York.

Smrnsourss INSTITUTE.

Benn, E.—Geogrephisches Jahrbuch, Bd. II, 8vo.. 1870, Gotha.
CUNNINGHAM, MAJOR GENL. A.-—Ancient Geography of India, Vol. I, 8vo., 1871, London.
FLOWER, WM. H.—Osteology of the Mammalia, l2mo., 1870, London.
Gmrrm, LEPEL, H.—~The Rajahs of the Punjab, 8vo., 1870, Lahore.
PUNJAB Gov-r.
HANLEY, Suvmus, mo THEOBALD, WM.--Conchologia Indica, Pt. 2, 4to., 1870, London.
Hsssxsm, CAROL:-Commelinaceze Indicze Imprimis Archipelagi Indici, 8vo., 1870,
Vindobonm.
Zoon. Bor. Soc., VIENNA.
Hume, F. R., AND Fosrrsnnn, F.—Geologische Uebersicht der Bergbaue der Osterreichis
chen Monarchie, 8vo., 1855, Wien.
Dn. F. Sromczxs.
KEBPELY, A. K.—Bericht iiber die Fortschritte der Eiscnhiittcn—Technik im Jabre, 1868,
8vo., 1870, Leipzig.
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KBABBE, H.—Bidra.g til Kundskab om Fuglenes Boandelorme, 4‘w., 1869, Copenhagen.
Dnnsn ACADEMY.
Lnxov, Cnmnns G.—The Intelligence and Perfectibility of Animals, 8vo., 1870, London.

LORENZ, L.—Experimentole og theoretiske Undersoegelser over Legemernes Brydningsforhold,
4t_o., 1869, Copenhagen.

DANISH ACADEMY.

LUND, DB. P. IV.-—Blik paa Brasiliens Dyreverden, 4to., 1841, Copenhagen.
Dnnsn ACADEMY.
LCTKBN, CHB. FB.—Additamenta ad historiam Ophiuridarum, 4to., 1869, Copenhagen.

DANISH ACADEMY.

llliimcnsnonrnn, Fnmnnrcn.—Geoehichte des Hiittenberger Erzberges, 8vo., 1870, Kla
genfurt.
Ni tavler til Oplysning a.f Hvaldyrenes Bygning, 4to., 1869, Copenhagen.

Dnnsn Acmnmr.
Onunnon, G. W.—A Classiﬁed Index to the Transactions, Proceedings, and Quarterly
Journal of the Geological Society of London, 8vo., 1870, London.
RINK, H.—Om den geographiske Beskaﬂenhed af de danske Handelsdistrikter I, Nordrg6n
land, 4to., 1852, Copenhagen.
DANISH Acummy.

SMYTE, C. PIAZZI.-——Antiquii7y of Intellectual Man, 8vo., 1868, Edinburgh.
PERIODICALS, &c.
American Journal of Conchology, Vol. VI, Pt. 2, 8vo., 1870-71, Philadelphia.
American Journal of Science and Arts, 2nd ser., Vol. L, Nos. 149-150, 8vo., 1870, New Haven,

Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 4th ser., Vol. VI, No. 36, 8vo., 1870, London.
BBONN, DR. H. G.—Klassen und Ordnnngen des Thier-Reichs, Bd. VI, Abth. 4, 8vo., 1870,
Leipzig and Heidelberg.

Dnxxnn, DB. Wm—Novitates Conchologicaa : Abhildung und Beschreibung neuer Con.
chylien, Abth. II, List‘. 16, 4to., 1870, Caasel.
Geological Magazine, Vol. VII, No. 12, 8vo., 1870, London.
Indian Economist, with Agricultural Gazette and Statistical Reporter, Vol. II, Nos. 4-8.
With an Index to Vol. I, 4to., 1870-71, Calcutta.
GOVERNMENT or INDIA.
Lnommnn, G., UND Gnmnz, H. B.—Neues Jahrbuch fiir Mineralogie, Geologic, ‘und
Palaeontologie, Heft. 6-7, 8vo., 1870, Stuttgart.
List of Civil Oﬁicers holding gazetted appointments under the Government of India. on

1st July 1870, 8vo., 1870, Calcutta.

Govr. or INDIA.

Oosmn, W. A., and Oosmzn, C. von FIscHER.—Protozoe Helvetica, Band II, Abth. 2, 4to.,
1870, Basel.
Palznontographica, Bd. 17, Pt. 6, and Bd. 19, Pt. 4, 4to., 1870, Cassel.
PETERMANN, DB. A.—Geograpln'sche Mittheilungen, Bd. 16, Nos. XI-XII, 4to., 1870, Gotha.
PFEIFFEB, DB. Loms.—Novitates Conchologicaa: Abbildung und Beschreibung neuer
Conchylien, Abth. I, Pt. 37, 4to., 1870, Casael.

Novitates Conchologicae, Supple. III, Lief. 28-29. Monographie
der Molluskengattung Venus Linné von Dr. E. Riimer, 4to.,
1870, Cassel.

PICTBT, F. J .-—Mat6riaux pour la Paléontologie Suisse, 5th ser., Liv. 9, 4-to., 1870, Geneva
and Bale.
QUENBTEDT, F. A.—-Petrefactenkunde Deutchlands. Band II, Brachiopoden, Heft. 4, 8vo.,
1871. With Atlas, Leipzig.
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GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS.
BENGAL.-—Annual Report on the Administration of the Bengal Presidency for 1869-70,
8vo., 1870, Calcutta.
9!

Govr. or BENGAL.

General Report on the Revenue Survey Operations of the Bengal Presidency.
Upper Circle, for 1869-70, fls., 1871, Calcutta.
Sn1>nr., Rnvnnnn Snavar.
Report on the Revenue Survey Operations of the Lower Provinces for 1869-70,
fls., 1870, Calcutta.
SUPDT., REVENUE SURVEY.

Selections from the Records of the Bengal Government, Public Works Depart
ment, Irrigation Branch, No. 1. Papers from 1866 to 1870 regard
ing the Damooda Canal Project, 8vo., 1871, Calcutta.

Govr. or Bsxosn.
BRITISH BUBMAH.-—Report on the Revenue Survey Operations in British Burmah for
1869-70, 4to., 1870, Calcutta.
Snrnr, R1-zvsnon Sonvnr.
HYDBABAD.—AdlI1iDiBt!‘8-tlon Report by the Resident at Hydrahad, and Report on the

Administration of the Hydrabad Assigned Districts for 1869-70,
8vo., 1870, Hydrahad.
THE RESIDENT.
Inms.—General Report on the Operations of the Post Oﬂice in India for the year 1869-70,
8vo., 1871, Calcutta.
Govr. or Isms.

Monroonanm, MAJOR T. G.—Report on the Trans-Himalayan Explorations in
connection with the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India during
1869, i'ls., 1869, Dehra-Doon.

THE AUTHOR.

Selections from the Records of the Government of India, Home Department,
”

N0. LXXII.

Notes on Jails and Jail Discipline in India, 1867-68,

by A. P. Howell, 8vo., 1869, Calcutta.
,,

Govr. or Isms.

Selections from the Records of the Government of India, Foreign Department,
No. LXXVIII, 8vo., 1870, Calcutta.
Govr. or INDIA.

THUILLIEB, COL. H. L., B. A.—General Report on the Topographical Surveys of
India for season 1869-70, i'ls., 1871, Calcutta.
Snnvnroa GENERAL.
I’

WALKER, COL. J . T., B. E.—General Report on the Operations of the Great Trigo
nomctrical Survey ‘of India during 1869-70, f'ls., 1870, Roorkee.
Govr. or INDIA.

NORTH-WESTERN Pn0vIncEs.—Repo1-t on the Administration of the North-VVestern Prov
inces for the year 1869-70, 8vo., 1871, Allahabad.
Govr. or N. W. Pnovmcns.
P031‘ BLAIR.--Anlmal Report on the Convict Settlement of Port Blair for the year 1869-70,
8vo., 1870.
Govr. or Ixnu, Home DEPT.

Annual Sanitary and Medical Report on the Settlement of Port Blair, “Anda
mans, for the year 1869, 4to., 1870.
Govr; or Imnu.
Joumuns, Tasnsscrrons.
BATAVIL-—Tlj(18Cl1!'lft voor indische Taal, Land-en Volkenkunde, 4th and 5th ser., "01.
XIII—XVIII, Aﬂe. 1, 8vo., 1863-69, Batavia.
Rorsn Socmrr, Bsr.wu.

Verhandelingen van het Bataviaasch Genootachap van kunsten en Weteuschappen,
Vol. XXX—-XXXIII, 4to., 1863-68, Batavia.
Born. Socmrr, Bnsvu.
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BATAVIA.-—Cat&i0gllS der Numismatische Afdeeling van het Museum van het Bataviaasch
Genootschap van kunsten en Wetenschappen, 8v0., 1869, Batavia.

ROYAL Soonmr, BATAVIA.
,,

CHIJS, J. A. VAN deL-Cntalogus der Bibliotheek van het Bataviaasch G0
nootschap van kunsten en Wetenschappen, 8v0., 1864’, Batavia.

,,

Katslogus der Ethnologische Afdeeling van het Museum van het Batavinasch
Genootschap van kunsten en Wetenschappen, 8v0., 1868, Batovia.

ROYAL SOCIETY, BATAVI.-1.

ROYAL SOCIETY, BATAVIA.

,,

y Notulen van de Algemeene en Bestuurs-Vergaderingen van het Bataviaasch
Genootschap van kunsten en Wetenschappen, Vol. I (1863)-VI I,
(1869), 8v0., 1863-69, Batavia.
Ron!‘ SOCIETY, Bun“.
BEBLIN.—-Monatsbericht der königlich Preussischen Akademie der Wissencliafben zu Berlin,
August to December, 8vo., 1870, Berlin.

THE ACADEMY.

BOSTON.—-GOULD, AUGUSTUS A.-Report on the Invertebrata of Massachusetts, 8vo., 1870,
Boston.
THE NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY.
,,

Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History, Vol. XII, p. 273-end,
Vol. XIII, p. 1-224’, 8vo., 1869, Boston.

THE SOCIETY.

CALcU'1'rA.—Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, new series, Vol. XXXIX, Pt. I, No. 4,

and Pt. II, No. 4 (1870), Vol. XL, Pt. II, No. 1 (1871), 8vo.,

1870-71, Calcutta.

THE SOCIETY.

„

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, No. 11 (1870), Nos. 1-2 (1871),

,,

Records of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. IV, pt. I, 8vo., 1871, Calcutta.

8vo., 1870-71, Calcutta.

THE SOCIETY.

THE SUnvEY.
CoPnNHAGnnL-Det kongelige danske Videnskabernes Selskabs Skrifter. 5 Række, Natur
’
videns. og Mathem. Afdeling, Bd. I (1849), IV (1859), Bd. VI

(1867), VII (1868), 4to.‚ 1849-1868, Copenhagen.
‘ DANISH ACADEMY.

,,

Oversight over det kong. danske Videnskabernes Selskabs Forhandlinger og
dets Medlemmefs Arbeider.

Nos. 4-5, April-December (1865).
Nos.
Nos.
Nos.
Nos.

,,

2-7, February-December (1866).
1-7, January-December (1867).
1-5, January-December (1868).
1-3, January to June (1869), 8vo., 1865-1869, Copenhagen.
’
DANISH ACADEMY.
PINGEL, C.-`Om den af Porphyrgange Gjennembrudte Röde Sandsteem I

det Sydlige Grönland, 4ito., 184.3, Copenhagen.
Dsmsn ACADEMY.

,,

STEEN, ADOLPH.—-Om Integratìonen af Differential-ligninger der fre til

,,

Additionstheoremer for transcendente Funktioner, 4to., 1868, Co
penhagen.
DANISH ACADEMY.
STEEN, ADOLPIL-Om Ændringen af Integrale!‘ af irrationele Diﬂerentialei

til Normalformen for det elliptiske Integral af fcerste Art, 4t0.,
,,

1869, Copenhagen.
Dnzvlsn ACADEMY.
THOMSEN, JULIUS.-—Tbermochemiske Undersægelser, over Afﬁnitets-for
holdene imellem Syrer og Balser i vandig Oplsning, 4to., 1869,

Copenhagen.

DANISH ACADEMY,
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COPENHAGEN.——THOMBEH, JULIUs.—Thermochemiske Undersoegelser, 4to., 1869, Copen
hagem
Duusn Acmsuv.
ED1NBUBGH.—-Transactions of the Royal Scottish Society of Arts, Vol. VIII, Pt. 2, 8vo.,
1870, Edinburgh.
THE Socmrr.
FI.oanNcs.—Bolletino R. Comitato Geologico D'Italia, Nos. 9-12, 8vo., 1870, Florence.
Tan Socurrr.

Lonnox.—-Journal of the Society of Arts, Vol. XVIII, No. 938, Vol. XIX, Nos. 939-948,
8vo., 1870-71, London.
Tm: Socuzrr.
Palmontographical Society, Vol. XXIV, issued for 1870, 4%., 1871, London.

Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, Vol. 160, Pt. I, 4to.,
1870, London.
Tns Socnrrr.

9!

Proceedings of the Royal Society, Vol. XIX, Nos. 123, 124, 8vo., 1870, London.
THE Socrsrr.
Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, Vol. XIV, No. 5, 8vo., 1870,

$1

London.
Tm; Socnarr.
Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London, Vol. XXVI, Pt. 4,

,,

No. 104, 8vo., 1870, London.

Tun Socmrr.

MELBOURNE.—- Report of the Mining Surveyors and Registrars for quarter ending 31st
December 1870, folio. 1871, Melbourne.
S1-:cv., Mmmo DEP‘l‘., VicTonIA.
Moscow.-—Bull. de la Société Impériale des Naturalistes de Moscou, Tome XLIII, No. 1,
8vo., 1870, Moscou.
Tm; Socuzrr.

Miincnsn.-—Ahhandlungen der

Mathematisch-Physikalischen Classe der kiinig. Bayer.

Akad. der Wissenschaften, Bd. X, Abth. 3, 4to., 1870, Miinchen.
THE ACADEMY

LAMONT, DB. J. v.—Annalen der Kiiniglichen Sternwarte hei Miinchen,
H

Bd. XVII, 8vo., 1869, Miinchen.

THE ACADEMY.

Sitzungsberichte der kiinigl. bayer. Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Miinchen, II,
Heft. 3-41 (1869), I Heft. 1-4 (1870), 8vo., 1869-70, Miinchen.
Tns ACADEMY.
Verzeichniss von 4793 telescopischen Sternen. IX Supplementband zu den
Annalen der Miinchen Sternwarte, 8vo., 1869, Miinchen.
Tns ACADEMY

MAINE, U. S.——Third Report of the Commissioner of Fisheries of the State of Maine for
1869, 8vo., 1870, Augusta.
PORTLAND SOCIETY or NATURAL HISTORY.

I’nrLADnI.PHIA.—Journal oi‘ the Franklin Institute, Vol. LX, Nos. 3-4, 8vo., 1870, Phila

,,

delphia.
Tan Issnrnrs.
Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, Vol. XI, No. 82, 8vo.,

1869, Philadelphia.
THE Socnarr.
SALEM.—Bul1etin of the Essex Institute, Vol. I, Nos. 1-12, 8vo., 1870, Salem.
THE Ixsrrrors.

On the Egg-Tooth of Snakes and Lizards, 8vo., 1867, Salem.
1!

THE INSTITUTE.

Proceedings and communications of the Essex Institute, Vol. VI, Pt. 1 (1868).
(With an Historical Notice, 8vo., 1866), 8vo., 1870. Salem.
THE INSTITUTE.
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TOBON1‘O.—Canadian Journal of Science, Literature, and History, Vol. XII, No. 6, 8vo.,
1870, Toronto.
CANADIAN INSTITUTE.

V1ENNA.—-Jahrbuch der Kaiserlich-Kiiniglichen Geologischen Reichs-anstalt, Bd. XX, 8vo.,
1870, Vienna.

THE INBTITUTE.

,,

REUSS, DB. A.—Die Fossilen Mollusken der Tertieer-Beckens von Wien., Bd. II,
9-10, 4to., 1870, Vienna.
'1‘11E INs1'I'rU'rE.

,,

Verhandlungen der Kaiserlich-Kiiniglichen Geologischen Reichsanstalt, No. 1,
8vo., 1871, Vienna.
THE INSTITUTE.

Verhandlungen der Kaiserlich-Ktiniglichen Zoologisch-hotanischen Gesellschait.

:1

in Wien., Bd. XIX, 8vo., 1869, Vienna.

wASHINGTON.—Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institute for
,,

1868, 8vo., 1869, Washington.
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTE.
DEAN, J0HN.—The Gray Substance of the Medulla oblongata and trape
zium, 173, 4to., 1869, Washington.
SMITH. INSTITUTE.
PICKEBING, CHABLES.—-The Gliddon Mummy-Case in the Museum of the
Smithsonian Institute, 4=to., 1869, Washington.
SMITH. INsr1rUm.

J:

SAcKEN, R. Os'rEN.—Monographs of the Diptera of North America, Pt. IV,
8vo., 1869, Washington.

3:

SMITH. Insrrrnra.

SWAN, JAMES G.—The Indians of Cape Flattery, 4to., 1869, Washington.
'
Smru. INs'r1'rUrn.
Report of the Commissioner of Agriculture for 1868, 8vo., 1869, \'Vashing

1!

ton.

DEM. or AGRICULTURE, U. S., AMERICA.
Mus.

DECHEN, DB. v0N.—Erliiuterungen der gcologischen Karte der Rheinprovinz und der
Provinz Westphalen, Theil. I, 8vo., 1870, Bonn.

With large folio map.
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REPORT on THE moonass AND RESULTS or BOBINGS son coAn IN THE GODAVARL
VALLEY NEAR Dtuuoﬁnsn AND BHADBACHALAM, by W. T. BLANFOBD, F. G. S.,v
Deputy Superintendent, Geological Survey of India.
The occurrence of fragments of shaly coal in the bed of the Godfwari close to the
spot where the T111 river joins it from the north, about twelve miles above Dﬁmagﬁdem, has

been known for several years. It was noticed by Mr. Waﬂ in his report of his journey to
Kota near Sironché. in 1857, and the coal was by him supposed to be derived from the Tail river.

An examination of the Tail for a considerable distance above its junction with the Godzivari,
however, having proved fruitless, Colonel Haig, the Superintending Engineer of the Godzivari

Navigation Works, asked me to examine the spot when I was marching down the valley in
May 1867. I found that in the Til, near its junction with the Godzivari, the only rocks
exposed belonged to the Tzilchir group, whilst the Damﬁdé. shales and sandstones, which alone
have been hitherto found in the Indian Peninsula to contain coal, appeared at the spot where the
smaller stream joined the Godzivari, and I suggested that the coal probably came from a seam

_buried beneath the sand of the river, and advised exploration by digging away the sand
and closely examining the rocks. This was done by Mr. Vanstavern, Executive Engineer,
and resulted in the discovery of coal in four places, all alittle lower down the river than
the mouth of the Ti], so that the bed from which the fragments ﬁrst found were derived

has not yet been detected, but as a large quantity of silt and sand has been accumulated

near the mouth of the Tail of late years, it is probably now covered to a considerable depth.
The quality was inferior.

Of the seams found, two, neither of them exceeding 2 feet in

thickness, were detected close to the left bank of the river, opposite the village of Lingfilé.
The quality of the coal is rather inferior, and both seams thin out and disappear within a
few yards; moreover, as the dip of the rocks at Lingislé. is towards the river bed, or south
west, and the outcrop exactly parallel with the bank, it is clear that the beds, even if of good
quality, could not be easily worked at this spot, as the whole of them within any reasonable

depth must be beneath the bed of the river.
The third seam found crops out in the middle of the river bed; it is about 5 feet thick, and
the quality appears better than in the other scams. The reef of sandstone resting on this coal
can be fairly tracedat intervals for some distance, and after running along the river for about

a mile, it turns in towards the right or south-west bank.

Here its course becomes obscurc.

Borings were put down by Mr. Vanstavern near the spot where the coal would probably crop
out on the bank, but without success. Another thin seam, only 2 feet thick, has also been
detected by Mr. Vanstavern on the right bank of the river. This, like the two ﬁrst met
with, thins out within a few yards in one direction.
'
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I reached Dﬁmagﬁdem on the 25th December 1870, and learned from Colonel Haig that
besides the coal at Lingzilzi near the mouth of the Tzil, some had been reported farther down

the river at a village named Madavliram below Bhadriichalam. This place is below
the ﬁrst barrier on the Godavari, and is consequently at all times in free communication by
water with the coast, whilst Lingirlzi. is above the ﬁrst barrier, and although communication

is now possible during the greater part of the year, it is not easy for laden boats except for a

few months. At the spot where coal was said to have been found, I could detect nothing except
some shaly dark coloured sandstone, but the rocks around were unmistakeably Damddés
and there was every reason to hope for success in the search.

An examination of the ground showed that the Damﬁdzi rocks extend for a short
distance on both banks of the river, but that sections are very few and imperfect.

On the

left bank which belongs to the Upper (5l'odii.va.1'i"I districts, there are scarcely any rocks
visible except at the hills near Daorpali, and these are probably of a higher group, nearly the
whole surface elsewhere being covered with alluvium.

The beds appear to extend about

six miles along the river from Gogubzikei to Nzindigﬁr, but not more than from a mile to a mile
and ahalf from the bank. On the right (south) bank of the river they extend about ﬁve
miles from Palziram to the bend below Madavairam, stretching for a mile and a half to two
miles inland. Above Palziram there is a break occupied by metamorphic rocks for a mile

and a half; above this, again, at Pundigﬁl the Damﬁdiis re-appear and occur for about
one and a half miles to a little above Amravéxam, then they are covered apparently by
the K:imthis, but the two groups here resemble each other so much in mineral character

that their limits are difficult to deﬁne, especially as nearly the whole surface of the country
is thickly covered with alluvial deposit. The Damlidiis near Amraviaram cannot be traced
more than about a mile and a half from the river's banks, beyond this limit they are entirely

overlapped by the Kzimthis.
Along the right (or south) bank of the Godavari a tolerable section of the Damddzis
is exposed, consisting of conglomerate, sandstone, shale and clay, but no coal. There are,
however, many breaks in the section, and it is evident that an examination of these by boring

would prove conclusively the presence or absence of any bed of coal extending over the whole
ﬁeld. Local beds, of course, might be found elsewhere, but their value must be comparatively
small. It is also manifest that a thorough exploration can only be made south of the
river, as to the north the beds are so much concealed that, except in a few spots, all borings
must be put down at haphazard.
The general dip seen in the river's bank near Madavﬁram is to the westward, the rocks

at the village being inclined at a high angle and much broken and disturbed; a short dis
tance to the east down the river there is an antielinal, at the spot where a small stream enters

the river. From this point eastwards to the bend of the river, a distance of less than a quarter
of a. mile, the rocks either have a low dip to the cast or are horizontal, and the prevalence
of conglomerate shows them to be in all probability near the base or limit of the formation.
It is evident that the anticlinal exposes the lowest rocks to be seen on the river bank,
and that a boring at this spot must penetrate beds lower in the series than any exposed
elsewhere. On the arrival of the boring tools, I arranged with Mr. Vanstavern for a borehole
to be begun at this spot. This was commenced on January 17th and carried on until April
12th, up to which time 192 feet had been penetrated; the borehole was then stopped in
' I do not know who bestowe\d this name on the districts, but it is an absurd misnomer. The Upper Godﬁvarl
can only be that portion of the river's course above its junction with the Pranhilxi, if not higher still, where it
traverses the Bombay Presidency. Sironchzi at the upper extremity of these " Upper Godtivari districts" is 2l0 miles
as the crow llics from the mouth of the river and 400 miles from its source!
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consequence of the tools being required to prove the coal discovered on the opposite side of
the river. The section passed through wss—
1.—Brnwn sandstone
2.—Shsle and clay of various colours, mostly dark-grey
Coal and shale mixed

3

Dark-grey shale
'

Ditto
ditto with fragments of coal
iDitto
ditto
4.—White sandstone, conglomeratic in places, with thin beds of shale
towards the base
6.—Shale and clay with a little sandstone
...
Coal
8' Black shale and coal
7.—Dark-grey shale with a few fragments of coal in two places
8.-—White sandstone

Ft. In.
24 8
21 1
0 6

0 7
0 8
18 9
53 9
37 2
0 8
1 4
26 1
8 4|
193

5

I next arranged for a series of fourteen borings to explore the portions of the section not
exposed in the river banks to the west of Madavéram between that village and Damarcherla.

These varied in depth from 6 to 200 feet, according to the extent of the breaks in the
section, and the plan proposed was that all the smaller boreholes not exceeding 35 feet
in depth, nine in number, should be made by jumpers with extra lengths of light rods to

screw on. The remaining ﬁve boreholes alone would require the use of the heavier boring
rods.

In the ground opposite Madavﬁram no boreholes were put, because the breaks in the

section are triﬂing, and the disturbance so great that there is reason to believe that a repeti
tion of beds takes place.

To the west of Damarcherla one or two additional boreholes might have been required,
but a little beyond the village the beds turn up, dipping east, and then roll over again, and
just beyond the small anticlinal, very unpromising conglomerates, perhaps belonging to a

higher group, come in, in which there is no break of section which could conceal a coal seam.
Two or three small jumper holes were put down to the east of Madaviiram.
Of the holes proposed six were carried out, viz., four jumper holes and two boreholes,

when peremptory orders were received from the Government of India to discontinue all
boring operations in the Nizam’s dominions. It is doubtful whether the boreholes in the
bed of the river were in the Nizam’s dominions, but pending a reference to the Government
of the Central Provinces, one set of boring tools was moved across the river into British
territory in order to test some ground near the boundary of the ﬁeld, and close to the base
of the measures, on a horizon which did not appear to have been proved by the borings on
the opposite bank.
It should be stated that the borings, so far as they had been carried out on the right
bank, had shown the existence of sandstones and shales similar in every respect to those
seen in the bank of the river, except that in two or three instances small fragments of coal,
proving the existence of very thin seams, probably not exceeding two or three inches in thick

ness,had been brought up by the borer. These little seams, although absolutely worthless in
themselves, are of importance, as indicating that the mineral does occur in the beds, and

that hopes may be entertained of larger seams being found.
The place selected for aboring on the north or British bank of the Godzivari was on
the right or west bank of a stream called the Ganér, rather less than half a mile from the
Godzivari, and about the same distance east of the village of Tzitpali, at a spot where some

brown sandstone, dipping tothe south, is seen on the bank of the watercourse. A little
more sandstone of the same kind is seen up the stream to the north, and then metamorphics
crop out, the latter appearing about 500 yards north of the spot selected for boring.

For
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some distance east and west all is alluvium. It was hoped that a borehole at the spot
selected would aﬁbrd a section of the lowest Dam1id1i beds; lower than any passed through
in the boring east of Madavxiram. The borehole was commenced on the 12th April, and the
section traversed was—
(No. 1).

r»? Q5‘

'1.—Br0wn
Soil andand
gravel
yellow sandstone

<>oc o O:n
l§aua~w“§
[ Shale, pale above, darker below
Gzal
Do. mixed with shale

' Dark carbonaceous shnlc
Dark shale with 2 inches coal
8.—White sandstone

3 o
The higher 3 feet of coal appears to be of better quality than the lower; an analysis
of the small fragments washed from the samples brought up from the borehole gave the

following (average of three samples from three diiferent levels)
Volatile
Carbon
Ash

.

.

87'7
42'7
l9'6

...

l00‘0

-

The volatile portion comprised 10'8 per cent. of water. This is by no means agood

result, but still some use could be made of such coal, and it should be remembered that

analyses of such samples as are obtained from borings are only approximations, although
they are usually not far from the true composition.

When I heard of the discovery of coal I was about forty miles from the spot. I marched
to it at once, but before I reached it, Mr. Heppel, who was carrying on the borings, had
commenced a second borehole on some sandstone in the bed of the Gamir stream below No. 1
borehole at a distance from the ﬁrst of 125 yards south-east by east.
-following remarkable section :—

This (No. 2) gave the
zeoasenmsuouvhae-con<aowscaoE'

(No. 2).

1.—-Yellow and brown sandstone
Shale, partly dark-grey, partly bud
Shale

Cﬂal
Shale
Coal
Shalo

<.s¢ . -an or-. u- .-I .-o mse-§_:-1

-..

Coal

Shale

2.-( cm
Shale
Shale
Coal

...

...

-w

Shale
Coal (shaly)
Shale
Coal
3.—White
l_Black shale
sandstone

l
8

Q

' The numbers 1, 2, 8, before the several beds in the HE\‘llODYl indicate those which are supposed to be repre
sentative of the same part of the series in eurla.
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Altogether the combined bed of shale and coal measures 29 feet 6 inches, of which 11 feet

8 inches is coal, but the bands of coal and shale are intermixed in a way which would much
increase the cost of working the seam. The astonishing change, however, in so short a dis
tance as 125 yards from a bed 25 feet thick containing 7 feet of coal in two well deﬁned seams
exceeds anything usual even in India, amongst the very variable seams sometimes met
with in the Barzikzir group, and this amount of change within so short a distance rendered
it doubtful whether the seam could be traced to any distance.
It was now desirable, 1st, to ascertain the extent of the seam, and 2nd, its quality. For
the extent two boreholes were put down, one to the east, the other to the west, at a distance

of about one-third of a mile from No. 1, on the supposed strike of the coal seam. All
the ground east and west for a considerable distance being completely covered by alluvium,
the true strike could only be inferred from the line of outcrop of the metamorphic rocks
tothe northward.

To the east the borehole (No. 4) was a complete failure.

down in an open plain north of the village of Ganéra.

It was put

It passed through 34 feet of earth

and 18 feet of quicksand, in which no further progress could be made, as the sand ﬁlled the

tube faster than it could be removed by the “ pump" or mineral lifter. A second borehole
200 yards farther south (No. 5) was equally unsuccessful. After passing through 22 feet
of soil and 24 feet of quicksand it also had to be abandoned. There was not time for more
attempts in this direction.
The boring to the west (No. 3) was on higher ground, just south of the village of
Tzitpali. It gave—
I-‘t. In
(No. 3).

Soil and gravel
1 P Sandstone, yellow, brown, and red
Pale coloured shale
2? {Bed and yellow sandstone with some shale
Shale, pale and dark
3 P White sandstone with a little shale and brown sands-tone

3
29
10
7
13
24

7
9
0
0
0
8

880

In my absence this borehole was stopped by Mr. Iieppel, and another (No. 6) started

250 yards to the south-east. This was on somewhat lower ground, and as the beds dip south
at a low angle the section is probably that of the same beds
(No. 6).
1?

Ft. In.
11 0
13 10

Soil
Brown sandstone
But!‘ shale

6

2? { Red sandstone
Dark shale
3 F White sandstone with darker bands

0

2 0
6 0
46 0
84 10

These sections I am strongly inclined to believe are in the same beds as Nos. 1 and 2.
We have the same general succession, brown and yellow sandstone above, then a thick bed of
shale, and then white sandstone.

I have recommended that one of the boreholes should be

carried out to a greater depth on the possibility of these beds belonging to a higher horizon,
but I cannot think this at all probable. The evidence afforded by these boreholes appears to
indicate that the coal thins out and disappears to the westward within a short distance.

Meantime a locality for a small pit had been selected up the Ganﬁr stream 350 yards north
east of No. 1 borehole, at a spot where some yellow sandstone, just like that immediately over
the coal, crops out in the bank of the nala, in the expectation that this wouldbeclose to the
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outcrop of the coal, and that a sinking of a few feet would produce abundance of coal to

enable the quality to be fairly tested.

A jumper hole, subsequently deepened by boring

(N0. 7), was put down in order to ascertain the presence of the coal. This gave—
(No. 7).

‘
1.—Y:-llow sandstone
Buﬂ‘shule
Dark shale
' Coal
Dark shale

..._

Ft.
29
2-1
6
1
76

In.
6
0
0
3
3

87

0

showing that the beds are nearly list, and that a great increase of thickness in the shale has
been accompanied by a diminution in the coal. A pit was therefore commenced close to No. 2,
but when it was only 13 feet deep, the quantity of water met with retarded progress so much

that it was considered advisable to commence another on the high ground 30 yards west
of N0. 1, m, although it would be a little deeper, it would not be equally liable to ﬂooding,

and might be used for the extraction of coal. A borehole has shown that the section is
the same as at No. 1. This pit is now in progress.
Meantime one more boring (No.8) was made only 200 yards west-by-north from No. 1.
The section was
Ft. In.

(No. 8).

Soil and gravel

10 6

1.—Coarse brown sandstone
Light coloured and bull’ shale
[Red sandstone
2.‘ Light blue shale
' - Red sandy clay
I Variegated clay
\Dnrk shale
...

4
9
8
2
14
13
21

0
0
0
9
3
0
7

78 0
_

This boring was in progress when I had to leave at the end of May, and I have not yet
received accounts of‘ its completion. The enormous thickness of shale recalls the section in
No. 7, and both sections may possibly be below the white sandstone which underlies the coal.
But it is more probable that the shale represents the shale and coal found in the two ﬁrst
boreholes.
Lastly, as the absence of coal had been proved to the north-east and west, and no borings

had been found practicable to the east, while the ground to the south appeared equally
unfavorable for boring, except at a place on the bed in the Godavari Where operations might
at any moment, at the season now reached (June), have been stopped by a rise in the river, a
borehole was recommended 500 yards south of N0. 8 and south-south-west of No. 1. This

(No. 9) has given the following section, sent to me by Mr. Vanstavern since my arrival in
Calcutta-—
(No. 9).

Soil dc.
..
1.-Brown sandstone and conglomerate
Dark shale
I Ironstone
2. Shale
...

Low
Shale

.

...
...

Ft.
39
23
3
2
2

In.
0
0
0
6
0

1 c
2

0

73

0
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Ft. In
78 0

(cm

2.

2 1

Shale, carbonaceous
Coal
Shale, carbonaceous
Coal
Shale, carbonaceous

2
1
1
1
1

0
6
6
8
0

Coal

1

0

2
1
1
2
88

0
0
0
0
0

Shale, carbonaceous
Coal
Shale, carbonaceous
Oval
\Shale

I

.. . . ‘Q
I..

The section is remarkably like that at No. 2. It decidedly strengthens the evidence
in favor of all the boreholes having passed through the continuation of the same beds, for

we have in this case a great thickness of shale as in Nos. 7 and 8, with the coal as in No. 2.
The total thickness of coal as yet proved in this last borehole is 10 feet 7 inches.
To sum up the evidence: the presence of coal‘ha.s been proved over a small area. which
contains probably 25,000 tons, or rather more, of which quantity it is as well not to assume

that more than one-half can be proﬁtably extracted, owing to the great admixture of shale.
It is probable that the seam may be traced for some distance to the south, because the amount

of coal, so far as is known, increases in that direction, but it is hardly likely that a seam
which thins out and disappears within so short a distance as 200 yards can be depended upon
for any long distance. The quality has not yet been accurately ascertained. If on cutting
into the coal it is found to burn fairly, a considerable quantity may be extracted, for more
than suﬁicient to well repay the expenditure incurred in boring, but, except in the improbable

case of the coal continuing for a distance to the south and east, no permanent supply can be
depended upon from this locality. The great admixture of shale and the variation in the
seam will render it necessary to mine a large quantity of useless rock, and this will increase
the cost of the coal, but in a country where no other supply exists, this alone should not

prevent the coal being worked.
The locality is most favorable. The river is within half a mile when full, and about a
mile during the dry season, and so soon as the coast canals are completed, it will be in cons
tant water communication with Madras.
In conclusion, I would recommend that the remainder of this small tract of coal-bearing
beds be thoroughly explored, as, even if no extensive seam of coal be found, a considerable

quantity of useful fuel might be discovered, which would be available on an emergency.
North of the river a borehole should be put down below the high bank at Rajgﬁmpa, at a
spot where conglomerate is seen in the river bed, in order to test if the coal continues so far

to the south-east. A boring might also be made where sandstone occurs in the stream
north-east of Gaoriopeta, and another south of the large tank near Egerpeta, west of Tritpnli,
and one of the boreholes already sunk, for preference No. 1, should be continued until the

metamorphics or Tzilchirs are reached. There is little chance of good from any further
exploration on the north bank. On the south or right side of the river, the series of borings
planned west of Madavziram should be carried out. The small breaks in the section near
Amravérann might be explored in the same manner, and especially a spot above the

mouth of the large stream which enters the Godfwari just above the village, as small
fragments of shale and coal are hereabouts scattered along the edge of the river, and may

indicate acoal seam below the sandstone exposed at a place where there are some bushes
beneath the bank.
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If all endeavours to ﬁnd a permanent coal supply in this locality fail, an eventuality
for which we must be prepared, the next chance is near Lingala. Here I consider further
exploration in British territory as almost hopeless, the Tiilchirs must crop out everywhere
below the mouth of the Tail close to the river bank, so that the Damfrdés are conﬁned, or

nearly so, to the bed of the river and the country on the opposite side. Above the mouth
of the Til for some distance it is simply impossible to say what exists, for the whole
country is covered with thick alluvium as far as Cherla, where the only rocks that are

known to occur appear to me undoubtedly Kamthis, and all the Damﬁdzis and Tailchirs are
overlapped. The only plan by which any good can be done is an exploration of all the
breaks in the section exposed above the top of the Tzilchirs at Sangaram on the right

bank of the river in the same manner as I have recommended near Madawiram. The dip
varies from 10° to about 20°, and the depth to which the boring in each case must be sunk
will be found by multiplying the length of the break by the tangent of the angle of dip.

I am under great obligation to Mr. Vanstavern for the very thorough manner in which
he has aided me, and for his readiness to carry out every suggestion I made. Mr. Heppel’s
services in charge of the boreholes were invaluable; it is mainly due to his thorough
knowledge of boring and to his hard work, in an intensely hot season and despite many

ditiiculties, that so much has been accomplished in a short time.
Cancnrra,
July 6th,_ 1871.

Nora on THE Nassau./t COAL-BASIN, by H. B. Msnrrcorr, A.M., F. G. S., Deputy

Superintendent, Geological Survey of India.
From the point of view of uncertainty and of expectancy the Narbadﬁ coal-ﬁelds are
at present the most important in India.

They are the nearest known source of coal for the

great region of North-Western India, where so many miles of railway are either open,
under construction, or projected.

Even as communications now stand, with the circuit

through Jabalpiir and Allahabad, these ﬁelds are much nearer than those of Bengal to
the Panjaih.

When the rails are laid through Malwa and Gwalior the length of carriage

will be greatly reduced. Yet less is known regarding the resources of the Narbadzi area
than of almost any other. The Wardzi ﬁelds have been comparatively recently brought
to notice; but their value and extent have been so well established by systematic boring
experiments that the working of them is now only a question of time and convenience.

Until

similar trials are made in the Narbadé. ﬁelds the prospect of a supply of coal there must

remain uncertain, the naturally expoed sections of the rocks being so very obscure. There
is an immense area beneath which it is possible, or even probable, that coal exists; but its

presence and the depth at which it must be sought are still unknown. In connection with
this there is an interesting question of stratigraphy to be discussed, and which would be out
of place in this brief notice of practical objects; the more so that I believe no amount of
discussion upon surface observations could in this case ﬁnally settle the point or remove the
necessity for actual exploration.

The occurrence of a ﬁne outcrop of coal in a convenient

position at the northern edge of the basin, and the formation of an etﬁcient mining estab
lishment to work it, have, no doubt, contributed with other causes, such as the want of proper
maps, to keep in temporary abeyance the further exploration of the ﬁeld; but it is evident
that this should no longer be deferred. My brief report of last year (Records, Geological

Survey, Vol. III, Pt. 3,) showed how much need there was for information regarding even
the seams on the Sitérivii (at Mohpani) ; how limited their known extension; how broken,
crushed, and even locally destroyed they are within those small limits; how urgent it was
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to ascertain their extension beneath the younger rocks to the south.

Although little inform

ation has been gained within the last twelve months, and that little not very encouraging,
the importance of the case makes it worth noting. The following notes, in continuation of
my last year's report, refer only to the northern side of the coal region: every endeavour

should be made to ﬁnd the coal there before attempting to work the distant outcrops of the
Upper Tawa valley, on the south side of the basin. The localities to be mentioned in this
paper may be followed upon the small map attached to the report of last year, or upon the

large sketch map of 1859.
During part of the pzist season I examined a number of sections along the northern
side of the area of sedimentary rocks from end to end, but without discovering an outcrop
of the coal-measure rocks (the Barakar group). This direct evidence failing, the fact that
has most encouraged hope of the proximity of coal has been the occurrence in several places of
Tailchir rocks, which so constantly underlie the coal-measures. The outcrop in the glen south

of Futtehpﬁr was mentioned in last year's report. A much larger spread of the same rock
is seen at the edge of the plains south of Dhzibkzi, eight miles east-south-east of Sohagplir:
again, to east of the Sitémiva, half way between Chungaon and Hatn:ip1ir, close on the west

of Nibhora village.

But even this evidence is open to doubt: in all cases the rock in

question is indeed the lowest seen, and is identical with the well known Tzilchir boulder
clay; but except for the boulders (which are not of large si1.e)_an identical clay is common

in the adjoining Mahadéva rocks, alternating with the more common mottled red clays.
Thus, the identiﬁcation of this boulder bed as Tfllchir rests largely on the assumption that

there is no such bed in the Mahadévas; it is certainly very different from the ordinary
conglomerates of this series. It is moreover noteworthy that in the undoubted Talchirs of
the Sitzi-riva section sandy rocks prevail: even the boulder-bed is principally asandstone.
the clay being subordinate. I am, however, decidedly of opinion that the rock in the
localities noticed belongs to the Ttilchirs. The presumption thus gained in favor of the

proximity of the coal-measures along this edge of the ﬁeld is, no doubt, an uncertain one;
but it is something; the Banikur and Tiilchir groups being about the two most constant
compahions of all the groups of the great plant-bearing series. It will probably be advis

able at some early date to make one or more deep borings through the Mlibadéva rocks
at some little distance from the edge of the basin; but, as was urged last year, it would

be unwise to attempt this until it be seen what can be learned from the exploration ol
the Sitairivai ﬁeld as to the conditions of the formations in passing southwards.
Very little has been added during the past year to our knowledge of the seams in
the Sitariva (Mohpfmi) ﬁeld. What explorations have been made only bring into clearer
view the greatly disturbed condition of rocks within the area exposed, and the corres
ponding deterioration of the coal.

In the pits on the vertical seams at the north edge

of the ﬁeld the coal has beeomegreatly squeezed-out at a depth of 100 feet, and along
the strike westwards, being at the same time reduced to an useless paste.

Some shallow

excavations on the outcrops in the ravine to the north of the Narbada Company's mine
show the coal to be tremendously crushed and mixed with the associated rock; two strong
trap-dykes here passing within a hundred yards of each other right through the measures.

The trial boring at Pukuhi was carried to a depth of 110 feet.
and, in a measure, unexpected.

The result was inconclusive

The sandstone, which from its position and general appear

ance it was thought might be the top-rock of the coal-measures, proved to be only a band
in the Mé.hédévé.s; the bore having gone through some 60 feet of the typical red clay
beneath it. Below this, however, the bore passed through dark-brown and dark-grey,

slightly carbonaceous, clay.

Such a rock would be very unusual in the Mahadévris in this

position; and would. on the contrary, fairly represent the top of the coal-measures in the
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northern section on the Sitﬁriv6; the two being, moreover, on the same general strike.

Regarding the southern extension of the seams, where, it may be hoped, they become stcadier
and farther from trap, no result has as yet been attained. The small trial-shaft and boring
close to Benzir on the north-west not having proved coal within 50 feet, Mr. Taylor shifted
his operations to a point south-east of the village, and well in on the Mahédévti. rocks
where he is now boldly sinking a shaft.

He could not, witliin his limits, have chosen

a better position for making a thorough trial of the ground. According to the nearest dip
seen (25°), and supposing no intervening fault, the shaft may have to be sunk 235 feet

before striking the measures; but there is hope that the dip ﬂattens, so as to lessen the
depth. The shaft is now 98 feet deep, 92 feet of which were through an unbroken mass
of mottled red clay, locally siliciﬁed and very hard, but all requiring to be ca.sed up.
The bottom 6 feet are in a ﬁrm, clear gray, sandstone-conglomerate.

The plane of junc

tion, which (Mr. Taylor informs me) seemed regular, thus affording a fair observation of
the dip, sloped at 18° to the south-south-east. The prospects are so far improving. The
spirited enterprize of Mr. Jones, the present proprietor, deserves every success.
In my small map of last year I marked some Titlchir rocks, with a query, on the
south of Puwaria village.

A re-examination of that obscure section, later in the season,

when the ground is less concealed, has convinced me that the rocks are Mfthiidévli; thus '
making the suppression of the older rocks to the westward of the Sitérivé much more rapid
than was at ﬁrst apparent. - But there is no deciding as to the manner of this suppression ;

it may be altogether due to faulting or to folding of the strata. The alternative suppo
sition to that of disturbance to account for this so sudden disappearance of the coal-measures
would be that there is strong denudation-unconformity between the two rock-series. There
are some puzzling sections about the mines seeming to corroborate this view of the case;
still it is hard to get over the fact ﬁrst adduced against it—that in the best exposed sections
the succession of the rocks seems regular. And there certainly can be no objection now to
the supposition of disturbance. The unpromising nature of the ground in this position,
at the edge of the basin, is further displayed in this section at Puwaria by the discovery
of four strong trap-dykes, or at least outcrops (the section is so ﬂat one cannot positivply say

how the trap occurs), in a length of about three quarters of a mile.
Several new outcrops of the lignite-coal in the Upper lliaihﬁdévé. rocks have been ex
amined during the past ﬁeld season in the hills east of the Sitérivé. They all bear out
the opinion already given on the subject.
There remains to notice the coal near Lokartélai at the extreme west end of the basin,
so far as exposed at the surface; the whole sedimentary series there passing beneath the

trap. The coal-band here seems different to any yet noticed. It occurs (see small map
annexed) at some distance from the boundary of the metamorphic rocks, being exposed in a

trench cut by the Moran across a flat anticlinal fold of the strata. The upper rock is a strong
pebbly Mathadévli sandstone, but on what exact horizon has not been determined, imme
diately beneath which come the earthy coal-bearing beds.' There is the usual appearance of

complete conformity; the upper rocks dipping at the same angles as the lower; and the
same beds of shale being identiﬁable on both sides of the anticlinal; a thick bed of nodular
and shaly, micaceous and carbonaceous clay is recognizable at a few feet below the
sandstone on either side.

There are altogether about 80 feet of the lower rocks: 40

to 50 feet at top are earthy, some of the layers of shale containing strings of bright coal
These are best exposed in the southerly elbow formed by the river. They rest upon a thick
mass of ﬁne sandstones, between which and a similar mass below occurs the principal seam.

It is aboutd feet thick. What coal there is in it is very bright; but shale predominates
in the mass, and there is a great deal of pyritcs. Some explorer had last year cut a short
drift into the seam and evidently abandoned it as worthless. This scam is about the lowest
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bed exposed on the back of the anticlinal. I do not think that this band of coal-bearing
rocks belongs to the Barzikar group. I rather think it belongs to those younger beds of
the Dam1id2'1 series so largely exposed along the south base of the Pachmari range, and in
which as yet no coal-outcrops of any promise have been found. Or, it may possibly belong
to the Mahlidévai. series. I was not fortunate enough to find any fossils to determine
this point; and owing tothe isolated position it will be a very tedious matter, if even
possible, to work out the question stratigraphicall y.

CAMP,
May 1871- l

Sxnrcn or THE Guonoor or THE CENTRAL Pnovnvcns, by T. OLDHAM, F. R. S., Su}nIl.,

Geological Survey of India.
[In connection with the valuable series of Gazetteers which are now in course of pub
lication under the authority of Government, the Geological Survey have from time to time

afforded information to the ofﬁcers charged with their compilation.

This has frequently

been on isolated points, but we have also been urged to give general and sketchy out

lines of the geology of the various provinces viewed more as a whole. Such sketches are
necessarily brief, being very limited in the space intended for them, but they may be useful
to others as giving a more general outline than separate reports could do. It is, therefore,
in contemplation to reprint these in the present series of records.

Of those which have

been already furnished, that of the Central Provinces has appeared soonest. It is now given
here. It was written entirely without a single map or record for reference, and very hurriedly
under great pressure for time.

Others of Orissa, North-Western Provinces, Bombay, &c.,

will follow.] T. 0.
To give a general description of the geological structure of the Central Provinces in any
Diversity of the geological character of the

°°““t'F-

detail would involve the necessity of entering “POD

a discussion of the geology of India at large, as

these provinces contain representatives of almost all the formations known to occur within
Indian limits, although frequently these are much better seen in other districts, and ought,
therefore, more correctly to be described in connection with the locality where the most typical
sections occur.

In the very brief notice which follows I am therefore compelled to pre

suppose a certain amount of acquaintance with Indian rocks, and the classiﬁcation of them.
It is only necessary to state that the few descriptions which follow have been drawn up under
great pressure as to time, and while actively engaged in ﬁeld work of an important and
intricate nature, and away from all maps and records.
The Central Provinces, divided into nineteen districts, naturally group themselves into
General correspondence of geological and
separate areas, corresponding to Welhmarked Physical
Physical ’"""“-

features.

These

general agreement with the geological structure.

again have in a

similar way a

To the north the districts of Saigar and

Damoh are altogether on the Vindhyan plateau, and a large part of their surface is

formed of the deposits to which the name Vindhyan has been given. These are, however,
concealed over considerable areas by the overﬂowing volcanic rocks of the great Deccan trap
area. Physically also these districts (as is all the Vindhyan plateau) are connected with the
country tothe north, all the drainage of the area being into the Ganges valley. Imme
diately to the south of the Vindh yan escarpment, along the marked depression of the

Narbadzi. valley, lie the four districts of Jabalplir, Narsinghplir, Hoshangébtid, and
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Niinzir (taking them in order from east to west), which are in great part on alluvial and
tertiary deposits, with a narrow belt of older rocks along the southern side of the valley.
South of the N arbada valley rise the extensive highlands constituting the Sé.tpur:i range,
or its continuation, which are in great part formed of the Deccan traps resting upon
crystalline rocks, or upon sandstone and other rocks of later date.

Of this region Mandla

occupies the extreme eastern end, bounded by the steep escarpment of the trappean plateau, near
to the edge of which the Narbadzi river has its source at Amarkantak. Along this same
range to the west lie parts of Baléghlit, Seoul’, Chhindwzirti, and Betﬁl.

South and

south-east of the Sﬁtpuré ranges lie the remaining districts. Biléspiir, R:5.ip1'1r, and
Smnbalpﬁr lie in the great drainage basin of the M ahiinadf. The two former occupy the
low plain country of Chhattfsgarh, formed principally on rocks believed to belong to the

Vind/1_1/an series, with a part of their area covered by coal-bearing rocks. Sarnbalpiir is in a
rugged jungly country composed of crystalline and metamorphic rocks. The great drainage
basin of the Godzivarf, on the other hand, includes Négpﬁr, Bhandﬁra, Wardhé, Chaindé.
and Sironchzi. These districts have no very considerable elevation. The two ﬁrst are prin
cipally on gneissose rocks, with much trap in N égplir: Wardhai. is almost entirely on trap

rocks; Chanda and Sironché have a very varied structure, including more or less of all
the formations that have been named.
These formations may be noticed in ascending order.

The crystalline and metamorphic

Goohmicnl Rmnps

rocks have not as yet been described in any great

Cmmmnc and memmm_ph‘k_ mks‘

detail. ' Gneiss of (llﬁl2l‘9llt varieties, often highly

gran1to1d, predommates.

The frequency with which

these rocks appear shows how closely to the surface they form the substratum of the whole
area.

They are found at intervals all round the irregular boundary or border of the trappean

rocks, rising in several places nearly to the full height of the plateau. The principal areas occu
pied by them are in Négpﬁr and Bhandzira and in Bctlil. Also in Sambalpﬁr a very
large area is formed of these rocks; but this is naturally connected with, and belongs to the
great Gneissic area of Bengal. In obscure relation to the gneiss there occasionally appear
sub-metamorphic rocks, schists, slates, and qnartzites.
Sub-metamorphic rocks.

These may be seen at many points along the borders
of the Norbadii valley, from the north-east of Jabalpﬁr into Nimér.

The great Viml/1_1/an series of strata which form so prominent and important a feature
in the geology of Hindustan are the next deposits
Yindhyos series.
in succession of age found in the Central Provinces.
There is, however, a wide and complete separation of these from the gneissose rocks. They
are universally unconformable to the latter, and they exhibit little or no mineral alteration,
and only very locally any marked mechanical disturbance. The range or escarpment, from

which the name of the series has been adopted, forms the northern boundary of the Nar
badé. valley, and the districts of Ségar and Damoh are occupied by the upper member of

the series—the Bhdnrer and Rewd groups.

Each of these group consists of a strong band

of sandstone resting upon shales with subordinate limestone——an arrangement which, coupled

with the nearly horizontal position of the beds, has, through the operation of denudation,
produced the peculiar surface features of the country, namely, local plateaus bounded by pre
cipitous scarps, overlooking broadly undulating valley-plains—-features even better seen in the
Rewi country. The Bijeré.ghogarh pargana in the north-east corner of the Jabalplir
district lies within the geological region of the Son valley, where the Lower Wndhg/an rocks
are so well exposed: they consist of less uniform alternations of shales, sandstones, and

handed limestones, with some peculiar compact silicious (cherty and jaspery) layers, very
homogeneous and regularly bedded.

Along' the entire southern margin of the Vind/zyan
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area these rocks both ‘ Upper’ and ‘Lower’ are much crushed and contorted, but they are
only locally (in the south-west) penetrated by igneous rocks, probably of the same period as

those of the great basaltic area. The extensive plains of Bilzispﬁr and Rfifpiir are formed
on rocks very similar in composition, arrangement, and external relations to those of the

Lower Vindhyan formation as seen to the north, and these extend from here along the upper
courses of the Mahénadi into very close proximity, if not actual continuity, with the
similar deposits in the Chanda and Sironchli districts, and beyond the limits of the

Central Provinces to the south, extend at intervals into the Madras Presidency, where they
cover an immense area in the Kaddapé and Karnﬁl districts. Our knowledge of these
detached areas is not as yet suﬁicient to justify an assertion that they were once continuous,

although the striking identity in lithological character of the several deposits lends strong
support to this view. Throughout all these widely-extended deposits there is constant
physical evidence of their having been accumulated in comparatively shallow water, and so

far under physical conditions favourable to life. The sandstones are false-bedded and beauti
fully rippled on their surfaces, each successive bed, often for hundreds of feet in thickness,
showing its own ripple-marked surface.

Nor is there anything in their mineralised condition

to suggest the chance of subsequent obliteration of organic remains, had they ever been
imbedded or become fossilised. Yet no success has hitherto rewarded our most careful
searchings for such traces of early existences.
Passing upwards in the historical succession of rocks, we ﬁnd in India a wide gap in the
geological record between the Vindlryan rocks, just
Coal-bearing rocks.

alluded to and the next succeeding serie
in which are included the coal-bearing rocks.

of deposits,

The whole face of the country wherever these

occur must have been entirely remodelled by long-continued denudation and other causes
before the commencement of the deposit of this great plant-bearing series of beds. This
series has attracted much attention, both from its economic importance, and from the fact
that it is in all its groups more or less fossiliferous. And the proper sub-division of it as
represented at distant localities has been the subject of much study.

Nor has the detailed

examination of the country yet been suﬁiciently extended to admit of a ﬁnal decision of this
question.

Three great groups have, however, been thoroughly esta,blished—the Tdlcﬁfr, the
Dcnmidzi, and the Pancket rocks, and represents,
Sub-divisions.

tives of these three great groups have been found
wherever the general series occurs.

It is solely as to the exact limits of each that any

question still exists, which can only be answered after more detailed examination.

This

question is, however, of high practical importance, because of the three series which I have

mentioned only one is proved to contain workable beds of coal. The Télchir rocks below
contain no coal, and the Panchet rocks above are equally without any coals, the whole of the
workable beds of coal of this geological epoch being found conﬁned to the Damzidd rocks.

The largest area occupied by the rocks of this great series within the Central Provinces
lies in the hilly region to the south of Hoshanga'.
Szitpuni coal-ﬁelds.

bzid and Narsinghplir, partly within the bound
aries of these districts, but principally belonging to Chhindwlirli, and embracing the Pach
marhi or Mahzideo hills. At the base of the series we ﬁnd the characteristic deposits of
the Tdlchir group—greenish silt bcds, breaking up into small splintery flakes and sharp
fragments, and hence called ‘needle shales,’ and greenish brown or whitish earthy felspathic
sandstones, in either of which pebbles and large boulders are often irregularly scattered.
Often these are very numerous and form a distinct bed, to which, from its peculiar oonstitus

tion, the name of “ Boulder" Bed has been given.

Th-ese rocks, generally speaking, are
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found at the edges of the ﬁeld, or weathered out in the deep valleys. The thickness of this
group is variable, never very great, and it is locally altogether overlapped. In the Narbadé
it covers by far the larger portion of the area. As noticed, no coal has ever been found in
the Tdlchir rocks, and very rarely any of the dark carbonaceous shales which are so frequent
an accompaniment of coal, with the exception of a few thin and irregular streaks which

invariably mark the transition of these Tdlckfr rocks into the Du/nuid<i (Bamika-r) rocks
above. This Daomidzi series is chieﬂy made up of thick-bedded, often coarse felspathic
sandstones, with subordinate beds of blue and carbonaceous shales and coal.

In Bengal

and towards the east this series i of great thickness, and is easily divisible into several
distinct groups. But towards the west and the Central Provinces the series is of much
diminished thickness, and the sub-divisions so well marked in Bengal are not recognisable.

The beds of coal in the same way are much fewer and less important. These variations
appear to have only a local development when viewed in detail, while on a general compari
son the facts would seem to be expressed by saying that the Panchet series, which imme
diately succeeds the coal rocks, assumes towards the west a much greater thickness and
importance than in the east, while the Damzidé series has been much less developed.

In

the N arb adti valley the latter series is represented by one group of beds only, which belong
to the lowermost group recognied in Bengal (the Barékar), of no great thickness, and
covered by an immense series of sandstones of varying age. No trace of any one of the

sub-divisions of this great plant-bearing series—
Western limit.

Tdlchir, Darmidd, or Panchets—has been found to

the west of about the parallel of Hoshangiibiid (Lokhartalai). The Dam-zidd rocks
cover a wide spread of country round the bases of the noble Pa chmarhf hills, and extend
thence to Umréth and Barkoi, about sixteen miles from Chhindwﬁa-5..

They rest in

parts immediately on the gneissose rocks, and are frequently succeeded directly by the great
trappean ﬂows.

In Bilaspiir (Chattisgarh) a large area of widely undulating country along the
Hasdi'1—an aﬂiuent of the Mah:'snadi—-is also
B 116 s pﬁ r coal-ﬁelds.

formed of these rocks, and coal has long been known

to exist there in some quantity.

The district has not been examined as yet, and no trust

worthy information exists as to the quantity or quality of this coal.‘
In the Chénda district again, and in Benir adjoining, similar Bardkar rocks are

found resting upon the characteristic Ta'lrlu'r beds,
W or d h a River coal-ﬁelds.

and occupying a very small area in the large ﬁeld of
sandstones which there occur. At least one thick group of beds with coal is known in which
the coal itself exhibits the same characters which distinguish the beds in the Barélcar series

elsewhere—that is, there is rapid and considerable variation in the thickness and quantity of
the coal.

Beds of great thickness have, however, been met with. and there is a very large

supply therefore of useful fuel.

Similar rocks extend down the valley of the Godzivari and the Pranhitri for along
distance, occurring in detached localities separated
Godavnri and Pranhitt.

by wide ridges of the older formations. Near the
mouth of the T111 river about fourteen miles above D1ima'g1'1dcm, both Tzilchir and
Damwidd rocks occur, the latter containing coal, which form the bed of the river Godévari

for some distance, and have probably a considerable extension; and coal is also known to
occur about thirty-four miles to the south of the same town, visible on the banks of the
river.

' Soc later mformation in Records Geological Survey of India, 1870, p. 71, also p. 54.
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We are not as yet able to speak so certainly of the limits and relations of the beds which
occur immediately above these coal-bearing rocks, so far at least as parts of the country under
notice are concerned.

In the Narbadai valley coarse conglomeratic sandstones with ferrugi

nous bands, which are believed to be the representatives of the Panclzet rocks of Bengal,

come in immediate succession on the Barékar beds (Mohpzini, &c.). And similar rocks
occur in the some relation in the wide ﬂats of Chhattisgarh, and probably at the inter
mediate locality of the Chhindwara ﬁelds.

But passing into the drainage basin of the Godzivari, a series of rocks of peculiar
lithological character and locally abounding in fossil
Kdmth‘ sub-group.

plants, is met with, no exact representatives of which

are as yet known elsewhere.

In their general mineral aspects they come very near to the

ordinary Panchet rocks of Bengal, and they appear to pass upwards into undoubted

representatives of these, but the prevailing form of fern of which they contain the fossilised
fronds, is one (Glossopteris browniana) which is scarcely known to extend up to the Panchet
horizon. These beds would therefore seem to indicate either a commencement in the basin

of the Godavari of the deposition of rocks having the peculiar mineral character of the
Panchet beds at a much earlier period than in Bengal into which these ferns continued to
exist: or the ﬂora of the Godéwari basin had not been subjected to the same inﬂuencing
causes, resulting in a marked change in its character, which in Bengal led to the well
deﬁned separation as to fossils of the Pam-het and upper groups of the Damzidd rocks
(Raniganj). I am disposed to think that, viewed in a very general way, it gives the truer

representation of the facts to consider these local rocks, notwithstanding their contained plants,
as belonging rather to the Panclzet series than to the Damddri.

And there is one very im

portant practical reason for this also, inasmuch as no workable coal has yet been found in
either of these groups, while it has invariably been seen to occur where rocks of the un
doubted Damﬁdd age are developed.
A local name was provisionally given to these rocks by Mr. W. Blanford, who ﬁrst
examined them, and as this has been published (although unintentionally), it may be retain

ed as a useful sub-division. One of the largest areas of these rocks in the Niigplir
country is close to the important military station of Ktimthi, and from this circumstance
Mr. Blanford spoke of them as the .Ka'-mtki beds. They consist, lithologically, of hard
compact gritty sandstones, ﬁne variegated sandstones, coarse loose-textured sandstone, very
ﬁne-grained deep and bright red and bull‘ argillaccons or argillaceo-silicious sandstones, and
bands of hard very ferruginous pebbly grits.
These rocks cover an area of about twenty-ﬁve miles long from north-west to south
east near Kzimthi (Kzimthi to Kélod), and at the broadest parts (near Patansaongf)

about eight miles wide. Over a large portion of this area the rocks are concealed by thick
alluvial deposits, but they are well seen at Kamthf, Silewarli, Bhokzirzi, and south and

south-east of Patansaongi, &c. A small area of the much older Trilckir rocks is seen north
east of Bhokémit, and a small hill north-east of Patansaongi. Two other localities where
these rocks are seen have been exposed within the area of the trap-rocks, these having been
removed by denudation.

One—the larger of the two—is close to Behar and Baztirgrion,

about ﬁfteen miles from N zigpﬁr on the road to Amrriotf.

The rocks here are of the

same type, but become more conglomeratic towards the top than is seen near N ﬁg p dr. The
other inlier of these rocks is about thirty-six miles north-west of Négpfl r, near the village
of Chorkheri. The rocks extend over an area of only about six and a half square miles

in all. There is also another very small patch not a mile long near Khﬁtkheri, about one
mile south-cast of the other.
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Passing further southward similar rocks are more widely developed in the Chﬁndii
district, and cover a large area, concealing the underlying Barélcar beds; there the rocks
are, as a whole, less ﬁne-grained than in the neighbourhood of Nxigpﬁr, and the tendency to
become more conglomeratic in the upper beds of the group is still more markedly exhibited

than in the case already noticed.

In this ﬁeld also they appear to be closely connected with,

and to pass up into a great thickness of bright red clays with thin-bedded sandstones, which

belong undoubtedly to the Panchet series——well seen in the Wardhai about Porsﬁ and in
the country round, giving additional evidence of the connection of the two groups. These
rocks—the Kdmthi beds—yield in many of their beds admirable building stones, while others
of a coarser texture are used as millstones or querns. Quarries exist at Kﬁmthf, Si lewﬁrﬁ,

Bhok sir 2'1, &/c., also in the Oh in dé district, but owing to the comparative poverty and sparse
ness of the population, they are here less worked than in the Nagpur country. The white
argillaceous band which is used near Ch ﬁndé. town, and which can be traced for miles along
the country, is very even in texture, and can be carved into very minute forms of ornaments
(a kind of work which is very skilfully done at Chaindﬁ), but it is rather soft.

The beds,

excepting the hard ferruginous pebbly grits, are not, generally speaking, very compact, and the
surface of the ground becomes covered with loose sand resulting from their disintegration.
The soil on these, except where they are covered by the alluvial deposits, is poor and little

cultivated, almost the whole of this tract being covered with jungle.
The fossils found in these Kaimthi beds have been noticed above. The ﬁne sandstones
of Kaimthi, Silowérzi, &c., have yielded very beautiful and numerous specimens of the large
Glossopteris Brownia-na-a fossil-fern common in the coal-bearing rocks of Bengal and
also in those of Australia. Similar fronds are found, but more rarely, in the ﬁner beds of the
vicinity of Chéndé.
We have noticed these so-called Kdmthi beds a little more in detail than their relative
importance in a general sketch would justify, because of their local development, and of the
interesting fossils which they contain.

In ascending order the next important series of rocks is that to which the name of

Pancket has been given.

This, which is a very

Pam-bet series.

extensive formation in Bengal and in the country
intervening between that and J abalpﬁr, is not so largely developed in the Central Pro

vinces. Indeed there is still much doubt as to the true limits and true parallel of many of
the rocks which would probably at ﬁrst be classed under this group.

There is another

peculiar feature: in the Bengal coal-ﬁelds, the so-called Lower Pancbet group, consisting
principally of red clays, with ﬁne-grained, thin-bedded, often calcareous sandstones, both of

red and greenish white colours, forms a set of beds of very considerable thickness and

wide extent. But on passing to the west this group rapidly disappears and soon seems to be
entirely wanting, while the Upper Panchet group, consisting chieﬂy of coarse red con
glomerates, &c., with numerous ferruginous bands, becomes more largely developed, and
constitutes almost the whole of the series.

Still further to the west, however, as in the

Chhindwﬁrai ﬁelds near Umréth, these red-clays and thin-bedded ﬁne-grained sandstones
recur with a considerable development. And similar beds cover a large area on the south of
the C h in dz’: coal-ﬁeld (Pors:'1 and all the country around), and also appear in other minor
patches throughout the Chanda ﬁeld and in Bersir. These pass upwards into coarser beds,
pebbly and eonglomeratic, and it is not an easy task to make out the exact relation of these

to the adjoining rocks in a country so very much covered as is the greater part of the
Chéndai district. Similar rocks are seen again further south (Mahdi), and here, as at

Man glf to the north of Chéndzi, have yielded organic remains, which establish with
tolerable accuracy their true position in the general European scale of geological formations
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Several forms of Labyrintﬁodont reptiles from the Lower .Pam-bet rocks of Bengal
remains of the very remarkable genus Diqynodon, previously only known from South Africa,
and abundance of Estheriw (small bivalved crustaceans) mark the fauna of the time in

Eastern India.

In the Central Provinces similar Estheriw and a remarkable reptile

(Brackyops laticeps) have been obtained from Mangli thirty miles north of enema,
while the red clays of Maledi afford numerous remains of the very curious and interesting
Ilyperodapedon, Beloclon, and some Lab.1/rintkodzmt fragments also. There is a high proba

bility that the rocks at these different localities are all truly on or about the same geological
horizon (a fact which can only be satisfactorily established by detailed and careful
observation), and that that horizon represents in Indian geological homotaxis the period of
the Trias of Europe.

In the vicinity of J abalprir and stretching down the valley of the Narbadzi to the
Sher river, and a little beyond, and forming also
Jubahnir beds.

a narrow outcrop fringing the general line of the
trappean boundary to the east apd north of J abalpﬁr, a distinct group of rocks was recog
nised by Mr. J. G. Medlicott in 1856-57. This limited group of beds is partially coal-bearing,
and from this fact and from certain other obscure relations, it was at ﬁrst designated under
the inappropriate name of Upper Dam-zidd, with which series it was, pending
further inquiry, supposed tobe connected, while the fossil plants which it imbedded were

closely allied to those occurring in the Jurassic beds of Rajmahal and Cutch. Subsequent
inquiry showed that there was really no ground for supposing any connection of these beds
with the true Damidd as parts of one formation, and the name Jabalgnir group was
substituted for Upper Damzidd.

At about 100 miles to the north-east of the Narbadé. coal basin the boundary of
the plateau of trap-rocks recedes south-eastwards, and the narrow outcrop of these Jabalpzir

beds expands here into the open ground of South Re wci; there the Jabalpvi/r shales and
silt beds were found passing upwards into massive sandstones (at Bandogarh) so generally
identical with the rocks of the great Mahaideo hills, that they were at once accepted as
their representatives ; while below the Jabalgnir shales overlaid strong pcbbly sandstones

and conglomerates, which again in the southern part of the same area rested upon a coal
bearing group, recognisable at once by its contained fossils and general character as repre

sentatives of the Damzidci series. The Jabalpdr beds have not as yet been traced with any
care in other districts, and I am unable to state their true limits. Their contained fossils
point distinctly to a Ju/rassic age and to the lower part of that great period. In the
N arb adzi nothing but plant-remains have been found. We may, however, although the
connection has not been traced, point to the remarkable beds near K 0 ta—-about ﬁve miles
from Si r o n c b 2'1-—which have yielded several well-marked ﬁsh-remains (Lepidotus Deccan
emis, ﬂdchmodus, §'c.) considered as Liassic in their relations, as a probable representative to
the south of the Jabalpfvr beds to the north. There are also some detached patches of rock

whic-l1 occur in the intermediate country which may be representatives of the same general
age. The coal found in those Jabahnir beds is very irregularly developed (Sher river;
Lam e t:i.- ghat). It is jetty, and has much of the character of a true lignite; indeed in
many specimens the structure of the now-carbonised stems, of which a large portion of it is
made, is well preserved. It has been economised recently to a considerable extent by the
contractors on the Great Indian Peninsula Railway. But neither in amount nor in quality

does it constitute a source of fossil fuel of any importance in a general view. I mentioned
above, that immediately resting on the Jabalpzir beds, where the succession is best seen
(South Rewd), came the massive sandstones of B a n d o g a r h, which were accepted as repre

sentatives of the great Mahridco group, so well soon in the upper and magniﬁcent soarps of
the Pac h m er hi hills (Central Provinces).
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This Mahddeo group was ﬁrst established after a brief examination of these hills in
llalnideu beds.

1856-57, and was shown to contain a vast thickness of
massive sandstones, with many ferruginous bands

which appeared to be entirely unconformable on the Darmidd beds forming the lower ground
adjoining. Unfortunately the same name was applied to rocks in other places which showed
an approximation to the same general character, and which appeared to stand in the same
general relation of an entirely unconformable series above the Damridd rocks. It was from
the ﬁrst indicated that these Mahddeo rocks would require further examination. The
progress of geological investigation in India has since shown the necessity also of greater

sub-division than was at ﬁrst apparent. These Mahddeo rocks, with the exception of a few
badly-preserved and generally large stems, are, so far as known, unfossiliferous, and have
therefore not attracted quite as much attention as some of the other series I have noticed.
This absence of fossils also, and the detached, or comparatively detached, positions in
which the Mahddeo rocks occur, have rendered the question of their geological ago more
diﬁicult than it would have otherwise been.‘ Mr. W. Blanford, carrying up his examination
of the country from the west, gave some good reasons for supposing that the lllaluideo
beds were the continuation and expansion of the cretaceous sandstones found near Bzigh

in the western Narhadxi. A similar general conclusion had been suggested by Mr. Hislop
previously, but without much proof. On the other hand, it is right to state that Mr.
Medlicott, working up from the east, saw reason for supposing that the Mahddeo beds in the
Narbadzi. districts, which he presumed to be truly representative of the Bandogarh rocks
in South Rewzi (and as a subordinate member of which he considered the Jabalp1ir beds),
were at the same time only an upward extension of the same uninterrupted succession of

deposits, which elsewhere had been justly believed to belong to the Pane-het series.
It will be seen from this that the true position of these beds has not as yet been ﬁxed.
When ﬁrst examined it was by me supposed that they, including the Laanetd group (to which

we shall presently refer), represented the lowest portion of the tertiary period. The Rev.
Mr. Hislop, whose untiring exertions have done so much to elucidate the paleontological
history of the Central Provinces, was disposed to view them as below all the tertiary deposits,
and as representing in India the upper portion of the c1-etaccoue epoch of Europe—a view

strongly conﬁrmed by Mr. Blanford, who was disposed to put them only a little lower in the
series, while Mr. Medlicott would now make them much more ancient, and would place them

in the same sub-division as the Jabalpzi/r beds, which latter are probably on the horizon of
the Kotﬁ. beds—that is, he would consider them Lower Jurassic.1' As stated, the question
cannot at present (January 1870) be deﬁnitely settled.

When ﬁrst examining the N arbadai valley Mr. J. G. Mcdlicott distinguished in the
country fringing the river to the south, and between
the Mahadeo hills and Jabalpﬁr, a series of well
marked beds, which he was then disposed to consider as the uppermost group of the
Lmneld beds.

ll/faluideo formation, and to which he applied the local name of Lameté.

These Lametd

beds consisted chieﬂy of whitish earthy and silicious (cherty) limestones or calcareous muds,

often a good deal indnrated. These sandy calcareous beds formed only a thin band im
mediately underlying the trappean rocks. Further and subsequent examination, extending
more to the east, proved that this band was entirely independent of the rocks below it, with
' The statement originally made that a very perfect specimen of a true Arcir_qnmurus found under the Pach
marhl hills had been obtained from these rocks, was at once refuted by the mineral character of the rock in which
it was imbedded. It was from the Dumldd beds below.
1 The Ihijmnhﬂ group of Bengal would in this view he of course younger than the Mail] name of the
Central Provinces.
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which it was associated, inasmuch as, following the trappcan boundary to the south-eastwards,
the Lametti group was found to accompany the trap-rock steadily and to rest indiscriminately

upon all rocks, from the gneiss up.

It was therefore clear that it must be viewed as entirely

separate from the great Mahddeo series, and as intimately connected with the overlying

trappean rocks. As noticed above, these Lametd beds consist chieﬂy of cherty and gritty
limestones, with subordinate beds of a nodular limestone, loose greenish sandstone, and

purplish or greenish argillaceous beds either sandy or marly.

They have been traced

considerably south of Nzigpﬁr, and thence at intervals round by the trappean boundary to

Jabalpﬁr, and down the Narbada. valley to near Hoshangtibiid. If Mr. Blanford's
views be supported by further examination, the limit must be carried very considerably
to the west to the Pumisé, and the Dhar forest.

In all cases, too, the trap-rocks, where any

section is seen, appear to rest quite conformably or continuously on these Lametd beds,
and beds which cannot be distinguished from them mineralogically are frequently met with
interstratiﬁed with the traps (as near Nagpur and between Nagpur and Jabalpﬁr).
These remarkable sedimentary beds intercalated with the traps of the Deccan and M:ilw2'1
areas have received much attention. They con
Intertrappcan series.

stitute the Intertrappean series of Hislop, and are
interesting from their fossil contents, as well as their mineral character. and peculiar stra

tigraphical position.

It would be out of place here to enter into any discussion of the

various explanations which have been given of these.

It must sullice to say that both

in their lithological character [calcareous muds]; in their distribution [local and irregular
lenticular masses, not extending latcrallyto any great distance]; in the fossils contained

[fresh-water and lacustrine shells, fragments of plants, &c.], and in their occurrence in
variably between the successive ﬂows of trappean rock, the upper surface in all cases being
the only one really indurated or altered by the contact of the igneous, heated mass, they

indubitably point to their origin in the small and irregular deposits in lakes or pools of
varying size, tranqnilly thrown down during the intervals of the successive ﬂows of the
lava, which now forms the great covering of this immense volcanic region.

And I believe

that the true explanation of the Lametri beds of which I have just been speaking, is that
they were deposited in a similar way in more widely-extended lacustrine areas, previously
to the commencement of the great outbreaks of lava. It need not detain us here to in
dicate the apparently long interval of time which elapsed during the outflowing of these
successive lava streams, nor to point out how entirely dilferent in age the inlerlrappean

beds of the upper part of the series (Bombay, &c.,) may be from those which accompany
the lower and older ﬂows. None of these very much newer beds occur within the limits
of the Central Provinces.

The geological epoch of these intertrappean beds seems to be tolerably well established
as belonging to the Eorene period of European geologists; it being just possible that the
lower beds of the Lameizi group may represent a part of the upper cretaceous time.

The

evidence against this supposition of Mr. W. Blanford seems, however, decidedly stronger
than that in its favour.
The wondrous features of the great trappean country of the Deccan which extend over
so large a portion of the surface of the Central Pro
Dec can trap features.

vinccs, have been well described by many observers.
The immense area covered continuously by these volcanic rocks; the enormous accumula
tion of horizontal, or nearly horizontal, layers of basaltic rocks; the distinct separation into
beds, or stratiﬁcation; the peculiar physical features,—massive ﬂat-topped hills with sharp
precipitous scarps; the abundance of beautiful zeolites and other minerals, and the occur
rence of those curious intercalated beds, containing fresh-water fossils, which I have just
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I have already brieﬂy alluded to

the general distribution of these rocks, so far as the Central Provinces are concerned. and
shall not therefore delay further than to refer to the labours of Malcohnson, Newbold, Grant,
Carter, Hislop, Medlicott, Blanford, &c., for more detailed discusions of this extraordinary

series, which extends, or has extended, certainly over an area of 10 degrees of latitude by

15 to 16 of longitude. “ The area covered by them in the Peninsula of India can be little
“ less than two hundred thousand square miles." Their limited extent within the bound
aries of the Central Provinces is therefore but a very small fraction of their entire area.
Of deposits later than the trappean rocks there is a great variety and an immense area.

These would include all the soils of the present sur
Post-trappeau deposits.

face with their numerous modiﬁcations and varying
agricultural value.

Laterite occurs in detached areas in Szigar and adjoining districts; it covers a consi
derable space in the north-east of J abalplir district, and is found at intervals passing to

the south in Chfmdé, where it covers extensive areas in the eastern and north-eastern
portions. It presents all the usual characters of this deposit, but nowhere within the Central
Provinces attains that great thickness and massiveucss which admit of its being freely used
for building purposes.
The older gravels and clays of some of the river valleys would appear to be next in
Tertiary conglomerates.

succession. These have been the object of more
careful study, on account of the numerous remains of

large animals, as well as ordinary shells, of which some of the beds contain locally in large
number.

The largest continuous area of these ossifcrous gravels and clays is found in the

Narbadé. valley, along which they extend in unbroken continuity for more than a hundred
miles from the falls of the ‘ marble rocks’ near J abalpﬁr to below Hoshang:ib:id. They

also occur in the banks of the river both above and below those limits. Very similar depo
sits are found forming the banks and often the beds of the upper feeders of the Godzi.varl'—

the Wsrdhzi, Paingangzi, &c.—and in the Godzivari itself; and here also they locally
contain a large number of bones, sub-fossilised, the remains of animals which existed at

the period of their deposition. The valleys of these streams are, however, by no means so
well deﬁned as that of the Narbadai, and the limits of the ossiferous gravels and clays are

not easily ﬁxed. The gravels are for the most part cemented into a conglomerate of toler
able hardness by the inﬁltration of carbonate of lime, and these beds might not unfrequently
be mistaken for conglomerates of greatly older date on a cursory examination. There is,
however, one fact which enables them to be readily distinguished, and that is the abundant
presence in them of rolled pieces of the trappean rocks—of numerous agates, pieces of
bloodstone, &c., which at once prove them to have been post-trappean in their origin. The

immense variety and abundance of these pebbles also abundantly indicate the vast denuda
tion to which the trappcan rocks have been subjected since their outﬂowing and deposition.

In general character these deposits in their lower portions consist of gravcls and sands,
Ossiferons gravels.

frequently, as mentioned, cemented together much
in the same way as a concrete is, and sometimes so

hard as to be quarried for building. Towards the base the clays become sandy and pebbly.
Sandy beds occur even in the clays, and irregular deposition and oblique lamination (false
bcdding) are frequent—-indeed so frequent as to be almost the normal condition. lt is not

easy to arrive at any just conclusion as to the thickness of these deposits. Actual sections
of more than fifty feet in thickness are occasionally met with, but twenty to thirty feet are
the more ordinary limits. The greater portion of the deposits is generally clay, the coarser
beds being chiefly conﬁned to the portion near the base.

Fossil bones are not generally
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abundant, but locally considerable numbers have been met with. Shells are not uncommon,
and they appear to be all of species now existing in the rivers. These beds are obviously of
fresh-water Origin, and were in all probability the ﬂuvio-lacustrine deposits of the rivers
themselves, at a time when the levels and areas of their valleys were ‘very different from those
now existing.

It is not intended to give here a complete list of the organic remains found, which would
belong rather to a detailed description.

But the very remarkable admixture of existing

and extinct forms which these deposits exhibit must be noticed; for along with well-pre
served remains of Hippopotamus, Rhinoceros, Mastodon, peculiar forms of Elephas, and

very remarkable Bovines (which, if not identical with European forms, approximate so closely
that nothing but the most minute distinctions can be made, while they are entirely distinct
froin any present Indian forms), are found equally well preserved remains of animals still
existing in the country. The not uncommon tortoise’ (Em;/s [Pangslmra] tecta) is found
quite as fossilised in these beds as any of the other remains, and yet the species still lives in
the valley itself.

The imbedded shells, too, are all of species still living, and the evidence

is conclusive that the change from the condition under which Hippopotami wallowed in

the muds, and Rhinoceros roamed in the swampy forests of the country, where Mastodon
ahounded, and where the strange forms of the Sivat/zerium, Dinotheriwm, Camelopardali:

existed, has been one of continuous and gradual alteration, unmarked by any great breaks
or vast changes in climate. In the general series of successive epochs into which the geo
logical periods distinguished in Europe have been classiﬁed, these ossiferous gravels and clays
would seem to mark the upper portion of the Miocene and the Pliocene; while, with
unbroken succession, and with nothing more than local change or break, these Pliocene beds

pass upwards into the deposits now being formed.

We thus ﬁnd that numerous forms

of animals, which are now contemporaries of man, existed at this very early period cotem
porary with numerous forms of the larger animals now utterly extinct in this country.
‘Vac not man also cotemporary with these new extinct animals?

As I have now endea

voured to show brieﬂy, there is no physical break in the long series that would account for
the destruction of these species; there is not a shadow of proof that the country was not

then, as now, ﬁtted for the abode of man. And although no human remains have yet been
found, there is not a single fact which would lead to the conviction that man could not

have existed and lived under the conditions which then prevailed. In this point of view,
the discovery—although not in the Central Provinces——-of a well-forrncd agate knife,1' which
had obviously been in use, and which was undoubtedly shaped and made with an intelligent

purpose, in gravels of the same age as these ossiferous gravels of which we have been speak
ing and also containing remains of large animals, becomes one of the highest interest, as

giving some amount of positive proof of the existence of man at this early period (Pliocene).
Of a later date, and scattered through the upper soils of large areas, ﬂint (or rather
agate) knives, agate cores, from which these knives
Stone implements.

have been chipped oil‘, and numerous

forms

of

artiﬁcially-shaped agate implements, have been met with in the Narbadzi. and N ligplir
country.

And of a later date still, and invariably in the surface-soils, or taken out of these

soils and brought together under trees, or at the rude shrines of the forest races, a large
number of well-shaped and polished celts, axes, and other shaped stone implements have been

found in the Central Provinces. The most remarkable fact perhaps connected with these
implements is the identity of form and of design which they exhibit when compared with
those found abundantly in Northern Europe—an identity common to both forms of these
stone antiquities, the rudely-chipped and almost undressed, or, as they have been called, the
Palaeolithic, and the more ﬁnished and polished, or Neolithic, types.
‘ Sec Bccords Geological Survey of India, 1869, p. 30.

1 Ibid, 1868, p. 05.
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The Central Provinces present many localities peculiarly likely to throw light, if carefully
studied, on this intensely interesting question—the antiquity of man. But such inquiries
can only be satisfactorily carried out by those who are long resident in the immediate
vicinity, and can therefore watch the constant changes which occur, and take immediate
advantage of any opportunity which may present itself.

Beneath the recent conglomerates and ossiferous gravels of a large portion of western
C hlindzi is a. well-marked deposit of brownish-yellow
Saline sands and clays.

sand or clayey sandstone. This is seen over many
miles of the country wherever the streams cut through the upper beds to any depth. It is

not at all improbable that it may prove to be of different geological age, and quite distinct
from the beds resting on it. No good sections have yet been seen. It is specially noticed here
inasmuch as it contains a certain amount of salt, which is thrown out as an eﬁlorescence

where this loose sandstone is exposed to the weather, and produces miry places always wet
and soft, and often diﬂicult to cross. In connection with this deposit we may recall the
occurrence of beds very low down in the alluvium, or below it, all containing a considerable
quantity of common salt, in the Berzir alluvial plain not far to the west of Chﬁndti. Into

this salt-bearing stratum wells are sunk for the extraction of brine, from which much salt is
obtained. I am not aware of any brine-wells in the Chanda district, but this deposit
contains a considerable amount of common salt, although much mixed with impurities, chieﬂy
sulphate of magnesia (Epsom salts)!l It is not impossible that the presence of common

salt in sensible quantities may indicate that the clays containing it have had a marine origin,
and are thus quite distinct from the beds which rest upon them.
To treat of the more recent alluvial deposits of the country would involve rather more
of agricultural than geological questions, and I would
Surface soils.
leave such to others more competent to enter upon
them.
The black soil or -regar, or as it is not uncommonly called the ‘ cotton soil,’ forms one of

the most marked varieties in these provinces.

It is

Buyer.

,
the common soil of the Deccan, Mailwti, Narbadai
valley, &c. It varies greatly in colour, in consistence, and, with these, in fertility, but
throughout is marked by the constant character of being a highly argillaccous, somewhat

calcareous clay, being very adhesive when wettcd, and from its very absorbent nature ex
panding and contracting to a very remarkable extent, under the successive inﬂuence of
moisture and dryness. It therefore becomes ﬁssured in every direction by huge cracks in
the hot weather.

It also retains a good deal of moisture, and requires therefore less irri

gation than more sandy ground. The colour of this soil, often a deep and well-marked
black, with every variation from this to a brownish-black, would appear to be solely due to
an admixture of vegetable (organic) matter in a soil originally very clayey.

Thus deposits

of precisely the same character as this regar are being formed now at the bottom of every
jhil in the country, and throughout the very area where the regar is best marked, it is not

by any means an uncommon thing to ﬁnd the slopes of the small hills or undulations formed
‘ Two specimens of salt roughly prepared from this sandy clay by lixiviatlon and evaporation were assayed at
the Geological Survey Olﬁce, and yielded
Chlorido of sodium

S2‘B9

BT58

Sulphate of magnesia

16'02

IP86

1'60

1'40

Clay and organic matter

The ﬁrst of these was obtained from what is called the white rkopan soil; the second was from the dark
clwpan soil.
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of more sandy reddish soil, while the hollows below consist solely of the ﬁnest regar.

This

appears to be due to the more argillaceous and ﬁner portions of the decomposed rocks below

being washed away by ordinary pluvial action from the slopes and accumulated in the
hollows, where this ﬁner mud form! a soil much more retentive of moisture, and which

therefore rapidly becomes more impregnated with organic matter, and is often marshy.
Regar can thus be formed wherever a truly argillaceous soil is formed: and its general,

but by no means universal, absence over the metamorphic and other rocks is easily accounted
for by the fact that these rocks for the most part yield sandy, not clayey soils. It is never
of any very great depth, and, excepting when re-arranged by rivers in their recent deposits,

it is therefore never met with at any great distance below the surface.
Obviously formed from the re-arranged wash of the older and more widely-extended
soils we ﬁnd large areas of very fertile soil, consisting of clays rather more sandy than the
older alluvium, and not therefore so black or adhesive. Though rarely formed altogether
of the true -regar soil, it frequently contains a large proportion of this, mixed with other
clays and sands. Every intermediate form of soil occurs, and it would by no means he an

easy task to distinguish them all.

In an agricultural point of view, it is interesting to see

how exactly the limits of certain kinds of cultivation coincide with the limits of these
marked varieties of the alluvial deposits of the country—-ﬁwts which the local oﬁicers will
doubtless be able toillustrate more fully than I can.

The preceding sketch has necessarily been of the briefcst and most general character.
Those who desire to study the geology of the Central Provinces in greater detail may refer
to the many papers more or less immediately bearing on this country—of Malcolmson,
(Transactions, Geol. Soc., Lond.); Hislop (Journal of Asiatic Society, Bengal; Journal of
Bombay Branch Royal Asiatic Society; Quarterly Journal Geological Society, London);
Medlicott, Oldham, Blanford, Theobald, (ll/Iem. Geological Survey of India; Records Geolo

gical Survey of India), in which full details will be found so far as the country has yet been
examined carefully.
I shall also leave the discussion of the economic value of the several rocks to the detailed
statements of the local Officers, who have inﬁnitely better opportunity of knowing how and
to what extent such materials are economised within their own districts.

I have solely

attempted to give as brieﬂy as possible a general connected outline of the successive formations

known to occur within the limits of the Central Provinces, trusting that this outline may be
ﬁlled in with greater detail by future researches.

N. B.—-The following papers bearing on the Geology of the Central Provinces have been

published since the foregoing was written :
The coal-ﬁeld near Chlindti, Central Pr0vinces.—Rec0rds, Geol. Surv., India, 1869, p. 94.
Lead in Raiipiir district, Central Provinces.—-lbid, p. 101.
On the lead vein near Chicholi, Rdipl'1r district.—II1id, 1870, p. 44.
The Wardha river Coal-ﬁelds, Berar and Central Provinces.—Ibid, p. 45.

Coal at Korba in Bilasplir district.-—Ibid, p. 54.
Mohpani Coal-ﬁeld.——Ibid, p. 63.

Lead ore at Slimanabad, Jabalp1'1r district.—Ibid, p. 70.
Coal east of Chhattisgarh in country between Bilasplir and Ranchi.—Ibid, p. 71.
The plant-bearing sandstones of the Godavari valley; on the southern extension of rocks
belonging to the Kfunthi group to the neighbourhood of Ellore and Rajamandri, and on
possible occurrence of coal in same direction.—-Ibid, 1871, p. 49.
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by W. T. BLANFORD, F. G. S., Deputy Superintendent, Geological Survey qfIndia.
Since writing the paper in this volume of the “ Records," p. 49, I have found that
the occurrence of sandstone near Ellore was mentioned by Voysey, Jour. As. Soc., Bengal,
Vol. II, 1833, p. 400. Both Voysey and Walker refer in several places to the occurrence
of sandstone in the valley of the Godaivari below Sironchzi, so that Wall was not the ﬁrst to
make it known, although he appears to have been the ﬁrst who explored its extent on the

river banks. In explanation of my mistake, I should mention that my paper was written
when I was eneamped on the Godévari without a single book of reference available .

I have also ascertained that the sandstone which extends to the neighbourhood of Ellen:
is connected with the large tract to the north-west by a narrow strip about six miles broad
to the west of Pahincha, thus conﬁrming Voysey’s statement on the authority of a
Mr. Ralph (Jour.As.Soc., Bengal, Vol. XIX, p. 290). The sandstones, therefore, extend, .
apparently without a break, from Mangli and Phizdﬁra, 60 miles south of Nzi.gpf1r, to within
a few miles of Ellorc, or nearly 300 miles in a direct line.

The boundaries of this enormous tract are in many parts most imperfectly known : by
far the greater portion of the area consists of rock in which no trace of coal has hitherto been

detected, and in which the occurrence of the mineral is highly improbable. It is along the
edges that there is the best chance of valuable discoveries being made.
Since writing the paper above alluded to, I have visited Alnpali, a village about thirty

miles west of D1'1mag1idem on the Kinarswzimi stream, at which I had been informed by one
of the officers of the Nizam's Government, the Naib of Naganienpol, that some coal had been
discovered. Mr. Vanstavern, Executive Engineer of Dlimagﬁdem, had, at my request, sent
some specimens of the coal found at Lingﬁlzi to the Naib for distribution amongst the minor
oﬂicials, and for enquiry as to the occurrence of a similar mineral throughout the great
sandstone country on the right bank of the Godﬁvari. This resulted in a report of the
occurrence of coal near Ahipali, but on visiting the spot, I found that all which'had been

found consisted of fragments brought down by the stream. I had not time to trace these 00
their source, and this was the less necessary, as I found that an oﬁicer of the Nizam's Govern

ment had been sent from Wamngal in order to do so.

I have since been informed by the

Tehsildair of Kamarmet that the spot has been found. It is some distance to the east of
Paikhal on the conﬁnes of the Kamarmet and Warangal Sircars. This discovery will not
be of much value at present if any permanent supply can be found on the Godzivari below
the second barrier, but should no such supply exist, the locality near Paikhal will be well

worthy of attention. The fragments of coal found in the Kinarswatmi are shaly and of
inferior quality, but where this exists better coal may, of course, be found.

DONATIONS TO THE MUSEUM.
hlsnnnr, F. It., EsQ.—Two crystals of Zircon and one of Sapphire from Ceylon.
,,

,,

,,

Specimen of the rock of which Pompey's pillar is constructed.

Tenses, T. H., EsQ.—-A tazza carved in coarse serpentine.

Harms, C., ESQ-—TWO ancient copper instruments found in a bamboo bush near Kurhm-hari.
Mussvu or PALZKONTOLOGY, Miimcn.—A collection of casts of Solcnhofen Vcrtchrata.
A collection of Rhsctic fossils.
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Fnou lsr APRIL T0 30'!!! Jqnn 1871.
Titles of Books.

Donors.

AGASSIZ, L.—Scientiﬁc results of‘ a journey in Brazil. Geology and Physical Geography of
Brazil, by C. F Hartt,
ANGELIN, N. P.—Palmontologia Scandinavica, Part1.

8vo., 1870, Boston and London.
Crustacea Formationis Transitiouis,

4t0., 1854, Lipsiae.

ARGYLL, DUKE oF.—-—The Reign of Law, 8vo., 1870, London.

BASTEBI, JOBI.—-Opuscula Subseciva, ohservationes miscellaneas de animalculis et plantis '
continentia, Vols. I-II, (1762,) 44:0,, 1762, Haarlem.
BCETTGEB, OsKAR.—Beitrag zur palaeontologischen und go-ologischen Kenntniss der 'I‘ertiii.r
formation in Hessen, 4t0., 1869, Oﬂ'enbach.

BRANDEB, GUSTAV.-—F0ssilia Hantoniensia collecta et in Musaeo Britannico Deposita, 4to.,
1766, Londini.

BRAUN, F.—Vex1eichniss der in der Kreis Naturalien-Sammlung zu Bayreuth heﬁndlichen
Petrefacten, 4to., 1840, Leipzig.

CATALOGUE of Scientiﬁc Papers published by the Royal Society of London, Vol. III, (1869,)
IV, (1870,) 4=to., 1869-70, London.
Cunru, G1=.o.—The Lifted and Subsided Rocks of America, 8vo., 1870, London.
CATULLO, Tomaso ANTONIO.—-D91 Terreni di Sedimento Superiore delle Venezie e dei Fos

sili Bryo-zoari, Ant-hizonri e Spongiari ai quali dunno Ricetto
Memoria, 4to., 1856, Padova.

Cosrn, Prof. O. G.-—Palneontol0gia del Regno di Napoli continente la Descrizione e
di tutti gli avanzi Orgauici Fossili, Pts. I-II, (1850,) 4to.,
Napoli.
Dascnnmon DE L'EGYPTE, Vol. XX, (1825,) XXI, (1826,) 8vo. Geol. at Minor. with
folio, 1825-26, Paris.
DFSHAYES, M. G. P.—Descripti0n de Coquilles Caractéristiques des Terrains, 8vo.,
Paris.

ﬁgure
1850,
plate,
1831,

DOLLFUS, A., and MONT-SERBAT, E. DE.—Mission Scientifique nu Mexique et dans L'Amérique
Centrale. Géologie. Voyage Géologique dans Républiques de Guate
mala. et de Salvador, 4t0., 1868, Paris.

DONALDSON, J .—Report on the utilization of iron-making materials in the neighbourhood
of Hazareebaugh by means of convict labour, ﬂsc., 1870, Calcutta.
V. BALL, Esq.
F(E’l'I‘ERLE, FRANZ.-Das Vorkommen, die Production und Circulation des Mineralischen
Brennstoffos, 8vo., 1870, Vienna.
THE AUTHOR.
Fonwoon, IV. S'rUMP.—An Historical and Descriptive Narrative of the Mammoth Cave of
Kentucky, 8vo., 1870, Philadelphia.
FRAAS, D11. OSCAB.—Die Fauna von Steinheim, 4to., 1870, Stuttgart.

Fn1rsc11, K., V.-REISS, W., and STUBRL, A.—Santorin.
London.

The Kaimeni Islands, 4to., 1867,

G348, ScIPION.—Statistique Minéralogique du Départemcnt de la Drbme, 8vo.,

Grenoble.

1835,

‘

HAYDEN, DB. F. V.—Geological Report of the exploration of the Yellowstone and Missouri
Rivers, 1859-60, 8vo., 1869, Washington.

HAYDEN, F. V.—-Preliminary Field Report of the United States Geological Survey of
Colorado and New Mexico, 8vo., 1869, Washington.
HIND, HENRY YouLE.——Report on the Sherhrookc Gold District, with n. Paper on the

Gneisses of Nova Scotia, 8vo., 1870, I-Iulifux.
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Hrrcncocx, EDWARD.—Report on‘ the Geology, Mineralogy, Botany, and Zoology of Mass
achusetts, 8vo., 1833, Amherst.

Hommzs, F. S.-Phosphate Rocks of South Carolina and the Great Carolina Marl Bed,
8vo., 1870, Charleston.
IRVINE, Ass. Snao. Bonner HAmL'roN.—Some account of the General and Medical

Topography of Ajmeer, 8vo., 1841, Calcutta.
J EN RINS, RICHAH-D.—Rep0rt on the Territories of the Rajah of Nagpore, 4to., 1827,
Calcutta.
Larmnousn, PICOT m:.—D6scription do plusieurs nouvelles espéces d’Orthocératites et
d'Ostracites, fol. 1781, Erlang.
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AMMONITE-FAUNA

OF

KUTCH,

REMARKS ON THEIR DISTRIBUTION AMONG THE BEDS, AND PROBABLE AGE,

WITH

‘VILLIAM

VVAAGEN, PH. D., Geological Survey of India.
IN preparing for the “Pelmontologia Indies" s. monograph of the fossil Cephalopoda.
and in particular of the AMMONITIDE, represented in the Kutch J um, I have obtained some

general results, which may be interesting to notice in connection with the study of the
jurassic deposits in that province.
The Cephslopoda seem rather common in all the principal jurassic strata of Kutch,
excepting in the lowest beds, which have as yet furnished only some Gastropods, a. great
number of Pelecypods, besides some undeterminable fragments of Belemnitcs and a. few
other fossils.
The number of species of Ammonites collected by Messrs. Blnnford, Wynne, and Fedden,
in the course of a few working seasons, amounts to about 80, of which number, however, all
are not in a sufficiently good state of preservation to allow of accurate determination.

According to the different genera, which have been lately distinguished in supercession of
the old genus “ Ammonite-I-," the following are represented in the Kutch Jura: 5 species of
Plqlloceras, 2 of .Dyt0ceras, 1 Haploceras, 6 Oppelia, 6 Ilarpoceras, 7 Peltocewas, (n. g.)
4 Aspidoceras, 17 Steplranoceras, and about 32 Pe1~isplu'ozrtes. If we inquire into the geo
logical distribution of those genera in the European jurassic districts, we will ﬁnd that the
Phylloceras a.nd'L_'yto(-eras are not limited to certain strata of the jurassic formation, but
begin in the Trias, and extend without any interruption into the middle, and even upper
layers of the Cretaceous period. Haploceras, on the contrary, occurs within narrower limits,
appearing solitary for the ﬁrst time in the Bsthonian, and disappearing again in the lowest
beds of the Neocomian, its principal development being in the T ithonian group. Of the

genus O_P178h¢l the greatest number of species is found in Oxfordian and Kimmeridgian
beds, furnishing only a. few sporadic species in lower strata, and beginning in the Inferior
Oolite.

Harpocerae is characteristic for the Lias, but extends, however, in well developed

forms up into the Oxfordian, and even into the Kimmeridgian group.

Peltoceras is

chieﬂy an Oxfordian, Aspizloceras chieﬂy a Kimmeridgian and a Tithonian genus.
Stepﬁanoceras occurs through the whole Jura, whilst Penlrphinctes, represented by a larger
number of species and specimens than any of the other genera, is mostly characteristic for
the Upper Jura.
If we now consider the number of species, by which every single genus is represented
in the Kutch Jura, the simple comparison of the numbers before given, with the facts known
regarding the geological position of the genem in Europe as stated above, will show us
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clearly, that at least a part of those jurassic stratamust belong to the Upper Jura, unless

we presume that the fauna: have followed laws of distribution quite different from those
which were prevalent during the time of the jurassic deposits in Europe.

Proceeding to the species, I will give brief distinctive characters of the new forms which
I have described There are of Phylloceras, preserved in the Geological Survey Museum,
Pbylloceras di.s-putabile, Zitt. (golden oolite of Keera hill near Charee; brown

,,
,,

oolite of the Jooria hills).
Lodaiense, Waagen, n. sp. (brown oolite of Lodai).
Feddeni, Waagen, n. sp. (oolite with iron nodules near Dhosa).

,,
,,

plg/clzoicum Quenst. (coarse iron sandstone of the Katrol range).
Zignorliunum, Orb. (golden oolitc of Kecra hill).

Phyllweras Lodaiensc, Waagen, n. sp. Very closely allied to P/zyll. disputaIn'le, Zitt..
but the furrows disappearing on the siphonal side and very deep near the umbilical
margin ; it has also much shorter and broader lobes than Phyll. disputabile.
.Pb_z/Zloceras Feddeni, Waagen, n. sp. Closely resembling Pkg/ll. Hbmairei, Orb., but
_ the umbilicus a little smaller and the external saddle ﬁnishing in three unequal leaves. It
differs from Phyll. cup/1_yllum, Neum., by a little larger umbilicus and less developed third
leaf on the external saddle.

The genus I/ytoceras has furnished, as stated before, only two species, one of them
being new; they are:
Lyioceras Adeloirles, Kudern. (golden oolite of Kcera hill).
,,

rem, Waagen, n. sp. (sandy yellow rock, S. of Charee).

I/ytoceras rer, Waagen, n. sp. A specimen of 600 m m. in diameter. Inner whorls
ﬁnely striated without any prominent ribs; body-chamber with afew prominent ribs, with
broad smooth spaces between them; ribs with 7 folds on each side.
The species of Haploceras which I have mentioned before is not determinable with
suﬁicient certainty, as the last part of the body-chamber is wanting ; but it is very probably
Haploceras tameplzorum, Zitt. (coarse sandy iron rock, S. of Boojooree).
The genus Oppelia has furnished several well known lduropean species of great interest,

only two new forms were among the number.

The species are:

Oppelia subcostaria, Opp. (golden oolite, Keera hill).
,,
glabella, Leckenby (gray marl nodule, Keera hill).
,,
traclzynota, Opp. (coarse sandy iron rock, Katrol range).
,,
Cutcizensis, Waagen, n. sp. (same layer and locality).
,,
plicodiscus, Waagen, n. sp. (rock indistinct, S. of Madapoor).

,,

cf. serrigera, Waagen (gray limestone, S. of Nurrha).

Oppelia Cutclwm-is, Waagen, n. sp. Very much like Oppelia rompsa, Opp., however
much smaller; the siphonal side rounded, granulated; tubercles on the body-chamber scarce,

distant, rounded; ribs entirely disappearing.
Oppelia plicodiscus, Waagen, n. sp., belonging to the group of Oppelia subtililobata,
W. and nearly allied to Opp. tenuilobata, Opp. The shell is small and covered with rather
broad, strongly falciform ribs, which are a little swollen at the middle of the sides; near

the siphonal margin a. great number of very ﬁne, short ribs, which are not in connection with
the others, are visible.

‘
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Among the species of the genus Hanpoceras, there is a single European form; all the

other species are as yet known only from the Indian Jura.

The species are:

Harpoceras heclicum, Rein. (golden oolitc, Keera hill).
,,
ignobile, Sow. (yellow limestone, Keera. hill).
,,
crass-e,7"'alcaiu1n, Waagen, n. sp. (same layer and locality).
,,
,,

,,

Orientals, Orb. (rock indistinct, Keera hill).

‘

fornia-, Sow.

Nzzrrhaérase, Waagen, n. sp. (iron nodule, Nurrha).

Harpoceras cra.ssQ"aZcatum, Waagen, n. sp., resembles very much Harp. ignobile,
Sow., but the whorls are depressed; the ribs much stronger, less numerous and much more
irregular; the species is also of smaller size, when adult.
Harpoceras Nurrhaénse, Waagen, n. sp. Allied to Harp. lunuld, Rein., but the ribs
which cover the sides of the shell are much ﬁner and sharper, and much more curved than
in the last mentioned species.

Peltoceras, Waagen, n. gen. This genus is, I consider, very closely allied to Asp1'do
ceras, Zitt., and possibly only a sub-genus of it. It is established for the species which Zittel
in
his last volume
on thethe
Tithonian
has those
separated
from
his genus
and united
with Peri
sphincles,
but I think
relationfauna
between
forms
believed
to belonglto
Perisphincles

and Aspidoceras per-a-rmalum, as he calls this Ammonite, are much closer than the relations
between them and the true Perisphincles, though contractions of the whorls also occur in
the former species. I am disposed to consider in this case the form of the lobes as the most
important distinguishing character.

Thus, for instance, in Amm. Arduennensis and Amm.

perarmatus, the lobes are nearly identical in both species, the ﬁrst lateral lobe being so much
enlarged that the second lateral lobe becomes nearly obsolete; and as this form of lobes
never occurs in the true Aspidoceras (as Asp. iphiccrum and others) nor in the true Peri

sphincter (as there the auxiliary lobes have another position), I think it reasonable to separate
those species with this particular shape of lobes under a distinct generic designation.

The

genus Peltoceras is, therefore, characterised by the particularly enlarged lateral lobe, a
rlz'scoid, largely umlrilicalerl shell; the whorls sometimes with contractions, always covered

with strong straight ribs, which are sometimes provided with two or three rows of spines ,
siphonal side more or less ﬂattened or even crca-outed, ribs crossing over or disappearing
before they reach the siphonal part of the shell. Aperture more or less rectangular.
Thus characterised, I believe, the genus should include the groups of Pelt. Arduennense,

lransversarinm, perarmalum, hgbonotum and a few other, less known, forms.

The species

of this genus occurring in the Kutch Jurn are :
Peltoceras alhleta, Phill. (gray marl nodule, N. of Goodjiuseer).
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

aegoceroidcs, Waagen n. sp. (brown oolite of the Jooria hills).
Ard-uennense, Orb. (same layer and locality).
semirugosum, Waagen, n. sp. (brown oolite of Lodai and the Jooria
hills).
bidens, Waagen, n. sp. (-same layer and locality).
perarmatum, Sow. (brown oolite of Lodai and Jooria, and doubtful
from the red sandy iron rock of Kuntkote).
monacanlhus, Waagcn, n. sp. (coarse yellow sand rock, Katrol range).

Peliooems aegocero-ides, Waagen, n. sp. A very small species, with many thin some
what rounded whorls and numerous simple ribs which cross the siphonal side undivided;

whorls barely touching each other.
Peltoceras semirugosum, W’; wen, n. sp.

'
This species becomes extremely large, and in

that form closely resembles Pelt. perm-malum, Sow.

Young specimens, however, have almost
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entirely the form of Pelt. Ardumnense. Orb., with the single difference, that the ribs, which
are, as long as they exist on the shell, divided into two branches nearly from the umbilical
margin, are stronger and less numerous. Growing larger each rib is produced at the point,

where it passes from the lateral to the siphonal side, into a prominent spine, from which the
rib proceeds regularly over the siphonal side. In yet larger specimens a second row of
spines appears also near the umbilical margin, the ribs become then nearly obsolete, and
fragments are only distinguishable from Pelt. perarmatum by the peculiar ﬂattening of the

ribs which connect the corresponding tubercles of both the umbilical and perispherical rows.
Peltoceras bidens, Waagen, n. sp. Very much resembling the former species, but dis

tinguishable by the ribs being mostly undivided and very coarse; they are provided on the
siphonal side with two indistinct tubercles.

Large specimens have more distant spines than

Pelt. semirugosum.
Peltoceras monacantlzus, Waagen, n. sp.

Allied to Pelt. ﬁybonofum, Opp., but with

only one row of spines near the umbilical margin, and less distinct granulations on both

sides of the median excavation on the siphoual side.
The genus Aspidoceras, though represented in our Museum by a good many fragments,
has furnished only two determinable species ; they are :
.Aspido¢e1'as iphicerum, Opp. (red, ﬁne sandy ii-on rock, N. of‘ Dhosa).
,,

Wynnei, Waagen, n. sp. (coarse sandy iron rock, at Toodoora, S. of

Boojooree, together with Hapl. tomephorum) in the highest layer

containing Ammonites).
The other fragments are from the coarse iron sandstone of the Katrol range, and appear
to be referable to Asp. ipkieerum. Opp., and binodum, Quenst.
Aspidoceras Wynnei, Waagen, n. sp.

Most nearly allied to Asp. Apenninicum, Zitt.,

but the outer row of tubercles stronger, and more numerous; and in general more irregular
than in the species just quoted.
The genus Stepkanoceras is extremely rich in forms in the Kutch Jura, but notwith
standing this, it only represents there a single group, the Macrocephali. Several sub-divi
sions among the species belonging to the genus can be distinguished, facilitating the deter
mination of the species themselves. I distinguish (1) a. group of species, allied to the true
St. macrocepkalum, (2) a group of species with bent ribs on the siphonal side, which replace
in India the group of St. gaverianmn, &c., of Europe, (3) the group of St. mocliola-re, repre
sented in India but by a single species.
'
To the ﬁrst group belong the following species:

Steplzanocerac mawocephalum, Schloth. (golden oolite of Keern. hill, brown oolite
,,

of Jooria, grayish yellow marl rock of Jumars).
twmidum, Rein, golden oolite, Keera hill).

,,

.Pol_1/plzemus, Waagen, n. sp. (common in the brown oolite of Lodai,
Jooria and N. of Goodjiuseer, very rare in the golden oolite of
Keera hill).
_

,,

lamellosu-m, Sow. (golden oolite, Keera hill; P yellow sand rock, N. of

,,

Dhosa).
Cha1-eeiénse, Waagen, n. sp. (golden oolite, Keera hill; yellow marl
rock, J umara).
Grantanum, Opp. (same rocks and localities as the preceding SP-;
also in a. sandy iron rock at Kaora. Putchum).
eleplzantinum, Sow. (brown oolite, Lodsi).

,,

arenosum, Waagen, n. sp. (same rock and locality).

,,

.7 lllaya, Sow. (red iron rock, Kuntkote).

,,
,,
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This species grows enormously large,

1‘ feet in diameter, and seems identical with d’Orbigny's drawing of St. iumidum (Orb. non
Rein.).

It dilfers from the real St. tmnidum by very broad rounded ribs and a smooth body~

chamber, While Reinecke’s species has ﬁne sharp ribs and a plioated body-chamber.
Steplumoceras Chareeéme, Waagen, n. sp.

Allied to St. Morrisi, Opp., but much

broader near the umbilicns and with a very narrow siphonal side, on account of which the
transversal section of the whorl is nearly triangular. There are also some differences in the
sutures.
Stepbanoceras a-renosu-m, Waagen, n. sp. Of a. very flat lenticular form, with faint,
broad rounded ribs somewhat resembling St. Lalandeanum, Orb., but the ribs are not un

divided, and only few of them reach to the umbilical margin.
different.

The lobes are also quite
.

The second group includes the following species:
' Slephanocerae climerum, Waagen, n. sp. (golden oolite, Keera hill; gray marl rock,
Jumars; sandy iron rock, Kaora; doubtful, Jooria).
”

”
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,,

subtrapezinum, Waagen, n. sp. (golden oolite, Keera hill).
euq/clam, Waagen, n. sp. (brown oolite, Keera hill, Jooria hills).
opts, Sow. (iron nodules, Keera hill; brown oolite, Jooria; oolite,
Dhosa).
ﬁssum, Sow. (red iron rock, Kuntkote; brown oolite, Lodai, Jooria;
oolite, Dhosa; iron nodule, Keera hill).
lVepale-nse, Gray (red iron rock, Kuntl-rote; brown sandstone,
Trummo river).
'

Stephanoceras dimerum, Waagon, n. sp. Allied to St. Herveyi, Sow., but with smaller
umbilicus and _with the ribs curved in front'on the siphonal side.

The ribs are broad and

prominent; the general shape of the specimens somewhat globular. Body-chamber with
strongly curved, high, lamcllose ribs. 'l‘he species attains scarcely more than a diameter
of 50-60 m m.
Steplumoceras aubtrapezinum, W'a.agen, n. sp., very much like the preceding species,

but with much ﬁner ribs, and with ﬂattened sides of the whorls; the aperture having
a somewhat trapezoidal shape and the form of the whole shell being more lenticular. It

attains a little larger size than the preceding species.

.

Stephanoceraa eum_/1-lum, Waagen, n. sp. Full grown specimens with preserved body
chamber have a slight resemblance to similarly preserved specimens of Oosmoceras ornatum
or Dunvani, but the examination of the inner whorls shows that the species belongs to
Slephanocerax. The umbilicus is very wide, the whorls a little compressed, and covered with

polytome ﬁne ribs; the lobes are very short and broad.
The last group of Stepluznoccraa is that of Sleplz. morliolare, Luid., only represented
in Kutch by a single species.
Stephanoreras diarlematum, Waagen n. sp. (golden oolite : Keera hill).
Stephamceras diadematu/m, Waagen, n. sp. The species attains nearly one foot in

diameter.

Full grown specimens are entirely smooth, and closely resemble large individuals

of St. modiolare, Luid., except that the umbilicus is always wider; small specimens, how

ever, are entirely diferent, as they never have the “ Lamberti-like" shape, which characterises
young individuals of the last mentioned species. St. diadematum has always very broad,
depressed whorls, which are covered in the first youth with dichotome ribs becoming after

wards polytome, and passing with a slight curvature in front over the ﬂat siphonal side;
the lateral lobes are situated on this latter portion of the shell.
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The genus Perisphinctes has furnished, of all the Ammonites, the greatest number of

species, and I regret that the European species of this genus are as yet so little known, that
in many cases a comparison of our fauna. with the forms found in European strata
becomes utterly impossible. The forms of Perisphinctes found in Kutch may be
conveniently divided into a few larger sections, which I may call after the oldest and best
known species, without, however, assigning these sections the value of developmental series
(Formenreihen, Entwickelungsreihen).

I distinguish (1).

A. section of ﬁn-ms,

related to Per. Kb'nigi, Sow.; the species to which I- refer represent a connecting link
between the last mentioned species and Per. Rolandi, Frisc/zlini, and other Ammonites

of the European Upper Jura. The whole section ranges between the true Perisphincles
and Stephanoceras, and, following the external form, it could almost with equal right he
referred to the one or the other of the two genera. (2). Section Qfforms allied to Per.

Jllartiusi, Orb. The species of this section chieﬂy occur in middle Jurassic and Callo
vian beds, and their number was recently considerably increased by the description of new
forms in Europe. The latest representatives of it in Europe are known from Oxford strata.

(3). The species of this section are allied to Per. plicatilis, Sow., and are chieﬂy from
Oxfordian and Kimmeridgian beds. (4). Section of jbrme allied to Per. Reh
manni, Opp. A small series of species with a very peculiar shape, in many points entirely

separated from all the other Perisphinctes, and chieﬂy characteristic for the Callovian
Besides these there occur in the Kutch-Jura also some other species which cannot be referred
to any of those sections, and which must for the present he looked upon as sporadic, or
isolated species.
The ﬁrst section, characterised by the great scarcity of contractions on the whorls,

mostly without any umbilical edge, and by thick scarce ribs, includes the following species
from Kutch:
Perispkinctes obturicosta, Waagen, n. sp. (oolite of Dhosa; iron nodules of Keers

,,
,,
,,

hill; gray marl nodules, N. of Goodjinscer).
any;/garter, We/agcn, n. sp. (same rocks and localities as preceding
species).
Dhosaénsis, Waagen, n. sp. (oolite of Dhosa; brown oolite of the
_ Jooria hills; iron nodule, Keera hill).
mutans, Waagen, n. sp. (dark red iron rock, N. of Goodjiuseer).

Peris-Iﬂrinr-tes obtusicosta, Waagcn, n. sp.

Slightly resembling Per. Rolandi, Opp.,

but with less numerous and rounder ribs, which are not divided so far down as in the last

mentioned species; in large specimens the ribs become ﬂatter and more numerous.
lobes are much ﬁner and more ramiﬁed than in Per. Rolandi.
Perispk-inctes angygaster, Waagen, n. sp.

The

In its general form resembling Per.

involutus, Quenst., but with only dichotome ribs, which are few in number and obtusely

rounded; in some places there is a broad, ﬂat, contraction of the whorl visible.

The lobes

are very much like those of the preceding species.
Perisphinctes Dhosaiinsis, \Vaagen, n. sp. A small species of about 40 m m. in diameter,
with wide umbilicus, rounded whorls and very strong dichotome ribs, which often become
a little broader in passing over the siphonal side, resembling the ribs in some Aegoceras 01'
in Amm. ﬁssicostatus, to which latter species our specimens have a certain resemblance as

regards their general form. The lateral margins of the aperture have two not very long
lancebshapcd ears.

The species seems to be common.

Perisphinrlcs mu-lane, Wzuagen, n. sp. Young specimens of this species have a certain
resemblance to Per. Dhosaé/zsis, but the form changes even at an early stage: the whorls
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become compressed, the ribs ﬂattened, and the body-chamber of a specimen of 60 m m, in
diameter (about the largest size the species appears to attain) is nearly quite smooth.
The section of Per. Martzusi is represented in the Kutch Jura by nine determinable and
at least four, as yet undeterminable, species. the latter being in our Museum only indicated by

fragments, not suﬁicient for a reliable deﬁnition of the species. The better known species
belonging to this section are:

Perispbincies cpirmbis, Neum. (golden oolite, Keera hill).
,,
,,

bracteatus, Neum. (same beds and locality).
ﬁmatus, Opp. (same beds and locality).

,,

paramorpﬁus, Waagen, n. sp. (same beds and locality).1

,,

arcicasta, Waagen, n. sp. (same beds and locality).

,,

curvicosta. Opp. (oolite of Dhosa; marl nodules, Goodjinseer; yellow
marl rock, Jumara).

,,

euryptg/chus, Neum. (hard yellow limestone, Keera hill).

,,
,,

Pagri, Waagen, n. sp. (red iron rock, Kuntkote).
G-zL({]'insi1'e)2sis', Waagen, n. sp. (marl nodules, Goodjinseer).

Pe,.,;,-p]”‘m,-ies paramorp/ms, Waagen, n. sp. A remarkable species, which undergoes
great changes according to age. When quite young, the whorls are rounded and slightly
involute, covered with strong, few, and dichotomous ribs; middle sized specimens have a

slightly squarish section of the whorls, these being more involute and covered with moder
ately numerous, strong bipartite ribs.

Growing only a little larger than 100 m m. in diameter

the whorls become rather high oval with a narrowly rounded siphonal side, and the ribs
disappear entirely; in this stage the species resembles large specimens of Per. spirorbic.
Perisplzindes arcicosta, Waagen, n. sp. An intermediate species between Per. au-ri.
gerus, Opp., and curvicosta, Opp. The whorls are compressed like those in the former species,
whilst the kind of ribbing agrees more with that of the latter. The largest size to which
the species attains is about 60-70 m m. in diameter.

In such specimens the body-chamber

is but slightly ribbed and the lateral ribs are disconnected from those situated on th
e siphonal
side.

Perisplzinctes Pagri, Waageii, n. sp.

In its general form very nearly allied to Per.

Orion, Opp., but with loss strongly prominent and more numerous lateral ribs;
the ribs on
the siphonal side are slightly turned backwards.

Perisphinctes Gudjinsirensis, Waagen, n. sp. A sp ecies also belonging to the group
of the Convoluti, but certainly one of the most extraordinary forms of the ‘whole group.
The whorls are very depressed and the umbilicus large. Young specimens are of the usual
habit, but fuller grown ones become provided with high, distant lateral ribs, which are
divided into three ﬂat branches on the depressed siphonal side. Full-grown specimens do
not exceed a diameter of 100 In 111.
In connection with the few last mentioned forms I shall describe three species, which

are as yet unknown from European jurassio formations, and which are, strictly speaking, more
geologically than zoologically related to the former. They are:
Perispkincte: frequens, Opp. (oolite of a valley, west of Soorka hill, together

with R/iynclz. mg/riacantlza).
,,
deusegzlicatus, Waagen, n. sp. (same layer and locality).
,,
aberrans, Waageu, n. sp. (white marl rock, Keera hill).
Paris-pIu'nctes demeplicatus, Waagen, n. sp. Very nearly allied to Per. freguens, Opp.,
but with a somewhat smaller umbilicus, higher whorls, and much ﬁner lateral ribs, which
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are never tripartite on the outer margin, but sometimes bipartite and sometimes cross undi

vided over the siphonal side.
Pemlrphinctes aberranc, Waagen, n. sp. The only species with which I can compare
this form is Per. Albertina-s, Cat., but the diﬂ'erence lies in Catullo's species possessing a
furrow on the siphonal side when young, while there is no trace of it in the present species.
The dissimilarity, however, between young and old specimens of aberrarw is by no means

less marked than in Per. Albertinus. The young form resembles a. little Per. convolutus ,
it has many separate rounded whorls, with ﬁne ribs and tolerably numerous very oblique
contractions of the whorls.

When growing larger the ribs of the individual become in an

equal degree more distant, stronger and higher on the sides of the whorls, whilst, on the
contrary, they gradually disappear on the siphonal side.
The third section (of Per. plicatilis, Sow.) is the richest in forms in the whole J ura.
In Europe it is represented by at least 100 species, all occurring in strata of Oxfordian,

Kirnmeridgian or Tithonian age, but for the greater part the species are as yet undes
cribed. The diﬁiculty, therefore, not only in determining, but in comparing the Indian
species with European forms, is much greater in this section than in any other, and the con

clusions, which in other groups and genera are so naturally associated merely with their
names, can in this instance not be drawn from the identity of the species, but only from the
general habitus of the forms; however,

_ identiﬁed with European Ammonites.

ome of the Indian species can nevertheless be

The species belonging to this section are :

Perisphinctes Imlogermanus, Waagen, n. sp. (brown oolite, Jooria hills; yellow
marl rock, Joorun).
plicatilis,
Sow. (red iron rock of Kuntkote; same rock at Joorun).
71
torguatus, Sow. (coarse iron sandstone of the Katrol range).
7!
bathyplocus, Waagen, n. sp. (same layer and locality).
9!
Potlingeri, Sow. (same layer and locality).
s’
”

euplocm, Waagen, n. sp. (same layer and locality).
Katrolensis, Waagen, n. sp. (same layer and locality).

,,

cirguloides, Waagen, n. sp. (red iron rock of Kuntkote).

Perisphinctes Indogermazzus, Waagen, n. sp. Very nearly allied to Per. plicatilic,
Sow., and otten mistaken for this species, but distinct from it by rounded whorls and ﬂat

tened ribs on the siphonal side.

There are specimens in our museum from Kutch as well as

from Trouville in Normandy (Zone of Am. cordatus).
Periaphinctes bathyplocus, Waagen, n. sp. Allied to Per. torgualus, Sow., so much
so that young specimens are almost undistinguishable. Per. bat/lg/plocus has, however,

always ﬁner ribs and thicker whorls. When large, the lateral parts of the ribs are much
swollen and distant from each other, and to each of them correspond ﬁve or six ﬁne ribs on
the siphonal side; only in very large specimens the latter become obsolete, or very nearly
so. Perisphinctes euplocus, Waagen, n. sp. Allied to Per. PotHn_qeri, Sow., but with
much thinner whorls, and S-shaped, irregular, ﬁne ribs.

On the body-chamber the ribs

become scarcer, more prominent and straight.

Perisphinctes Kalrolensis, Waagen, n. sp. Equally allied to Per. Pottingeri as the
last, but attaining a much larger size, and with the body-chamber much less strongly ribbed.
Perisphim-tes virguloides, Waagen, n. sp. Closely resembles Per. virgulatus, Quenst;
the ribs are, however, not so ﬁne and the contractions of the shell indistinct.
The next species belongs to a group which is of great importance for the geology of the
European J ura : it is—
Peri.cp/Ii11(-ter I0ior'ymon, Waagen, n. sp. (rod iron rock of Kuntkote).
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This latter species is known in Europe

to be very characteristic for the Kimmeridgian, and not alone that, but the whole group
is restricted to a similar horizon. It is doubtful whether in India the geological position is
exactly the same, but nevertheless Per. leiocymon deserves particular notice.
Perisphinctes leiocymon, Waagen, n.‘ sp. Closely allied to Per. polyplocus, Rein., but
with much fainter ribs and of by far larger dimensions; only the ribs are near the umbi
lical margin somewhat more strongly marked. The species shows also by its rounded ribs
some slight resemblance to Per. albienus, Opp., and thus the Indian species may be said
to represent a connecting link between the section of Per. Murtiusi and the Polyploci

group.
The last section of Peris-plzinctes is that of Per. Rekmanni, Opp. The species belong
ing to it usually possess spiny whorls and a ﬁat band along the middle of the siphonal side.
Though I think the section originates with Per. sulcatus, Hehl., I quote as the ﬁrst species

Per. Rehmanni, because the geological relations between those two species have not as yet
been established.

The Indian species belonging to the section are :

Periqwhinctes Relzmmmi, Opp. (golden oolitc, Keera hill).
,,
anceps, Rein. (iron nodules, Keera hill; oolite, Dhosa).
,,
arthriticus, Sow. (iron nodules, Keera hill).
,,
Jaoriemis, Waagen, n. sp. (brown oolite, Jooria hills).
Perisphinctes Jaoriensis, Waagen, n. sp. Allied to Per. Balderus, Opp., but more

evolute, with less numerous contractions on the whorls and sharper and more regular ribs.
The 73 species above enumerated have been determined and described from the mate

rials in our Museum with sufficient certainty. Several forms I was obliged to put aside,
partly because the materials were in bad preservation, and partly because there was not a
suﬂicient number of specimens existing, in order to point out the exact relations or distinc
tions of the species; this is particularly the case among the Perisphinctes.

The oldest known locality where Ammonites occur, and at the same time the richest
in forms, is the Keera hill near Charee, and the mineralogical dilferences of the rocks in

which different species are preserved clearly indicate that there must be several distinct

groups of middle and upper jurassic strata exposed. This variety of the rocks cannot be
accidental, as is, for instance, shown by St. tumidum or Per. funatus, which never occur
in an iron nodule, while Per. arthriticus has never been found in the golden oolite. Of the
dilferent beds in this locality, containing diﬁ'erent Ammonite-faunas, I can at present point

out two, each with a sufficiently large number of species, the golden oolite and the bed with
iron nodules ; all the other strata are represented only by a few species :
(1.) Ammonites of the Golden Oolite of Keera kill near Charee:
Phylloceras disputabile, Zitt.
,,

Z1‘;/nudianum, Orb.

Lytoceraa Auleloides, Kud.
Oppelia eubcostaria, Opp.
Harpoceras hecticum, Rein.
Steplumoceras macrocephalum, Schloth.
,,
tumidum, Rein.

Slepkanoceras Grantanum, Opp.
,,

glimerum, Waageu.

,,
subt-rapezinum, Waagen.
,,
diadematum, Waagem
Perisphinctes spirorbis, Neum.
,,
,,

bracteatus, Neum.
funatus, Opp.

,,

Polyphemus, Waagen.

,,'

paramvrpkua, Waagen.

,,

lamellosum, Sow.

,,

arcicocta, Waugem

,,

C/lurceémre, Waagen.

,,

Rehmanni, Opp.
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Of these species Pia. alisputabila, Zitt., Zignodianum, Orb., and Lyt. Adeloides, Kud.,

are known to be characteristic in the mediterraneau province of the jurassic formation of
.Europe for a group of strata beginning with Bathonian and most probably terminating with
lower Oxfordian rocks. The following species indicate a much more narrowly limited hori

zon: Steph. macrocephalum, Sch1oth., tumidum, Rein., G1-antanum, Opp., Perieph. apirorbis,
Neum., bracleatus, Neum., funatu..s-, Opp., and Rehmmmi, Opp., all without exception in the
‘central European province are highly characteristic for the lower Kellovian beds, or the “ zone
of St. macrocepbalum” of Oppel. The Ammouite-fauna. of the ‘ Golden Oolite' shows very

little resemblance to the faunas of other localities, and in fact there are only three species which
are common to this layer and the brown oolite of Lodai and the Jooria hills ; those are Phyll
disputabile, St. macrocephalum (very rare at Lodai), and Polyphemus (very rare at Keera

hill). It seems to me that the characteristic species of the Ammonite-fauna of this
Golden Oolite appear again only at Kaora in Putchum, and at Jumara, though similar rocks
may be often represented in dilferent horizons throughout the Kutch jurassic territory.
2).

Ammonites of the Iron nodules of Keera hill near Choreo

Stqphanoceras opis, Sow.
,,

ﬁssum, Sow.

Pe'ri.splzinctes obtusicosta, Waageu .
,,
,,
,,
,,

any/gaster, Waageu .
Dhosaénsis, Waagen .
anceps, Rein.
arthriticus, Sow.

The greater part of these species also occurs at the two next localities, and I shall,
therefore, quote those occurring in the two latter immediately following.
._

(3). _ Ammonites of the Oolite of D/wea

Steplmmlceras epic, Sow.
,,

ﬁssum, Sow.

.Peria-plsinctes obtusicosta, Waagen.
,,

any;/garter, Waagen.

,,
,,

.DlIosaénsis, Waagen.
curvicosta, Opp.

,,

anreps, Rein.

(4). Ammonites of the dark-gray marl nodules, Go0djinseer—
Peltoceras athlete, Phill.

Periephinctes obtusicosto, Waagen.
,,
,,. v
,,

angygaster, Waagen.
curvicosta, Opp.
Gu0l;'inaireneis, Waagen.

There is, I think, but little doubt that the Ammouite-fauna of these three localities in
dicates very closely the same geological horizon, particularly when we consider the small

number of specimens (there are in our Museum not more than about 60 specimens preserved
from all the three localities) which were examined, and that these have furnished so many
identical species.
Of the species noticed, the following are found in the European Jura: Pelt. athlete,
,Per1'.s-pk. ancepa and curvicosta-; all three are most characteristic forms of the upper Kell0~
way strata.

The next localities which have furnished a greater number of species are Lodai and
the Jooria hills. The rock containing the fossils is a very ﬁne, often sandy dark-brown
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oolite with much iron, and the Ammonite-fauna of both places is so very closely allied that
it will not be necessary to quote the species separately.
(5).

Ammonites of the “Broum oolite" of Lodai and the Jooria hills

Phylloceras dieputabile, Zitt.

Stephanoceras Polypkemus, Waagen.

,,
Peltowras
,,
,,
,,
,,

,,
,,
,,
,,
Perirpkinctes
,,

Lodaiense, Waagen.
aegoceroides, Waagen.
Arduemwnse, Orb.
semirugosum, Waagen.
bidens, Waagen.
pemrmalum, Sow.

Stepkanoceras macroceplzalum, Schloth.

|

,,

eleplzanti/num, Sow.
arenosum, Waagen.
eucyclum, ‘Yangon.
ﬁssum, Sow.
Dbosaénsis, Waageu;
Indogermanus, Waagen.

Jooriensis, Waagen.

Of Phyll. disputabile I have already mentioned the geological position; among the‘
other species in the list it may seem a little strange to ﬁnd together, apparently in the.
same layer, St. macroceplzalum and Pelt. perarma-tum. The discrepancy may be explained in

two ways. Either there exist in Lodai and Jooria two layers of very similar lithological
aspect, but of different age, or St. macrocephalum had in India a greater vertical distribu
tion than in Europe, that is, the species passes in India from lower into higher strata,
during the deposition of the latter of which it was already extinct in Europe. The latter
explanation seems to me the more plausible one, because there occurs also in another locality,‘
at Kuntkote, a species of the Jl/[acrar-epbali, (St. M'a_ya, Sow.,) which is so closely allied to

St. macrocepkalum, that it is hardly possible to distinguish them speciﬁcally, and also because

in Kutch the Jlfacrocep/lali group in general seems to continue, in a great variety of forms, into
higher beds than is the case in Europe. Under these circumstances, we may, therefore, con
sider as the most valuable species for determining the age of the strata above noticed the species

of the Pellor-eras, which in Europe are highly characteristic for lower and middle Oxfordiam
The most important species are Peltor‘. Arduennense and perarmatum, and next to these

Per. Imiagermanus, which is very common in the “ zone of Am. cordatus" of. the “Vaches
noires.”

'

The brown oolite has, in common with the oolite of Dhosa, Slcpk. opis and ﬁssum,
whilst on the Keera hill we again ﬁnd St. eucyclum in an indurated yellow limestone,

together with Per. eurg/ptycﬁus, Neum., which possibly could represent the brown oolite in
that place.

"

The locality west of Soorka hill has furnished only two species of Ammonites—
Peﬂspbindesfrequem, Opp., and
,,
denseplicatus, Waagen,
associated with Rhynck. (Hemiikyris) m_';/riacanilza, Desl., in a brown oolite, very much like

that of Lodai.
The next locality of considerable geological interest is that of

Kuntkote, because

Sowerby has described from there several species, and among them Per. calvus, which

was most probably wrongly identiﬁed with one occurring in Europe; but unfortunately.
no specimen of true A. calvus, Sow., is found among our materials. The rock of Kunt
kote is dark-red, ﬁne sandy, ferruginous, much impregnated with salt and gypsum.
species are—
(6).

Ammonitcs of the redferruginous rock of Kunlll-oie .
Peltoceras cf. perarmalum, Sow. (possibly Pelt. Oegir, Opp.)
Slephanoceras Maya, Sow.
H

,,

ﬁssum, Sow.

Nepulcusc, (jrav.

The
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Perispbinctes Pagri. Waagen.
,,

pliratilis. Sow.

,,
,,

virguloi¢les, Waagen.
le ioc_1/man, Waagen.

These few species can serve merely by their general character as a guide towards the

determination of the age of the Kuntkote beds, because the only species of which the
geological position is well known in Europe, Per. plicatilis, indicates only generally strata
of lower or middle Oxfordian age. The other forms of Perisphinctes occurring at
Kuntkote resemble in general character such species as, if found in Europe, would be
referred to the middle or upper Oxfordian. This and the appearance of the rock leads
me to believe that the Kuntkote beds are a little younger than the brown oolite, with which
they have only a single species, St.ﬁssum, in common. A similar rock to that of Kuntkote
occurs only at a certain distance north from Dhosa, where Aspidoceras iphicerum,Opp.,
has been found in a dark-red and a slightly sandy ferruginous rock.
The last locality of importance which has furnished nearly the greatest number of

specimens of Ammonitcs, though the number of species is not very large, is the Katrol
range, the rocks there being represented chieﬂy by coarse ferruginous sandstones and sandy

ferruginous concretions, with frequent occurrence of fossil wood.

The species found

there are
(7).

Ammonitcs of the coarse ferruginous sandstone, Katrol range .
Phylloceras ptyclzoi-cum, Quenst.

Haploceras cf. tomeplwrum, Zitt.
Oppelia track;/nota, Opp.
,,

Cutckensic, Waagen.

Peltoceras manacanllzus, Waagen.
Aspidoceras Wynnei, Waagen.
,,
2 sp. indet.
Perisphindes iorquatus, Sow.
,,
ba-tIL_1/plocua, Waagcn.
,,

Potiingeri, Sow.

,,

euplocus, Waagen.

,,

Katrolensis, Waagen.

The ﬁrst three species are European forms, and two of them, Pbyll. ptyclwicum and

Hapl. iomephorum, are very characteristic for the Tithonian formation of the Medi
tcrrancan Jurassic province, whilst Opp. traclzynota occurs in the middle and upper Kim

meridge and Tithonian layers of the Mediterranean and Central European provinces.
Of the other species, only Pelt. monacanthua and Asp. Wynnei have a decidedly Titho
nian character, whilst among the Perisph-inctes, the absence of the group of Per. poig
plocus also indicates very high jurassic beds.

It should also be mentioned that Mr. Fedden

notes on the label accompanying the specimens of Asp. Wynnei and Hapl. cf. tomephorum—
“ From the highest beds containing Am-mcm'tes.”
Recapitulating brieﬂy what I have said regarding a few of the principal localities con
taining Ammonites, it seems clear (1) that at different places there are strata of a different
mineralogical character represented; (2) that these strata contain species of Ammonilel
mostly peculiar to themselves; and (3) that these species indicate distinct geological horizons
If we take only those species into consideration which occur in the Kutch, as well as in
the European Jura, we find that in the golden oolite of Keera hill there are nine species of the

“ zone of St. macroceplmlum ;" in the oolite of Dhosa and the equivalent beds there are three
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species of the “zones of Perisph. anceps and Pelt. athlete ;" in the brown oolite are three

species of the “zone of Am. corda-tus” and one of the “zone of St. macrocephalwm." In
the ferruginous rock of Kuntl-rote there is one species common to the “zones of Am. cor
datus and Pelt. trarmiersarium ;” and, lastly, in the coarse sandstone of the Katrol range
are two species of the Tithon-formation and one common to middle and upper Kimmer
idgian and Tithonian.
If, therefore, the faunas have not in their development in India followed other laws
than they did in Europe, we might arrange the deposits of the whole of the Kutch Jura. in
the following manner:

Rocks.

Localities.

Probable equivalents in Europe.

course

Katrol range

Tithonlan and Upper Klmmerldglm)

ﬁne

Kuntkote

Upper (hfordian.

Ferruginom nndstone{
f Lodulund Joorin

Lower Oxfordiﬂn.

I
oome

J

Dhosa

[Golden oolite
Keen hilL
I-‘lag
,snn
l'
sarid-stonedy

estone and yellow

Guddera(Ammonites wanting)

Upper Kelloway.
Lower Kelloway.

Bathonisn.

The most general division we could at present introduce into the Kutch Jurassic deposits
is to separate them into two complex groups of sandstones, divided from each other by a
zone of oolites of comparatively small thickness.
But there remains yet the great question, what is Mr. Wynne’s “Upper Jura of Kutch"

which contains the plants, of which several are considered as identical with those of the
Rajmahal hills, for all the beds which I have previously noticed, and which appear to

represent the jurassic deposits of Europe from the Bathonian upwards to the Tithonian,
compose only the “Lower Jura" of Mr. Wynne’s divisions, based on the physical relations
of the beds. To answer this question satisfactorily in the present stage of our knowledge

is impossible; we must be content to wait the result of further research into the fossils to
be found in this interesting province.

Tm: Ruoun sun Hmwrn (GANGPI'JB) COAL-FIELD, by V. BALL, Geological Survey
Qf India.
The coal-ﬁeld thus denominated has hitherto been generally spoken of as the ‘Gangpﬁr

ﬁeld.’ The result of my examination having been to show that the greater portion of the
area is contained in the district of Raigur and the remainder in the sub-zemindari of Gang

pﬁr known as Hengir (or I-Iingir)—no portion of the coal-bearing rocks or their associates
extending into Gangplir proper—it seems undesirable to perpetuate a misnomer which is only
calculated to mislead.
Whether this area is entirely detached from the Udiplir ﬁeld or not I am at present
unable deﬁnitely to aﬂirm. My impression is, that a connection does exist towards the north
' The Lower Kimmeridgian is only represented by a single species, Alp. iphicerms, from N. of Dhosa out of a
dark-red ﬁne sandy ferruginous rock.
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west, but where I crossed from one to the other there was an interruption of continuity
caused by a strip of about four miles of metamorphic rocks. These may possibly only existas
a spur from the southern boundary, which, while they penetrate the area of sedimentaries,

do not extend sutliciently far north to cause an absolute separation of the two ﬁelds.
Approaching this ﬁeld from the west, I ﬁrst struck it about a mile, or rather less, east
of the village of Bagchnpa on the Kurket in Raigur, and thence traced it to its extreme

eastern extension at Kosira on the Baisandar in Hengir.

The distance between these points

is 34 miles in a direct line. So far as my time admitted, I examined the country to north
and south, and at many points ascertained the deﬁnite boundaries. At others I was obliged
to content myself with conjecture, but from such data as I possess I feel conﬁdent that the

area occupied by the three groups of sedimentary rocks which cccur in this ﬁeld will be
found to extend over at least 400 square miles.

With this introduction I shall, before proceeding to the actual details resulting from my
preliminary examination, brieﬂy allude to such previous notices as exist regarding the occur
rence of coal and coal-bearing or associated sedimentaries in this area.

Colonel Haughton alludes to the Gangpdr coal
_
Colonel H'mgM°n'1S5“.

_form_ation as possibly connected with that of Sirguja
and Palamow, but adds, “on this point I have no
reliable data."

Captain Saxton communicated to the Asiatic Society in 1855 some particulars regard
ing coal in the Gangpﬁr Raja's territory, some 50-60
Captain Saxton, 1856.?
miles north-west from Sumbulpiir and 25-30 miles
from Pnddumpﬁr on the Mahanudi. He writes, “ should Calcutta and Bombay be hereafter
connected by railway this coal would lie on the way. The bed appears very extensive. A
nalzi running into the Ebe river which joins the Mahanudi about ten miles above Sumbulpﬁr
passes over, and through, it, and masses of the upper coal which is very light are ﬂoated
down in the nah’: in the rains."
No further precise information regarding the locality is given, though little doubt can
exist that the Baisandar is the ‘ nalﬁ’ alluded to.
In apreliminary notice on the coal and iron of Cuttack by Dr. Oldham, reference is

made to this discovery by_C/aptaiu Saxton. Time
did not admit of the Oﬂicers of the Geological Survey
at that season engaged in Cuttack—visiting the locality.
On the Topographical Survey Map, recently
Topographical Survey Map.
published, the occurrence of coal is indicated ill
Dr. Oldham.

several localities, especially in the Baisandar river.
The formations occurring in this area. are Tzilchfrs, Banikars, and Upper sandstones, &C-,
(P Mahadevas).
T1iLCHI'RB.

The only place at which I met with rocks belonging to the Télchir series in this
ﬁeld was near the village of Kosira at the north-east corner of the area; they are
very indistinctly seen, and much mixed up with a kind of arkose bed, which is precisely

similar to one occurring on an undoubted Bardkar horizon, and which will be found described
further on. In the Baisandar below Kosira they consist of greenish and yellow sandstone-5
with a boulder bed.
' J. A. 8., B., 1851-.
1' Proc. A. 8., B.,Mlrcl1, 1855.
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Mr. Medlicott found Tailchirs all along the southern boundary of this area striking north
west from Sumbulpﬁr, but I had no time to connect these with my work.
Banéxsns.

The Damiida rocks occurring in this area probably belong to the Barzikar group. For
the most part they rest immediately on the gneiss, and are covered and overlapped by the
upper sandstones and grits so completely that but for the denuding action of rivers they
would now be altogether concealed. This is more particularly the case in the eastern portion

of the area where the best coal seams occur.

Thus, in the Baisandar and Jhajia rivers the

Barﬁkars are merely exposed in the beds,'_ while the upper rocks compose the opposing banks.
It will be more convenient to describe the sections from east to west; I therefore

commence with that of the Baisandar river.
In the bed of the Baisandar, the most eastern outcrops of Barzikars occur south of
Kosira. From this point the northern boundary of the ﬁeld can be most dis-tinctly traced

through the southern tolah of Tikripnra ; the s0l1th-eastern boundary is less distinct, but I am
inclined to believe that a strip of Banikars, bounded by the gneiss on the east and by the

upper andstones on the west, occurs at least as far south as the village of Balingzi.
The section of the Baisandar for about a mile west of Kosira discloses ordinary Bar6.kar
sandstones and the arkose bed above alluded to; this consists of granitic and schistose materials
not showing any sign of having been subject to weathering. Beyond these rocks there is a

succession of rolling seams of ‘carbonaceous shale with occasional bands of coal; these strike
with the boundary, but as they are all nearly horizontal, constant repetitions occur in succeeding
‘streams, and I had not time to trace out the section in sufficient detail to enable me to atﬁrm
positively how many distinct seams exist. The ﬁrst promising seam which I measured occurs
250 yards south of the Jhapurnga and Tikripara road crossing. The following is the section :—
Descending : dip 15° to 80° south qf salt.
Ft. In.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sumsronss.
Blue shnles
Irregular
Coal,
Coal upper
mass
portion
of blue
shnly
shale

°l°€AN$€I° °NEQ\Ii\

6.
7. Parting
Coal, about
Several feet below not well seen.

The coal in this seem at ﬁrst sight looked very promising, but on analysis it has proved
to be of inferior quality, the proportion of ash being 306. I very much fear that there is

at present no promise of coal of better quality and of workable thickness being found in this
neighbourhood. Below is a seam of 80 feet of carbonaceous shale with portions coaly. This
could not be measured without excavations beingmade, for which there was no time.

But it

gives no promise of containing a workable thickness of coal.
The reaches above this expose the top of a ﬁne seam of carbonaceous shales with coaly
bands. The strike being with the stream, a very peculiar terraced appearance is produced.

Above its junction with the Jhajia the course of the Baisandar is from north to south, and
thus a very distinct section is obtained of one of the largest seams which has been recorded as
occurring anywhere.
is most:—
unfortunately
deﬁcient
in workable
thicknesses of good coal. The following
is theItsection
i I
i
I
Ascending.
Ft. In.
0 0

1.

Coarse grit sandstones with interpolated curb. shnles

2.

Blue and sandy shnlo

8.

Inferior coal with partings of carb. shsles, central portion all coal

.

Curried forward

3

0

8 10

8 10
a
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Ft. In.
8 10

Brought forward

Sandstone (thinning out to 0 )
1 8
Blue and black shales with occasional coaly layers of 1 inch and less 6 5
Ditto,
more coaly, but useless
...
2 0
Blue shales
0 7
Papery coal and coaly shale
4 1
Blue shale coneretionary
.
1 10
Curb. shale passing into coaly shale
6 6
Blue concretionary shale
...
..
5 8
Carb. shale with ﬂaky coal
..
4 10
Blue concretionary shale
1 8
Carb. shales
...
..
0 8
Flaky coal
2 0
Blue concretionary shales
...
0 8
Curb. shales, portions coaly
...
2 9
Same decomposed
3 6
18. Blue concretionary shales—Dip south south-east 4°
6 0
19. Carb. shale and ﬂaky coal
1 10
Blue concretionary shales
1 9
21. Flaky carb. and 00:11)’ shale with charcoal markings, coaly por
tion ooutuining much red oxide of iron...
1 6
Blue concretionary shale
...
2 10
Stony coal very impure
1 2
Ditto, portions ﬂaky...
1 3
Flaky earb. shale
...
m
..
2 0
Blue concretionary shale
4 7
Cool with red oxide of iron
1 10
Curb. shale
..
0 3
Flaky coaly shale
1 0
Blue shales
1 2
Flaky carb. shales—portions coaly—Dip 4' south south-east
7 0
Carb. shales
1 8
Same as 31
2 6
Blue concretionary shale. Dip south 6° (corner of bend)
1 11
Impure coal much mixed with red oxide ofiron and passing into
ﬂaky coal and carb. shalcs
...
8 10
Concretionary shale
..
2 7
Flaky coal with iron
0 10
Carbonaceous shale
1 3
‘Ioneretionary blue shale
...
..
1 3
Curb. shale and coaly shale
..
1 9
Blue shale
..
1 4
Carbonaceous shale and stony coal
1 10
Flaky cool with carb. shale
8 6
Concretionary blue shale passing into pinkish carb. shale
3 8
Flaky coal with curb. shale
1 3
Blue ooncretionary shale
...
8 8
Coal permeated with iron
...
1 2
Flaky cool, about
...
2 0
Concretionary blue shale
3 0
Carbonaceous shale and ﬂaky coal
1' 4" to 2 0
Massive sandstones irregularly interpolated and thinning out
to south
..
10 10
Carbonaceous shales
0 8
Coaly shale containing much iron and alternating with earb.
shales
2 0
Blue and black concretionary shale
9 0

?$%$
?.$
$§$ $§ ?$ 3§$

Same as 5
56.
57.

...

0 9

Concretionary blue shale
.
Coucretionary blue and black shales with concretionary layers.
Dip 4° south
.
.
This is on southern bank of Baisandar.

...

7 0

Tons

168 7
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This seam is also seen in the streams west of the village of Sardega, but not so clearly
as in the Baisandar.
Below No. 1 of the above seam there are some Barékar grits, and underneath them

some arkose beds, which plaster over granitic gneiss, showing amost distinctly natural

boundary.
There are no traces of coal or other sedimentary rocks brought down from further north
by the Baisandar. This, though not a proqf that none such exist, may be taken as collateral
evidence in favor of the view —also supported by the physical characters as represented on
the map—that uncovered gneiss continues up to the plateau and is connected with the
main gneiss of Eastern Udipﬁr, &c.
In the bed of the Jhajia river westwards, the large seam becomes much broken up by
interpolations of sandstones and shales, and with the dying out of the more coaly bands the
change is so complete that it is impossible to recognise it or trace any portion of it through
successive reaches. Between Ratansarai and Ghogarpali there are several seams or repetitions
of a seam, but none contain coal of useful quality and thickness.

As above mentioned, the

upper sandstones appear on either bank, and in one place occupy the bed of the stream
itself. South of Ghogarpali there is a seam containing about 30 feet of shale to one of coal.

Above the village it is seen again, 'a portion having been burnt : in the unburnt part there is
a band of 8 inches of very good coal and several thinner layers. About 25 feet in all of this
seam is exposed at this second locality.
Between this and Bograkachar there are frequent outcrops of carbonaceous shale with coaly
layers belonging to several distinct seams. Close to Bograkachar there is a seam of similar

character with a slight indication of a dip to east south-east. The contained coal is in very
thin layers. How far these rocks may extend northwards up the bed of the river I had not
time to ascertain, but from the pebbles I think it probable that the gneiss cannot be very
far distant.

This little area of carbonaceous rocks which occupies the beds of the Baisandar and
Jhajia rivers may be best understood by regarding it as a vast seam of some 500 feet
of coaly and carbonaceous shale with irregular partings and interpolations of sandstones.
Occasional thin bands of good coal occur, but they are rare, and the prevailing components
of the seam are blue and black carbonaceous shales.
The prominence and abundance of the outcrops are such that no one could possibly avoid

noticing the coaly looking beds which are particularly well exposed in the vicinity of the road
crossing at Tikripara.
As to the extension of these seams southwards underneath the upper sandstones

nothing certain is at present known, and should it be found that the latter rest immediately
on the Tsilchirs of the south boundary, then it will be impossible to solve this question

without having recourse to borings.
The centre part of this ﬁeld is traversed by two principal streams, the Koldiga and the
Kelo, with a number of smaller tributaries.

The high ground between these is probably for

the most part occupied by outlying patches of the upper sandstones, while in the river beds
Barﬁkar rocks are exposed.

Kelo Section.—In the river section between Jhargaon and Hokra there are several
outcrops of seams consisting of carbonaceous shale.

Only one, that near Tiptipa, contains

cool, but even there it is in too small quantity to be of any use. At Hokra thereis a
10 foot seam of concretionary shale, no coal—dip 4° to 35° east of south.
Beyond the Gari Ghat there is a 2 foot seam of concretionary shale and coal-—dip 7" south.
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In the Bendia (near the mouth), which joins the Kelo at Geri, there is a considerable

seam.
Ascending-—Dip irregular, ooulb-aces! 5°.

‘
Ft. In.

1. Carb. shales, bedding irregular, with some slight coaly layers
towards base
2. Goal, portions ﬂaky, but.for the most part burunble, much wen
thered
3. Parting, ferruginous sandstones
4. Flaky coal with carb. shale excessively weathered and decom
posed
..
15

4-6

0

410
0 6
6 0
-1'-—l6

4

I think it possible that some good coal might be extracted from this seam.

In its present

decomposed condition even, it is easy to see from the manner of weathering that good or fair

coal exists.

The thicknesses given above do not hold for all parts of the seam. In this

same stream (Bendia) higher up a rolling seam of carbonaceous shale with a few inches
of coal continues on both sides for about half a mile.

Between this and the village of Kornkel there are three seams consisting of blue shales,
the most southern of which contains some layers of good coal 6 inches thick.
Returning to the Kelo section.

At the top of the next reach beyond the mouth of the

Bendia there is a seam containing 12—15 feet of blue and black shales with coaly layers—di}1
4° to 30°, south of west.

In the next mile and a. half four or ﬁve seams are met with; they are apparently repeti
tions of those above alluded to in the Bendia; none of them contain any useful quantity of

coal.

At Milupara there is a change in the dip to more or less north of west, and two or three
seams are exposed with intervals covered.

Sandstones are the only rocks seen up to Khara

but near the village there are some greenish ﬁne sandstones which I at ﬁrst thought might be
Tailchirs, but they appear to overlie the carbonaceous shale. Near Khara there were still

fragments of coal in the stream, which showed that the northern limit of the Barakars had
not been reached. There were also, however, a quantity of gneiss fragments which had
not the appearance of having travelled any great distance. The hills formed of the upper

sandstones impinge close on the banks of the river in this neighbourhood.
Koldiga Sec-tion.—In the Koldiga below Mahulai there are rolling carbonaceous shales
with ironstones and ﬂaggy beds, but I did not see any coal.

The whole aspect of these rocks

reminded me more of the “ carbonaceous shale and ironstone group" than of any other rocks
of the Damlida series which I have elsewhere met with. I am not, however, prepared to 585'
at present whether they are susceptible of separation from the Barzikar group.

Between the Samkera and Parega and Samkera and Gasbahari ‘road ghats the ﬂags
accompanying the carbonaceous shales present a very peculiar appearance, being of green bug.
and grey colors, sometimes resembling Tzilchirs, but always closely connected with the
carbonaceous shales.
East of this the section consists principally of carbonaceous shales up to Dumaftoliy
where the stream falls from the higher ground occupied by the upper sandstones.

Much remains in this area to be done in the detailed separation of the Barlikars from these
upper rocks.

Except where there are marked physical features, owing to the slightness 0f the

contrast in lithologica.l characters, it is extremely ditﬁcult to draw a satisfactory boundary
West from the Kelo the coal-bearing rocks are found for a distance of 13 miles.
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In the Piijli river there are some fragments of coal brought from some seam ‘ or seams
north of the high road, but none are exposed in its immediate vicinity.

I In the Dighi stream at Deogurh thereis a seam of blue and black carbonaceous shales with
5 inches of coal at the top. No better seam is exposed in the river for a mile to the south.
In the Hurinara stream there are sandstones and some traces of coaly and carbonaceous
shales. Between the valleys of Simra and Charatanga there are some ferruginous sandstones,

possibly Bariikars. Between Charatanga and the Kurket river there are Barzikar sandstones,
and the same are better seen in the bed of the river itself. The section' examined in both
directions north and south for about half a mile showed no signs of coal in situ, but fragments
occur in the bed of the stream.
The boundary of these rocks must cross the Kurket about midway between the villages
of Rébo and Bé.gchapa.""
B:igchapa itself is on gneiss, and about a mile to the south the boundary of the Vindhyans
is marked by a low range of hills.
UPPER Smnsrosss.

The manner in which, especially in the eastern portion of this ﬁeld, the coal-bearing rocks
have been covered by the upper sandstones has been already alluded to. The principal area.
of these rocks exists south of the strip of Barftkars which are exposed at the drainage level
by the rivers and streams. How far it extends southwards is not known, and the important
economic question as to the extension of the coal measures underneath has still to be deter
mined. If it be found that the Banikars crop out from beneath" them and rest on
the Sumbulp1ir Tzilchirs described by Mr. Medlicott, then the question will be solved, but if, as
is possible, and in some degree probable, the upper sandstones lap over on to the Talchfrs

without any appearance of Bard-kars intervening, then the extension of the latter can only be
ascertained by borings.

North of the Baraikar sections the upper sandstones form large hills, sometimes resting on
the former and sometimes resting immediately on the gneiss, as is particularly well seen in the
valley north of J hanjgir. The lithological characters of these rocks are very much the same
as they were in the northern ﬁelds—high1y ferruginous sandstones and grits, and red brown
and ochreous clays sometimes with fragments of plants. The bedding is for the most part

horizontal, and apparently does not partake of the rolling which characterises the underlying
Bariikars.

Dsscsrrrron or THE SANDSTONES IN THE mnonnonanoon or run rrnsr BARRIER on
rnr. Gonivani, AND IN THE connrsv BETWEEN THE Gomivani AND ELLORE, by
WILLIAM T. BLANFOBD, F. G. S., Deputy Superintendent, Geological Survey.
A brief notice of the great sandstone tract in the valley of the Godéwari and its tributaries
has already been given in the Records of the Geological Survey of India for 1871, pages 49——52.
The following pages furnish a somewhat more detailed account of the south-eastern portion
of this area, extending from the junction of the Tail with the Godisvari to the alluvium of

Yelaur (Ellore) and Réjémahendri.
The only portion of the country which has been closely examined is the area occupied

by the Dam1ida rocks, which are seen in the Goddvari just below the junction of the Tail,
and again about 30 miles lower down the river near the village of Deorpali and Ganara on

the left bank, and of Amrawiram, Damarcherla, and Madavziram on the right.

The remainder

' As I had no map whatever oi‘ this country, I did not attempt any detailed examination.
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of the sandstone tract, consisting principally of Kzimthi beds, has been more cursorily
surveyed. Tilt-hirs occur in several small patches, mostly isolated, in the immediate neighbour
hood of the river.

The description commences at the northern extremity of the area, at the conﬂuence of tho
Tail and Godiwari. The various rocks seen on the banks of the latter river between the
Tail and Bhadrzichalam are noticed in succession, then the sandstones around Ganara and
Deorpali north of the Godtivari; and the remainder of the paper is composed of notes on the
sandstone tract extending from lihidavﬁ-ram and Palﬁnché on the north to the coast alluvium
on the south, commencing at the north-east corner near Madavaram.

The country has hitherto attracted but little attention from Indian Geologists: a portion
of it is brieﬂy described in Dr. Voysey's Second Report on the geology of Hydrabad*
and in the extracts from his private journals ;'l' and the sandstones on the river banks are

noticed by Mr. Wall in his “Report on a reputed coal formation at Kota."I But none of
these papers do much more than to mention the existence of sandstone or other rocks in
particular spots.

It may be as well brieﬂy to mention the features of the Godéxari valley above the
mouth of the T61.

From Sironehﬁ the river runs through sandstones as far as the commence

ment of the second barrier
above the conﬂuence of the Indraotl river with the Godzivari.
Here it enters metamorphics, the sandstones (Krimthi, &c.,) occupying the country to the
south-west. At the bottom of the barrier, after traversing a band of Vindhyan quartzitem
the river enters the plant-bearing sandstones, and they are the only rocks seen upon its banks
from this point to the mouth of the Til, but at a short distance inland from the left bank
a high range of Vindhyau quartzite runs parallel with the river, and terminates, a few miles
before reaching the Tail, not far from the large village of Charla, whilst the quartzites and
their associates extend as far as the Tail, and re-appear south of it. On the right bank of the
river the sandstones stretch for a considerable distance, much farther than on the left.

All the country between Charla and the Godzivari appears to be alluvial; no rock is seen
in the river bank for a long distance above the mouth of the Tal.
On the road from Charla to Tiagra (Tengra) Télchirs are seen about a mile from the Tail.
Some more are met with in the jungle to the east
Rocks near Charla.

ward; but between the road and the Godé.vari none

were detected. At Charla itself, nothing could be seen on the surface, and the hills to the east
ward are of Vindhyan sandstone, but blocks of unmistakeable Kamthis have been dug out
from the north side of the village to repair the tank. There can, I think, be but little doubt
that these are in place, and, if so, both Damlidas and Tzilchirs, which appear to the south
ward, must here be overlapped.
In the branch of the Godzivari east of the island (char or lanka) above the mouth of the

T61 one solitary block of coarse conglomerate is seen.

Rocks near mouth of no just above Lingﬂé.

Precisely similar rocks come in, dipping at about 17°
to the west at the spot where the Til joins the

Godzivari. At this place fragments of coal have been picked up, but despite much search,
borings through the sand, &c., their source had not been discovered until after I hadlllﬁ
the country.§ Three hundred 0r 400 yards above its mouth, Tzilchirs appear in the TH, dipping
' J. A. S., IL, 1833, Vol. II, p. 392.
1' ld.

1850, Vol. XlX,])p. 257-288 and 298-302.

1 Mad. Jour. Lit. and Sci., 1857, VOLXVIII, p. 256.
§ Since I left the Godavarl, Mr. Vsnstavcrn has cut into a small seam of coal under the rocks on the north

side of the Tail at its mouth. It is about I foot thick sud very shaly. This is doubtless the source of the coil
found at this spot.
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at a high angle to the westward, and the same rocks recur at intervals for about three miles ;
then limestone belonging to the Vindhyans makes its appearance. This limestone has been

employed in the anicut and looks at the ﬁrst barrier.
Above Tiagra the Tzilchfrs seem not to extend far east of the bed of the Tel, metamorphics

appearing near the stream on the right bank. On the left bank a hill of Vindhyan sand
stone appears just above Keshﬁpﬁr. The range of hills east of Tiagra, extending to Halverﬁ,
are of Vindhyan quartzite, east of which metamorphics occur. To the west of them Ti'1.lch1'rs
are seen near Tiagra, but to the southward all is alluvium between the road to Dﬁmaglidem
and the river.

Along the (left) banks of the Godzivari below the mouth of the Tail, reefs of typical
Rocks on banks of Godeivari near Ling6l6.

Damﬁda sandstone, more or less conglomeratic, run
parallel with the bank t0 some distance south Of
Lingé.lzi.

The dip is west, and west by south,—at

Lingélé. W. 30°—4D° S.,—with an inclination of 17° to 20°. These beds abound in Vindhyan
pebbles and detritus, by which they are coloured quite red in some places. Small seams of
coal have been found amongst them by Mr. Vanstavern in two or three places, but none
exceeded 2 feet in thickness, and they can be traced a short distance only. Reefs of similar
rocks occur in the river at a distance from shore, and beneath one of them a seam 5 feet thick

was found by Mr. Vanstave'rn.
At Omadhairam, below Lingzilti, the river bank falls back to the eastward, and the strike
of the rocks turns to the south, and then south-west, crossing the river.

Beneath the lowest

reef of Dam1'1da conglomerate seen is some ﬁne sandstone, probably belonging to the Tzilchirs.
Below this no rocks are seen on the leﬁ bank of the river for more than three miles.

About two

and a half miles above Parnaszilzi metamorphies appear, and continue as far as Ddmagﬁdem.
Above the spot, at a village called Tarkala Singaram (Ryechelgoodium on one map) where

the Damlidas appear on the right bank oppositeLin
Rocks southwest of the Godlwnri near
Mnnngur.

gala, striking across the river, no rocks are seen in

the river bank as far as Biaram, a distance of eight or
nine miles, and the country near the river bank consists of alluvium.

Further inland rock crops

out here and there, but much of the surface is covered with sand or sandy clay.

On the

road from Managfu to Mangampet coarse felspathic sandstone is seen in two or three
places. There is a hill of conglomerate dipping westward, south-west of the village of
Romzinjzi, and coarse sandstone and conglomerate is seen near Pyéran Tank.

The hills west

of Managfir consist of similar beds, white and brown in colour. The sandstone has the same
loose pseudo-vesicular texture which is seen in some of the Kiunthi beds, and in one
spot hardened clay is intermixed with the rock asat Sironchii.

The dip is low to the

west or west by north.
Rock is exposed here and there throughout the thick jungle with which all the coun

try is covered, except in the immediate neighbourhood of the river bank. Some small pits
were made and borings put down near Singararn, and sandy shale and clays, white, pale
buff, pink and brown, were met with, some of those cut into in the pits containing Gloss0p

teris. The beds seen at Singaram must be a continuation of the Damiidas seen at Lingailzi,
but it is impossible to say how much, if any, of the
Rocks near Singaram.

coarse sandstones and conglomerates seen west of

Managﬁr should be ascribed to this group. Judging
from the other rocks found to the south-east, a large proportion of these beds are probably
Kémthi, and there is every appearance of the Damﬁdas being overlapped by the Ktimthis
near Managﬁr, as they are in all probability at Charla.
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The beds seen in the river bank at Singaram are brown and white sandstones, evidently
I

s,,,§;§§§ °“ "Km bank °‘ ‘‘°“"'‘ be1°"

Damudas, and the prolongation of the rocks seen at

Lingala. Their dip varies, -being usually W. 10° to
20° N., and about 20°, but 1t ranges from 10° to 30°,

and is diﬁicult to make out exactly.

Down the river, Tﬁlchirs come in about half a mile or

rather less below Singaram and 200 yards west of the village of Yegliradiglidem, and dip north

west about 12°. They are thence seen in the river bank at intervals for about three and a half
miles, as far as a little village called Raigﬁdem. Here the last outcrop of Télchirs occurs at a
small jutting point ; metamorphics appear about 200 yards further down the river, near the
houses of the village. A hill not more than 100 yards from the river bank is of Vindhyan
quartzite, but in the river itself only metamorphies are met with. The dip of the Tﬁlchirs is
somewhat irregular, but chieﬂy to the north-west, and a considerable area must be exposed.
The country west of the river from this to Bhadrﬁchalam was only very cursorily examined.
The great ridge of Ratangota running north-east
d Country west o!'Godl1varineu-D1£mag\'1~
to south-west is of Vindhyan quartzite ; it is isolated,
em.

being bordered by metamorphics on the south-east,
and partly on the north also; while to the west and south-west Tzilchirs occur, and a belt of

them extend from its southern extremity to the Godavari at Dlimagﬁdem, the village of Mits
glidem resting upon these beds. Vindhyans re-appear in the hills south and south-east of
Mitagﬁdem; they form the hill about a mile west of the Godzivari opposite Dﬁmagﬁdem, and

extend south as far as Gondigﬁdem, and thence for an unknown distance to the westward.
They are much hardened, and the softer beds are rather schistose. The southern boundary of
the plant-bearing series runs from Ratangota hill westwards through Bliga, where there is a
hot-spring; all Damlidas and Tﬁlchirs disappearing and massive Kamthis abutting against the
Vindhyans.

From near Bliga the boundary runs south-west through a very wild jungle,

metamorphics replace the Vindhyans, the latter not being found to the southward so far as the
rocks were examined, whilst the area of the plant-bearing sandstones extends for an unknown
distance to the west towards Paikhal.

The anieut of the I ﬁrst barrier opposite
Dﬁmagﬁdem
metamorphics,
but just
Télchirs
come in,is on
apparently
continuous
withbelow
the
Books in Godiivari near Dﬁmagudem.

larger area to the westward.

They occupy the river

bed for rather more than a mile, and are seen on both
banks, but do not appear to extend to the eastward. They are quite characteristic, mudstones

and ﬁne sandstones; the dip is variable. Just below Amagarpali some coarse gritty hard
sandstone is exposed, dipping north-west; it is unusually coarse for Tiilchirs, being even eon
glomeratic.
I
The map west of the river is very inaccurate, and the two banks by no means coincide.
Just below the anicut, the right bank is marked too

Inaccuracy of map.

far south or down the river by 200 yards, whilst a
mile farther down points on the right bank are a
quarter of a mile farther north than those which are really opposite to them on the left bank.

A small exposure of Té.lchirs is seen on the right bank of the river at Sinterél, two miles
or rather more below Dlimaglidem; another on the opposite bank (perhaps part of the same)

Tnllehirs south of Diimaglidem.

just below. The latter extends for about a mile east
of the river. Tzilchirs again occur on the leit bank
just above Dfautheram point, which is of granitoid

met-amorphics, and a mile and a half below they are seen for a mile along the left bank, not
extending across to the right. They, however, stretch inland, to the eastward for about six
miles.
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Thelowest beds seen on the river bank west of Narszipﬁr are compact ﬁne grained sand
stone dipping north-east and resting with pseudo conformity, as not unfrequently happens, on
the metamorphics. South of Narssipﬁr, and a little east of the river bank, close to a small nalft,

this ﬁne sandstone has been quarried to some extent for the navigation works at Dlimagiidem.
It cuts well, but has been found to have a great tendency to split and crumble after exposure.
East of Narsé.p(1r the ordinary shales or mudstones prevail. Boulders, some of them
of great size, abound on the road from Narsfmpﬁr to Bandalgﬁdem.

One must have been

nearly 10 feet in diameter. The larger blocks are metamorphic, but smaller pieces are of
Vindhyan sandstone and limestone.
From Tarbaka near Narsépﬁr to Raigﬁdem, on the right bank of the Godzivari, close to
the mouth of the Pitmélerﬁ, four miles below Bha
dréchalam, only metamorphic rocks are seen in the

Metsmorphics near Bhsdrlehalam.

Godaivari. In Malcolms0n’s Map* Deccan overlying
trap is represented as occupying a considerable area on both sides of the river close to Bha
dréchalam. I have not been able to trace the source
Trap on Maleolmson’s Map.

of Malcolmson’s information, but it must have been

founded on the large quantity of hornblendic gneiss
occurring at Bhadréchalam and in the neighbourhood. Some of this is so compact as to
become mineralogically a greenstone.

The north or left bank of the Godévari is composed of metamorphic rocks until close to
the village of Deorpali, whilst the south or right
Banks of Godivnri below Bhadréclmlam.

running along the channel of the river.

bank consists of sandstone from Raigﬁdem, the boun

dary between the two, which appears to be a fault,
The hot spring at Gundala, temperature 140°, is con
cealed beneath the sand of the river, and a small well is

Hot spring of Gundals.

annually made in the sand in order to reach it.

This

is done at a feast in the month of April. The
position of the spring is apparently a little north of the boundary between the metamorphies
and the sandstone, butas very few rocks are seen, the exact position of this boundary is
uncertain.
From Deorpali sandstones occur, wherever any rocks are exposed, on both banks of the

river, with one exception, as far as Nandigiir on the
Smdstones below Deorpnli.

left bank, and 8. little below Madavaram 011 the right.

The exception is on the latter for about a mile and a
half above the village of Polsiram, where metamorphics appear. Below Médavfrram no
sandstones are known to occur.
The sandstones around Raiglidem, Deor-pali, Msdavaram, &c., are part of the great area

extending southwards to the neighbourhood of Ellore and Rrijximahendri, which has been
brieﬂy described in the Records of the Geological Survey for 1871, p. 49. A full detail of
the boring operations is given in the same volume of the Records, p p. 59-66.

In proceeding to describe the geological features of the sandstone area extending from
_
ugfangement °f ‘Mes °‘‘ W’ ““d“t°“°

Raiglidem, Deorpali, and Miulavémam on the north
to the alluvium of Ellore, it will be most convenient
ﬁrst to give such notes as have been made on the

small tract north of the river near Deorpali, next those on the isolated area to the south
around Médavziram, and ﬁnally a brief account of the large extent of mndstone extending to
the southward from Raiglidem and Palﬁncha.
' Geol. Trans., Ser. 2, Vol. V, pl. XLVIL
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In the small sandstone area extending along the north or left bank of Godavari from
Deorpali to Néndiglir but little rock is exposed,
Sandstones north of Godlvari near Deorpali. except in the hills near the ﬁrst named village, the
river alluvium.

greater part of the ground being thickly covered with
The sandstones extend inland from one to two miles from the river bank, and

consist principally of Damlidas, Tzilohirs being seen
Snndﬂnne "Mt near Devrmli.

at or outside of the northern boundary in two places,

probably of Kzimthi age.

It is possible that this tract and the corresponding one south

whilst the rocks forming the Deorpali hills are
of the river around Médavéram are faulted in places, as some of the few dips seen are
confusing and anomalous.
The exact position of the eastern boundary is, in great measure, undetermined.

The

ﬁrst rocks exposed are in the Nandi V:igﬁ* near Niindiglir. In this, for about half a mile from
the Godévari, ﬁne yellow felspathic sandstone is see-n‘in places, dipping at a considerable

angle to north-west by west, that is, in the direction of the boundary. Metamorphics
occurto the eastward, but not in the immediate neighbourhood of the stream.
sandstone seen to the northward in the stream bed has low but irregular dip.

The last

Above this no

rock is seen for more than a mile, but sandstones probably occur, because rolled pebbles of
quartz, &c., are abundant west of the stream and south of the
of Nailagtinta.
Metamorphics make their appearance in the Nandi stream nearly due east of this
No sandstone whatever is seen in place between the Nandi stream and the Gan5.r, but
metamorphic rocks crop out to the north. Two boreholes put down north of the village of
Ganara entered quicksands at depths of 34 and 22 feet respectively, and it was found
impracticable, after sinking in the ﬁrst instance through 18 feet, and in the second through
24 feet of loose sand and water, to penetrate to the rock. In the Ganair Vzigﬁ Damlidas are

soon in two or three places about half to three quarters of a mile from the mouth, and in a
boring at one of these coal was discovered (see Records, 1871, pp. 61-62). Above this
metamorphics appear, but still further north Télchirs are met with, and extend north for
about a. mile towards the villages of Malipﬁr and Kishtéram. They are almost, if not
entirely, separated from the Damiidas, metamorphics intervening not only in the stream, but
to the east of it, while to the west the surface is much covered by alluvium.
West of the Ganér stream sandstone is exposed in several places near the village of
Tatpali and south of Egerpeta, but the dip is obscure. Apparently it is to the south,

and the borings put down south of T5.-tpali appear to indicate that it is very slight. But at
one spot, at a tank almost due south of Egerpeta and north-west of Golagtidem, sandstone
is seen dipping to the north-east at 60,° proving the existence either of faulting or of great local
disturbance.

From this place little, if anything, is seen to the westward as far as Gogdleziké.

In a ﬁeld close to Egerpeta some Tailchir shales were found, but none could be detected thence
to the westward till about half a mile east of Ghﬁtipér, where they‘are exposed along the boun
dary for a short distance, and are well seen in a small nahi, all in thick jungle.

The hills near Deorpali consist entirely of grit or conglomerate, and no shale is seen in the
section exposed in the river. It appears most probable that the rocks belong to the Kamthi
group.

Whether a fault, in continuation of the boundary south of Mzidavéram, runs up the

river, separating these rocks from those of Amravéram, is doubtful. Even if such be the case,
it may be of older date than the K:'1mthis, which here, as near Lingélai-, appear to be proved by

their distribution to be quite unconformable to the Damiidas.
‘ Vigil, Tclinga for stream, equivalent to Nsdi in Hindustani.
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The tract of sandstone on the right bank of the river opposite to that just described
extends from near Mftdavliram to Polairam, or rather
Sandstone tract near Mﬁavtiram.

more than four miles from eastto west.

Where broad

est it is between two and three miles from north to south. The southern boundary is nearly
straight, and although there is not, except in the south-east corner, much appearance of disturbance
along it, it is diﬁicult to believe that it is natural.

The dip throughout is to the westward,

I and usually rather high, being seldom less than 10°, frequently 15°, 20°, or even 30". Tzilchirs
occurinthe extreme south-east corner; allthe remaining area appears to be occupied by
Damiidas.
The Tzilchirs are only seen in a stream which runs into the God£vari near R-aiigomé ; they
are the usual ﬁne silty shales and sandstones, and are vertical, or dip at high angles to the
west and north-west.

They were not seen between the two hills

north of this spot, the

one of metamorphics, the other of Damﬁda grit and conglomerate.

The whole eastern boundary of the rock

north of these two hills is concealed by

alluvium in the river, which here runs north and south; metamorphics are seen along the left
bank.

To the east of the alluvium is a low rise formed of conglomerate, extending north to

the river east of Mzidavﬁram and terminating on the south in the high hill just referred to,
which lies west of the village of Kondapali. This hill has precipitous sides to the east and
south, exposing a section of the conglomerates composing it.
In the small strea1n which runs into the Godzivari near Injﬁram, north of Kondapali,

much conglomerate is seen, but no continuous section is exposed for any distance. Rocks
are traced at intervals along the southern boundary of the ﬁeld, and are usually conglomeratic.

The hills near Pol5ram and a smaller rise south-east of it are of the same kind of rock. This
of course is in favour of the southern boundary being natural, but it should be remembered
that the conglomerates being harder, are more likely to be exposed than the softer rocks
which may intervene between them.

There is much lime along the southern boundary near

the villages of Palchalkar and Gangéram, some compact limestone occurring north of the
last named village, but it is apparently a. superﬁcial accumulation.

Throughout this sandstone tract, asa general rule, very little rock is seen; usually
when any appears above the surface, as west of the tank south ofShir1iveli, it is grit or
conglomerate. But a tolerable, though by no means continuous, section is exposed in the
bank of the Godavari.

Here also the eastern boundary is not seen, metamorphics are met

with about half‘ way across the riverbed (here about a mile broad) opposite the village of

Murmur, and at the salient angle of the river bank below Mzidawiram there is horizontal
conglomerate and grit, being the same beds as those forming the rise which bounds the sand
stone tract on the east. The conglomeratic character appears to diminish rapidly to the
westward, in which direction the beds for a short distance dip east, exposing about 100 feet
of rocks, sandstone grit, and some argillaceous beds. The dip then changes to the westward

just at the mouth of a small nalé, and grey or pale brown sandstone with occasional bands
of grit or shale, all of typical Damfula characters, dip at a high and rapidly increasing
angletothe westward. At the anticlinal opposite the mouth of the little nalé, a borehole was
made to a depth of 193 feet 6 inches in order to prove rocks lower than any exposed on the
section. It went through alternations of brown and white sandstones, with thick beds of
dark shale containing two or three small and useless seams of coal, none of them exceeding
8 inches in thickness (see Records, 1871, p. 61).

At Médavéram there is some crushing and, possibly, faulting, the sandstone being cut up
by calcareous veins. A high dip, varying from 20° to 40°, continues along the river bank as
far as Shiniveli, the beds being coarse or ﬁne sandstones of varying hardness with occasional

lH-
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shales. Near Shiniveli the dip becomes lower. In some clays just east of the village
Glossopteris, Pecopteris, Vertebraria, and Calamites occur.
Thence to Damarcherla the dip is moderate, about 5° to 10°, and the rocks fairly seen on

the whole. They are much the same as to the eastward, ﬁne felspathic sandstone and ﬁne
clays predominating, with occasional hard massive bands of ﬁne brown sandstone. At
llamarcherla there is a little conglomerate and some hard ferruginous bands like those in the
Ktimthis.
~
About half a mile, or rather less, west of Darnarcherla, the beds roll up sharply, and there
may be a fault here. They soon roll over again and consist of coarse felspathic andstones,
generally pink coloured or ferruginous, and conglomerates, but associated with hard compact
grey felspathic sandstones. These rocks continue to beyond Polziram, metamorphics appearing
at the mouth of the stream west of the village.

A mall rising ground in the metamorphics south of Polziram contains large quantities

Magnetic 1"“ °" “W PWmm'
Iron manufacture.

of magnetic iron ore in laminae with quartz. The
ore has evidently been largely dug from this spot
for small diggings are scattered over the ground.
The iron ore shows very distinct polarity in its action

on the needle. In a small village near this I found women making iron in a little furnace
barely 2 feet high—a miniature of the Tiilchir furnace—worked by small foot bellows about
1 foot in diameter. The furnace inside is only 6 inches in diameter at the base, 3 inches at
the top. It is said by the people that two pieces of iron, each weighing 1% seer and valued
at 4 annas, are made in a day."

Sandstone again comes in on the right bank of the river close to the abandoned village
site of Plindigiil. The actual junction of the two
Sa'ndstones near Pﬁndigfﬂ and A!ILI'8V6
ram.

series is again concealed, but there can be little doubt

of the boundary being natural. It runs to the south
ward into dense jungle, where its position is diﬂicult to ascertain correctly on so imperfect
a map; the rocks being very poorly seen,

In the right bank Of the Godiwari, from just above the base at Plindiglil to the village
of Amravéram, a good section is exposed in which
sludsmnel “°’1'A““'“"mmvery few breaks occur. The general dip is west,
.
varying in amount from about 7° to 12°. Towards
the base yellowish-brown sandstone prevails, coarse and felspathic.

Above this, to the

north of the hill, there is much conglomerate, and thence to Amravziram sandstone again.
No clay or shale is seen, much less coal, but some coarse impure ironstone occurs.

About the middle of the village? the section ends, and only scattered outcrops, concealed

beneath the river except in the driest season, occur in the bank of the river above. Just
above the mouth of the stream, which enters the river above the village, fragments of coal
occur on the river's bank just below a conspicuous clump of green bushes ; some sandstone

occurs in the bushes, and a boring might be put down through it. Above this, again, but one
small outcrop of rock is seen, nearly in front of Thondipéli, as far as Glimpanépali just below
Rfrgﬁdem. Even near Mondiprik (nearly opposite Gaglibéké) only a few blocks of coarse sand
' stone are exposed.

Near the river bank the country is an alluvial ﬂat, and farther inland

asandy rise covered with thick jungle, amongst which a few scattered blocks of coarse
sandstone and conglomerate may occasionally be seen.
' The people were of Lohar caste, i. 0., low caste Hindus. The Kois, who are Kolariuns (though called (lands
by the Mussulnuml of the coumry), are said to make iron with foot bellows in n hole in the ground Without any
furnaee at all.
T This is placed too far east on the map, which is very inaccurate about here.
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The nalé which runs into the Godavari, east of Amravéram, exposes no rock for some
distance from its mouth, and no good section is anywhere seen in it.

Soﬁa felspathic sand

stones and, towards the base, conglomerates are met with in it here and there.

rock is seen in the large Machimangu nalﬁ which runs past Kometlagﬁdem.

Even less

Sandstone only

appears in this in the form of a few blocks, exposed just below the junction of the two princi
pal streams which uhite to form it. The more westwardly of the two joining streams,how
ever, only traverses metamorphics for a very short distance: above this Tﬂchirs are exposed,
although there are none in the main stream a few hundred yards distant, where the meta
morphics and Damlidas are seen within a few yards of each other.

After about one quarter of a

mile of Télchirs, Damlidas or K6mthis (they are undistinguishable here) again come in dipping
west south-west. There is a considerable quantity of coarse felspathic sandstone of various
colours, mostly brown, or irregularly streaked, and hard ferruginous bands occur at intervals ;

occasionally clay is found in the sandstone. Conglomerate is not prevalent, but it is met
here and there.

There is absolutely nothing about these beds by which they' can be distinguished from
Damlidas, but there can be but little doubt that the greater portion, if not all, belong to the

K:i.mth1's. From the general dip they must have overlapped the Amravairam beds. They
appear softer than the rocks seen in the river's bank near Amravziram and M:'1davziram,
but this is not an important distinction.

The hills near Kometlagﬁdem are of open textured felspathic sandstone, usually white or
pale brown in colour, with hard ferruginous bands. The sandstones on the hills in this
neighbourhood have generally this somewhat open texture, which is not usually seen in
ravine sections, and may be due to the washing out of the decomposed felspar from between
the grains of quartz. The character of the sandstone is that of the Kaimthi beds, but no
typical Kzimt-hi rocks occur, neither vitreous sandstone, nor the red and yellow compact shale,

nor the ﬁne micaceous variegated sandstone.
From these hills, others formed of similar sandstone stretch away to the southward,

bordered to the east in the valley of the Machimangﬁ stream by metamoi-phics, no Télchirs
intervening.
(To be continued).
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tained in the orders of the Intestina and Mollusca Linnaei, (1783,)
4to., London.

,,

,,

The Genera Vermium of Linnaeus exempliﬁed by several of the rarest and
most elegant subjects in the orders of the Testacea, Lithophyta, and

Zoophyta Animalia, (1788,) 4a., London.
Basnmns, Joscmu.—()n the Primordial Fauna and the Taconie System, with additional
notes by J . Marcou, (1860,) 8vo., Boston.

.

L. Aoassm, DIB., Mvs. Cour. Ziion, H./n¢v.\1z1) Conn, Msss_

BASTIAN, H. U.—'l‘he modes of origin of Lowest Organisms, (1871,) 8vo., London.
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Titles of Books.
Donors.
BILLINGS, E.—-Geological Survey of Canada. New species of Lower Silurian Fossils, (1861
1862,) 8v0., Montreal.
L. Aoossuz, DlB., Mos. COMP. Ztion, HARVARD COLL.,MABB,
BOUSBINGAULT, M.——Coquillvs rt eohinodermes fossiles

de Columbie, (Nouvelle-Grenades)

(1842,) 4to., Paris.
Bosc, L. A. G.—Histoire Naturelle des Cruataoes, Vols. 1., 11., (1803,) 12mo., Paris.
BRANDT, J. F.-—Prodromus Descriptionis Animalium ab H. Mertensio in Orbis terrarum
cireumnavigatione observatorum, Fasc. I., (1835,) 4130., Petropoli.
BnnYNIUs, J. I‘.—Disserta.tio Physica de Polythalamiis, (1732,) 4to., Gednni.
Boson, DB. WILLIAI.-—Bo0bachtungen über Anatomie und Entwickelung einiger Wirbellosen
Seethiere, (1851,) 4m, Berlin.
CAILLIAUD, F.—Ca.talogue des Radiaires, des Annélides, des Cirrhipedes, et des Mollusques,
Marins, Terrestres, et Fluviatiles recueilles dans le Département
de la Loire-Inférieure, (1865,) 8v0., Nantes.

Observations sur les Oursins Perfomnts de Bretagne, with supplement,
i!

I’

(1856-1857,) 8vo., Paris.

Comma, A.-—Om Stromningsforholdenei almindelige Ledninger ogi Havet, (1870,) 4to.,
Copenhagen.
DANISH ACADEMY.
Corm, BERNHARD von.—-Der Altai, (1871,) 8vo., Leipzig.
„
„
„
Geologische Bilder, 5th edition, (1871,) 8v0., Leipzig.
Cox, E. T.ËFirst Annual Report of the Geological Survey of Indiana made during 1869,
with

three maps and colored section

in case,

(1869,)

8v0.,

Indianapolis.
Hnnvum COLL., Mus.

CUMBERLAND, GEORGE.——Re1lqulm Conaervatae, (1826,) 8v0., Bristol.
DARWIN, CHAIiLES.—ThB Descent of Man, 2 Vols. 1871-—(1871,) 8vo., London.
DUJARDIN, F.‚ m‘ HUPÉ, H.—-Histoire Naturelle des Zoophytes Echinodennes, with folio
plat/es, (1862,) 8v0., Paris.
V

DUVEBNOY, M.-—Mémoire sur l’Analogie de composition et sur quelques points de l'organi
sation des Echinodermes, (1848) 4to.
ELLIÔT, Sm H. M.——The History of India, as told by its own Historians, Vol. 111., (1871,)
8vo., London.
Govminmnnr OF INDIA, HOME DEPARTMENT.
GAUDRY, ALBEB'1'.—-Mé1noire sur les Pieces solides des Stellérides. Thèse de Zoologie, (1852,)
4to., Paris.

GEMMALLABO, PROF. G. G.—Nerinee della oiam dei D'ini:orni di Palermo—4to., Palermo.

Geological Survey of California. Palaeontology, Vol 1., (1864,) II., (1869,) (1864‚—1869,) 4m,
Philadelphia.
. L. Amssrz, HARVARD Conn, LIASS.
GRAEFFE, EDUARD.—BBOl)aCl1t\1Ilgel1 iiber Radiaten and Würmer in Nizza, (1860,) 44m,
Zürich.

GRAS, ALB1N.—Description des Oursins Fossiles du Département de l’Isère, (1848,) 8v0.,
Grenoble.

GRATELOUP, DB.—Essai sur la. Distribution Géognphique, Orographique. et Statistique des
Mollusques, Terrestres, et Fluviatiles Vivants du Département de lß
Gironde, (1858-1859,) 8v0., Bordeaux.
,,

,,

Mémoire de Géo-Zoologie sur les Oursins Fossiles Echinides, (1836,) 8v0.,

Bordeaux.
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GRATELOUP, DR.—Mémoire sur pltmieurs espéces de coquilles nonvelles ou pen counues do
mollusques, (1840,) 8vo., Bordeaux.

GREWINGK, C.—Ueber Hoplocrinus dipentas und Baerocrinus Ungerni, (1867,) 8vo., Dorpat.
HAGENUW, DR. F. V.—Monographie der Riigen’schem Kreide-Versteinerungen, II., Abth.
Radiarien und annulaten, (1840,) 8V0.

HAURR, F. R. V.—Zur erinnerung an Wilhelm Haidinger, ans Jahrb. d. k. k. Geol. Reich,
(1871,) 8vo., Vienna.
THE AUTHOR.
JARGRR, G. F.—De Holothuriis Dissertatio Inauguralis, (1834,) 4150., Turici.

JAcKsoN, CHARLES T.»—Report on the Geological and Mineralogical Survey of the Mineral
Lands of the United States in the State of Michigan, under Act of
Congress, 1847, (1849,) 8vo., Boston.
L. AGABSIZ, HARVARD COLL., MAss.
KLIPSTEIN, DR. A. V.—Beitr§ge zur Geologischen und Topographischen Kenntniss der
ostlichen Alpen, Band II., Abth. I., (1871,) 4to., Giessen.
KOWALEVSKY, DR. A.—Beitr':ige zur Entwickelnngsgeschichte der Holothurien, (1867,) 4to.,

St. Petersbourg.
KBEFFT, GERABI).—Austrs.lian Vertebrata Fossil and Recent, (1871,) 8vo., Sydney.

N. Tniimmn.

Kusrn, G.——Roasting of gold and silver ores and the extraction of their respective metals
without quicksilver, (1870,) 12mo., San Francisco.

Lawns, G. H.—Sea Side Studies at llfracombe, Tenby, the Soilly Isles, and Jersey, (1860,)
8vo., London.

Lrncxn, J. H.—De Stellis Msrinis Liber Singularis, (1733,) folio, Lipsiae.
.
Lomon, P. DR, ET COTTRAU, G.—Monogmphie, Paléontologique, et Geologique de l'eta.ge

Portlandien du Département (19 l'Yonne, (1868,) 4¢o., Paris.

'

LORIOL, P. DE. ET PRLLAT, E.~Monogmphie, Paléontologique, et Géologique de l’eta.ge
Portlandien des environs de Boulogne-sur-Mer., (1867,) 'Lto.,
Gcnévc.
MARCQU, J umrs.—American Geology,—(1858,) 8vo., Ziirich.
L. AoAssIz, HARVARD COLL., MAss.
Letter to M. Joachim Barrande, on the Taconic Rocks of Vermont and
Ca.nada.—(l862,) 8vo., Cambridge.
L. AGASSIZ, HARVARD COLL., MAss.

I’

9!

,,

,,

Notes on the Cretaceous and Carboniferous Rocks of Texas-—(1861), 8vo.
Boston.
L. AoAssIz, HARVARD CoLI.., MAss.

,,

,,

Reply to the criticisms of James D. Dana, including Dana's two articles
with a. letter of Aga.ssiz—(l859,) 8vo., Ziirich.
L. AoAssIz, HARVARD CoLL., MAss.

MARKHAM, Cnnmnurs R.—-A Memoir on the Indian Surveys——(1871), 8vo., London.
Tm; AUTHOR.

MXDDRNDORFF, DR. A. TE. VON.—Reise in den sussersten Norden und Ostcn Sibiriens,
Band II.

Zoologie.

Thiel I—(1851,) 4to., St. Petersbnrg.

MIVABT, ST. GEORGE.—O11 the Genesis of Species—(1871,) 8vo., London.
M6131Us, DR. K.—Neue Seesterne des Hamburger und Kieler Museums—(1859.) 4to, Hamburg.
MOULLNS, CHARLES DEs.—Etudes sur les Echinides, Part I. (Etudes Généralcs,)—(1835-37,)
8vo., Bordeaux.
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NAUMANN, DB. 0. F.—Elemente der Minemlogie-(18711) 8vo., Leipzig.
NICOLLET, S. N.—Report intended to illustrate a map of the hydrographical basin of the
Upper Mississippi River, January 11th, 1846—(l845,) 8vo., Wash
ington.
‘
Nova Scotia, Mines and Minerals—(1864,) ﬂs.

L. Assssu, Hsavasn CoLL., Mass.
Halifax.
L. Aosssrz, Hasvann CoLL., Mass.

Pacnr, RAIMUND.——Dimerm-rz'n1'les oligoptilus. Ein Beitrag zur Kenntniss der Gattung
Dimerocrinites —(1852,) 8vo., St. Petersbourg.
PALMER, C., MURRAY, Cur. W. G., AND BALL, V.—Report on the hill of Mahendragiri and

the native port of Barwah, in the Ganjam District of the
Madras Presidency, with ph0tog"raphs—-(1870,) ﬁs. Calcutta.
C. PALMER, M. D.
PERRY, REV. J. B—.A discussion of sundry objections to Geology-—(1870,) 8vo., Cambridge.
'
L. Aoassrz, HARVARD CoLL., Mass.
,,
,,
Queries on the red sandstone of Vermont and its relations to other
rocks—(1868,) 8vo., Boston.
L. Aosssrz, H mvann CoLL., Mass.

Pnrsns, W. C. H., Cums, J . V., AND Gsssrascxaa, C. E. A.—Handbuch der Zoologie,
Band II., (1863)-—8vo., Leipzig.
Qosssrr. Jonu.~—-Lectures on . Histology, Vol. I, (1852)—II, (1854) (bound in one)
—(1852-54,) 8vo., London.

QUENSTEDT, PBol=‘.—Schwabens Medusenhaupt. Ein Monographie der Subangularen Penta
criniten, with large folio plates—-(1868,) 8vo., Tiibingen.
,,
,,
Ueber Pentacrinites coZli_gatus--(1856,) 8vo.
_
QUETELET. A.—-Observations des Phénomenes Periodiques pour 1869. Mém. l’Aca.d. Roy.
de Belgique., Vol. XXXIX., 4to., Bruxelles.
THE Aornoa.

Report of the Secretary of War, communicating information in relation to the Geology and
Topography of California—(18-50,) 8vo., Washington.
L. Aoassm, Hssvmn CoLL., Mass.
Reports of explorations and surveys to ascertain the most practicable and economical route
for arailroad from the Mississippi River to the Paciﬁc Ocean,

- Vol. I, (1855)—XII, pts. I & 11., (1860,)—(1855-60,) 440., Wash
1 ngton.

L. Aosssrz, HARVARD CoLL., Mass.

SANDBERGER, Da. F.—Die Land, und Siisswasser, Conchylien der Vorwelt.

Parts II, III,

—(1870,) 4t0., Wiesbaden.
Sonocn, Da. G.—Ein Tropfen Wasser—(1870,) 4to.. Ziirich.
,
NATYBAL HISTORY Socu-zrr or Ziisrcn.
SELBNKA, EmL.—Beitriige zur anatomic und systematik der Holothurien—(l867,) 8vo.,
Leipzig.
SEALER, N. S.—Abstract of some remarks on the relations of the rocks in the vicinity of
Boston.—(1S69,) 8vo, Boston.

On the nature of the movements involved in the changes of level of shore
,,

,,

,,

,,

lines—(1868,) 8vo., Boston.
On the parallel ridges of glacial drift in Eastern Massachusetts, (1870)
8vo., Boston.

On the phosphate beds of South Carolina,——(lR70,) 8vo., Boston.
L. AGASSIZ, Haavasn CoLL., MASE
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Donors.
STIMPSON, W1LLIAM.—Synopsis of the marine invertebrata of Grand Manan, Smithsonian
Contrib. to knowle<lge—(1853,) 4to., Washington.

SWALLOW, G. C.——The ﬁrst and second Annual Reports of the Geological Survey of Missouri,
-—(1855,) 8vo., Jeiferson City.
L. Amssrz, HARVARD C0LL., MAss.

Tuomsnn, JULIM.—Thermochemiske Undersogelser-— (1870,) 4to., Copenhagen.
Dunsn ACADEMY.
TIEDEMANN, Dn. F.—Anatomie der Rohren-Holothurie des Pomeranz farbigen Seesterns
und Stein-Seeigels-—(1816,) fol-, Landshut.
TYNDALL, J OHN.—I-Iours of exercise in the Alps-—(1871,) 8vo., London.
17
,,
Fragments of science for unscientific people-—(1871,) 8vo., London.
Wnrzuran, EDwAnD.—Scrambles amongst the Alps in the years 1860—1869——(l871.)8vo.,
London.
ZITTEL, CARL. A.——Denkschriﬁ; auf Christ. Erich Hermann von Meyer, (1870,) 4to., Miinchen.
THE ACADEMY.

PERIODICALS.
American Journal of Conchology, Vol. VI., pts. 3-4—‘(1870-71,) 8vo., Philadelphia.
American Journal of Science and Arts, 3rd Series, Vol. I., Nos. 5-7,—-(1871,) 8vo , New Haven.

Annales des M ines, 6th Ser., Vol. XVII., Liv. 1-3—(1870,) 8vo., Paris.
L'ADMINISTR. DES Mums.
Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 4th Series, Vol. VII., Nos. 42-4¢t—(1871,)8vo.,
London.
BLOCHMANN, I-I.-—Bibliotheca Indica, New Series, No. 236. The Ain-i-Akbari, Fasc. XIII.
——(1871,) 4to. Calcutta.
GO"EIlN){I‘.NT or INDIA.

Canadian Journal of Science, Literature, and History, New Series, Vol. XIII., No. 1, May,
(1871,) 8vo., Toronto.
COSTA, O. G.—Fauna del Regno di Napoli, Fasc. 1—116--(1832-1870,) 4to.,'Napo1i.
,,

,,

Paléontologia del Regno di Napoli, Parts II., III., with Appendices— (1854-1863),

4t0., Napoli.

First Biennial Report of the Progress of the Geological Survey of Michigan-(1861,)8vo.,
Lansing.
HARVARD 'CoLL., MAss.
Geological Magazine, Vol. VIII, Nos. 6-8—(187l,) 8vo., London.

Indian Economist, with Agricultural Gazette and Statistical Reporter, Vol. II, No. 12, and
Vol. III, No. 1—(1871,) 4to., Calcutta.
_
Govansunm or INDIA.
Journal de Conchyliologie, 31-d Ser., Vol. X., No. 4—(1870,) 8vo., Paris.
LEONHABD, G., UND GEINITZ, H. B.—Neues Jahrbuch fiir Mineralogie, Qeologie, uml

Paléontologie, Jahrgang, 1870, Heft 8, and Jahrgang, 1871, Heft
3-4-(1870-1871,) 8vo_., Stuttgart.
Paléontographica, Band XIX, Lief. 5, with title page and Index of V0]. XVII, 4to., Casscl.
PETERMANN, DB. A.——Geographische Mittheilungen, Band XVII, Nos. 5-7—(1871,) 4to.,
Goths.
PFEII-‘FER, DB. Loms.—Malak0zoologische Bliitter, Band XVII,
9, and Band XVIII, Bg.
1-3—(l870-1871,) 8vo., Cassel.

»

,,

Novitates Conchologicaa, Abbildung und Beschreibung neuer Con
chylien, I, Abth, Land Conchylien, Lief XXX VIII, 4t0., Cassel.
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R6MEB, DR. EDUARD.—Novitates Conchologicm, Abbildung und Beschreibung neuer Con

chylien, Supplement III. Monographie der Molluskengattung
Venus. Linné, Lief 30-31, (1871,) 4to., Cassel.

The London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science, 4th
Series, Vol. XLI, Nos. 275-278, (1871,) 8vo., London.
The Quarterly Jonrnal of Science, Nos. 29-31, (1871,) 8vo., London.
Tnoscnnn, DR. F. H.—Archiv fiir Naturgeschichte, Jahrgang XXXIV, (1868,) XXXV, (1869,)
XXXVI, (1870,) Heft. 1-4--(1868-1870,) 8vo., Berlin.

GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS.
BOMBAY.——Selections from the Records of the Bombay Government, New Series, N0.118.
Papers relative to the introduction of Revised Rates of Assess
ment into the Chikodee and Bedee Talookas, and part of the

Padshapoor Talooka, all of the Belgaum Collectorate, (1871,) 8V0-.
Bombay.
GOVERNMENT or BOMBAY.
,,

Selections from Records of the Bombay Government, New Series, No. 119. Papers
relating to the introduction of Revised Rates of Assessment into

the Beejapoor Talooka, formerly of the Sattara Collectorate, (1871,)
8vo., Bombay.
GOVERNMENT or Bonmv.
,,

Selections from the Records of the Bombay Government, New Series, No. 113.
Papers relating to the revision of assessment in six talookas Of

the Ahmednuggur Collectorate, (1871,) 8vo., Bombay.
Govsnnmmr or BOMBAY.
0UDH.——HARIKGTON, H. B.—Report on Dispensaries and Lunatic Asylums in the Province
of Oudh for 1870, (1871,) ﬂsc., Lucknow.

GOVERNMENT or OUDH.
,,

Wmsnnv, J . C.—Sanitary and Vaccine Reports for the Province of Oudh for 1870.
(1871,) ﬂsc., Lucknow
.
Govasnusnr or Ovnn.

PUNJAB. — Selections from the Records of the Government of the Punjab and its Dependencies,
New Series, No. 9. Notes on the Dera Ghazee Khan District’

North-Western Frontier, and its Border Tribes, by R. B. J . Bruce,
Esq., (1871,) 8vo., Lahore.
GOVERNMENT or THE PUNJAB.

TRANSACTIONS, &c.
BRRLI1s.—-Monatsbericht der koniglichen Preussischen akademie der Wissenschaften zu Ber
‘
lin, 1867-69, and April, May 1871, 8vo., Berlin.
Tns Acmauv.
,,

Verzeichniss der abhandlungen der lriinig.

Preuss. Akademie der Wissenschaften

von 1710-1870, (1871,) 8vo., Berlin.
THR ACADEMY.
,,

Zei’tschril't

der Deutschen Geologischen

Gesellschaft.

Band XXII, Heﬁ. 4.

(1870,) Band XXIII, Heft. 1, (1871)—(1870-1871.) 8vo.. Berlin.
GERMAN GROLOGICAL Socwrv.
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Titles qf Boo/ts.
Dollars.
BRBsLAiL-Abhandlungen der Schlesisohen Gesellschaft für vaterlandische Cultur. Natur

wissenschaﬁen und medicin, 1869-70.

Philoeophisohe-historis

che, 1870-(1870) 8vo., Breslau.
THE SILESIAN Socnzrr.
Siebenundvierzigster Jahres-Bericht der Schlesischen Gesellschaft für vaterliin
disohe Cultur, 1869-(1870) 8vo., Brcslau.

..

THE SILEsnN Socrnrv.
BRIZYELLBS.-—Annules de la Société Malacologique de Belgique, Tome I (l863)—IV, (1869)
(1863-1869) 8vo., Bruxelles.
Annuaire de l'Académie Royale des Sciences, des Lettres, et des Beaux-Arts de
Belgique, 37th Year, (1871,) 12mo., Bruxelles.
BELGIAN ACADEMY.
Bulletins de l’Acud6mie Royale des Sciences, des Lettres, et des Beaux-Arts
de Belgique, 2nd Series, Vol. XXIX-—XXX (1870)-—(1870) 4to.,
Bruxelles.
BELGIAN AcADEMï.
Mémoires de l’Académie Royale des Sciénces, des Lettrcs, et des Beaux-Arts
de Belgique, Vol. XXXVIII, (1871) 4to., Bruxelles.
BELGIAN Acsnmn.
Mémoires Couronnés et Mémoires des Savants Etrangers, Vol. XXXV (1870)
XXXVI (1871)—(l870-1871) 4to., Bruxelles.
BELGIAN Acmnmr.

-.

.,

(‘.\u~1'1'rA.—Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal: New Series, Vol. XL, Part I, No. l,
Part II, No. III, (1871,) 8vo., Calcutta.
Tm: Socmn.

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, N0. 7, July-S, August, (1871,)
8vo., Calcutta.

THE Socnmz.
Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India., Vol. VII, (l871,) 8vo., Calcutta.
THE SURVEY.
Records of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. IV., Part 3, (1871,) Calcutta.
THE Sunver.

..

(‘nmsrcnvucn.—Jounml of the Proceedings of the Provincial Council of Canterbury.
Session XXXIV—(1871) ﬁsc., Christchurch.
DB.. HAAsr.
,,
Laws of the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury. Founded 1862. 1n
corporated 1868-(1870) 8vo., Christchurch.

,,

Philosophical Institute of Canterbury.

DB. Huez‘.
Report of the Council for the

year ending 31st December 1870-(1870) 8vo., Christchurch.
DB. HAAsT.

(ÉOPENHAGEIR-Oversigt over det kongelige danske Videnskabernes Selskabs Forhandlinger
og dets Medlemmeers Arbeider í Anret 1870, N0. 2, (1870,) 8vo.,
Copenhagen.
Dnnsn Acumm'.

Dlnësneim-Sitzungsberichte

der naturwissenschañlichen Gesellschaft Isis in Dresden.

Jahrg. 1870, July, December (1870-71,) 8vo., Dresden.
THE ISIS Soc1m*r.
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Fmnauca.—Bolletino R. Comitato Geologico d’Italia, Nos. 5 to 6, (1871,) 8vo., Florence.
-

THE Socuarr.

HAAaLsM.—Verhandelingen do Commissie Geologische Beschrijving en Kaart van Nede1-land,

Vol. I, (1853)—II (1854) 4m, Haarlem.
Koniosnnno.-—Schriften der Kiiniglichen Physikalisch—Okonomi'schen Gesollschait zu
Kiinigsberg. Jahrg. XI. Abth. I.~—(l871) 4to., Kiinigsberg.
Lonnon.——Journal of the Society of Arts, Vol. XIX, No. 956, (1871,) 8vo., London.
THE Socmrr.
,,
Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, Vol. XV, No. 1, (1871.) 8vo.,
London.
,,

Proceedings of the Royal Society,
London.

THE Socrsrr.
Vol. XIX, Nos. 126 and 128, (1871,) 8vo.,
THE Socmna

lilosrnmL.—Geological Survey of Canada. Report of Progress from 1866-1869—(1870) 8vo.,
Montreal.
Tm; Sunvar.
M0s(:oU.—Bulletin de la Sociéte Impériale des Naturalistes de Moseou, Vol. XLIII, No. 2,
(1870,) 8vo., Moscou.
THE Socmrr.

MUNICH.-—Sitzungsberichte der kiiniglichen Bayerischen akademie der Wissenschaﬂven zu
Miinchen, Band II, Heft. 1-4., (1870,) 8vo., Miinohen.
Tim ACADEMY.

Pa1LADaL1>n1A.——Journa1 of the Franklin Institute, 3rd Series, Vol. LXI, Nos. 1-2, (1870,)
8vo., Philadelphia.

Tan Ixsnmn.
,,

Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Science of Philadelphia, Nos. 1-3,
January, December, (1870,) 8vo., Philadelphia.
THE ACADEMY.
ST. PE'1'ERsBOUBG.—Bu1letin do l’Académie Impériale des Sciénces de St. Petersbourg,
Vol. XV, Nos. 3-5, (1871,) 4t/0., St. Petersbourg.

VIENNA.—Denkschriiten der kais-akademie der Wissenschaiten, Band XXX (1870)— (1870)
4.to., Vienna.
THE ACADEMY.
,,
Sitzungsbericht der kais. Akademie der Wissenschafton.
Band LX, Abth. I, Heft. 3 to 5, Oct. to Dec. (1869.)
,,

,,
,,
,,
,,
und

LX,

LXI,
LXI,
LXII,
LXII,
Register

,,

II,

,,

,, I,
,,
,, II,
,,
,, I,
,,
,, II,
,,
zu den Biinden

3 to 5, Oct. to Dec. (1869.)

1 to 5, Jan. to May (1870.)
1 to 5, Jan. to May (1870.)
1 to 2, June to July (1870.)
1 to 3, June to Oct. (l870.)
51 to 60 (1871), (1869-1870,) 8vo., Vienna.
Tm; ACADEMY.

,,

Jah!huch der kais. kiinig. Geologischen Reichsanstalt, Band_XXI, N0. 1, January

,,

Verhandlungen der kais. kiinig. Geologischen Reichsanstalt, Nos. 1 to 5, January

to March—(1871) 8vo., Vienna.
'

to Mai-ch—(1871) 8vo., Vienna
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VIRNNA.—Abhandlungen d. k. k. Geol. Reichs, Band V, Heﬁ: 1, Die Reptilfauna der Gosau—
Formation in der neuen Welt bei Wiener Neustadt, von Dr Ema
nuel Bunzel.
,,

Abhandlungen d. k. k. Geol. Reichs, Band V, Heﬂ; 2.

Die Cephalopoden Fauna,

der Oolithe von Balin bei Krakau, von Dr. M. Neumayr.
THE Insrnorn.
WELLINoToN.—Transactions of the New Zealand Institute, Vol. II (1869), II (1870)—(1870-71)
8vo., Wellington.
DR. HAAs'r.
,,
Proceedings of the New Zealand Institute, Vol. III, Parts 1 to 2, January
to December—(1870) 8vo., Wellington.
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